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PART I 

THE" JOINT REPORT" AND CORRESPONDENCE 
RELATING THERETO ' 



PART I 

THE JOINT REPORT· 

From 

H. E. GOLDSMID, EsQ., } · · 
CAPTAIN G. WINGATE, Sup~rin_ten. dents of Surv_. e. y r-
CAPTAIN D. DAVIDSON, 

To 

E. H. TOWNSEND, EsQ., . 
Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division. 

Sir. . . 
In obedience to instructions from Government, conveyed in the letter noted in ·the 

. margin, we have !lSSembled at Poona for the p~ose 
Dated lOth Apr~l 184.7, No. 864. ~f taking into consideration "tbe best mean~~for M:ingin~ t 

the somewhat d1vers1fied operattons of the several revenue surveys of. th1s Prestdency ~ 
into confonnity, as far as practicable," and also "for ensuring the results of the suri'eys { 
being turned to the best account, and maintained· in their original integrity in the futui'e · 
management of the districts," upon which points we do ourselves the honour to sub'mit,. 
for the conSideration of the Honourable the Governor in Council, the following Repo~ 

• ' ·, 'r 1 l • ;·· :1! < { 

2. Descriptions, ·more or less complete, of the' modes of :operations in use O'n 1the
three surveys have been at different times already submitted~ to Government ; but suo
sequent to the dates on which these were written, modifications of the then existing praC:
tices have been from time to time introduced, so that .the descriptionS referred ~o .now 
present an imperfect and, from the circumstances which called them forth, an unconnect
ed view of the several systems. But in preference to .entering into a' minute detail ~f 
the methods of procedure followed at present on the several surveys~··we shall procecll, 
to describe, in compliance with the intentions of Government, the prinCiples of :that 
system of survey which, on a full consideration of the merits and peculiarities. pf the 
existing practices, we deem best suited for general ·.adoption, and to be considered th~ 
standard for future operations, in so far as local peculiarities may admit.: · 

. . 

3. A full consideration of the points mooted by Government would seem to require,. 
in addition to the description of the system of survey and assessment, some ·notice of th~ 
objects to be accomplished by it, as it is only by a full comprehension of the en~ 
attaitleQiliit we can judge of the merits of the means employed. . We· propose, therefore, 
before proceeding to describe the plan of survey we have to recommend, to submit a few 
()bservations illustrative of the system of revenue administrations to which our operations 
are subservient. · 

4. (The chief design of a revenue survei_may be defined' to be the regulation of tb~ 
customary land tax--;so-tliatii shatratonce seciii:ean adequateieVenue to Government, 
the progressive development of the agricultural resources of the country, and the preservl!
tion of all proprietary and other rights connected with the soil:) In the districts hithert~ 
surveyed, or under survey by us, the whole land, as generally tliroughout India, appertains 
to villages ; and the lands of each village are divided into fields or estates, held upon 
various tenures, or unoccupied, but which, in respect of taxation, may be classed under 
the three heads of rent-free, partially assessed, and subject to the standard assessment. ·. ·· 

'·• . ) 

. 5. (Under our Government the revenue management of the districts alluded to h.as 
generallybeen r:YOt\Y_a_r.J but without joint responsibilitY, each cultivator being 1iabl~,only 
for the land he"CiiTtlvates, and renewing his engagement with Government from year to 
year J In some districts each field or sub-division of the village lands, had its particular 
assessment, which was either fixed or settled from time to time, and the cultivators had, 
or were supposed to have, the right of relinquishing, when so disposed, any of ~he fields 
contained in their holdings, and obtaining a reduction of their liabilities, ~qui:v-alent to th:e 
assessment of the lands so relinquishl'd • in others the assessment was laid upon the enti~e 
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holdi~g of the c~ltivator, inste~d of its component fields ; but in both cases the practical 
exer~1se of the nght of the cultivator to relinquish any part of his farm at the expiration 

l of ~1s annual engagement was greatly p:estricted by the injudicious interference of our 
nat1ve revenue servants, through their anxiety to keep up the cultivation and revenue of 

' the Villages or aistricts over wpich they had ~ontrol, 

6: The superior advantages of the field assessment over that by which the assess
ment 1s placed on the whole lands of a village, or the entire holdings of individuals or 
coparceners, whether proprietors or occupants, have. ·been already .so fully stated by 

From Messrs. Goldsinid '"a~d · tw.o, .of· our .. number in their joint report quoted in the 
Wingate, to Sole Revenue Commis- margin, and are so gen~rally. admitted by the Revenue 
sione~ No. I, dated 27th October Officers of this Presidency, that we deem it unnecessary 
IS40. . d '1 d . . f h to enter upon any very eta1 e expos1tton o t em here. 

It may be permitted us to remark, however, that one manifest advantage of breaking up 
the assessment of a village into portions so minute is ~he facil~ty it affords to .the cultivators 
of contracting or enlarging the~r farms, from· year to year,. according to the fluctuating 
amount of agricultural capital and stock at their disposal, which is of incalculable im
portance to farmers possessed of so limited resources as those of the cultivating classes 
.throughout India• ., · ., . . . . . '. ' . . .. .. . . ' ) . . . 

t,... r
1 

I' ' , 

.:. '· ... 1, The loss, ot ~·few bullo~ks ~y'djsea~e or other causes may quite incapacitate a 

.cyot from cultivatmg profitably the extent ~f land he had previously in tillage, and without 
.the privilege of contracting ,the ~xtc:;nt ot his farm, and consequent liabilities on occasion 
.of s1,1ch .losses, his ruin would be wery· shortly consummated.. It is for this reason that 
,there would be no ~dvantage, but the contrary, in binding__!!_~~!l_t:he _cultiy~tors_byJong 
.le~t$e~_as has often ~et.\J~.':QP1ffi£!!ded. The only advantage of a long lease to a farmer' 
is the secudtylt affords against any Increase of rent or assessment during its continuance ; 
.while on the other hand it has the ~isadvantage of increasing his risks and liabilities in 
,proportion to the length of• the period for which it makes him responsible for the rent 
or assessment, ,The longer the lease, the greater scope for the employment of capital, 

.but the greater the 1liabilities of the farmer and risk of failure. With farmers of large 
capital the security ·of tenu~e will ove~;balance the risk ;, but with farmers of small capital 

·the case will be reversed ; and foJ;", ~he latter class of men in any country it may safely 
, be predicated that long leases, binding them to pay an invariable rent for a long series 
;of y~ars, are quite l-Jnsuitable. . , , 

:. · . -8. · · To all classe~ of farmers, 'however, whether rich or poor, the tenure which affords 
the greatest security against increase of rent; witll. the least extent of liability and risk of 
loss, is undoubtedly that most favourable to the interests of the agricultural classes, and 
to- the progressive increase of farming capital ; and it is evident that this can only be 
,effected by shifting the risk from the tenant to the landlord, and securing to the former 
all the advantages and security of a long lease without its attendant liabilities. In countries 
where the land is. ~iv~ded into properties of limited extent, landlords could not be expected 
'to incur this risk ~hen it is so easy to !!hift it on their tenants and secure their own rents ; 
.but the case is altogether ,different when the whole or a large portion of the land-rent is 
'levied by Government. In the latter case the interests of the rent-payer and rent-receiver 
are identical. With a Government the question is not the certainty and amount of rent 
.derivable from one estate without reference to ought beyond its boundaries, but from the 
country at large ... The land tax is obtained not from a few individual farmers, but from 
't;he whole agricultural community, and its amount will fluctuate with the circumstances 
-pf the latter.~ · With every diminution of .the total amount of capital employed in agriculture 
',the land revenue. will decline ; with every' increase it will improve. The maximum of 
farming capital and land revenue will be the same, as will also be their fluctuations. It 
..appears, therefore, that in opposition to the case of an ordinary landowner, Government 
incurs neither risk of loss nor. additional liabilities by giving the cultivator all the advantages 
of a 'long lease, and at the same time relieving him of its attendant disadvantages. 

· 9. Tfte important end here•pointed out we believe to be fully attained by the fixed 
field assessment of our surveys administered by annual leases. The cultivator's title to the 

'9ccupation of his fields is indestructible while he continues to discharge the assessment 
1aid upon them, though his engagement for each be annually renewed ; and by placing the 
)ssessment upon each field instead of on his whole holding, he is enabled when circum
stances make the course desirable, to relinquish any of the former, or take up others which 

·•videp. 51 ofthisvolume. 
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·may be unoccupied, so as to accommodate the extent of his liabilities to his means. to meet 
them. The fixed fiel<!_asse8_!ment for t~term ofth.Lrtyyears, intr2~ by ou.r·surveys,· 
thus secures to the cultiVator the fuD aavantages of a thirty years' lease, without burdening 
him with any condition beyond that of discharging the assessment for the single· year to; 

ll
which his engagement extends. He has thus all the security of tenure which the longest 
lease could confer, without the attendant liabilities and risk, which his limited capital and 
precarious circumstances would be quite inadequate to meet .. 

. 10. The main objects, then, of our surveys is the impositi~ILQf_a_~essment,l\ 
and we are now to consider the most suitable means for accompiTshing this1 ' ; 

: ,., 
11. The first question presenting itself for consideration is the definition of the 

field. In every villl!ge, as already stated, ~ere are recognized sub-divisions Ot"the Village 
raiids, which, for the most part, have distinctive appellations, and have existed from time' 
immemorial. Many of these, however, known as Thais, ·Tikas, Daghs, · and by other 
denominations, are of large size, and in the possession of several individuals. Theilf 
external boundaries may be considered permanent, but the limits of their interior portions~' 
in the possession of distinct parties, are subject to change, through the operation of sales'; 
transfers, annexations, partitions, and so forth. ·Occasionally also an old sub-divislonj 
though of large size, may be held by a single individual of larger means thanusual i another, 
again, though not beyond, and even within t.he average size, maybe partitioned very minute.. 
ly aniongst a numerous coparcenary, especially in the case of Miras lands, . which: ar~ 
inherited by the Hindu common law of equal partition among the· male descendants;: ori 
the death of the common ancestor. Such minor sub'-divisions are continually' subject ·to' 
change from the causes just mentioned and ~thers; and, finally, large tracts of waste, and 
even cultivated lands, in which all trace of the original sub-divisions has been lost, are not 
~ncommon. 

' ' I • . ·~! ~;;·· ...,. ,..~· -·-'J."7'.J 

' · l•t The extent of Ian~ capable of being cultivated with a pair of bullocks \Vill ,Yatj · 
according to climate, !Soil, description of cultivation and methods of , husbandry, r' _I~ 
.very .ClrY climates, as the Deccan, w~ere "the soil is kep~ free ~f ~as~ a~d weeds with compa
rattv~ .ease, the extent of the land WJll be greater than 1n moister districts, where vegetation 
'is more vigorous, other circumstances' com~ected ·with· the cultivation being ·the sairi(f. 
A farge'i breadth of light, fciable soils·may of-course be kept hi tillage with the'same laboill' 
than of heavier descriptions. In districts whete manure· is generally applied to the ~oilS, 

... 'tli(ar~a. ·capa~le pf J;lei,ng cu)tivatec\ :Wi~r~~ }Ullth Ie~~-.t~:-w~e? no DJ.~pre · ~s applied. 
The difference between dry-crop and Irngated lands .Will be still greater •. ,, : ·.. ·; .· n! 

A-163-2-A r ~- -, .. J, . 
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15. The actual extent of the several descriptions of land capable of being cultivated 
as above may, however, be easily ascertained in the case of any district about to be surveyed. 
Let us suppose, for the sake of illustration, the following to be the number of acres cultivable 
by a pair of bullocks in a particular district :-

20 acres of light dry-crop soil. 
15 , medium , 
12 , heavy , 
4 , rice land , 

These areas would, we are of opinion, form the most convenient size of fields as a general 
rule, but other circumstances require consideration. 

16. It is of much importance that the existing state of things in any village should 
be as little interfered with as conveniently practicable, and consequently that the holdings 
of different proprietors and cultivators, and land held upon different tenures, should not, 
when avoidable be included in the same field ; and though cultivators possessing only a 
pair of bullocks are numerous, those with a greater number are more numerous still : so 
that fields of double the size of the standard we have proposed might be cultivated and 
made the subject of transfer, etc., without difficulty. 

17. On taking into account these and various other circu~stances affecting the 
question, but which could not be clearly explained without entering into a greater detail 
than would be suitable in a report such as this, we are led to propose the following general 
rules for the division of village lands into fields :- -- · '-------------- . _____ .... 

RULES 

]st.-The number of acres for each description of soil and culture, capable of 
cultivation by a single pair of bullocks, having been determined, the size of the fields 
should be so regulated as to contain from this to double this number of acres. 

2nd.-The preceding rule does not apply to tracts of land incapable of cultivation 
or unsuited for it in their present state, from the presence of dense jungle or other 
obstructions, which should be divided into as large portions as may be convenient. 

3rd.-Land held upon different tenures, as Miras, Gatkul, loam, Judi, etc., 
should be measured separately, and not together, in the same field, even when of 
smaller area than required by rule 1. 

4th.-Different kinds of culture, as dry-crop, rice, garden, etc., when in confor
mity with the usage of the district, should, as far as conveniently practicable, be 
measured into distinct fields. 

5th.-Every holding• falling within the liffiits prescribed in Rule 1 should be 
constituted a survey field. 

6th.-Every holding in excess of these dimensions should be divided into two or 
more fields, so as to bring the area of each within them. 

7th.-When a holding is of less area than the limit laid down in Rule 1, and there 
are other holdings on the same tenure contiguous to it, and also of less area than the 
rule prescribes, so many of these are to be clubbed together to form a new field as 
may be requisite to bring the acres of the latter within the limit, but no more. 

8th.-When a holding of less area than required by Rule 1 does not adjoin another 
holding similarly circumstanced, it should be made a separate field notwithstanding 
its deficient size. 

18. These rules would preserve the existing divisions of the land to as great an 
extent as seems necessary or desirable, for the sub-divisions of any large holding under 
Rule 1 into fields of a convenient size for cultivation 'Yill in no way affect the existing rights 
of the occupant, as the external boundaries and extent of his land will remain unchanged . 
.The only other case, in which existing usage could at all be interfered with, is that of two 
or more Inconveniently minute holdings being thrown into one survey field under the 
provisions of Rule 6 ; but such instances would be of rare occurrence, and the field thus 
formed so small, that there would be no difficulty whatever in arranging for the payment 
of its assebSment by the several shareholders. , 

•By "holding" we mean any field, estate, or occupancy, contained within a continuous line of boundary 
and in the possession of one person or coparcenary. 

A-163-2-B 
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19. The size of the holdings having been determined, the next question th!U..nl~ts 
itself ~hCL.b~!JnQd_!Ulf_defining their limits, and of securing the preservation of the 
boundaries when defined. 

20. A continuous ridge or mound of earth encompassing the field is doubtless the 
best boundary ; but such was found on trial to be too expensive, and a system of partial 
ridging at the angles, and at intervals along the sides, with stones sunk at the comers and 
bends, has proved sufficient for practical purposes . 

. 
21. The number and size of these marks must be regulated by local circumstances 

and we do not therefore propose any specific rule on the subject further than that they 
ought to be of size and in number sufficient to define distinctly the limits of the fields on 
the completion of the survey. These marks, whatever may be the labour and t;ost' of their 
construction, we consider essential to the usefulness and permanency of the survey opera
tions. Their due preservation and improvement will form one of the most important 
points connected with the future administration of the survey settlements, and will receive 
our attention when treating of the latter subject in the sequel of this report. · · 

22. The division of the village lands being subsidiary to the allotment of the entire 
area of a district into villages, the determination and definition of village boundaries be
comes a most desirable preliminary to_ the former operation. ·This measure is urgently 
called for, not merely with respect to its bearing on the survey though this is most important, 
but in order to put a period to the numerous cases of disputed boundaries, which have not 
only been fruitful causes of ill-feeling and contention between the disputing parties, but 
have also entailed a serious loss of revenue to Government, by preventing the cultivation 
of extensive and often valuable tracts of land. · ' · · 

., ,. ~ 

23. The existence of an unworkable enactment (Regulation X of 1827) for the settle
ments of these disputes, and the failure of several attempts to obtain a more efficient law, 
added to the increasing obstruction to the survey operations ~used by the frequency of 
such disputes in particular districts, compelled the officers in charge to resort to som~ 
practicable mode of settlement, and these attempts proved that the main hindrance to
their settlement before had been the undue importance attached to them, and that no 
insurmountable or even serious obstacles stood in the way of their adjustment ; while
the recent law (No. III of 1846) for the construction and preservat;ion of boundary-marks 
affords ample security against the revival of· any disputes once settled by: the Survey 
Department. · ' 

24. All the more importan~ of these disputes are of long standing, and in the majority 
of cases the land has been waste from time immemorial, and rendered of little value to any 
party by having been converted into a contested grazing ground for the cattle of the several 
villages claiming any part of it. There is generally no evidence whatever in proof of the 
original limits, beyond a few vague entries in some of the old village papers, which, even if 
we could depend upon their authenticity, cannot be relied on as affording a true. statement 
of the extent of the dispute at the time they were written, since it was frequently the interest 
and practice of the village accountant to enter the dispute as larger than it really was, in 
order to obtain from Government a corresponding deduction from the rental due from 
the village. , . . . . . 

25. Such being the case, it seems aiming at impossibilities. to attempt to restore With 
exactness the original boundaries ; and any expensive or elaborate investigations having 
this object in view would prove labour in vain, and would, by investing the case with 
undue importance, be found to strengthen the animosity of the contending parties, and to 
_excite on both sides a renewed desire for victory ; so that the very elaborateness of the 
means taken to secure a just decision, instead of promoting that end, would seem to raise 
an additional barrier in the way of a satisfactory settlement. The less importance therefore 
attached by the authorities to these disputes, the more readily will their adjudication be 
effected and acquiesced in. Moreover, the partition-of the disputed land, however, made', 
can hardly fail to confer a benefit on all the parties interested, by enabling them to bring 
their assigned portions under cultivation, and to obtain a certain and often valuable_ return.' 
in place of a contested pasturage shared by all, and conferring little, benefit on any. ' 

26. We shall no~ prop~se some general rules applicable to the settlement of such 
dispute§; and in framing these we have kept in view the importance.of such a mode of 
settlement as may best facilitate the survey opetations, and so prove least expensive to 
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Government. The occurrence of cases of disputed boundaries in the course of the detailed 
surrey of the village has caused more interruption to the work than perhaps all other 
soun:es of delay combined, and it would therefore be of the utmost advantage to make the 
definition of village limits and settlement of disputes, wherever practicable preliminary 
to the operations of the regular establishmen~ which is also the plan followed in the North
Western Provinces. 

RuLES 

/st.-Before proceeding to the regular survey of a distric~ a few experienced 
. Surveyors should be deputed to define through the co-operation of the villagers and 
. aid of the local Revenue Officers, the limits of each village, and secure their preservation 
by proper land-marks, and the preparation of a descriptive record or map for the use of 

. . the regular Surveyor. . 
2nd.-Before proceeding to define the limits of any village, previous notice should 

be given to secure the attendance of the parties interested, and in the absence of any 
dispute, the boundaries should be marked off as pointed out by them. 

]rd.-In event of the occurrence of a dispute, where the land is cultivated by 
both parties, the line of boundary is to be laid down according to actual possession. 
' 4th.-Trivial disputes, not noticed in the Village papers, to the extent of a few 
feet on either side of the possible line of boundary, to be settled summarily on the spot 
by the Surveyor. . . 

5th--:-ln any case of a dispute, when the parties consent to abide by the 
award of one or more arbitrators, an agreement to that effect to be taken from them 
in writing, and the boundaries laid down accordingly. 

6th.-In cases where the Surveyor ca:nnot obain the consent of the parties to 
refer the disputes to arbitration, the aid of the 1\famlatdar, or other local officer, 
should be called in, who should use all his influence to effect an amicable settlement ; 
but failing this, and in the event of the dispute being of recent origin and not noticed 

· in the village papers, he should himself inquire into, and decide upon, the line of 
·- .boundary, which should inimediately be marked off by the Surveyor. 

7th.-Dispute of old standing recorded in the village papers, of which the local 
~ . , officer may fail to effect a settlemen~ should be left over for adjudication by the 
. . . Survey Officers, who, after a careful consideration of the evidence adduced by the 

contending parties, should decide upon the line of boundary, and have the marks laid 
down accordingly. 

Bth.-The settlement of disputes "between Government and alienated villages 
which the parties will not consent to submit to arbitration (or where this course may 

·- be unadvisable from an apprehension of collusion), should be made by the Survey 
Officers, as in the preceding rule; but previous to the boundaries being laid down, 

·- their awards should be confirmed by the Superintend en~ in accordance with the 
plan already sanctioned by Government for the survey of the Southern Maratha 
Country, in 1\fr. Secretary Townsend's letter of 13th December 18#, No. 4475. 

9th.-All awards inade under the preceding rules should be in writing. 

21. The enforcement of these rules, which are similar in principle to those of the 
survey of the North-,Vestern Provinces, we feel cominced would accomplish the satis
factory settlement of all disputes brought to light in the prosecution of our surveys, and 
~tall trace of them in the course of a few years would disappear. 

28. . It will be observed that we have ronfined the formal investigation and settlement 
of disputes by the Survey Officers to such as have been already recognized in the Govern
ment records, and this we feel to be absolutely necessary, as the prosecution of the survey 
would be quite impracticable were we to extend the same form of procedure to every case, 
ttivial or otherwise, which the villagers may choose to bring forward. The number of 
such recent disputes will always be found to multiply in proportion to the readiness with, 
which complaints are entertained ; and it must be borne in mind that the true boundary 
in such instances is perfectly well-known to the contending parties, whose only reason; 
for not pointir.g it out is the hope of obtaining some undue advantage by the dispute 
while on the other hand, when no encouragement is afforded to the prosecution of such 
jdle claims, the ,-illagen;. soon come to an understanding amongst themselves, and find 
t;he-advantage of at once pointing out the true boundaries. 
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· 29. The plans for the definition of the limits of villages and fields having been now 
laid before you, the next question for consideration is the most suitable mode of accomplish· 
·ing a sufficiendy accurate survey of the land, and recording the results of the operation~ 
It seems unnecessary to attempt any detailed description of the various possi.ble methods 
of field surveying and we shall therefore confine our attention to that which experience 
has led us to adopt in the surveys under our control. · 

30. The measurements of the former Deccan Survey were confined to the ascertain
ment of the area of the different fields into which the village is divided, and the prepara .. 
tion of a descriptive record of their name, tenures, and .bolindaries. . , ' · . ,, 

~ I • : • 

l • 31. · The present Deccari Surveys were commenced with the same objects, .and on 
the same plan of measurements ; but as the work proceeded, the imperfections .of any 
kind of descriptive record of boundaries, esp_e~ially in ~he cas~ of irregularly shaped ~elds, 
became apparent and led to the super-add1t10n of a rough sketch map, framed -f~r the 
purpose of exhibiting the position and shape of the fields, but without_ aiming at any degree 
()f accuracy with respect to area. This was a great improvement! on t~e orlgirilll descripti11e 
tecord, but it was subsequently found that the ordinary plan Of measuring, with thtS cross
l>taff ilnd chain, was compatiqle with the aceurate protraction of its tesults upon paper, 
and that without the aid of theodolites or other instrUments· for measuring -angle§;"!br'_any 
hew processes of survey; field, and village maps, possessing a degree of cortectne~s sliffi. .. 
cient for all practical purposes, could be constructed, · .. · · · · · ' •I;.: ".J r u! , ; 

•· •. '' ' . ' \ • , . ' ~ 'f.-, ~ , • ''' '\ .- ·.. . • -l r , ~ ~ 

· . 32. The want of art accurate 'village map had been noticec;t' by the Gofernment pf 
tndia as a marked defect of the revenue surveys of this Presidency, and the advantages: 
of such a document,. whether as regards revenue, or gf!Iietally __ lldministrativ~ :pur~oses~ 
are so unquestionable, that the present plan, by whidh we are enabled to furnis~ it; ~nhot 
but be regarded as a marked improvement on th~ .former method: It 'wa~ hot at first 
anticipated that these maps would prove sufficiently correct for topographical p\d:pt>~~~' 
but ow- expectations upon this head have been more than. realized, and: the. :village maps 
are found to possess a degree of accura'cy sufficient to admit o(*eir being. united~ so .as. 
~o form a general map of a district or. collectorate, without anxfun:her ~id than iS. derivable 
f1:om Major J ?PP's ~aps, on w~ich. the. positions. ?f the prip~1paf plac~s ar( co~rectli 
gt.ven : or; fatling thts, from a tl:taJ?-gulatton subordmate to. f~a~ of the: grand tp~onome3 
trtcal survey. . · , •:, ' ., •, ; · 1 ., >•" · ' -1 .• . _,, ,, :u: 

. ·: ' . ; ,' ' . ,. .. ~ ~} ·:~ 'd" ;.. ' :·:.t .·: ' ..., --~ 
33. Thus, while the village map affords the most minute ~ormation as to the posjtion5 

size, and limits of fields, roads, water-courses, etc., . comprised within the village limits~ 
the district map may be made to exhibit, with equal .accuracy, .. the relative positiqn~ anci 
extent of villages, topographical features of the country, and a var!ety ~£other information 
calculated to be useful to the local revenue and judicial autP,oiities.. . These maps d9 pq~ 
add materially to the cost of the survey, and as their :protraction leads inevitably t~ the. 
detection of any serious errors in the measurements, they afford an important security 
against inaceutacy, and may be considered to be among the , most .valuable· docwnents 
connected 'with our operations. :. ~: ·; . · · · · · ;· . · ,,. , . 1 

: ' ' ' • . • 1 · • ' ' ·' : I l • · ' • ~ ' ' "! f' f 

., 34. We. are- of opinion, then, that the s~tem of measurement should. emhrac~ th~ 
construction of accurate field, village, and district maps, 'eve{\ where local difficulties may, 
cause the expense of the measure to be much greater, than it has hithertg pr9ved. :. 'fh~ 
ordinary measurements by the .chairi1 and cross-staff,·,from wl;l,ich. the maps. are ,usually 
constructed, are inapplicable to the survey of mountainous and ~ffic::ult tracts_of countryr 
where the .theodolite would require to be resorted to i ,but 1lS .thtl ,two modes ~f swrveYt 
may be easily combined, and there is no difficulty: in instructing the more expert· of; tht; 
Native Surveyors in the use of the theodolite, we do liot consider that any serious obstacles 
exist to the· extension of the plan of operations, we have recommended, to all parts of the 
country where a revenue survey may be considered desirable. • , , , . . , ... · . . . ! 

. 3S. ·. We do not deem it'.n~cessary to e'oter into te~hnicai det~ils'regardir;g th~ ~onsiru~.:' 
tion .of these maps, further than to express our opinion that those for the villages should_ 
be qn a scale large enough to· define clearly the. limits of fields, so as to, a4mit of the maps 
being used for ordinary revenue purposes as well as for renewing any boundaries wilfully 
or accidentally obliterated, and for this purpose we recommend the adoption of a s~l~ of, 
from 20 to 40 guntha c::hains (C!f 33 feet each) to the inch, according to the size ofthe d~visions: 
unless these happen to be unusually minute1 when it will be necessary to give a .separ~~ 
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map of such portions on a larger scale. For the district map. a sole of two miles to an 
inch would generally be sufficient to exhibit clearly the limits of villages and 
the topographical features of the country. without making the entir~ map inconveniently 
large. To multiply copies of these maps in the most economical_ and accm:ate .Jna?Der• 
as well as to guard against any future fraudulent attempt at alteratlon, we think It h•ghly 
desirable that they should be lithographed. 

36. As regards the accuracy to be considered necessary in the measurement. errors 
to the extent of five per cent. would not affect the utility of the operation for revenue 
purposes ; but as a much higher degree of accuracy than this can be attained without any 
sacrifice of labour and time, we think that in a plain country the average error ought not 
to exceed one per cent. and not more than two per cent. in any district suffciently level 
to admit of its being measured by the chain and cross-staff. 

37. In the preceding remarks upon the measurements it will have been observed 
that we have confined ourselves to the results, without entering into a detail of the various 
processes by which they should be obtained. And we have done so because these results 
are of an absolute and invariable character, capable of being arrived at with equal certainty 
by many modes, each of which may have its peculiar advantages under particular Jocal 
ci.rcomstances. It seems. therefore unnecessary. and would in many instances be hurtful, 
to fetter the Superintending Officers with specific rules, which could hardly be so framed 
as to be suitable in all cases. 

38. In treating. however; of the classificat~~ ~.d.._ which next demands our 
attention, we shall adopt a different course, t>eeiuse the results of this operation are of a 
much less determinate character than those of the measurement. and do not admit of 
being ascertained with anything approaching to mathematical exactness. The method of 
procedure becomes greatly more important in the former than the latter case, as upon it 
will necessarily depend the uniformity and accuracy of the work. 

39. The object sought to be attained by our system of classification is the determina-l 
tion of the relative values of the fields into which the land is divided during the process l 
of measurement. The circumstances affecting the values of fields within the limits of • 
the same Yillage, where the climate may be considered uniform, are their natural productive 
apabilities. their position with respect to the Yillage, as affording facilities or otherwise 
for agricultural operations. and, in the case of garden and rice land the supply of water 
for irrigation. In estimating the relative values of fields the whole of these might be 
considered together, and the resulting estimate of their capabilities recorded by the assessor, 
or the latter might record his estimate of each particular by itself. The former system 
by requiring a judgment to be given on a consideration of so many distinct and varying. 
particulars, is evidently dependent for the accuracy of its result on the ability. experience, 
and integrity of the assessor, and to secure anything approaching to uniformity would 
require a very high standard of qualifications in the agency employed. 

40. Such an agency, however, is unobtainable for it is not possible to collect. 
men of sufficient ability and experience ;- and even if it were, we could not depend OB 

their integrity ; so that it becomes a matter of necessity to frame a system of operations 
sufficiently clear and definite to admit of men being trained for the duty.· and to enable 
us to keep up an effective check upon their proceedings. To accomplish this object, 
we have been led to separate and define, as far as possible. the Yarious elements which 
oombine to make up the value of a field, and , from these to frame such a system of classi
fication as will leave little to the uncontrolled judgment of the classer. With this view 
we have found it desirable to estimate separately the intrinsic capabilities of the soil. all 
extrinsic circumstances affecting its value, and the faciliti~ it may possess for irrigation. 

41. With respect to the first of these points, in the plan of operations we have to 
recommend, we have retained the practice of referring every variety of aoil to one of nine \ 
~- which experience has proved to afford a sufficiently minute classification for all 
practicil purposes. But in preference to trusting entirely to the judgment of the classer 
for determining to what class any particular soil should be referred, we have framed a set 
of rules for the purpose of determining the soil which should fall into each class. The 
fertility of a soil in this country. or at least in all parts of it to which our operations have 
yet extended, being chiefty dependent on its,~wec.9f~bibing and retaining~-m~e, " 
and as this quality is mainly affected by dept.li;' we have -chosen the latter peculiarity 
~& the principal regulating influence in the formation of our ecale of values. 
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42. There are numerous varieties of soil, known amongst cultivato~ by peculiar 
charactristics and distinguishing ~ames ; but as many of these differ little, if at all, in 
fertility, and our classification has reference to the latter consideration alone, it would 
be out of place to notice in it anything beyond the mere question of value. If all soils 
of the same depth were of uniform fertility, the depth alone would suffice to determine 
their class ; but this is not the case. There are pure soils, that is to say, of uniform texture, 
and free from any admixture of deteriorating ingredients, which although of one uniform 
depth, yet vary in fertility. Such soils are not numerous, however, and we deem it suffi
cient for the purpose of valuation to range t~em all under three orders, which again are 
distributed among the nine classes of our scale, on consideration of their depth, as well 
be readily understood from the following table :-. 

Soils of the ' ' ' J • 'J 

Relative ' lst Order 2nd Order 3rd0rder 
-~ -value of - ~. ~-- .. . .... - ... _. - . --· Class. class in j 

annas or Of uniform but coarser . t 
· 16ths of a Of a fine uniform tex- texture than the pre- Of coarse, gravelly or . rupee ture, varying in colour ceding, and lighter ' loose friable texture 

I from deep black to · also in colour, which andcolourvaryingfrom 
dark brown is generally . red light brown togrey 

.. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Depth in cubits. ·Depth, in cubits. Depth in· cubits. 

" 1 16 1! . .. .. " .. ' 

2 14. 11 i J. ,. 
3 12 11 l! !.1; ,.; ! ., .. . 

.I _j 
4 10 1 ll ... ',. s 8 ! 1 ' 

.. .. 
6 6 l ! 1. 

. 
7 4! i ,. ! . ! . ., 

8 3 .. 1 t "; 
·9 2 

. ' l _ .. .. .. ' 

43. The first column of this table contains the nine clas8es of our s~e ; 'th~ seeond, 
· the reative value of these, estimating the highest at 16 annas, or one rupee, which is the 
mode of valuation most familiar to natives. We have found by experience that a greater 
depth than 11 cubits, or about 3 feet, does not affect to an appreciable extent the fertility 

' of soils, and we have therefore adopted this as the maximum in the case of the 1st and 
· 2nd orders. Soils of the 3rd order are rarely found of a greater depth than one cubit, 
which we have made the maximum, as any occasional depth beyond this adds nothing to 
their value. ~-. ~. ·" 

44. The depths entered in the table det~~e the ~ to which the several orders 
of soils belong, wherever they are found free from an admixture of particular substances, 
or unattended by other circumstances which diminish their fertility. These deteriorating 
influences, when of sufficient importance to require a soil to be entered in a lower class 
than indicated by its depth, we denominate faults. Those of ordinary occurrence we 
propose to distinguish by the following conventional marks, as a short and convenient 
method of recording them in the classer's field-book:- · . 

• •. Denotes a mixture of minute fragments or nodules of limestone. 
V , a mixture of sand. 
/ , sloping surface. 
X , want of cohesion amongst the constituent particles of 6e 

soil. 
A , a peculiar mixture, more or less impervious to water. 

· i::::! , liability to be swept over by running water. 
D , an excess of moisture from surface springs. 
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45. These comprise all the important faults we have hitherto met with, and one 
such lowers the soil in which it is found a single class; two lower it two classes; three; 
three classes, and so on, as will be shown in a subsequent example. 

46. E::\.'trinsic circumstances affecting the value of a field, but not its fertility, as 
distance from drinking water, etc., should be noted by the classer in his field-book. 

· · 47. For the purpose of effecting the classification of a field, the c:lasser, with the 
aid of the village map, enters an outline of its shape in · his field-book, which he divides 
by intersecting Jines into a number of equal compartments, sufficiently numerous to 
give a fair average valuation of the soil by an examination of its depth and quality in each 
compartment. -These-particulars, and the class into which the soil falls, are noted within 
each compartment of the classer's sketch of the field, as shown in the following example :-

East. 

I 
I\ .. - --

'1 4 1\ 3 - 1 2• . .. 
- ' 3 1£ 11 11 1! ~ . . . . . . 

"6 5 4 A 3 . 3 V/ .. 
1 

- - -1 ll 1}- -. --Ii --

. . . .. . . . . . .. . . 

The :figure in the left-hand lower comer of each :square indicates the depth of the 
soil, and the number of dots under it the order of soils to which• it belongs: one 
dot signifying the 1st ; two, the 2nd ; and three, the 3rd order. The conventional marks 
in the right upper comer show the faults, each of which degrades the soil one class ;--from 
the order of soil, the depth and the faults, is determined the class of relative value to 
which the compartment belongs, as indicated by the :figure in the left-hand upper comer. 
To take the instance of the lower compartment on the right of the :field, the depth is enterred 
at I! cubits, and the soil is of the 1st order, as shown by-the single dot immediately below. 
This order and depth indicate the :first class of relative value, according to the table ; but 

-th-e presence-of "two faults-( a mixtu£~ of sand and a sloping surface), indicated by the signs 
V f, requires the soil to be entered in the 3rd class, ~s denoted by the :figure 3 in the upper 

, left-hand comer of the compartment. It "ill also be seen from the exa~ple that a particular 
. fault is occasionally entered twice in the same compartment, which means that it exists 
. in so grea~ a degree as to require the value to be lowered two classes in consequence. 

• • • • : o • .. • • I ' t ~ 

~- ·:. ~ 48. When the classification' of every rompartment is completed, the' dass~r Qters 
'i.n _his Jield-book, l;>elow the sketch, an abstract, giving the number of compartments or 
·shares of each class, together with their aggregate value in anru~S, according to the table, 
and the sum of these annas, divided by the total number of share, gives of .course the 

.a:verage relative value of the :field in the annas of _our ~e. This abstract for the field. 
'givep. ioD t~e above example,. would be ente~d as follo'\\-s :~. ' : · .· . l' · 

Number of j:ompartments 'Value of-shares in annaa 
ciass. ' or shues. of the Kale. 

i ... ~ l. 

. l 1 1.'16-. 
2 1 H··· .-. 

~ --3' 3_, 36 
4 ,2. 20 
5 1 8 

. 6-; .1 6 
7 1 4! 

mo. __.,___ 
~ . 

to • j 1~ 
__,..· _.--p 

105 average value. 
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The average value of the field in this case is thus shown to be 10 ann~ and 5 pies 
of the classification scale. · . . 

49. The system we have thus endeavoured to describe possesses the following 
important advantages : it obliges the classer to give his minute attention to every portion 
of the field, and by requiring a separate estimate of the value of each, his judgment is brought 
to bear on a very limited number of particulars, and the chance of error .thereby greatly 
reduced. The distinct record of the valuation of eacli share further admits of the operation; 
being tested in its minutest details, so that ·any error of judgment, or. carelessness on the 
part of the classer, in the valuation of any one share in a field subjected to re-examination.· 
may at once be discovered and brought home to him even if it should not affect the accuracy. 
of his average valuation of the whole. The determinate character of the rules of this system, .. 
and the facility afforded for the application of a minute and searching test, must greatly 
conduce to the promotion of uniformity in the work of different classers-a consideration 
of immense importance where a trustworthy and experienced agency is not. to be obtained. 

50. The system we have described is confined tothe ~scertain~ent. o{~he i~trinsi~ 
capabilities of the soil, without reference to exter~al, influences affecting its productiv~ 
powers, such ·as climate or water for ·irrigation. , . . ~, . . .. , . : . 1 

• • , r .: ·· · • . . .. ' ..• 

: 51. Climate does not affect in a uniform manner every kind, of soil. A chang~: 
from a dry to a moister climate, for instance, will generally tend to approximate the pro-, 
ductive powers of the higher and lower descriptions. , The latter, will benefit t«? ~ greater; 
extent by the additional moisture than the former, the superior productiveness of th~ 
better soils in a dry district being in a great measure due to their retaining moisture suffi-

-cient to enable them to resist the effects of drought-an advantage which will be of less 
moment wherever droughts are of rarer occurrence. • ' 

. ' ' .. ! 
52. This alteration in the relative values of the classes might he effected by increa"'! 

sing or diminishing the depth required to place a soil in a particular class ; but, rather, 
than disturb the uniformity of our system, we prefer to make the requisite adjustment 
by an alteration in the relative values of the several classes entered in column 2 of our 
table. By this means we are enabled to make the necessary modification at any subsequent 
period when we have obtained sufficient informationfor the purpose ; whereas the altera""! 
tion in the depths of the table would require to be made on commencing the classification 
of a district, when our knowledge of its peculiarities is comparatively limited, Sue~ 
alterations, however, are rarely necessary, as the lowness of the assessment should of itsel( 
suffice to cover all the more minute variations of value arising' from difference of climate-> 

f > - t 

53. But while climate does not greatly affect the fertility on the s~veral classes of_. 
soils, with reference to each other, it constantly and materially influences the productive 
powers of any one class in different districts, and sometimes in different portions of the 
same districts. Distinctions of the latter description, however, do not in any way affect1 
the relative classification of the soils, though they form a chief consideration in determining 
the absolute amount of the rates of assessment for the districts or ~ocalities in which .they 
prevail. · · · • 

54. Irrigation greatly augments the productive powers of the soil ·~d when~ver; 
there is a command of water for this purpose it becomes a very important element ~ 
fixing the assessment of the land for which it is available. . ! 

• "r· 
55. Irrigated lands may be distinguished by the terms garden and rice • . This di~, 

tinction is not absolute, as rice is frequently grown in garden land, but rice land, properly 
so called, is that in which rice is the ordinary, if not the only, irrigated crop grown. Irri- . 
gated lands may again be divided into such as are watered from wells, from dams across 
rivers or streams, from tanks or from wells combined with ·either of the two latter. . . 

56. In classing gardens irrigated from wells, the chief points to be considered are 
the following :- • 

]st.-The value of the soil, as determined by the classification already described. 
2nd.-The supply of water in the well. · 
3rd.-The depth of the well, 
4th.-The quality of the water, whether sweet or brackish. 

A-163-3-A. 
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5th.-The sufficiency, or otherwise, of extra land under the well to allow 01 

a rotation of wet and dry cropping. 
6t~.-The distance ofthe garden from the village, as affecting the cost of 

manunng. 

57. Of these elements, the supply of water in the well is of most importance, and 
should be determined by an examination of the well and inquiries of the villagers, in addi
tion to a consideration of the nature of the crops grown, and the extent of land under 
irrigation. This is the most difficult and uncertain operation connected with the valuation 
of the garden, especially in the case of wells which have fallen into disuse, and therefore 
that to which attention should be particularly directed in testing the estimate of the classer, 
and fixing the assessment of the garden. The remaining elements admit of being 
determined with accuracy. 

58. In deducting the relative values of gardens from a consideration of all these 
elements, which should be separately recorded by the classer, it would greatly facilitate 
the operation were the extent of land watered always in proportion to the supply of water 
in the well. But it is not so, as in many instances the extent capable of being watered 
is limited by the dimensions of the field in which the well is situated, or the portion of it 
at a sufficiently low level ; and in others, supposing the capacity of the well to be the same, 
and the land under it abundant, the surface watered will be more or less extensive, as the 
cultivator finds it advantageous to grow the superior products which require little space 
but constant irrigation, or the inferior garden crops, which occupy a more extended surface 
but require comparatively little water. 

59. Wherever the extent of land capable of being watered is not limited by the -
dimensions of the field, the most convenient method of determining the portion of it to 
be assessed as garden land is to allot a certain number of acres to the well in proportion 
to its capacity. By this means the most important element of all is disposed of, and our 
attention in fixing the rate per acre restricted to a consideration of the remaining elements, 
which are of a more definite nature. 

60. The relative importance of these elements varies so much in different parts 
of the country that we find ourselves unable, after a careful examination of the subject, 
to frame a rule for determining the value to be attached to each, and the consequent effect 
it should have upon the rate of assessment under all circumstances. It must be left to 
the judgment of the Superintending Officer to determine the weight to be assigned to 
each circumstance affecting the value of garden land, and, this determine, it will be easy 
to form tables or rules for deducing from these the relative values of garden land under 
every variety of circumstance. · 

61. In the valuation of garden land irrigated from dams or tanks, fewer circumstances 
require consideration. They are generally limited to the supply of water and the quality 
of the soil, although it is necessary, in some instances, to allow for distance from village. 
In ·this description of cultivation there is seldom a rotation of dry-cropping, and 
consequently the assessment must be placed on the land actually watered, which prevents 
the supply of water being estimated by fixing a certain number of acres to each garden, 
as in the former case, and it becomes therefore necessary to class the supply of water with 
reference to its abundance and duration. These particulars are ascertained from the 
number of months of the year in which the water flows, and the nature of the crops produced. 
The class of water thus determined, and class of soil as fixed by the system already described, 
combine to give the relative value of the land irrigated. 

. 62. In cases where the garden land is irrigated, partly from wells and partly from 
dams and tanks, the important point to ascertain is which is the chief source of supply. 
This is valued, in the first instance, according to one of the methods just described, and 
the rates so obtained enhanced in proportion to the value of the aid derived from the 
minor source of supply. . 

63. In rice, as in other irrigated lands, the chief points to be considered are the supply 
of water, the nature of the soil, and facilities for manuring. The supply of water is wholly 
and always to a great extent dependent on the ordinary rains. In some parts of the 
country, to guard against the effects of intervals of dry weather occurring in the rainy 

A-163-3-B. 
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season, small tanks are formed from which the rice may be irrigated for a limited period • 
In estimating the supply of water there are two distinct circumstances therefore, to 
be considered, viz., the inherent moisture resulting from the position of the field, and 
the extraneous aid derived from tanks or from channels cut to divert the water from 
the upper slopes into the rice grounds below. The wieght to be given to each of these 
elements in the classification of the supply of water depends so much upon local pecu
liarities, that we feel it impossible to frame a system of universal application ; and conse
quently the determination of this point must be left to the judgment of the Superintending 
Officer. All that we can do is to indicate the principles according to which, as we conceive, 
the operation should proceed. - . . . . ·. J 

64. The classification of the soil should be effected by a system siffiilat in principle 
to that already described, though modified in details to meet the peculiarities of different 
districts. But the circumstances of the rice countries to which our operations have yet 
extended appear to vary so much that we have not been able to agree upon any d«:tailed 
rules for the classification that would be suitable to all. .. 1 

. . 
65. The facilities for manuring rice lands will be determined, as in the case of dry

crop soils, by distance from -village of the locality from· which manure is procurable. • 
' 

66. We have now defined, with as great a degree of minuteness as we consider 
desirable, the various operations of the survey undertaken for the purpose '.of distributin'g 
the assessment over the fields into which the lands of each village are divided~ with reference 
to their extent and capabilities. It now remains for us to point out what w~ deem the 
best mode of fixing the absolute amount of assessment to be s<;> distributed. The first 
question for consideration is the extent of territory for which a uniform standard of assess
ment should be fixed. This will depend upon the influences we admit into consideration 
with a view to determine the point. . Among the most important of these influences may 
be ranked climate, position with respect to markets, agricultural skill, and the actual condi
tion of the cultivators. The first of these may be considered permanent ; the second 
and third less so; and the fourth, in a great measure, temporary. And as our settlements. 
are intended to be of considerable duration, there is ali obvious advantage in regulating 
the assessment by considerations of a permanent character, or at least such as are ·not 
likely to undergo any very material change during the' term of years (generally. 30) for 
which it is to endure. ' " · 

67. In determining, then, upon the extent of country to be assessed at uniform 
rates, we are of opinion that the more permanent distinctions of climate, markets; and 
husbandry should receive our chief attention. We should not think of imposing differe~t 
rates of assessment on a tract of similarly situated in respect to these three points, in conse
quence of the actual condition of the cultivators varying in different parts of if! Were 
we to do so, we should depart from the principle laid down by the Honourable Court 
of Directors, of assessing land according to its capabilities, and adopt the objectionable 
one.of doing so with reference to the means of the person holding it. The effect of such 
a system, by creating different rates of profit upon capital employed in agriculture, would 
interfere with its natural and most advantageous distribution, by diverting it from lands 
actually in cultivation to the lowly-assessed waste of those villages of which the cultivators 
happen to be poor. By enabling the latter to meet the Government demands without 
the application of the same degree of capital and skill required in the case of better cultivated 
villages, it would foster in the former a solvenly and unremunerative mode of husbandry. 
By taking into account an element so uncertain and liable to change, as the condition of 
the cultivators, in particular villages, the assessment would become less and less suitable 
with every improvement in their condition. On the other hand, by basing the as~essment 
on considerations of a durable character, we have the promise of its remaining suitable 
for a lengthened period, and , at the expiration of the term for which it is confirmed,·requir
ing no further alteration than a simple increase or decrease of its amount ; as the exigencies 
of the county and Government might demand. 

68. Each collectorate being divided into districts, of which the ~anagement an'd 
records are distinct, it is an obvious advantage to consider the assessment of each of these . 
divisions separately. And were the points bearing on the distribution of the Government 
demand alike in all parts of any such division, one standard of assessment would be suitable 
for the whole. But this is seldom the case ; and there is usually such marked distinCtions 
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. between different portions of the same district as to require the assessment to be regulated 
with reference to these. The fjrst question, then, in proceeding to the assessment of a 
district is to ascertain whether such distinctions exist, and to define the limits over which 
they prevail. This, however, will seldom be a task of much difficulty, or involving any 
very minute investigations, as marked differences only, calling for an alteration in the rates 
of assessments, require notice ; and within the limits of a single district three to four classes 
of villages would generally be found ample for this purpose. 

69. The relative values of the fields of each village having been determined from the 
classification of soils, the command of water for irrigation, or other extrinsic circumstances, 
and the villages of a district arranged into groups, according to their respective advantages 
of climate, markets, etc., it only remains, in order to complete the settlement, to fix the 

·absolute amount of assessment to be levied from the whole. 

70. The determination of this point is perhaps the most important and difficult 
operation connected with the survey, and requires, beyond all others, the exercise of great 
judgment and discrimination on the part of the officer on whom it devolves. The first 
requisite is to obtain a clear understanding of the nature and effects of our past management 
of the district, which will be best arrived at by an examination and comparison of the annual 
revenue settlements of as many previous years as trustworthy data may be procurable for, 
and from local inquiries of the people, during the progress of the survey. The information 

. collected on the subject of past revenue settlements should be so arranged as to enable us to 
trace with facility the mutual influence upon each other of the assessment, the collections, 
and the cultivation. 

71. This, in our opinion, can best be done by the aid of diagrams, constructed so as 
to exhibit, in contiguous columns, by linear proportions, the amount and fluctuations of 
the assessment, collections, and cultivation for each of the years to which they relate, so as 
to convey to the mind clear and definite conceptions of the subject, such as it is scarcely 
possible to obtain from figured statements, even after the most laborious and attentive 
study. The information to be embodied in the diagram best suited for our purpose should 

· be restricted to the land of the district subject to the full assessment ; the extent of this 
cultivated in each year ; the assessment on the same ; and the portion of the assessment 
actually realized. This will exclude from the diagram several items of revenue obtained 
from this land, such as the rent of grazing farms, fruit-trees, sheep tax, etc., independent of 
the assessment hitherto levied on the cultivated land, which is the proper object of our 

. present enquiry. 

72. The bucks of hereditary officers upon cultivated land, however, having to be 
included in the survey assessment, and as forming a real addition in the burdens on the land, 
might appropriately be included in the diagram ; but as no authentic records of the amount 
of such hucks actually realized are obtainable, we think it preferable to omit them, and to 
estimate separately the addition to be made on their account to the collections shown by 
the diagram. 

73. The items of information admitted into the diagram should be alike for each year. 
They should have reference to the same villages ; and in the event of any having lapsed 
to Government, or having been otherwise transferred during the period embraced in the 
diagram, for which information for all the years required cannot be obtained, such villages 
should be excluded altogether ; or if it be considered preferable to include them, a propor
tionate increase should be made to the entries of the diagram in the case of the years for 
which exact data may be wanting. The cultivation and assessment for each year should 
be estimated in the same land measures and the same currency, and an explanation of the 
value of these afforded. • Every care should be taken to secure the accuracy of the infor
mation embodied in the diagram, and the points in which it may be considered imperfect 
brought to notice. 

74. Furthermore, to assist in tracing the causes to which the prosperity or decline of 
villages, or tracts, containing several villages, are to be attributed, independent statements 
of the annual revenue settlements of each village should be prepared : and from these 

•Collections or remissions on account of outstanding balances should be included in the entries of years to 
which they relate, though made at a fun.re period. 
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again a general statement for the whole district, or any portion of it, should be framed, 
and its accuracy tested by a comparison with the general accounts of the taluka and from 
the returns so prepared and corrected the diagram should be finally constru~ted. The 
nature and amount of the various items of land revenue and hucks excluded from the dia
gram should be separately noted, and taken into account in considering the financial results 
of the proposed assessment. . . 

75. ' And finally, with the view of affording the fullest information on this important 
subject, detailed figured statements should be furnished, exhibiting the source and amount 
of every item of revenue hitherto derived from land of every description, whether Govern
ment or alienated, comprised within the limits of the villages for which an assessment 
is proposed. · 

76. The information thus collected and exhibited, with that obtained by local inqui
ries into the past history of the district, will generally enable us to trace the causes which 
have affected its past condition ; and a knowledge of these, aided by a comparison of the 
capabilities of the district with those of others in its neighbourhood, will lead to a satisfac
tory conclusion regarding the amount of assessment to be imposed .. 

77. But instead of a particular sum at which a district should be assessed, it amounts 
to the same thing, and is more conv~nient to determine the rates to be imposed on the 
several descriptions of soil and culture contained within its limits, so as to produce the 
amount in question. And to do this it is only requisite to fix the maximum rates for the 
different descriptions of cultivation, when of course all the inferior rates will be at once 
deducible from the relative values of our classification scales. 

78. The rates so determined should be applied to all descriptions of land alienated 
as well as otherwise ; for the settlement could not be considered complete' unless the extent 
and value of alienated land, as well as that under the immediate management of Govern
ment, were ascertained and recorded. When the calculation of the assessment from these 
rates is completed, field registers, embodying the results of the survey, should be prepared 
for each village separately for the use of the Collectors. These, and the village maps, 
form a complete record of our operations ; and while they and the :(ield boundaries exist, 
all the important data resulting from the survey will . be preserved. 

79. It will have been observed that in the description' just given of the system of 
operations we have to recommend, we have confined ourselves in a great measure to the 
statement of principles and results, without entering into details' upon points which are 
not of general application. To have attempted greater minuteness would, without answer
ing any useful purpose, have fettered the operations of the survey by enjoining particular 
methods of procedure, which local circumstances might render inapplicable. And for 
this reason we consider it necessary to allow,: with reference to these points, a considerable 

· latitude to the judgment of the Superintending Officer, so as to enable him to accommodate 
the details of his operations to the varying circumstances of the localities to which they 
may extend. · 

80. There are nevertheless certain points connected with the interior management 
of the Survey Departments which appear to us of uniform application, and sufficiently 
important to be defined in the shape of general rules, or principles for future observance. 
They are as follows :- · . 1 

/st.-That every operation of the survey, such as the defining of boundaries 
the modes of measuring and mapping, the classification of the soil, etc., should be 
performed in accordance with definite rules which should provide, as far as possible, 
for every difficulty likely to be met· with in practice. The Assistant Superintendents. 
and every member of their establishments, should be furnished with these rules, or 
such portions of them as refer to their particular duties, for their instruction and 
guidance. 

2nd.-Precautions deemed requisite for the prevention of fraud, such as parti
cular methods of recording the survey data, injunctions regarding punctual pay
ments for all supplies, prohibitions against residence in private dwellings, borrowing 
money from, or incurring obligations to, any of the inhabitants of villages under 
survey, etc., should also be embodied in these rules ; and the Survey Officers should 
be careful to see that they are uniformly acted up to, and not allowed to a fall into 
disuse. , 

3rd.-No alterations of, or deviations from, these rules should be made by any 
Assistant, without the sanction of the Superintendent ; and in order to ensure uni
formity, any modification, if generally applicable, should be extended to the establish
ments of all the Assistants. 
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4th.-Copies of these rules, and all important modifications of them, should be 
furnished by each Superintendent to the other Superintendents of Survey, in order 
that each may be kept aware of the methods practised on the other sun-eys, and thus 
enabled to take advantage of every improvement applicable to his own operations. 

5th.-The pay of the members of the native establishments should be regulated, 
as far as practicable, with reference to the quantity and accuracy of the work executed 
by each, and the principles obsened in the regulations of pay should be the same 
in the establishments of all the Assistants. 

6th.-Daily, or at least wry frequent, reports of the nature and quantity of 
work performed by the members of the native establishment employed in the field 
should be transmitted by them to the Assistant Superintendent, that he may be kept 
exactly informed as to what every person under him is doing and be able to adopt 
timely measures for preventing obstruction to his operations. When the establish
ments are not employed in the field, a record of the daily work of each member should 
be kept for the information of the Assistant Superintendent. 

7th.-A regular and frequently recurring test of the work of the native establish
ments should be kept up by the Assistants in charge, and monthly returns, shov.-ing 
the work of each individual employed in the field, as also the extent and result of the 
test with reference to each particular, should be furnished by the Assistants for the 
information of the Superintendent. 

Bth.-Allletters to the address of any Assistant Superintendent should be opened 
and replied to by himself; and in event of his absence, no karkun should be permitted 
to open, read, or reply to such communications. 

9th.-The measurement should always be considerably in advance of the classi
fication, and, when practicable, we think it advantageous that these operations be 
prosecuted under the superintendence of separate Assistants. 

lOth.-~!ul.'ulnual Progress Report should be submitted by the Superintendent 
of each sun·ey for his department. It should exhibit the quantity of work executed 
in each branch, the portion of this subjected to test, and the degree of accuracy attained. 
as well as the cost of the whole ; and the same particulars should be given for the 
work executed under each Assistant. The report should likewise afford any explana
tions necessary to enable Government to come to a correct conclusion regarding the 
operations of the year. 

lith.-The proposals for the assessment of each district should be made by 
the Superintendent, as the Assistants, from their more limited experience, and the 
circumstance of their duties confining them to particular districts, have not the same 
opportunities of acquiring all the information necessary for the purpose, and the 
discussion of their proposals by the Superintendent would occasion a needless proli
xity in the correspondence connected with the determination of the rates of assess
ment. The Superintendent, however, v.-ill find it advantageous to consult with his 
Assistants regarding the state and peculiarities of the districts where they may be 
employed, as their opinions will often be of much sen·ice to him in forming his own 
conclusions with respect to the rates. 

12th.-All the accounts of the department with the Collector and Civil Auditor 
should pass through the office of the Superintendent. The latter should have an 
Account Current '\\-ith the Collector who should make advances on his requisitions to 
any extent necessary. The survey accounts should be made up for each month and 
submitted for audit by the Superintendent, and the Ci'-il Auditor should return them 
to him when passed. They should then be transferred to the Collector, who then 
would give the Superintendent a corresponding credit in his Account Current. 

The Superintendent should have a similar Account Current with each of his 
Assistants, making them advances, from time to time, for their own pay and that of 
their establishments, and giving them credit for signed receipts and similar vouchers 
forwarded v.-ith their accounts, which should be furnished monthly. 

/3th.-At least two or three seasons before the probable termination of the survey 
of a collectorate, or other division of the country, the Superintendent should request 
the instructions of Government regarding the future destination of his department ; 
that in event of Government contemplating its transfer to another quarter, he may 
have time to make the necessary arrangements for moving the establishments gradually 
into the new field, and thus avoid the risk likely to attend the sudden transfer of so 
large an agency into a country of which they have no experience, and where the system 
previously pursued may prove inapplicable. 
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81. In addition to the points noticed in these general rules there are many technical 
details in regard to which uniformity is desirable, but we consider it would be difficult, 
if not impossible, for any but those who have a practical knowledge of the working of a 
survey to form a correct judgment with respect to them. Furthermore, as these details 
are not of a permanent nature and would require modifications to meet local peculiarities, 
we do not consider that any good purpose would be served by attempting to define them. 
Greater uniformity than we have endeavoured to enjoin could not, we conceive, be 
effectually secured, except by placing the several Survey Departments under one controlling 
authority, fully conversant w1th the principles and details of a revenue survey. 

82. Having now completed the first division of ~ur subject, we turn our consideration 
to "the most suitable means for ensuring the results of the surveys being turned to the 
best accounts, and maintained in their original integrity in the future management of the 
districts." 

83. The introduction of the survey settlement should, in our op1ruon, be effected 
by the Superintendent, in conjunction with the Assistant Collector of the district, in order 
that the latter may become fully acquainted with the system, and the former have an opportu
nity of observing the practical working of its details and of explaining them fully to the 
Revenue Officers in charge of the district, as well as of overcoming any difficulties, and 
meeting objections which may present themselves in the course of the settlement. • 

' . 

84. The future administration of the survey settlements is a subject of the utmost 
importance, as a successful result cannot be anticipated unless the details of revenue mana
gement be carried out in strict accordance with the principles on which the settlements are 
based .. This subject embraces so wide a field, and involves the consideration of sd many 
details, that to attempt to establish the suitability of every proposition we have to make in 
regard to it would lead to almost interminable and, in our opinion, uncalled for discussion, 
on which account we prefer to submit our views in the form of definile rules for the guidance 
of the local Revenue Officers. These rules comprise all the points which occur to us as of 
sufficient importance to call for notice ; but in submitting them for approval we wish it to 
be understood that they should be considered appl~cable only to the collectorates above 
the ghats, already surveyed or in course of being so. In other divisions of the Presidency, 
where the husbandry and revenue system are different, great alterations might be necessary. 

RuLEst 

/st.-With a view to the improvement of the country and 'people the assessment c 
now introduced by the Superintendent, Revenue Survey, 1 \ 1 I 
has been fixed by Government for a period of thirty years, viz., from Fasli .. , . 

to , during which period the full benefit 
of every improvement, such as the conversion of dry into i"igated land by_ the digging 
or repairing of wells and tanks, the planting of fruit-trees, etc., will be secured to the 
incumbent of the land, and no extra assessment levied on that account.! 

•If the Collector himself holds direct charge of the district, he will of course be present at the introduction 
of the survey settlement as will he also be if the Assistant Collector in ct>arge is not sufficiently experienced to 
form a correct opinion as to the merits of what is being done or if, for any otrer reasons, he thinks proper to 
watch proceedings. The Assistant himself, thougb ever so inexperienced, should also be present, for he cannot 
be in a better school in which to learn the most important parts of his revenue duties.-G. L. No. 6900 paragraph 
ll. . . 

tThe rules here given have been altered, in some instances, from those of the original manuscript report in 
compliance with instructions contained in the Governmllflt utters to the R11t1Enue Commissicner, Southern Division 
No. ~593, dated 2 2nd September 1848, and No. 6900, dated 16th November 1849; but the nt~mbers of the rules 
rema•.n uncha!'ged. The paragraphs of the se letttrs, sanctioning the rules as thty now stand, are quoted in the 
f!'Drg"' oppoSite each rule, and ~emarks by Government which qualify the application of any of the rules, are givert 
"' /oot-not~s to the ru~es to whleh they refer. Where alterations hatlll bellfl made, the original reading is givert in 
.nnall tytJe 1n the marglfl: words altogeth11r omitted/rom the original manuscript are givtn in Rc.m&n in the margin 
and words added to the original manuscript are printed in Rom an in the bt dy of the rules. 

t A pr:>clamation to the effect of Rule 1 should be pt~blished when the revised rates are introduced in the district 
and every Parel should be furnished with a copy.-G. L. No. 55 93 of J848,paragraph 25. · 

Any holder of a G_overm'!ent field wi~hing to appropriate a porticn of the arable land containEd in it for some 
purpose uncon'!ected w1th agru:11_lture, as rn order to build a temple, or a dharmashala for the use of trafJIIllers, or 
a tank to prov1de water for public purposes, and not for irrigation, and desirous of r.btaimng a rnr.is!i• "of the as~ess
ment Of! the laf!il to be so appropriated, mlfSt. obtain the consent of the Collect~r bFfcre proceEding with the work; 
oth~rwue. he w•!l have no clalt'! to any remu11o!' of the assessmtl1ot, and any petition he m!ly afterwards "'flke on the 
subJectwJllbe.duall'YWed. Thurule,howevl!'• 11 not to be interpreud as 1n any way restricting the r~ght of the 
occupant to rjrg u•ells, construct tfl!'ks for irTlgation, erect farm buildings, or in any other 111ay to e:cpend money o~r his 
field for agrrcultural purp,es Without reference to the Collector, secured to him by the lst of thtJ Surt•ey Rules.-
G. R. No. 3053 of 27th May 1853. . 
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G. L. No. 1496, 
dated 28th Febru
ary 1849. 

Znd.-A/1 cesses upon la11d hm:e been absorbed in the new assessmn1t; conset[~Untly 
fl:hen there are fruit-trees in a field, their produce is to be taken by the cultit·ator, and 
nothing beyond the assessment placed on the field le-.:ied on that accou11t /TOm him ; but 
in the case of valuable fruit and other trees standing in fields assessed at dry-crop rate~, 
and not in culth:ation at the introduction of the surc:ey, and the produce of fl:hich it has 
hitherto been customary to sell on account of Gocernment, the right of property in these 
trees and of occupancy in the field should be offered at a fair upset price, and sold once 
for all by public auction to the highest bidder, tmd nothing in excess of the surrey assess
ment thereafter exacted. But if no one offer to undertake the culth:ation of the field on 
these terms, the produce of the trees may be sold annually according to custom. • 

G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, P'~~ra. 25. 

G. L. No. 6900 
of 1849, para. 25. 

G. L. No. 6900 
of 1849, paras. 3 
and 4. 

G. L. No. 5593 
of 1848, para. 29. 

]rd.-No field to be let for less than the full suroey assessment, on account of its 
hat-ing been long fl:aste, ourrun with jungle, or any other reason fl:hate<:er. 

4th.-In the Survey Registers, in the case of fields contaim"ng garden and rice land, 
the said land is entered at so many acres bearing a certain assessment, or the latter is laid 
upon the well in the case of garden land, without the irrigated acres being specified. 
This assessment is invariably to be leded and nothing more fl:hether a greater or less 
number of acres, or none at all be cultivated with garden or rice crops ; and should there 
nOflJ or hereafter be garden or rice land in any field not entered as hadng such in the Sun:ey 
Registers no extra assessment is to be levied on that account ; the dry-crop assessment; 
therein entered is alone to be levied. In the Registers also a deduction is made on account 

a Unarab1e of barren• land in certain fields, and the assessment placed 
on the arable land alone ; but in event of the cultirator 

bringing any portion of the land deducted as barrenb into cultit·ation no extra assess

b Unarab1e ment is to be let·ied on that account ; the assessment on 
the field entered in the register is alone to be lened. t 

Sth.-Every cultivator in whose name an-y field, or share of a field, on fl:hatever 
tmure held, is entered in the village cultivation returns is to be considered the holder of 
such field or share ; and so long as he shall continue to pay the survey assessment due on 
it, he cannot be ejected or deprived of his right by any revenue authority ; but in the event 
of his failing to diScharge the full assessment, Gocernment reserr.es the poaer of ejecting 
him from any field or share of which the assessment shall at least be equal to the balance 
outstanding, the defaulter retaining, howe~:er, the pri·i..'ilege of determining the particulaT 
field or fields to be so relinquished ; and in case when the tenure precludes summary 
ejectment, the Collector will o )serve the forms necessary to give his orders the force 
of a legal decree.! 

6th.-In the event of a holder of Gooernment land dying, hi's fields or shares are to be 
entered in the name of his eldest son or next heir, should he or hi's representatif:eS agree to
take them. 

• An occupant may sub-Itt or dispose i11 a11y u-ay he plcaus cf trees bcugli.t UYodLr tltis rule. 
An occuparrz's right, or a right derivedfr6m him ot:er trees IK.ught under this rule, Aollb goods uuy so lutg as 

he retains the occupancy of the r~nue surve~ 1t11mbcr in quutiG11. Sl.cu/d he rt:r,g, IJ_t fll.ff_blr,(r lrG.vftuM 
occupancy to another pcrsor., the right ot:tr the trees lopsn, or is transferred to the- occt.tGwt. 

In case an entire r~ survey number corrtaining trees shGu!d be resigned, or lopu to G<t:£TffJIIt11t c.•foilure 
of heirs, the occupancy should be sold 011 account of Got--tnuntnt at a fair upset prier r::irh tJ:e trees. Tlae disposal 
of occupamies comprising parts of revenue surt:ey number is pn;ridtd fGr l:y Ii.ulu 1 and 8. 

fThis does 110t apply to a tank included in a rt!TJCftlle sur'f1€y number, and dtducud as unar<;l/c, c:oterirtg OIMr 
landsbesidesthoseincludedinthot11umber. The occupantis110t pcrmirud to cultit:ate the tzr<a of tl:e ta•k so 
deducted after the u:ater has dried up. 

:tYour lOth paragraph (Revenue Commissioner's letur dated lOth S<pttmbtr 1841, .\"o. 2258)calculotes 
a prudent cauti011 in respect to the inseTtiMt of tile nom.s of parties as the holdtrs of fields. Core shGuld be taRe. 
thot the real holder is u:ell asce-rtained; and if there be a dispute, no entry shGu/a be mode iw tf.e S~y B6Cks llra~ 
can give one party a right u:hich he wright 1101 on inquiry be fGund to pGsStss. It is a grtat ol:jut to utdh5h our 
Sur'Oty·B.Doks as a complete record of the state of the occuparuy at the time of the cperatiGr~.-GL. So. 5593 of 
J848,paragraph 28. 

Intlre Superinu-ruJent's remorksinparagraph 20. on the Sul:j<et rf RLlt 5th,l quite c011Ct4r, for M admits thl! 
only exceptionsforu:hich I u:ish to cGnttnd i11 my leuer of lOth SLpumttr 1847, tJi:r., caus ahich '"f.tzr.·e b«wfrau
dulefttly, or through mistake, ommittcd to be t-rrte7ed." That such casu must be gtUJrded ogaitut G~enunnrt 
hofJt! decided i11 paragraph 28 of the letter unde-r reply, and importants as I otlrrrit the rule to be ,justice 1 thmk rtquires 
that the axceptirm should be borne in mind.-Ret:e~ Commissiutr's btlfr Ko. 31 S5 of 1849JOrtJgrGph 6. 

l11 the remarks mode by you i11 paragraph 6, ngarding the other prot:isitns of this rkk, Gv~r•.u•tco,.cur.
G. L. No. 6900 of 1849, paragraph 4. 

Rule 6 is approved, PI'O'Vided 110 .'rlirasdari,or reeogrtised heritable rig lit, is i11te7fertd tA:itlt.-G. L. Ko. 559J 
of 1848, paragraph 29. 

Rules 1 and 8 should, in the opi11i011 of~. be relaxed owly;, cas41 ;, u-hich Off)' r.f tht co-sJ.artn ia 
the pld haf11! held pos~ssi011 of their landfor rti'U:ards of 20 yean, Dfld tht11 flfft!T brtt ;, UJUS i-rr tchich the Collecuw 
Jrjmself or a11 experiet~eed ~a11t may cOJtSider the rt!lo:JUJtioa absoluJtly rttcusory to prt~flt COK.Sitkrtzble ltardsJPtt-
being entailed 011 individllllls.-G. L. l\o. 6 900 of 1849, paragraph i. _ 
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7th.-When two ryots hold a field, and one of them relinfUishu his share, or dies G.L.No.6900 
rut.'thout heirs, the share thus elapsing is to be offered, t.'n the first instance, to the other ;~ .. ·~· 
sharer before it is offered to any other party ; and in event of the sat.'d sharer declining it, · • 
and no other party applyt.'ng to take it up, the former must relinquish his share too, and 
allow the whole field to become waste. 

8th.-When there are more sharer than two in a field, and any of them relinquishes G.L:No.6900 
a share or dies without heirs, it should be offered, as abooe, to the sharers, in the first of ~849. 
instance, beginning, t.'n event of their failing to settle the matter amongst themselves, rot.'th para. • 
the largest sharer, and so on to the least. If none of these, nor any other party, be found · ... ;) 
to take up the relinquished share, the w~ole field must be thrown up. • · ' 

9th.-Whoever has afield, or portion of one, entered t.'n his name in the Gooernment G.L.No.5593 
accounts may h~ve the sat.'d field or portion_ transfen:ed to the.· ~me of any other P_erson ;!ra.l~~· 
agreeing to cultzvate the same on hzs :makzng a wntten appltcatzon. to1 that effect tn ths 
usual "Razinama," or petition to resign. t 

JOth.-Proprietors of [nam, Judi and Miras lands, having possession of the same, 
have the right of cuttzng down or otherwise disposing of all trees growing therein, and 
also holders of Government fields, of which they have been in uninterrupted· ·occu
pancy from a period anterior to the age of the trees, or for a period of twenty ·years, 
or who have purchased ~ trees under the provisions of .Rule 2. ' · 

]Jth.-Holders. of Government fields besides those specified in preceding rule, or occu
• Have permission to cut down Babul, Date pants of Miras, Judu or lnam lands, • holding 

and allyoungtimbertrees, with the exception the same from Government4 , must obtain 
of those growing on the boundaries, whichate permission to cut down trees,_-and will, in event 
to be preserved as land marks, and fruit or 
large timbe;trees, no~e. of which are to ~ec.ut of permission being given, be required 'to plant. 
down without permtss!On from the dtstnct two trees for every one · cut, unless exem"'ted 
revenue authorities unless the property of the :r 
holder,by purchase, under the provisions of from this condition by order of the Collector. 
Rule 2. The permission to cut trees under· this rule and 
also trees in Gooernment waste fields, for any purpose connected with agricultural opera
tions, to be granted by the Patel and Kulkarni on application, a· record thereof ,being 
kept for the inspection of the Gooernment Officers. For other actual and immediate 
wants of the y:i/lagers, such as repair of houses, etc., permission to ·be obtained from the 
Mamlatdar or Mahalkari; but for cutting any large number, Ur for any purpose of sale 
or profit, the permission of the Collector or one of his Assistants to be necessary, when 
any conditions which may appear advisable can be imposed.t 

Supplemental rule to those following paragraph 84 of the Joint Report by the 
Suparintenndent of Survey, dated 2nd August 1847. . . . 

The specifications regarding trees contained in the 2nd, lOth and 11th of the 
Survey Rules are not to be considered applicable to villages and parts of villages 
especially selected by the Conservator of Forests, and approved by Government, for 
the growth and preservation of teak and other trees on behalf of Government : in 
such villages and parts of villages property iri trees, and also the arrangements 
made for their preservation, shall remain unaffected by .the introduction of..the 

. Survey Settlement. 

• Resignati'Jns of parts of Judi Inam Revenue Suroey numbers are not permissible. Thu rule~~ not, 
however, extend to trafllfers of such shares as may be made in accordance with Rule 9. 

When a Judi In2m RevenUJI Survey number is held insharu and Otll! ofthe sharers diu fllithout heirs or other
wise vacates his share, in the eve•:t of the remaining sharers failing to settle the matter anumg themselves, th;paytMnt 
'lf the Judi due on the lapsed share shodd be required from each sharer in succession, beginning r&ith the holder 
the largest share. If none of them COfllt!flt to pay the Judi 011 the lapsed share, the Judi tenure of the fllhole RevenUII 
Survey number fllill be cOfiSidered as resigned and the number u·ill be entered as Khalsat.-G. L. No. 609 of 27th 
February 1856. 

tThe transfer includes the right over trees, houses, and everything immct:table in the occupancy transfered. 

1 The purchaser of the toddy farm has no right whatever over date treu-in occupied land· his farm is cOnjit181l 
·to ihe date trees ltanding in unoccupied kmd. ' ,-. . 

A-163-4-A 

; . ; :) 
G.L.No.5593 

of :1848, 
para. 32, 
and G, L. 
No. 390of 
12th Feb-
~1847. 

G.L.No. 390 
of 1847, 
and G. L. 
No. 6900 
·of 1849, 
para.IZ. 



G.L.No.5593 
• of 1843. 

.puu. 34 
and 36. 
and G. L. 
No. 6900 
of 1849, 
paraS. 

G.L.No.690fr 
of 1849, 
para6. 

.. 

G.L.No.5593 
of·. 1848, 
pad. 93. 
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12th.-In taking up f1JtJSU for ct~ltiratitm, a ryot must agru for a tdok surwy 
fold at th~ full assessment and 110 portion of a fi~ld is, on an tiCCounl, to be giwn for 
this purpose, Q-cept in th~ case mentioned in tM IIQ1 rule; and mhm troo or mor~ cultif)(l
tors agree together to cultiflt11~ a fDilSU fold, it must be entered in the 1lllrM of OM of 
their number mho rcill bt considered the holder, unless the assessment of the field amount 
to, or exceed, twenty rupees, in which case it may be entered in the names of two 
or more holders, on the condition that the assessment of the share of each shall in no 
case fall short of ten rupees. t 

13th.-Tiu!r~ rues~ SIJIWY fields, consisting in great part of lmrd• cooued miJIJ dense 
• UnarabJe. jungle, or otherrris~ unsuited in thier presn.t 

staU for cuctif:ation upon rrhich no a.ssessmntt 
is placed in th~ SJIT'WY Registers. In the er;ent of portions of such folds being brought 
under culbvation, Tates of assessment should bt Ji.ud by th~ lllamlatdar upon tM anes 
under tillag~. equl'&alent to thos~ of similar soils in th~ sam~ 'f1illage. This rule applies to 
all fields in the Survey Registers on which rates o~ assessments have not been fixed.§ 

14th.-Unless specUil acepti'o~ bt math, by the Coll«tor, of 'llaluabl~ grass kmds, 
certain to Tealis~ Tents in excess of tM surr:ey assessments, 1M grazing of all rroste 
Goounment andllfiTm land is annually to bt sold by auction, fold by fi~ld. at tM commence 
mmt of th~ monsoon, a preferenc~ being gitJm at 1M sal~ to th~ inhabitants of 1M f1illag~ 
to fDIJich th~ land may belong. The bidding horDerJer, for any fl1tlSU field should 110t b~ 
ai/OUJed to go beyond its assessment in the Suroey Register, and mh.m it Teaches this 
point th~. field should bt enter~d, in the n~ of the fast bidder, m other cultirJated kmd 
held at the full assessment, and tl~e persons so taking it, admittd to all 1M prirJileges of a 
holder of land under tillog~. • 

'G.L.No5593 · 
·-of 1848, 

para.39. 

15th.-Th~ grass of fields, especially excepted by th~ Collector from the opuatiota 
of the prueding rule, may bt sold by auction to anyone for sums in aass of tl~e surr:ey 

. assessment. 
. . 

G.L.No.6900 
of 1849,. ' 
para. B. 

16th.-Til~ •grazing of th~ unarable and other fields not suhj«td to tlSSI!SSiflent 

aofuna.-ableJand and"other fields not subjected 
to assessment in the Suivey Register a reason2ble 
proportion, with reference ot the size of the vii! age, 
should be set aside by the Collector for the iJee 
pasturage of the village cattle, and the grazing of 
the remainder sold by auction. as in the last rule. 

m the SIIT'lJey &gisters should bt sold 
by auction by th~ Collector, m in th~ 
prutding rule, 11 umonable proportilna 
being set aside for tM free pasturag~ 
of such rilloges Ill htrC~ hitl•erto ~njO)•ed 
this rigld.t 

G.L.No.5593 
of 1848, _ 
para.42. 

J7th.-In s~ fl'illages, houses or~ Qltached to particular folds, and it has been 
'CUstomary to oblige a ryot, tiiTorring up on~ of tl1ese fields, to Telinquish his hous~ at 1M 
-some time. This cUstom, /wrr;euer, is fiO'fD abolished; and eruy cultwator is at Uberty 
to thTOfJJ up any field trithout his title to his hous~ being at till aff«t~d thereby. This 
rule _ does not apply to 1M cas~ of alienllUd lands. 

G.L.No.5593 -- . J8th.-l11 1M Suroey &gistns on assessment. is ploc~d on Judi and Ina~ Ill roell 
of 1848, · · as Gor:ernment folds, but th~ JudUlars and Inamdars or~ 110t bound thereby, and a,~ 
para. 42. . at boerty. to let out thn~ 'I!mds on any terms they pleme. 

A-163--4-B 

tThis nJe ordy applies ID rncoccupi«l •-'• 1mul 011 beirtg fint lllknl up, 110t to ouvpied '-'1, - tlaoagl 
_J!eamrg ~JWJ~t ar;n tart!ldy TU/J«S• or_to bnuJ a:/rich lun b«ra ~K*d si~ the ldlh.uwt. . _ __ 

§IU.f~ to~ aath to the s,_,, lHpart~UJtl, soltnrg as it isU, ~.i.atlistrictJor jizUrg tN~t 
Dj bnuJ reqrDnt1 for eullirJali,., arul ~ira the jint iastDIIU.-G. R. Ko. 1069 Dj hd .April 1856. · 

•I• t/remn.ily of the lglrats,tmd i• soae other dinrirts, t/reqwmlity of 1arul acoilabufGF ~is •uch-. 
t1un1 ca• be nqr,ireti by tlleviJ/ocen; ia u-se cases the qffi£ni• cJuuce of the disl.ria aU sa apart a por1N.a of pazirq: 
bnuJ i• each village Sll}jiciera for 1/te retUb~Ulble ~ oj the c-illagtn. 

Tlris ~~~ ptn1i,. •ill ~ bid for uchaioely ~~~ the villagers, arul the rn8Qiruln frill be 0p4 to tid 6M 
ofr.•>~· 

tThe ti~ of #lliag the pan privil~ ir 1rft to the dUcmioa of the Collector trllo _..,~~to jiFOrJUl6 
agamst/Jnsfroa~lewesofthef~.-Purapoplr. 6 G. R.No.ll091 of 26th l!t.'~bn 1851. 

LmuJ auiped Ill the~ as /r« co--. or for ar.y public~. ir aol to ~ rrsw-d or ikvolhl to 
·tillY otlan ptupo#, witiiDra lite ..aiora of the ~ ~--Paravapla Dj G. R. ltio. 1DJ6 of 11111 
F~ 1851. 
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19th.-In event of Inam land being confiscated, or temporarily attached, it il to 
be let out, while under Government management, at the survey assessment, or sold by 
auction, if waste, exactly as Government land. · This rule does not apply to the year in 
which the attachment is effected for which the existing agreements made with the Inamdar 
should be allowed to stand. t 

20th.-Cultivators wishing to relinquish fields must give in a written application 
to that effect (which must specify the number of acres, and assessment of every field to 
be relinquished) to the Village Officer on or before the 30th April in each year. The 
latter must, without delay, forward the application, together with the parties concerned, 

·to the Mamlatdar or Mahalkari, who, after satisfying himself on the subject of it, il 
to ratzfy the application, and transmit an order to that effect to the Village Officers, 
when the latter will make the necessary entries in the village accounts. In the same 
way, when waste fields are wanted for cultivation, a written application is to be made 
to the Village Officers who are to forward it, with the applicants to the Mamlatdar or 
Mahalkari, who after satisfying himslef that there is no objection to giving the land applied 
for, is to accept their agreements, and transmit an order to that effect to the Village Officers. 
But the latter are not, under pain of punishment, to accept either resignations of field or 
engagements for waste, or to make alterations in the cultivation registers without referring, 
as above required, in the first instance to the District Officer, and receiving his orders 
thereupon. All accepted resignations of cultivated and accepted applications for 
waste lands, are to be produced at each Jamabandi Settlement for examination and 
will form the vouchers for every alteration in the cultivation Registers.! .. ,' 

21st.-The revenue should be collected by fixed instalments, without reference to 
the proportion of early or late crops grown in any one year :. and consequently no field 
inspection for the purpose of obtaining such information should be made. In villages 
where early crops prevail, we recommend the collections to be .made in four equal 
instalments, falling due on 15th December, 1st February, 15th March and 1st May; attd 
where the early and late crops are nearly equal, or the · latter predominate, we also 
recommend four equal instalments, but respectively falling due a month latter, viz., on the 
15th January, 1st March, 15th April and 1st June.!§ 

22nd.-The field boundary marks erected at the suroey should be preserved with 
the greatest care, and when injured, timely repairs must be made by the cultivators in 
the case of cultivated lands, and by hired labourers in the case of waste. The expense 
of the latter may be defrayed by the Collector, without reference,· if the sum do not exceed 
Rs. 5 for every 1,000 acres of waste, and, after reference to the Revenue Commissioner, 
up to Rs. 10 for every 1,000 acres. The intervening strips connecting the boundary marks 
of a breadth corresponding with the latter are constituted the boundary of the field, and 
forbidden to be ploughed over or otherwise injured; and in the case of dry-crop land before 
preparing any field for sowing, theses-trips are to be distinctly marked off each year by 
the holder running his plough along the boundary. In event of this order being neglected, 
and this space a ploughed up or sown, the cultivator is to be made to connect the two 
contiguous marks, between which the boundary had been disregarded, by a continuous 
ridge of earth, 1! foot in height, and should he fail to do so within a certain number of 

tWhen anln!lm village already surveyed. lapses to Government, th~ survey rates moy be at- introduce 
r~issions being aUowed for the first season, in the usual way, in all cases where the survey settlement e;:c«ds the 
amount of individual payments under the Inamdor's ratts. 

When the settlement i1 introduced into lapsed or alienated villages sitm~ted in a district already settled, the 
guarantee will be restricted period of the general/ease of the district. This rule is not however, applicabk to isolated 
villages where a 30 years' guarantee was speciaUy given at the time of settlement. , 

t The purchaser of the grazing of a revenue survey number hal a prior claim to the occupation ()j that number 
for the ensuing year up to the I st January after that the date the Kabulyot of any other appl. et JJt is to be U.limfor 
the ensuing year, without reference to purchaser of the grazing. 

t §Government is in favour of Rule 21 standing as originally proposed, but will JJOt object to the Collectors 
being iriformed, with reference to this r~, that if they consider necessary any alterotioJJ in the 'Kuu' thtnin laid 
down, they are forthwith to rtate in detail their reasons for so tlrinkinp. in a ktter to you (Revenue Co..Usitmer), 
which you will be pleased to forward to Government. "The Collectors mo,~ be informed in afoot-JJOI!e to Englisll 
verrion."-..G. L. No. 6900 of 1849, paragraph 10. 

The particular villages in each taluka to be considered Kharif or Rabi village• are to be settld_ by the Colhcton, 
in communication with the Revenue CDmmissioner~ and no charge is afterwards to be made in this settkmentswithout 
sanctionprevi:Juslyobtainedfrom him, and the circumstances being noticed a"n the Annual Rtvenue &ports.-G. l.. 
No, 4866, dated the 17th July 1852. . 

T)le dotes fixed in the Joint Repart are t~ose on which the reali'satimu shoulJ commtlfll;e; the revenue should 
be realised on that day, or as soon after as possable.-G. R. No. 1103 .of 26th November 1851.. , 

G.L.No.SS93 
of 1848. 
para. 42. · 

G.L.No.6900 
of 184:J, 
para.IO. 

G.L.No.SS93 
of 1848, 

· para. 46. 

Rules(IS and 
16) passed 
by Govern
ment QD 

the 20th 
Auguat 
1852. 



G.L.No.559} 
of 1843, 
para.46.. 
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days, the Village Officers are to uport the cirCIIIIfStlmas to the Alallllatdar, trlw is to 
apply to the Collector for • notue to be uned 011 the bolder of the field, t~«ortlinc to 
the prm:isi'ons of Act Ill of 1846: tmd if this be tlisr~arded. the 1xnnulary is to be pill 
up by hired labourers. and the OlfiOilnt recoffl'ed from him, as threi11 praridetl. 

23rd.-lndependent of the precautions qwijied in the precetlingruk, t1 ugular insp«tio,. 
of fields for tile purpose of ascertaining the state of the boundary marks, and that BOlte of 
the fields entered in the accOWJts as caste are SUTTeptitiously cuhiT:atetl, is to be made 
in each cillage, as soon as practicable, after the first of Koremher in Nl£h year. The 
rmdts of this inspection are to be entered in 11 Field R~ster. prepared according to the 
fOTIII hereunto 1111111!Xetl. Before, b()'ftf:er, conmrencing the flJIOTk of iiiSjJ«tion, the Karlum 
nominated for the duty should nnmrr011 the ril/agen to the chou:ri, rr;hnt he s/wuld read 
out and explain to them the Gn:ernment Proclmnatiim regarding the prunwztitm of 
their boundary marks, of fl:huh 11 copy is subjoined. He shoulJ make the inspect:io, ;11 
annpany fllith the Village Officers, and ftlke care that the ormns and occupm.ts of the 
folds 'Uisited be also present. He should point out to thnn lillY repairs required to their 
boundary marks, and order that they be completed ruithin 11 urltlin ffll1llher of days. ]11 
«ent of any of the strips of boundary bdf.lJUII the mmks luJring hUll ploughed OfJI!T OT 

othenuise encroached upotfy the Inspector shoulJ rtt[Uire the party rdw may ~ don,e 
so to amnect the trr;o adjoining marks, betrDull mhich the boundary has hem riolaletJ. 
by 11 amtinuous mound of earth, one ct~bit in height, as 11 punislnnent for the eiiCToochment, 
and make 11 note to that e.fft!Ct in 11 separate memorandum, to be kept ;, tldditi'o11 to the 
Register, for the purpose of recording any remarks 110t admimole there. JVheJI er;ery 
field bas hem thus inspected, and the state of its boundary marks entered in the &gist6, 
11 second examination, after the lapse of 11 sujJicient time to tlllOfiJ of the repairs to the 
mmks being complete~ shoulJ he made of eury field entered at the first inspectio,. as 
requiring repairs. And should mry of these still remain to he mtlde, the party to trhose 
neglect this may he attn1nded should he rtt[Uired, in addition to repairing the marks, as 
originally directed, to connect each incomplete mark vHth the one tldjoining it, by 11 con
tinuous ridge of earth, one ct~bit in height; and these particulars, rrilh the 1JIZIIIe of the 
indiuidutd, should he noted in the sepmate mnnorandum ahow allwled to. A 110ba to 
this eff~ should then he sertJed on him in compliiiiiU mth the prM!isions of Act Ill of 
1846, and in er,ent of his fm1ing to complete the boundtiry 71111Tks f&ithin the specified 
period, tire Village Officers are to do so by means of hired lahoUTns, and the expense 
incurred 011 this tl«ount to he recooned from him, as prm:ided in the said Act. The 
correctness of the errtries regtutling bmnuJary JtiiiTks iB the Inspection Register should he 
:Jested in euery fJi1/age by the .. Uamlatdm, Alahalkari, or some confidential mnnher of their 
m11blishments, and the results of this re-uamination entered in the colu""' of the 

_Inspection Register lljJpTopriatufor the purpose. 

' 
FORJl OF PROCLA.t.HATIOY. 

. . -
" The Honourable the Gooernor of Bombay in COUIICI1 hereby giun notice t_o all 
proprietors, holders, and occupants of lmui in the sun:eyed t1istricts of this Presidency, 
that they are to presert:Je fllith the utmost care, and repair from time to tinu, as rruzy be 
'IU!USSDry~ the boundary JIIIITks, rr:hicla tlefor4 the b"nrits of their sereral fields, liS fi.ud Ill 
the S11Tt1ey; and fiJith 11 a"eaJ to securing this, they are hereby d£rected, before preparing 
any dry-crop jielJ for sowing, ~ ctlU.Se a plough to he nm rOWJd the. boundary, karing 
tm Jllltouched strip of tlrree cubits in breadth to connect each bmnulary mark, rrhid strip 
istohecmqullyprnerr;edasthe boundary, of the fields. An annual insj>«<ion of boundary 
marks flliH also he 1IUlde in the presence of Jhe. Village Officers and ry'Ois,_ rr:lw are rtt[Uired 
a1mlll!tlilllely to repair 119 of the -bmnulary· 'IIIIZTks rt:hich May be poiniM out ro them by. 
the Inspectors as JefectirJe. A seanid i:cinmnati'on; enibradng 'those fields of rr;}Ucla the" 

. _boundaries r«Te found. incomplm, flliH follou .ll/tn" 11 TI!IUOIIIIble U.ten11J. 111111 sJundd 
. it thell he found that-Ike flf.UIU!r,- holtkr, ·or occitJ!tlnl of any fielJ has neglected to fiUIAe 
·.the ~eusiarj · repairs,·fie :ic~?I. he _requited by frUiYJJf paMlty. not only_ to .W_ the repairs. 

·· origiiWlly dire~ bill, in aJJition., to c01111ect each defec~Ke 11UD'R flit/a tluJ nm tuljoining 
by 11 continuous ridge of earth, one ~~ in height, and 11 notice ~ this _e.fft!Ct fllill he sen:ed 

· tm in (ICCOTtling ID tk pr~-of Ad Ill of./846; 111Jd v.· eunt of Iris fllil»rg to &o.tply 
_ .nth this . ., the ~ boundary "11111Tks tlllll eomrecti,g ridges trJi/1 he completed by flletl1ll 

of hired ltlhour, and the expense r«tnJOed from him as prOf!iJed in the sa.id .Act. ·Airy 
rriljul injury done w ""Y bmnuJary -711aT~ is a -t:rirninol offenu. · mul pwtishabk by 
jiM to tlu utent ofjifty rupees, antler 1M same nuutment. - - · - · 
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FoRM OF EXAMINATION 

Register of Field Boundary Marks in Village of , Taluka 
Zillah , in 18 

Sides of the Field on which Boundaries Govern-
were out of repair at date of ment. 

- - -- Remarks by Ma-
mlatdar, or 

No. of lst Inspection. 2nd Inspection. .,; other. testing 
Field. 

" afficer. --1- --- - cl .. cl .. 
!3 -~ .. • Daile. E. N. w. s. Date. E. N. w. s. c:: .. 

"'<; " "3 
' 

i-t u !:: ---- ----

' 
1 I Govern- I Entries correct. 

ment. 
·' 

' ' ' 
' ' .. .. 

, .. 

General Inspection Return of the state of the Boundary Marks of the undermentioned Villt.lgf!s 
of the Taluka of in the Collectorate of for the yeaf ending 

No. 

(I) (2) 

.a 
"i 
ii; .... 
0 

Nameof t 
Village. l 

Oi 
~I ~ 

'· \ 

(3) (4) 

30th April 18 • 

Dis~ibution ~f Fields entered in c~lum~.4. ofwh;c.h 
the Boundary marks were · 

all repai'red subsequent to date·; 
of 2nd Inspection 

in good all c by hired labou: 
repairat repaired at the expense 
date of atdateof of 
lst In- 2nd In- without 

spection. spection. notices notices 1---·1---
being had 'the Cu !-

served. been tivator 
served. or 

lnamdar 

(5) (6) (7) (8) .·- (9), 

I • c:: .. 
t 5 
~s 
c 

(JO) .(II) , . .(1.2) 
~· ' ' 

-------I-----1-------~----~----~~-----·I------I------I-----·I---------JI------

..: I Chick .. 
"1:1 Mulloor. 375 200 150 5 10 5 5 .. . . . .. e .. 
~ 2 Hossoor •• 458 350 100 I .. . . 6 .. 
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24th.-From the Inspection Registers described in the preceding rule, the llfamlatdar 
of each taluka should prepare and forward to the Collector on the /st of llfay in each 
year a General Abstract according to the form given in the preceding page, of the state 
of the boundary marks in each village of his charge at the different inspections ; the repairs 
subsequently made, and those still requiring to be so, at the date of his Return. Under 
ordinary circumstances there ought to be no mark unrepaired at the date, but in event of 
there being any, the JlfamlatJar should be held responsible for the delay, if unable to assign 
satisfactory reasons for it. On receipt of this Return, the Collector should immediately 
take measures for the completion of the repairs still to be made ; or, tj unable to do so, to 
report the circumstance for the instructions of Government. 

85. In addition to the objects provided for in these rules, it would be most desirable 
to introduce a simple and uniform system of accounts throughout the surveyed districts, 
by which .the disadvantages now attendant on the removal of European and native officers 
from one collectorate to another would in a great measure be obviated, as the same 
system of management would then obtain in all. In order to do this effectually, however, 
it would be necessary to review the whole existing system, and frame the detailed accounts 
of villages, districts, and collectorates, with reference to the information required by the 
Presidency and Home authorities ; but with our limited time and opportunities, it would be 
hopeless to attempt an undertaking of such magnitude, and all that we can do is to suggest 
it for consideration. 

86. The subject of remissions has been purposely excluded from the preceding 
rules, as we consider that all abatement of the established assessments ~hould be regarded 
as exceptional to the ordinary management of surveyed districts, and ought not to be made 
unless for special and urgent considerations, which cannot be provided for by general rules. 
The opinions of the Revenue Commissioner, the Collectors and Superintendents of Survey 
have lately been elicited on this important question, which is now we understand before 
Government, and under these circumstances we think it unnecessary to off.:r any further 
suggestions in regard to it. 

87. In concluding our Report we have only further to remark that the preceding, 
or any other, rules for the administration of the survey settlements, cannot be expected 
to be fully carried out unless the principles on which the survey and assessment have been 
based be thoroughly understood by the European local authorities ; and on this account 
we have to suggest that, in the event of the views contained in the present communication, 
of any modifications of them, being approved of by Government, copies of the whole 
correspondence be furnished to every Collector and Assistant Collector employed in any 
part of the country to which the survey operations have extended. 

Kirkee, 2nd August 1847. 

We have the honour to be, etc. 

H. E. GOLDSMID, 
G. WINGATE, 
D. DAVIDSON, 

Superintendents of Revenue Survey and Assessment. 
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CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO ,THE }OINT REPORT 
No. 2258 OF .1847. 

From 

To 

E. H. TOWNSEND, Esq., 
Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division ; 

Sir, 

R. K. PRINGLE, Esq., 
Chief Secretary to Government, Bombay. 

With reference to paragraph 1 of your letter of 13th March last, No. 617, appointing 
1\fr. Goldsmid to the te~porary superintendence of the .Deccan Survey, for special purposes 
therein specified, I have the honour to transmit a joint Report from the three
Superintendents, dated 2nd ultimo, on the practice and objects of their respective surveys. 
This Report is preceded by an index, which divides its contents into the following eleven 
~~~ . 

]st.-Introductory Remarks. 
2nd.-Objects of a Revenue Survey. 
3rd.-Division into fields. 
4th.-Field boundaries. 
5th.-Village boundaries .. 
6th.-Measuring and maps. 
7th.-Classification. 
8th.-Rates of assessment. 
9th.-General observations. 

JOth.-Rules for the Survey. 
JJth.-Rules for Revenue Officers. 

2. The 1st and 2nd heads of this Report extend as far as the lOth paragraph, in which 
. the objects of a revenue survey are clearly and ably set fotth. No comments of mine 
would tend to elucidate the subject, of which a full statement is already before Government 
in the joint Report of Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate, dated 27th October 1840. 

3. The next subject is a very importan~ one, 'DiZ., the manner of dividing the 
land into fields. The principle expressed on this 
subject (paragraph 16) that ".it is of much import
ance that the . existing state of things in any village 

Fields, 

should be as little interfered with as conveniently practicable," should, I conceive,· never 
be lost sight of, and for this end many apparent incongruities, :both of size and shape 
now existing, should be tolerated-a measure which will greatly increase the popularity 
of the survey. This subject is noticed in paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Government letter 
of 6th January 1845, No. 72. In the remaining rules and opinions of tht: Report on this 
subject I beg to state my entire concurrence. '· ·' · ''. · 

The vast importance of preserving the field boundaries ·set up by the survey is well 
. shown in this Report; it is a subject which will require 

BJundanes. the constant attention of the Revenue Officers. 
4. Another very important subject_.:.that of village boundaries-is next discussed. 

. . . The same subject is treated of in paragraph .52 of tht: 
Village Boundaries. . joint Report of '27th October '1840, and in'· the . two 

·, Government letters . quoted in . the margin, ft:om which 
it would appear that the question ~f enacting a law for the settlement of these disputes 
is still before the Government of India. The Report 'states (paragraph 23, ''.that the 
'main hindrance _to their' ,settlement before had been. t~e)mdue impo~an~e. attached to 
them, and that no'insurmoimtable nor even.serious obstacl~s stoodtin;ther~ay oftheir 
'adjustment ; " and again (paragraph 25), 1

' the less importdnce therefore attached by the 
authorities to these disputes, the readily will their adjudication, be effected:·~-· ;f am not 
-prepared to subscribe to these remarks. The Report do.es not indeed distinctly show what 
degre~ of importance has hitherto been attached to these disputes, and which it considers 
to be too great, or on what experience the above opinions are· grounded. Hitherto I have 
'Viewed boundary disputes as matters most difficult to settle permanently; · The show of 
opposition to the s::ttling offi::er is not indeed gre:1t ; hence· perhaps he is led to think 
that his decision will be easily enforced ; but the boundary marks whtch he fixes are demo• 
·lished in a ·night, and it is most difficult to discover who has destroyed them. In many 
villages there are hereditary feuds springing from boundary disputes, in which both loss 
of life and property have occurred ; and though pecuniary loss is sustained by the conti
nuance of such disputes, and mutual advantage would result from their settlement, I 
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doubt whether even this would compensate for the feeling of wounded pride which would 
ensue from foregoing the strip of land, a claim to which had from times past been asserted 
by the village. 

5. If, however, the Superintendents of the Survey can permanently settle village 
boundary disputes as easily as they seem to expect, a great point indeed will have been 
gained, and a constant source of strife removed. This, however, cannot be satisfactorily 
ascertained till the lapse of a few seasons shall test the stability of their awards. With 
reference to the remark at the close of paragraph 23, I can discover no authority in Act III 
of 1846 for either the formation or preservation of village boundary marks. 

6. The system adopted for measuring land, and for giving permanence to these 
measurements by village maps, is next explained. 

Village Maps. The preservation of the latter documents will form 
an important part of the duty of the Revenue Officers, 

as they, together with the field boundary marks, form the principal means of perpetuating 
the work of the survey, which without them, would speedily disappear. 

7. The 7th and 8th heads are so exclusively matters on which Survey Officers, 
or those experienced in such matters, can judge of, 

Measurement and Classijication that I shall hardly be expected to pass an opinion 
on them. Government will doubtless observe with 

satisfaction proof in these details of the minutes and careful attention bestowed by the 
Superintendents of the Survey to render their work complete and correct in the important 
branches of measurement, classification, and division of assessment. 

8. The next subject which the Report embraces is a set of rules for the guidance 
of surveys generally. These are thirteen in number, 

Survey Rules. and appear excellently adapted for the end proposed. 
The Report goes on to say that besides the rules above 

specified, there are various minor details which could hardly be introduced into this 
Report, and that " greater uniformity than they have endeavoured to enjoin could not be 
secured, except by placing the several survey departments under one controlling authority 
fully conversant with the principles and details of a Revenue Survey." In this opinion 
I wholly concur; and I would respectfully suggest it for the consideration of Government, 
'l:iz., the expediency of uniting the three surveys under one Superintendent as the only 
really effective method for bringing all under one system, so far as local peculiarities 
admit. 

9. The Report next proceeds to consider " means for ensuring the results of the 
surveys being turned to the best account, and maintained in their original integrity," 
This is justly called " a subject of the utmost importance ;" it is, in fact, the preservation 
of the survey system as first introduced in its integrity ; and if the survey is important, 
so must be its " future administration." Twenty-three rules accordingly follow for the 
guidance of Revenue Officers in surveyed districts, on which I would suggest the following 
observations:-

Rule 1st is prefatory, and calls for no remarks. 
Rules 2nd and 3rd appear unexceptionable. 
Rule 4th fixes the garden assessment. At the end of this rule there is a clause to 

prevent any increase of assessment on a dry-crop field, when any portion of it, entered 
in the survey accounts as unarable, comes under cul~ivation. This clause appears judi
cious, as it infers that such spots of unarable waste are small and almost valueless, and 
consequently that such assessment as they could pay would not be worth the trouble and 
interference necessary to ascertain its amount. This inference, however, appears at 
variance with Rule 13, on which I shall have occasion to remark presently. 

10. The 5th Rule decides that a cultivator, in whose names a field is entered, is to 
be considered its holder so long as he pays its assessment. This rule will, however, I think 
require to be preceded by one determining in whose name the field shall be entered. 
Sometimes carelessness or fraudulent intention causes the kulkarni to enter in the village 
books, as possessor, the name of a person who possibly without justice claims the field ; 
but this entry, if improperly made, should not strengthen a claim ; and it is , therefore, 
important that care be taken, in the first instance, to enter in the books the name of the 
person who engages for the field (no other being already in possession), and then to 
collect the entire revenue from him alone so long as he engages for the whole field. 
A very careless and slovenly system is often followed in this respect, which causes many 
disputes and much confusion. One man perhaps agrees for a whole field; he then 
takes one or more partners, and when the instalments are due, he pays a share only, and 



refers the village officers to his partners for the remainder. A case of this sort, which 
has recently occurred, forms at present the subject of a lengthened Correspondence between : 
this depattment and the Collector of Poona, in· which it appears very difficult to discover : 
who is the real owner of the field. · · · ' : · 1 : • •• , •• , , • • • • ... ,. • , 

11. The 6th Rule suggests'no remark. "The 7th Rule,'~hlch is a good one for the ; 
interests of Government; • might· fall heavily· 'on'' a" 

1 ' '· Share{ itt field•. tyot. who cultiyated the same fiel4 for ... many years, 
and who was unable to take up · the ,Portion , of it ... 

that was left waste by his partner. To obl!ge a man to give up a field wh_tch he possibly''· 
inherited from his father, merely becau'se the'new boundaries of the gutvey enclosed it in 
the same field with that of a neighbour, would be a hardship; 'and r 'would, therefore, .. j_ 

suggest that the CoJlectors be allowed a discretionary power in the 'enforcement or other .. ' I 
wise of this nile, in cases in which the possession of the land exceeded the term of 20 yearsJ · r 

12. ''The 'abov~ remarks would also
1 
apply' to Rul~ '8,. stipposirig' tha(~ fi~id of ;the! I 

largest size contemplated in paragraph 13 of this Report, i~ cultivated,' as· here iridicated, ;r' -:-r'=-r..,.. 

by three ryots, A, B and C, of whom the first cultivates one-half and the· othet 'twd a ·1 A I B I C J 
quarter each, and that these divisions have existed for a long period o~ years .. '• Sppposing 
A to die without heirs, the other two ryots might be quite unable. to double the ext~nt of 
their cu.ltivation, and ~he alternative of. obli~in~ thelll: to thtow .u~ theit lan~s would be one . 
of constderable seventy. $orne modtficatton of th1s 'rule, stmtlar to· that proposed· for 
Rule 7, would, I submit, be expedient. · . , , · 'c,•; ~·rr -.! r ,i,,·.; _,. 

13. To Rules 9 and 10 I' am aware of no objection. ' The 11th Rule'is .. not quite l 
· · · · conformable with · those · sanctioned : by Governmen~.' 

. Waste T..and in field. ; , in· the Chief. Secre~.·s .letter ~f 12tq February 
' ' . ' . ~ ' ' : "last, ~0. 39~ •. for,' regulating .. the . power to cut do,~_' 

trees, and whtch are, I submtt, suffictently liberal, and should not, therefore, be, altered. 
The 1st clause of Rule 12_ appears unobjectionable.· With regard to the latter part, sup- ' 
posing the case·. imagined in the preceding paragraph; A,' B and C 'agree for a certain 
field, but it is entered in A's name only. He'dies, and as there is no record to show )the r 
liability of B and C, it is possible that they maY' resist payment, and that in' a 1court 'of; 
law it would be difficult to enforce the demands of Government1 owing to the rtoh-entry : 
of their respective names in the village books. A more probable result would be' the , 
collection by the kulkarni of their respective dues from B and C, without crediting them ) 
to Government, and the entry of the entire balance in the books as irrecoverable, .I.L by 
whom it was due, being dead. To avoid this evil,. therefore/ I would enter in the books 
the names of all the partners liable for the revenue pf a field. · · · · · ' · , · : ,· ' ' 

. _,_ \ ' t f ': ~ '/ 

14, On what appears to me the inconsistency of Rule 4 with Rule 13, I,have r~marked 1 
· . , when commenting on. the . former rule. The .. case~; 

Waste Land m fields. · contemplated in• Rule; q appear to ~e , such field.s, 1 
. · · as contain a large· portion. of waste :land, , :,while; , 

Rule 4 seems to refer only to those where the amount of .w~ste i~ trifling ; but, . > the . 
practical application of these two rules will, I fear,· i~volvf) some difficulty; an~ -~ many~ . 
fields come under Rule 13, a duty will fall on our Mamlatdars for which, I fear, that they 
are ill qualified. . I should, therefore, be glad to; see the cases to which Rule 13 aJJ'plies 
reduced to the smallest number possible, if indeed· ~hey could not be wholly extinguished~ " 
by completing the classifying of all the fields alluded to in this 'rule. · · If this is irrtpntcti- · · 
cable however, a statement should be left with 'the Collector, showing the fields 'in each: ' 
village of his collectotate to which this rule is intended to apply. • · _ ·' · .; ' ' ' :' 1" 

15. The 14th Rule differs little from the 'system eStablished by· Government ··iol' 
letting out arable· lands to the 1ryots (dated ' · '16th'': 

Grass Farms.· . · October, 1844, · No. 3621). . It is perhaps, more 
' · · · definite, and, therefore preferable. I allude -especially,;, 

to 'paragraph 8 of the Government letter, on which I think the rule under discussion. is 1 
on the whole an improvement. But Rule 16 teserves "gairan" free of assessment. in every 
village, while the Government letter grants it only where it has been hitherto . enjoyed, 
and here I think that the existing rule is sufficiently liberal, and that Rule 16 should be 
modified accordingly. · ; .. 'I _. :. 

·' Unarable waste is at present disposed of by auction, according to the old system, 
to grazing farmers, who engage for the entire 

Unarable Waste. unarable waste lands, of several districts. Rule 14 t 
· proposes to blend the arable and unarable waste f) 

together in one system of letting by fields. I am hardly prepared to say which system is · ·-> IlL 3D 
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preferable for the unarable waste ; but should the Honourable the Governor in Council 
think the question worth considering, I would refer it to the Collectors of this Division for 
their opmion and report. Rule 15 appears unobjectionable, as do Rules 17, 18 and 19. 

16. The clause in Rule ~0 which requires the village officers to send "the parties 
concerned," 'i:iz., those who wish to throw up fields, and 

JncreaseanddecreaseojcultiY:ation. "the applicants," 'i:iz., those who apply for new fields, 
to the l\Iamlatdar or l\lahalkari, is, I think, objectionable, 

as causing unnecessary trouble to the ryots. The village officers may generally be entrusted 
with this duty under the control of the l\Iamlatdar and l\Iahalkari, as proposed in this rule ; 
but the attendance of the different applicants in person at the District Kutcherry would, 
I submit, be in ordinary cases superfluous. \Yith reference to the period fi.xed (end of April) 
for throwing up lands, it no doubt would be desirable that the district officers had the 
earliest possible intimation of all such changes ; but many ryots might not be able to 
determine, at so early a period, the extent of their cultivation for the ensuing year ; and 
I should think that the "mrigsal," or 5th June, would be in practice a better date to fix 
for this purpose. 

17. The subject of revenue instalments is already before Government, in a letter from 

Instalments. 
this department, dated 6th January 1846, No. 22; and 
I beg to state that I quite concur with my predecessor in 

thinking the end of April full late for the latest instalment in collectorates above the Ghauts. 
So far, therefore, I dissent from the 21st Rule, which fixes the last instalment for late crops 
on 1st June. Here it is, I think, worth considering, that ~·henever the cholera prevails, 
it is worst during the hot months, especially April and l\Iay ; consequently that which 
might have been collected easily in 1\larch may be lost altogether by death if deferred till 
June. 

18. With reference to the first part of this rule, which forbids field inspection for 
the purposes of ascertaining the extent of early or of late crops. I would observe that in 
many villages the comparative extent of early or late cultivation depends wholly upon the 
fall of rain : when that is early, so is the crop ; and when the early rains are scanty, the land 
is reserved for a late crop. \Vhen they collect the instalments from the different ryots, the 
village offcers must know whether their crops have been early or late, to regulate the time 
of levying the instalment ; and to make this knowledge perfect, field inspection is necessary. 
This is more especially the case in some seasons when at first the rain falls plentifully, 
and the ryots are induced to sow early crops, but the after-rain failing, they are obliged to 
plough up their lands again, and sow a late crop. In such cases field inspection is especially 
requisite to enable the village officers to ascertain the proportions of either crop when they 
are collecting the instalments : such an inspection is, moreover, required by Rule 23, and 
the one inspection may accomplish both purposes. 

19. The 22nd Rule, for the presen·ation of field boundary marks, is an important one. 

Field Bof.lndari.es. 

So are Rules 23 and 24, which are for the completion of 
the same object, and most necessary for the preserva
tion of the labours of the survey. 

20. In their 85th paragraph, the Superintendents allude to the importance of 
introducing "a simple and uniform system of accounts through all the surveyed districts," 
but state that, for the attainment of this object, their other duties did not afford them 
sufficient time. It were much to be wished that officers so qualified as the framers of the 
accompanying report had had leisure to remodel all our village and district accounts. The 
subject is one of those referred to the two Revenue Commissioners by Government in their 
letter, dated 24th Apri11846, No. 1925, and we hope shortly to lay before Government some 
revised forms of village accounts, which are intended to combine simplicity with ~niformity, 
and to lessen the number of documents which the kulkarnis are now requir~d to prepare. 
The subject of district accounts.will also engage our attention. I , , • 1· 

, · 21.' The subject of remissions, alluded to in paragraph 86, ~s before·~Ve!flment in 
the letter from this· department quoted in the margin. I , J ~ • , , , ' ... : • ~ 

22. In conclusion, I would respectfully suggest that this .valuable Report be li~ho
graphed, and a copy of it sent to each Collector and Sub-Collector, and, e~ch Survey 
Establishment, and that a copy be also forwarded to the Government of Madras, as suggest
ed in paragraph 3 of my letter of 4th August, No. 1856, to whom I obse~e! fr:om the list 
which accompanied the Government letter of 28th May last, that the JOlflt Report of 
27th October 1840 has been already sent. .' · · , . . - . , . I · 

· I have the hono\lr to .tie, etc .• 
j • ' <' .. : .• 1 ~ ·_ • : • , .. ' ~· ' i . 

Poona, Revdzue Commis~'$. Oifue,,·, ·E. H .. TOWNSEND .. 
JOth September 1847. · Revenue Commissioriei, ·s. D. 
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No. 5593,oP)848 
:( ',t 't I; 

' , .. ~,TERRITORIAL P~PI\RTMENT, REVENUE : 
• ~ -· • • • ! • 

From 
''I,} i ' 

. J. G. LUMSDEN, Esq., . 
Secretary to Government';:' · 

To·· ' . ,; 

.I '!· ·,., 

E. H. TOWNSEND, Esq.,. -l : 1. 1 •.• 

Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division. 

Sir, ;r tit '-'·i' 1 , _·i~J 
' ' { • ·.' ' .· • ~ ',; .'' l ~' • t )I ·,.J~ f ·' • '!, .jl.ltJ i .~,' r~•;,; ,,j;,~t 

I have been directed by the Right Honourable the Governor in Counciho acknowledge.' 
Mr. Goldsmid (late), Superinten- the· receipt of you~; letter. No,-•,2258,·:dated the .lOth 

dent of the Revenue Survey· and ·September 11847, submitting a joint; Report from,.ther 
Assessment in the. Deccan; Captain. officers named in the margin; on the 'praCtice an:d ;object$ t 
Wingate, Superintendent 'of the 1 
Revenue Survey and Assessment1 ' of the • Revenue ·Surveys under their charge, t and in: rep y· ( 
Southem Maratha Country; Captain to communicate. to you the following observati~ns o~ the , 
Davidson (late), Superintendent of , propositions i and remarks· • :contained • in·, tlu~,. Report, 1 
the Revenue Survey and Assessment' 
Ahmednagar. - classed under the different heads into; which it i$ diyided,(1 

~-' 2. ~ongthe qu~stions discus~ed i~ ·t~~se.parag~aphs of th~ j~hl.~'R.ep;or( is'~~~ ohhe 
: i . . . . . ' ~uperior!ty' <?fan an~'!al setdeme~t :wi~~· each cyo(ac~?rd~ ; 

l~troductory ~emarks tncludmg a mg to hts actual holdmg for. any year,, over a setdement 'by· 
detatl of the objeCt!! of a Reve!lue lease for a certain number of years' and His ,Lordship' in t 
Survey and advantages of, a Fteld . . . , · : . · . • . ' . • ,, •_li •·• ', -. 
Assessment-paras. 1 to I 0. . Councd does not feel qmte assured tJutt the uectston at· 

' .· . r which the Committee has arrived is correct: I It is .rat : 
. • o • • , , • ·_ . 'I · ' I·: •n 1 J 

least not so clearly exemplified as to ,remov~ all dou?t,as ~o the.~<;~li,r~~y ~f,t~e· l;~~~lt;, , 
1 

3. The arguments in favour of the annual settiement are, 'that it'permits the ryot to,; 
contract or extend the sphere of .his labour according to the mean~,at .llis immediate com
mand-a privilege of immense importance in ~ country where the capital. of the agriculturist 
is not only small in itself, but subject to great fluctl,lations; from the effe<;t of variations of the ' 
seasons (vide paragraph 44 of Mr._ Goldsmid's and Captain Wingate'~,Report qf th~ 27th: 
October 1840), and that it gives him all the advantages of ~ long lease" without any ofits 
disadvantages (paragraph 8 of present jo~nt Report). , , .: · ·' ' · 

4. The arguments on the other side are, His Lordship in Cotincil considers, very:· 
strong and he would regret to see it laid down as an unchangeable niaxim, applicable to aU · 
districts and to all states of Indian society, that an anr.ual setdement must be made with ·. 
each ryot for the land which he may choose to hold. · · · · · r · • • 

, 1' ' 1 
1 

'•-.' 

5. A poor ryot, having a small agricultural stock, cartriot' well be houri~( by ~:lease:. 
His few cattle may die, and then, however favourable may be the terms of his leas~. he ~ust 
relinquish his fields, or the lease must be b~oken up. But let it be hoped that this is not the; • 
case with all. It cannot be that we have riot now, and never are to have, any accumulation : 
of agricultural capital., Our farmers will not always be.deperident on the resultS of one sea-.· 
son nor will tht necessarily be ruined, if it bring with it scanty t:r.op, loss Qf~ttJe,' or other ~. 
misfortunes. ·The very object of the revision of the assessment throughout otir provinces . 
is to eradicate e hand-to-mouth system· which has so long prevailed with the agricultural 1 classes, and to create agricultural capital ; and we should endeavour to, combine with this~ 
object those of inducing these classes to look mor~ to the future ~ of exciting i~ them feelings. 
of independence ; of exempting them, as much as possible, from the pupilage and 'suryeil- • 
lance of the Government officers; and of attaching them to the sqil and to their own' parti-
cular portion of it. · · · . , . · · 

6. It is not apparent how these objects can be attained more decidedly than 'by the 
grant of leases for lengthened periods ; while in the continuance of the system of annual 
settlements Government can foresee, although the great object of leaving the ryo~ free is 
gained, that the others run the risk of being wholly neglected. '· · · '

1 
, • 
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7. A ryot who, looking beyond the present year, knows that he will have to provide for 
the payment of a certain revenue for many years to come, must necessarily acquire more 
prudent and thrifty habits than he who looks to the present year alone, and who knows 
that, if preferring idleness to industry, he abandon or contract his cultivation, he in that 
proportion relieves himself of responsibility. 

8. The independence of feeling which every man ought to possess can seldom arise 
when a man knows that he holds his land as it were by an annual tenure; that if he fail to 
ti~l a certain field, and it be omitted from his holding for one year, his rival may step into 
b~ pl~ce and p_erhaps d~prive him of it for ever : and probably nothing tends more to 
dimm.tsh such nght f~ehng ~ha~ the inquisitor~al visits of Go~emment officers, inquiring 
what ts the extent of hts culttvatlon, and regulatmg the fluctuaong amount of his rent. 

9. A lease imposes a wholesome responsibility upon the ryot and secures the Govern
m~nt agai?st fluctuation i!l the revenue. That responsibility the ryot cann.ot be expected 
to mcur wtthout some eqmvalent, nor should the Government expect to gam the security 
without some sacrifice. His Lordship in Council considers this point has not been 
suffici~nly attended ~o in our attempts to introduce leases, and hence our failure in parts 
of Gujarat. We desrred to secure everything to Government without making any sacrifice 
in favour of the lessee. · 

10. If a farmer possesses ten fields, assessed at Rs. 10 each, or together at Rs. 100, 
it cannot be expected that he will bind himself to pay Rs. 100 for 30 years for those fields. 
He would pay no more if he took out no lease, and might often have to pay less. But 
if the Government, in order to secure a certain unfluctuating revenue, consent to give him 
a lease for 30 years at Rs. 95, it might be well worth the while of a ryot possessing some 
capital to take such lease. This is the principle on which, His Lordship in Council is of 
opinion, leases might successfully be granted. · 

Divisionofvillagelands intofields, 11_. . The observations c_o~~ined in these ~aragraphs 
and definition of fields by suitable of the JOIDt Report, on the dtVlSIOn of the land mt(i) fields 
land marks-paras. II to 2 r. and on boundary marks, are considered judicious. 

12. Nearly every boundary dispute of any importance in the Deccan has probably 
been made the subject of investigation previously to the 

Determination of village bounda- survey, with a view to settlement, but it will probably 
ries and ~ett!ement of disputes con- be found that not one in a hundred of these disputes has 
nected wrth them-paras. 22 to 28. b 11 d" d f een actua y tspose o . 

13. In the Dharwar Collectorate there have been up to this time about 1,000 villages 
surveyed, and His Lordship in Council is informed that, with a few exceptions of no great 
consequence, the whole of the boundary disputes within them have be~n investigated a_nd 
settled during the progress of the survey ; that the results afford evtdence that no In

surmountable difficulties are in the way of the settlement of such disputes by the Survey 
Officers, and that the awards of the latter will be respected. 

14. Until, however, the details of these results are in the possession of Government, 
no decided opinion as to the practicability of the plan advocated by the three Superin
tendents can be formed, but in the meantime I am desired to observe that, considering the 
important object sought to be attained, it is deemed well worthy of a fair trial and of 
every assistance and co-operation the local officers can afford. 

15. As in the plains, village boundary marks must at the same time define the limits 
of some particular fields, it follows that their construction and preservation are provided 
for by Act III of 1846. Moreover, wilful injury and destruction are also punishable 
under clause 3 of section 42 of Regulation XIV of 1827. . 

· 16. His Lordship in Council is happy to obsen:e the 
Measuring tnd mapping the land- great importance attached to the preparatiOn of the village 

paras. 29 to 37. 
maps. 

17. I am desired to express his full concurrence in all that is recorded by t~e _three 
Superintendents on the subject of the measurements, and to add that, althoug~ It IS, _no 
doubt "unnecessary,' and would in many instances be hurtful, to fetter the Sup_enntendmg 
Office~s with specific rules" as to the manner in which they are to attain the desrred ~esults, 
still the Revenue Commissioners ought from the first to have been infor~ed of the ~1fferent 
modes of proceeding, so. that they might have guarded against the adop~1on or contlnuance 

f any that are defecttve, and have prevented any improvements mtroduced by one 
Superintendent being unknown to, or unneces:-arily rejected ~y, another. . 
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18. · Classification.-This is one of the most important, and at the same time the most 
· . difficl!lt, operations of the survey. The joint Report 

Cla~sification of dry-crop, garden explains, with much minuteness, the principal points pn 
and nee lands-paras. 38 to 65. ~hich this operation depends, and although, as you 

. . justl~ observe ( paragraph 7 ), these are matters on 
wh1ch practical men alone can fully judge, yet it may safely be said that the system as 
it is .explained as.appl~cable to all but rice lands, is founded on just principles, and that 'the 
particulars are giVen In a manner which .shows the s~bject to have been well considered 
and canvassed by the three Superintendents. Government, therefore, approve of the 
system and the details, the observance of which they advocate. As regards the land 
formi~g the exception (rice), His Lordship in Council will be glad to learn that the present 
Superintendents of the Surveys have been able to agree on some rules for its right classi
fication. Before doing so, however~ they should avail themselves of the experience of. 
Mr. Tytier, and examine the rules drawn out for the guidance of that officer's establish
ment in the Dangs. 

19. The explanation given of the mode in which this 
Settlement of the rates of assess- c1 • 

ment-pams. 66 to 7,8. osmg process of the survey is conducted is. very clear and 
explicit. . · r·. · · ... , 

20. The Right Honourable the Governor in Council is aware that Government must 
· be almost wholly dependent upon the Superintendents of 

General observations on preceding Surveys for the right conduct of many of the details of 
subjects-para. 79. their operations for he does not think that the Revenue 

Commissioners can do more than exercise a very ·general 
supervision over them. · Few Revenue Commissioners possess the knowledge, an4 none 
could devote the time necessary, for a minute scrutiny into them. · Those only who have 
.been trained to survey, and with whom all the details of the process are familiaf, can 
venture to offer opinions opposed to those of a Superintendent on many points,. and even 
where a doubt may arise it may be impossible to set it at rest without such minut~ int.er
ference and inquiry as would divert the attention of the Revenue Commissioner from his 
more ordinary duties so as to cause much inconvenience to the public service. · ·. . · . 

21. The Governor in Council will not, therefore, require from the Reveriue Commis
sioners a greater degree of responsibility than they are capable of fulfilling; But at the 
same time he thinks that they may reasonably be expected so far to control all the'Super~n
tendents under them as to secure a great degree of uniformity in their proceedings.· 

22. The Right Honourable the Governor in Council agrees with you that the thirteen 
rules proposed in the joint Report, for ,the interior 

Interior arrangement of the Sur- arrangement of the Survey Department, appear excellently 
vey Department-paras. 80 and 81. adapted for the end in view, and that their, general 

enforcement should be at once ordered. ' · .. 
23. The proposition contained in the 83rd paragraph is also approved~ with the 

proviso that, if the Assistant Collector in charge of the 
Future administration of the Sur- district is not an officer of some experience, and in the 

vey Settlement-paras. 82 to 87• opinion of the Collector and Revenue Commissioner 
qualified to form a judgment of the system and of the manner in which its. detai,ls will 
work, some more experienced Assistant, or the Collector himself, shou,Id ,be' associated 
with the Superintendent. This, however, it is feared, may not always be ,practicable. 
Hitherto it has not been found so, and the Superintendent has, in most cases, it is believed, 
alone introduced the! rates in each district as soon as the sanction of Government to them 
hasbeenobtained. · .·· , .. · ! • ·• ·;···!· .~· .! 

24. Rules.-In regard to the rules proposed fotthe g~idance of the. Re~~~~e Officers 
in respect to the future administration of the survey (paragraph 84 of joint lteport),. I have 
been directed to communicate the following remarks :- ; . , ',) _; , ._. ·, '. , _ ~ .. -~ \ 

25. Rules 1 and 3 are approved. A Proclamation to the effect •of R\lle 1. ~~ould be . 
published when the revised rates are introduced in !1 district, and every patel shoultJ b~ · 
furnished with a copy. . ' 

26. On Rule 2 the opinion of Dr. Gibson will be called for.··· ,. , .,. ; . , 
27, Rules 4 and 13.-These, as they affect unarable land included in a field, may be 

open to the objection urged against them by you in paragraph 9. · Probably the difficulty 
arises from terming land covered with dense jungle" unarable ,''in Rule 13. This term 
might ~e strictly defined. Land covered with vegetation, trees or bushes 'Can hardly 
be included properly in it, as the presence of this vegetation proves the productive quality 
of the soil, and its capability of being brought under the plough. . ,.. . "" 
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28. Rule 5.-Your lOth paragraph inculcates a prudent caution in respect to the 
insertion of the names of parties as holders of fields. Care should be taken that the real 
holder is well ascertained, and if there be a dispute, no entry in the Survey Books should 
be made that can give one party a right which he might not on inquiry be found to possess. 
It is a great object to establish our Survey Books as a complete record of the state of the 
occupancy at the time of the operation. 

29. Rule 6 is approved, provided no mirasdari, or other recognized heritable rights, 
are interfered with. 

30. Rules 7 and 8.-The observations made by you on these rules are considered 
just ; and to avert the hardships you contemplate, a discretionary power may be granted 
to the Collectors as to their enforcement, without, however, making the limitation as to 
time 20 years in cases in which the holder of a portion of a field may have been in occupation 
previously to the survey. The act of including his field and those of his neighbours in 
one number is one in which he has no voice, and it should not place him in worse position 
than that in which he stood previously. 

31. Rule 9 is approved. 

32. Rule 10 being in conformity to the views expressed in the Government letter 
No. 390, of the 12th February 1847, is approved. 

33. Rule 11.-His Lordship in Council is of opinion that the rules prescribed in the 
Government letter last quoted, for regulating the power to cut down trees, should be 
upheld, and that when one tree is felled, two should be required to be planted. 

34. Rule 12.-The objects of this rule, as well as that of Rules 7 and 8, His Lordship 
in Council understands, is to discourage the sub-division of fields, so that by being retained 
entire their sale and transfer, under the provisions of Rule 9, may be promoted. 

35. It would be a hardship to refuse to recognize shares of fields already entered in 
the Government books, and the rights of the holders of such shares are protected by 
Rules 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. In giving out waste for cultivation, however, which is the case 
provided for in the rule under consideration, no prior rights are involved, and we have 
merely to look to the method best calculated to promote the interests of the ryots and 
Government. 

36. If fields are to be permitted to be split up without limit, and the occupant of 
every fractional share recognized as holding direct of Government, the inevitable results 
will be the ultimate sub-division of the whole land into very minute occupancies, accom- -
panied by the impoverishment of the whole agricultural class. Farms will become so, 
small as barely to provide subsistence for those occupied in their tillage, and the surplus 
from which the assessment is to be paid, so trifling, that the slightest deficiency in the 
ordinary crop will suffice to annihilate it. With every precaution it may be impossible 
to prevent the sub-division of farms as population increases, but assuredly no opportunity 
should be lost of checking this tendency. 

37. In the case of a ryot in whose name field is entered, and who holds it jointly 
with others, dying, the want of a record to show the liability of the other sharers would be 
of but little consequence, for they would be amenable for the revenue under the provisions 
of sections 3 and 5 of Regulation XVII of 1827; and the desire of retaining possession 
of the land would more probably make the inferior holders anxious to defray their shares 
of the revenue in order to obtain receipts from the village accountant, with a view to 
strengthen their claims to continue in possession. · 

38. But were even the rule to involve the certain sacrifice of balances of revenue 
due by ryots dying under the circumstances contemplated by you, instead of the remote 
possibility of such a contingency, it would still be better to submit to the loss than to 
sanction the alternative of an unlimited sub-division of fields. 

39. Rules 14 and 15 are approved. 

40. Rule 16 only reserves for free pasturage a portion of the field alluded to in Rule 13, 
as unsuited in their then state for cultivation and unassessed. This indulgence will, 
therefore, be limited to the villages in which such waste fields are to be found, and His 
Lordship in Council agrees with you in thinking that the further restriction (already 
imposed in Government letter of the 16th October 1844, No. 3621) of the privilege, to the 
case of villages which have hitherto enjoyed the right of free pasturage, should be continued. 
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41. · The practice of selling the waste, field by field, enjoined by this rule, promises 
to be more acceptable to the villagers, and more productive of revenue to Government 
than the plan of selling the entire wastes of several villages or districts in the lump, to parties 
engaging for the whole. · · 

42. Rules 17, 18 and 19 are approved. 
43. Rule 20.-His Lordship in Council considers there is some force in your objection 

to the ryot wanting to take up new land being obliged to proceed for this purpose to the 
Mamlatdar's Kutcherry. In villages very distant, and especially during the few first 
years after the introduction of the survey, when it may be presumed that much new land 
will be taken up, the Collector may be authorized to dispense with the strict observance 
of the rule. · · . · . . . , . 

·44 .. Adverting to your suggestion. that the period for giving notice of intention to 
throw up lands be· extended. to. the. mrigsal, Government considers.. that if notice: of 
resigning a field be not given earlier, jt -will. Qe too late. for any other party desiring it, ,to 

· come forward to. cultivate. . :,.. . .l ; . , , . ; i, 1. . 1 , . , i 7 

45. 1 Rule 21.-The ~Governor in Council doubts whether ~the question. of .the ..instal
ments should be mixed up 'in these ·rules with matters 1immediately. :connected: 1with '!the 
introduction of the survey. He would prefer the separate consideration X>f, the subj~tt, 

. especially as ,local peculiarities ptay render it necessary that different periods, for the p~yment 
· of the t:evenue should. be. in, us_e in d,i_ffe_ r,· ent, di,str. ,i1c~ .... 

1
, ,: 

1
;·1' 

1 
•.• ··,. ·:·

11
, ·J· . •. ' ••. ·,1 1

1 
.. _.' ' ·' ' .J• • l • '-'' ... _ ~ ~ .. i .. '-' ..... rr :;(,nnc1 jJ 

·~ ;, 46. Rule~ 22, 23 and 24 are approved. . . :1 ._, .: .. c.J _,; 11 ._ ··••r ,,_ 1 ~·JJ Lfli(·ll ·:+I 
·' :47, His'· Lordship •in Council is confident . that'. the·· introduction 10fr.a. sitnple;;a:.nd 

' '. . . 1 I. :' . . . uniform. systeml of. accounts . through: aUt' the ·:surveyed 
District · ~~d · 1 vill~i · 'acbounts-- · districts . would, add so i much • to .. 1the1 •effiCiency!: o£ J .o.ur 

para. 85. native establishments ~s; to render:u~ecessary 'ftdditlqps, 
• • • 1 : . . . now urgently required, to their numerical strength, 

and would also 'considerably lessen the labour c)f the Collectors arid their Assistants in 
checking the ~ork of t4e subordin~te Huzur,· D~~t~ict~: arid Vill~&e.~~~~!S.;,_~,-~':' ~~.:'1

1

1 ;;·/1 
48. I am directed to request that you will immediately report how far, and with 

what results, you have carried into effect the instructions conveyed· in:the:Goveinment 
letter of the 24th A:pril 1846 (No. 1925), and that yorl will transmit, for the opinion of 
Captain Wingate, whatever forms of accourtts you may have approved in:.concert witlt;the 
Revenue Commissioner, Northern· Division. · 1 

- • ·• . ''· . ••• 1
''' '·: ·: • ·, .,,,1 

,, I I,.. OJ,..,. ,, •·'j- :• .. J t I J· -.,.,., 

49. The instructions of Government on the subj~ct of remissions were conveyea tn 

RemisSions-para. 86. 
the Government lettel' ·'to, you,,. +'fou 3~~9!:I of _tpe 5th 

·., October 1847. , ,; ~ ,,, ';": _, . i . ; l L ,,, L , ,,..J•• 

50. . In conclusion, I am directed to . convey "the· i acknowledgments, .o(th(:l{jght 
· · Honourable the Governor in Council to Mr.· Goldsmid, and 1 ,-,~aptains ;Wi.ngatcr1 ~nd 
, : Davidson, for the able and lucid report they have now laid before' .him.·, It :wi1l.s~rv~,as 

a Manual in all future surveys, and it should be printed: as soon as. any modifi~~'io11f!it,q)>e 
made in the rules contained in it have been determined,·>L ,_,.;1 ,·:. , ,_,, .,' ,;;;,: · J 

Bombay Co,stle, ~2nd September 1848.
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. ·. ' ! I do myself the honojJr to .submit, ~he :l~llowing OQSerVations., on''jcertairt', potnts 
r connected·with the joint Report of 2nd August 1847, which appear to, tne ttfteq'Uire further 
elucidation and discussion in reference to comments made upon thern

1
in the GovernQ!ent 

letter of 22nd September last, No. 5593. · ' : · "' u" :. ·'' ': lll.·u•J.·J ·' ·-~ -·p·OC: 
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2. In the argument for the superiority of the fi:'{ed field assessment of our surveys, 
administered by annual leases, over other modes of revenue management, contained in the 
introductory paragraphs of the joint Report, the use of the t~rms " annual leases ., and 

. " annual engagements ., has conveyed to Government an impression of the nature and 
operation of our settlements very different from what was intended, and as it is of the 
utmost importance that no misconception should exist in reference to what may be consi
dered the basis of our whole system, I will devote a few remarks to an attempt to clear up 
the obscurity resting on our original exposition. · 

3. The arguments contained in the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th paragraphs of the 
Government letter, in favour of long leases, by which farmers are bound to pay an invariable 
assessment for the whole of their lands in the lump, are adduced as advantages which 
are not to be found in the system of settlement enjoined by the joint Report. And an 
apprehension is expressed that the important objects of inducing the cultivating classes 
to look more to the future ; of exciting in them feelings of independence ; of exempting 
them from the pupilage and surveillance of Government officers ; and of attaching them 
to the soil, and to their own portion of it-run a risk of being wholly neglected under our 
system of engagements annually renewed. Government further observe " that the inde
pendence of feeling which every man ought to possess can seldom arise when a man knows 
that he holds his land, as it were, by annual tenure ; that if he fail to till a certain field, and 
it be omitted from his holding for one year, his rival may step in and deprive him of it for 
ever ; and probably nothing tends more to diminish such right feeling than the inquisitorial 
visits of Government officers inquiring what is the extent of his cultivation, and regulating 
the fluctuating amount of his rent. " 

4. To the justice of the conclusions set forth in the last quotation I most fully sub
scribe, and if the description of annual settlement here given were applicable to the survey 
system, the latter must be admitted to be in many important respects defective. But 
I am happy to have it in my power to remove so serious a misapprehension of its nature, 
and trust to be able to show that the Survey Rules will not less effectually render the title 
of the cultivator to his land secure, exempt him from the interference or surveillance of 
Government officers, and hold out to him inducements to lay out capital in the improve
ment of his land, than the system of long leases, characterised by Government as possessin<Y 
these important advantages. 

0 

· 5. You will observe by referring to Rule 5 of the joint Report that the only way in 
which the title of a cultivator to any field can be vitiated is through his failing to discharge 
the assessment laid upon it. And he will be called upon to pay this assessment upon 
every field entered in his name in the village books without reference at all to the circum
stance of its being waste or cultivated. So long as he pays the assessment, no field can, 
under any circumstances, be struck or left out of his holding, except upon his own written 
application to that effect, under the provisions of Rule 20; and it will thus be evident 
that no rival or other party could by possibility step in and supplant him in the way 
supposed by Government. It seems to me difficult to imagine a more secure title to 
occupancy than this. It is absolutely free from all conditions, except the simple one of 
discharging the Government land-tax, and this condition it is evident could not be 
dispensed with under any plan of management whatever. 

6. The occupant is, moreover, wholly relieved from the interference or sun·eiiiance of 
the Government officers. Their power is limited to the collection of the assessment due 
from him for the land entered in his name. They cannot demand more or less, nor even 
the asEessment itself, except at the stated periods fixed for the collections. So long as 
he is ready with the money due at such times they have absolutely no power at all of 
meddling in his affairs. They have no right to interrogate him as to whether his fields 
are waste or cultivated, his crops good or bad. The payment of his assessment affords 
a valid and sufficient answer to all objectors. A more completely independent position 
for a farmer to occupy than this it is hard to imagine. His own industry provides the 
meant of paying his assessment, and he is absolutely free to exert this industry as may 
seem to him best, without having occasion to defer to the wishes or ideas of anyone. I 
believe that in no country of the world are the cultivators so thoroughly independent 
as they will be in our sun·eyed districts when the rules of the joint Report shall be fully 
enforced. In the Dharwar Collectorate, where they are already in operation for the most 
part, their effect is readily observable in the bold bearing the cultivators quickly assume 
towards their village officers, and other influential parties, subsequent to the introduction 
of the new settlement. 



~· ·· · ·1::-. ·Further, wliiltthus:securitig.t<,-tne· cwti'\tator a simple ~nd ieeure-~ti~ to~ land, 
:freedom· ftom intt!rference· or sur'Veillance on the part of Government officers, 'and compl~e 
· .personaHndeperidence, the survey settlement may; I think, be shown to be more favourable 
·.to the accumulation of agr-icultural capital, and its application to the· improvement -oflfie 
:land, than a. system ofleases for a term of years. · · · ·· ·. · ·: ·-~J 

:. _8., Owing to the_ laws -~nd clistoms iri reg~d t~ inheritance. obtaining in: this coun~y 
and the few opport\lrtities for. the employment of capital, except in' the cultivation of fbe 

:soil, .the land has at all ~mes been very m~ch sub-divided, and .with these .conditions;. die 
:existence or creation of a. body of large wealthy farmers seems hardly compatible. . We 
may hope, under good management,.to see agricultural property very widely diffused, ~d 

) very numerous class of small farmers enjoying 'comfort and independence~ but tht;re 
. would seem to be few grounds for anticip~ting the establishment of a class of wealthy 
agriculturists cultivating large farms under ·any c·rcumstailces in India. 'And I do not 
know that this is to be regretted ; for the probleli\, as to the best distribution of national 
-wealth, has been by no means so satisfactorily solved as to enable us, in my -opinion, to 
. pronounce decidedly in favour ·of one or other of these systems. · However this may be, 
eur measures have to be framed for the class of small farmers who now prevail universally 
and for this class it is admitted that a temire,·mvolving much responsibility; like that: by 
which the landholder has to pay an invariable assessment for a long term of years, would 
.hardly be suitable. · .. · · . · · · · . · · · · · · : · . . · ' 

. 9. But let us also trY the applicability of the survey system to the case ofour weaithl~ 
-farmers, say that of a cultivator holding ten fields assessed at 150 Rupees in all, or 15 Rupees 
each, and let us suppose that his agricultural capital is increasing, ·and that the mofe 
.favourable mode of investing his profits is in the permanent improvement of his land ; for 
eXample, by digging a well for the purpose of supplying the means of irrigation to a portion 
of it.. ·. , ' •· ·.l 

. . . . I 

10. Under these circumstances, let us consider which tenure would afford the greater 
encouragement to such an investment of capital; viz., that by which the cultivator.'is 
bound to pay the assessment on his whole farm-150 Rupees for along.course of years~! 
that by which he pays 15 Rupees for each of his ten fields separately, with the privilege 
~of relinquishing any of them _when so dispos'ed. In the former case he is burdened wit~ 
ll heavy responsibility, which he might not be able to meet should misfortune overtake him 
.and in this case he would risk the loss 9f his whol~ fanri., together with all'the capitallai~ 
bUt upon it;· ·In the latterh~ has the power of contracting his cultivation; and diminishing 
his payments from year to year, as circUiiiStances might make desirable, and would thus 
be abl~ to retain his most valuable fields, and especil!lly those he had invested capital in 
}mproving. Can it be doubted that the diminished responsibility of the ten~e by which 
:the cultivator engages to pay the assessment upon each of his fields .for one year only offers 
jD. its¢lf the most" direct and. palpable encouragement to the investment of capital in the 
Jmprovement of the soil ? .Every cultivator holding several fields, values most highly 
some one of them, and upon this he will naturally .incline to invest money in improvements. 
-And \\jll not that system most dispose him to ;do s~ which would enable him to retain th\s 
:JD.OSt prized and valued. portion of his possessioris;o even ·if misfortune should compel hilll 
~o part with all the resU . · . , . . . ·... . .) · · 't 

- 1_1. Further, it ~ppears to be c~rtak t~t 'the gr~ater freedo~ to ~ontract or ~xte~~ 
-cultiYation from year to year, ensured to ~he i;yot .by the survey settlements, will be mol}t 
"tonducive to the securing of a certain '·fiitfluctuating revenue to the State.·. The revenne 
Aepends. on the ·condition of the ctlltivators . .' .. '\Yhatever system is most advantageous ·t9 
t!Ie latt~r will best enable th~m to meet th~ Govemment 'demand, and necessarily b~ ·mo~ 
·~onducive. to the stability of tl;H~ revenu,e, - Redu'ctions in the extent of the 'holding ·r# 
indiVidual cultivators,. permitted·J>y the survey· aeWernents, . have no perceptible influence 
on the_ r_evenue of .a district; :Such reductio~ ~re nietbyequat enlargements· of the fa~ 
bf: others, antf when -once- (m}tivation has become generaCover -the land; of a district, the 
effect of these fluctuations on the revenue··wiU beeonie wholly insignificant.' . . .... .:.;._ 

~· :~ :. · :_1.2. ·:_The 'reai ·J~ngef tti· be gu~dei:i · ~gai~st~. is. well as the greatest: obSta'de ·~o:thq 
penrianent success of .t~e·suzyey settlemeill, :wm. 'ariae .through an increase of t)le popufa=i 
tion, and is describe-d in the. 36th paragraplrof the GoVe.,mment letter und~ consideration 
·~'as the ·.ultim~te sub-div.i.sion-(){'he whole lahd.into. very minute occupancies, accompimied 
by the: ;impoverishment .. of .the .whol~ agricultural class.'~ · ·This indeed may be a remot~ 
~vii, .but not the less requiring .tO be taken irito ·consideration on that account,. and furth~ 
r~flectio~ mclines me to.1hink jhat s.Qme further, provisions with a view to i~s timely pre.;. 
~f;J;J.tipo· D;light' be . .:a4de~Lwith, advantage ·to tho~ -contain~d. in the Joint Report.·· · -' . ·· · · · w 
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'· · 13. The most effective means at our ~mmand for preventing the lanA becoming the 
:inheritance of a pauper, or at least poverty-stricken peasantry, is to afford the greatest 
. p_ossible facilities for its connyance from one party to another, so that when a cultivator 
.,becomes impoverished, and by his 4lability to cultivate his land properly, deprives the 
·community of the wealth it is capable of producing, that the land may get into the hands 
of some one better able to tum it to advantage. The customs and native revenue sy terns 

" o{ India are ad,·erse to such trari.sfers,· and it is, therefore, all the more necessary to adopt 
:measures for givingthem effect. Until very lately ejectment for the non-payment of the 
;'Government assessment was nearly unknown, and paupers were allowed to linger on year 
:·after year in the possession of land they had no means of cultivating, the Revenue Officers 
'·c~ntenting themselves with screwing ·out of them what they could and remitting the re
·m!linder. · This was particularly the case with miras land in the Deccan, which, when the 
··Mirasdar was poor, generally remained in a most neglected condition, and for all the benefit 
derived b~ the community from it might almost have been as well sunk under the sea. 
; 14. Rules 3 to 9, and Rule 12, of the joint Report have all been framed with a view 

~t~·guard against the excessive sub-division of land, and to facilitate transfers; but though 
·the power of ejectment is distinctly r_eserved by Rule 5, in event of the assessment not 
.~ing paid, it occurs to me that the cours~_to be pursued in such an event is hardly indicated 
.:w.ith sufficient precision. . . . . . 

15. At present the ordinary mode of enforcing the payment of the revenue is by 
placing mohussuls over the defaulter, or by attachment and sale of moveable property; but , 
1 think it would be a preferable. course _to resort, in the first instance, to an attachmeftt of 
. one or more fields, of which the assessment might about equal the balance due, giving the 
·defaulter the option of pointing out the fields to be so attached, as provided in Rule 5, 
and publishing, in the usual way, that in event of the balance due not being paid by a 
certain date, the defaulter's right of occupancy in the said field or fields would cease and 
_be sold to the highest bidder, in event of more than one person being desirous of obtaining 
possession. In event of the right of occupancy being saleable, the sum realisable should 
• go to defray the balance due, and if more than sufficient for this purpose, the portion of it 
remaining over should be given to the defaulter. In event of the title to the occupancy 
of the field being unsaleable, and no one agreeing to cultivate it, the ejectment of the defaul
ter should nevertheless take place, and the field be permitted to revert to waste. In this 
case the sums due by the defaulter might be remitted, unless it appeared that the balance 
was withheld ·from some other cause than inability to pay, when the usual means, by 
mohussuls or attachment and sale of property, might further be put in force • 

.. :_ 

16. I am inclined to think the process for ejectment just described would prove a very 
effective expedient for realizing the revenue, and when it failed in this, it would yet have 
. .the obvious advantage of getting land out of the hands of a person unequal to the discharge 
-of the responsibilities connected with its occupancy, and wherever there happened to be 
a demand for land, secure by the sale of the title to the highest bidder, that it should fall 
into the possession of a person of means. By thus bringing land into the market, traders, 
pensioners and other parties having capital would probably be induced to lay it out in the 
purchase of land, to the great benefit of agriculture and the community at large. Some 
remarkable instances of this have come under my notice in the Dharwar Collectorate, and 
it is my belief that they will be numerous when it becomes generally understood that land 
may be sold and purchased like any other commodity. When the process of ejectment is 
used in the case of miras land, the mirasi tenure should, in my opinion, always be declared 
forfeited, and the land entered in the accounts thenceforward as Government. The 
ordinary tenure of Government land under the Survey Rules is perhaps as favourable as 
could be devised, and being free from the objections connected with sub-division by in
heritance, and insecurity of occupancy to which the miras is liable, it would, in my opinion, 
be very desirable to substitute it for the latter, whenever practicable. 

· 17. I will now proceed to notice, seriatim, the rules of the joint Report which have 
been reserved by Government for further discussion. 

. Letter to Acting Secretary to 18. I have already, in a separate communication 
GoYemment, dated 26th October noted in the margin, stated my views in regard to the 
last, No. 206. opinion given by Dr. Gibson upon Rule 2. 

. 19. In reference to the remarks upon Rules 4 and 13, I would observe that the former 
rule refers to portion~ of unarable surface, such as rocky ground, nallas, etc., but not land 
covered with JUngle, mcluded in fields suited for cultivation, upon which an assessment has 
been fixed. The latter, on the contrary, refers to fields entered in Survey Registers as 
wholly unarable, and upon which. therefore, no assessment has been fixed. The two rules, 
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therefore, apply· to' distinct cases, ~tnd cannot,· 1 think, be. misapplied in praCtice: · Sooi~.t 
ofthe fields coming under Rule 13 are not from the nature ofthe soil unarable, but froni the' 
circumstance of their being now covered with jungle~ which did not·permit of their being1 

sub-divided into fields of the usual size, and classified'in the course of the survey. · These;l 
or portions of them~ may be expected in the course·of time to be cleared and cultivated, but 
should not be allowed to be so until the fields upon which an assessment has been fixed1 

have been all, or ~early all, occ~pied. It is probably only in rare instances that the Matnlat
dars will have to fix an assessment on the cultivated portions of such fields under Rule ll:1 
I think, therefore, no risk o( misapprehension will occur through both rules being allowed; 
to stand as at _present. . ·· : · · · · , , ; :•·: 

20. In regard to Rule 5, I have to observe that in the survey of the Southern 1\hratha·.i 
Country the preparation: of ~ trustworthy and correct ·Register of the holders of fields 
is effected in introducing the .survey rates of assessment. Every person having a. {iel~ 
entere&t in his name,.or h!lving claim to land, is summoned to attend at the settlement, andl 
when the assessment of each field has been fully explained to the holder or holders, 'ther 
field is entered in the Register irt his or their names for the ensuing year, in event of their~ 
agreeing to cultivate it at the survey assessment, and all disputes as to occupancy decided i 
by the European officers on the spot .. Copies of these Registers, which. may be <:onsideredl 
among the most important documents connected with the· survey, are then taken by the. 
Village accounta~ts, who are required to prepare their·. Cultivation Returns in strict accor ... ; 
d~nce with them, ~nd the originals are deposited with the Collector.·. I.ain laaving the forms:· 
i]l which the Registers are prepared lithographed, in order to render it impossible for-any 
fictitious documents to be substituted for the originals at any future time ; and whenever-. 
the correctness of the village books happens to be called in question, . they will afford.~ 
tlte means of settling the point. Rule 5 is to be considered applicable to bona fide entria; 
in the village books ; . but if we admit claims to the possession of land from parties w~os~. 
nam~s do not appear in them, and.bave not been fraudulently, oi through mistake,;omitted.: 
to be entered, I see no probability of the tenure of land becoming sufficiently simple· an~. 
secure to admit of its being freely sold and transferred. H any other title.tothe posseSsion) 
of land than that of bt;ing entered in the public accounts as. the. party. responsible fo~ it$·. 
assessment be recognized, I feel certain that the most important eventual benefits ·~o be, 
anticipated from the survey will never be· realized. . J. .consider Rule 5 perhaps the ·mos~ 
important in the joint Report, and would strongly r'ecoinmend that it be retained without 
qualification. · · · · ·· ·- · ··· · · , · .:.~ 

21 .. After weighing, to the best of my ability, ~he arguments adduced in the 11th. and. 
12th paragraphs. of your letter, and in the '11th P!Kagrapl;t of Mr. Secretary Luoisden~s .. 
1 incline to the opinion that it would be advantageous to ietain.Rules 7 and 8, withou\ 

!
allowing a discretionary power t.o permit, under . certain' circumstances, a sharer .in ~ 
field ·to. cultivate his . own portion only, .whil¢. the rest is allowed to .become.· waster 
Such a permission would, I m~ch fear, lead eventually to great laxity of management, while 
it recognizes a departure from the. cardinal principle laid down in Rule 3, that no fielcl is:. 
for any reason whatever, to be let for less thim .the· survey assessment. .Fields generally~ 
contain good and bad soil, and whc;:n once a share of a field is allowed to become· waste;: 
how are we to.prevent the holder of the remaining share from appropriating the best pan~ 
of the field as his part;icular portion, arid leaving the iDferior·land !IS the throWn up share~' 
so as 'thus to take away all chance of the whole fi~ld l>e.ing against brought under cultivation 1. 
The boundaries of the interior shares of a fiefd ·are riot marked out or de5cribed, and could'· 
not be so without incurring the danger of introduCing confusion into. the Survey RecordS} 
and even if this were done, the permission would_ entail the evil of ari arlnual inspection and1 

measurement to ascertain that the Government' waste· was· not being encroached upon. ;.: 
.. . . . . . ' : :. : . .. :. ; . I .. :1 

. ~~ I ·believe .that ~ases of real har4ship under- the rules in question would rl!-~elya 
if ever, occur ; but I feel certain that if the latter are allowed to be bro~en through unden 
particular circumstances, ~he exceptional cases will multiply t~ an extent. likely to :v~tiatd 
the whole survey system. Every general plan of management mJ}st involve hardship jn• 
occasional instances to individuals ; but if- calculated to promot~. the. general go9d,. It 
should. deeply regret to see its integrity broken in upon for the sake qf ~ few exceptionaL 
cases .. The preservat~on ·of the ~ntegrity of the survey fields appears to-.~e an objt;ct ofl 
such paramount importance, as far to outweight .the hardship of saddling a cultivato~ with! 
~ li~l~: more land _t}:lan he wants, or even compelling him to relinqu~h some fractiona.J, 
portio.n ;of his paternal inheritance. If his means are so. small_ as only tQ enable ·him tO: 
cultiyat~ a .fraction o( a survey field, it would be a public benefit, in my opinion, to get th~~ 
land .out of his hands,: and. thus- ad~t of. the whole field in. which his: fractional sh~«; ist 
~cl~~~ bei~g ~~fer:r~4·t~ :some mqr~ .sub!}t~J}tl~ ~lltltiyato.~~ ·. Tl}.ere_ -~ ~ap.get o~ ·•\1~ 



~de of over-1enien~y. cas well as ~yer:-serv~rity J and l arn well persuaded that our revenue-: 
wvnanagement generally is more open to the former than to the .latter charge. SmalL 
farmers in particular parts of Europe have been got rid of with a degree of unscrupulou~. 
ness that may ha,·e merited censure, but.the rules of the joint Report, when administered-: 
V!~tb even the most unbending strictness, will, it may be feared,_hardly suffice to prevent. 
t~~ sun ey ti~ld becoming split up into fractional sharej; to _a greater. extent than at present; 
-::'23. I have requested you to furnish me with a copy of the rute3 reguding th'! cutting 

down of trees, contained in the Government letter No; 390 of 12th. February 1847, which: 
Go-vernment desire to be su_bstituted for Rule 11. of the joint Report,· and in event of their 
appearing to call for any remark on my part, I will submit my sentiments in regard to them-
it}: !l:separa~~ <;otpqtunication.. __ . . -. - · · 

.-l '24. The 'object sought tq be attairted ~y~Rule 12 is described and approved of in thti 
34th~ 35th and 36th paragraphs of the Governme'nt letter; but subsequent to the date of the 
jciint Report instances have come' under my_ notice when the st~ict enforcement of Rule 12= 
would have pet haps needlessly prevented the cultivation of a large survey field bearing a high! 
asSeSsment; and I would, therefore; ptoposethe addition of a dauseto the rule, to the effect' 
tirat when the .assessment of a w~ste sarvey field amounts toot exceeds 20 Rupees, _it may· 
be ~ntered in the narnes of two or rnore holders, on the condition that the assessment of any~ 
single share shall not fall short of 10 Rupees.- This would effectually prevent its stib·di vision 
into srnall patches, and at the same time facilitate the cUltivation of any fields of more than:·· 
the!nrdi~ary size and value, for which there might be no single individual willing to engage:·_ 

·-.:_:-:-25. With -reference to the·.remarks in paragraph•43 ofthe··.qo.\rern~ent letter upott_· 
R~fe:20 of the joint Report, I would observe that the giving up ofa~ old,·or taking up of a 
new; _field, ~ay be considered a mos~ important act to a cultivator and that it, therefore, 
doe·s not appear hard to require him t<? unde~take a journey to the Kutcherry with a view: 
to its being duly ratified. The object of the rule is to give additional security to the_ tenure 
of the holder of land by making the act of relinquishing or· e'ntering upon possession . a. 
public formal transaction requiring the sanction of the Marnlatdar or Mahalkari to its 
vali4ity, so as to prevent the chance of anyone being deprived of his land through collusion; 
with village officers, or otherwise. The relaxation of the rule in particular villages for a 
year or two subsequent to the introduction· of the survey~- w!ltle ~much new land is being 
taken up, might not be follo\Ved by any injurious_ consequences; but I would strongly 
recommend that it be strictly adhered to -in all cases connected with the relinquishment of 
land previously cultivated. _ _ . . _ ·_ _ · 
.~: _ • -26. -- In reference. to the remarks on the same. rule2- regarding ~he date fixed for re· 

ceiving notices to resign fields, I am of opinion that th~ object·of_enabling the cultivator to 
make up his mind in regard to giving up any field_ at so early a date as the 30th April~ 
would be accomplished by the addition of a clause to the rule making it incumbent on the 
village officers to assemble all the ryots on the above date1 and after' ~xplaining to them 
that they would have no other opportunity of relinquishing any of their fields, take down 
at. once the names of all those wishing to do so, and send the list with the parties concerned 
to the Mamlatdar. A public settling day of this kind would deprive the ryot of any plea 
for remissions on account of uncultivated fields, owing to forgetfulness of their exact date 
for resigning, and such like excuses, which it would be desirable to prevent, if possible. 

· 27. Government think it preferable that the periods to be fixed for the payment of the 
instalments forming the subject of Rule 21 be disposed of apart frqm the ordinary rules;' 
and though not disposed to dissent from this arrangement, I would yet respectfully submit 
that the settlement of those periods is of very great importance to the success of the 
survey settlements, and I trust, therefore, it will not be considered irrelevant to offer in this 
place the following arguments in favour of those fixed by Rule 21. The proposed instal
ments would fall due on the 15th December, 1st February, 15th March and 1st May, in the 
case of districts when the early crops on an average of seasons predominate, and a month 
later, viz, on 15th January, 1st March, 15th April and 1st June in the remaining districts. 
Three principal objects were in view in selecting the periods in question :_;_Fi'rstly, To enable 
the cultivator to provide funds for the payme~t of . his assessment from bona fidt 
aales of produce. Secondly, To distribute the collections over a period of six months; 
instead of four, as at present is generally the case, in order to afford the cultivator greater 
facilities for the disposal of his produce, and prevent prices 'becoming needlessly lowered 
during the collecting season, by forcing sales of produce at . a sacrifice, which will 
ahvays be the case when the instalments follow each other too closely, Thirdly, To have 
the ins.talments invariable, under all circumstances, for each district. that the cultivators 
may be taught to use foresight, and adopt timely measures for providing the funds neces· 
taty to the liquidation of their rents, by removing· the urieertainty,··and opportuniti~ (ot" 
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jobbing and favouritism, attendant otr the' plan Of :COllecting th~ revetiu~ by vidable .in
stabnents, ac~ording to ~he report of village ·officers a~ to the _proportio~ of ~~rly -,.~d latq 
crops. grown 10 eac~ parttcular sea_son .. • ~11 of these obj~Cts I deem verr lmport~~t ; attd'all 
will, tt ·seems to me, be fully attamed Wtthout the entailment of any countervatli~g ~isad
wntages, by the adoption of the perioda for the collection: of the· instalments mentioned in 
the rule; ' • ~ · · ·· · · · ·. ' · · · , ! 

z·.~,. 28 .. I~ the earli~t district~, v.iz:, those.lyi~gimmediately·~~t of the Gha~~. ~ v;hl~~ 
t1ie whole cro'p, with some few exceptions, belongs to the early harvest, no part «>fit .co.,li4 
be got ready for market and sold much bef9re the 15th of December; but by making an 
~ffort a cultivator could manage to sell by that time sufficient produce to make up the first 
instalment whicq is only one-fourth of his whole assessment. An earlier date, then, than 
the 15th of· December could not be fixed upon anywhere without defeating one main 
object-of the rule; which is to enable the assessment to be provided by actual sales of pro-
44ce;instead of ~~)un~s ~~en up _at an .exces~ive rate of interest from money-lenders. 
lti these· early distrtt:ts a ~onstderable pott10n of the crop would be ready for market before 
the 1st of February and there would be no difficulty in selling it iQ. ~irneto provide the .Znd, 
3rd and 4th instalments. In the case of the latter distrietsrther~ wQ,qld ~e_'."everywhere -~ 
sufficient proportion of early crops grown· to ·furnish the ineans 'of·· paying the first 
instalment, falling due on 15th January and the late crops could be got ready and sold in 
time for the payment of the remaining ifireeTtistahnents. · 

29. In the case of both early and.late~ etops, .I feel assured that the adoption of a 
shortet' interval than six weeks between each instalment would either have the effec~ of forcing 
sales of produce and bringing down prices, or of driving the cultivators to the money-. 
lenders, from the want of tim! and opportunity to dispo3e Qf a sutficien~ .portion ·qf their 
crop to me,~t each succeeding instalment. I have frequetttly cdnversed with "intelligent 
cultivators on this subject, and they have always been seQ.sible .of the great advantage that 
would result to them from lengthening the intervals between: the instalnien.'ts, from a 
month to six weeks, and have freely admitted that, under such circumstances, they wou,ld 
n,e~er_hav~occasjon t~ borrow, or dream of doing so, in ord~r ~Q raise rponey for the 
pliy}lleni of their rents. . · .. : , ... : · · · · · · · · · · · , · · - 1 

•• ,•, · , : •·. :' .•· • " .: . ' ' .'\ r' ' ' 1 .: '• .... ,, 

::~. 30. · The only objection occurring to Itle as likely to be_ .raised· against the adopt1on 
of these instalments ·has been alluded to ·in the 17th paragraph of your letter of lOth Sep"..o· 
tember·l847, in which you express an apprehension that, by deferring the last instalment' 
to so advanced a period of the year. as the lst June, in the case of late districts, there would 
be danger of a portion of the revenue being never realized at al~ In regar4 to an u~tried 
~xperiment we can only reason from analogy, or state probabilities, but my own exper~ence:-.-~ 
aJ?.d I have had more than once opportunities of ob3erving ~he effect of defer,ring the~ 
instalments to later periods than had previously been in force-leads me most confident!~ 
to ~nticipate that the effect of the proposed change will be quite the reverse of that appre-' 
he.nded and as surely facilitate the punctual realization of the revenue, · as . it, would, 
~ithout doubt, p~ove of advantage to the ryots.. Deaths by choler~ hav~ been very, 
Jiumerous in the settled districts of the Dharwar Collectorate before the clo3e of the col
l,ecting season, but I believe it will be found that they have never occasioned the loss of a· 
(upee to Governm~nt. In ·every instance,-or at least in so m:~.ny that the exceptions be .. 
con~e of no moment, the fields of dece;tsed cultivatiors are retained by their heirs, who' 
pay the balance gladly in order to secure possession of them. When the forfeiture of ~he. 
field ill made the penalty on non-payment, I do not believe that one instance out of a hun~ 
dred would occur in which the balance could not be realized, and even in this case it ·would 
be necessary to suppose that the previous incumbent died a pauper for otherwise the 
balance could be raised from the property left by him or from his heirs, whether they 
retained possession of his fields or not. I firmly believe that in practice it would be founcJ 
that the postponement of the instalm!nts would not in the least-degree increase the loss 
of revenue which has hitherto occurred through deaths. · 

· 31. And if it be said that it would, however, occasion loss in the cue of very poor 
cultivators, whose necessities might compel them to part with their whole produce 
before the last instalment became due, and who had nothing besides froin which it could 
be realized, I would reply that nothing mlre desirable could occur and that the sacrificef 
of revenue here contemplated would be far -more than counterbalanced by the advantage 
th:it would accrue from ejecting such paupera from their occuiuncies, so as to all()W of the 
land falling into the 'hand~ of substantial cultivators~ I believ~ _however, . that instances 
of this ·kind would very·.rarelyoccur, . -- · ·.- . . . ; ' . 
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. , : 32. I have only f.~rther to suggest the advantage of re-arranging the rules, when the 
various additions, omissions and alterations to be made have been finally settled and that 
l.farathi and Kanarese translations of these amended rules, after having received the 
approval of the Revenue Commissioner, should be lithographed and furnished to the 
sev~~al Collectors for the use of their district and village establishment. In my opionion 
the records of every village should be supplied with a copy of the rules, for unless this be 
done, I do not see how the village officers and people generally are to acquire an adequate 
knowledge of the principles and practice of the survey settlements, which will have so 
important a bearing on other future welfare. 

I have. etc., 

G. WINGATE, 
Supdt., Revenue Survey and Assessment, S. M. C~ 

Belgaum District, Superintendent's Office, 
at Camp Baba-Nagar, 23rd December 1848. 

No. 17 OF 1849. 

To 
H. TOWNSEND, EsQ .• 

Revenue Commissioner, S. D. 

$ir, 
In accordance with the instructions conveyed in your memorandum No. 3330 of 13th 

October last, along with which were received copies of your letter to Gonrnment No: 
2258 of lOth September 1847, transmitting a joint Report from the three Superintendents 
of Revenue Survey, dated 2nd August 1847, and 1\'lr. Secretary Lumsden's reply No.: 
5593 of 22nd September last, I have the honour to submit such remarks as appear·to me 
to be ·called for ·by the purport of the Government letter. 

2. · A perusal of the correspondence leads me' to conclude that it is only necessary that 
I should state such additional arguments as occur to me, regarding those questions brought' 
forward in the joint Report, which are still under discussion and this I shall therefore. 
proceed to do as briefly as possible. · 

3. In paragraphs 4 to 10 of the joint Report the objects of a revenue survey are 
d:escribed and along with other questions the superiority of an annual settlement with each· 
cultivator, according to his holding for the year over a lease binding him down for a 
longer period, is discussed. 'Vith reference to this subject it is stated in paragraph 2 of 
the Government letter that " His Lordship in Council does not feel quite assured that the.· 
decision at which the Committee has arrived is correct. It is at least, not so clearly 
~mplified as to remove all doubt as to the accuracy of the result. , As I cannot hope te>; 
express my.sentiments in favour of the annual settlement more clearly than has been· 
done. by the Committee, I shall not attempt to do so at all. It may not be out of place;: 
~owever, to consider how both systems would work if carried out in practice, or whether 
1;1nder the existing deficiency of capital and the generally impoverished condition of the. 
cultivators throughout the districts" hitherto surveyed and those under survey, it would be· 
praci~cable to introduce any satisfactory system whereby the survey settlements cpuld be 
administered by long leases. The following statements relative to the taluka of\Rahuri; 
of this collectorate and which with respect to farming capital and capabilities is perhaps on 
the whole not an unfavourable specimen of a Deccan district, may tend to elucidate this 
lJlOde · Qf viewing the question. : : . . 
! . 4. In the above district there are about 200,000 acres of arable land, of which from 
M to 80,000 acres are at present under cultivation. There are only 8,475 working bullocks 
iJl the district, and from my knowledge of the general poverty of the cultivators, I should· 
think it no exaggeration to assume that four-fifths of this class are more or less involved· 
in.debt, . It is evident that even under the influence of fixed and equitable rates of assess-. 
ment, the district can only slowly and gradually recover from such a state of depression.:. 
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=-~d that a long pbiod must elapsebefore farming bipftcil ~an b¢ ~ccuni.ulated··~o the'extent . 
:.required for the complete development of. its agricultural wealth.· Unless the·· present 
r •mount of farming stock were at once trebled or quadrupled, it· would be impossible 
.. immediately to bring under proper cultivation all the lands of th3 district. 'Th~ tevi~d 
:survey rates, by securing a fair profit to the cultivator and enabling him by d~grees· t'o 
· free himself from his liabilities and to add to his res~urces, will doubtless in a :great 
. measure effect this, but only slowly aild progressively ; and that the result can be attaiqed 
·at all, it seems essential that the cultivat~rs be left entirely independent and unfetterecl.· ·' 
,. · 5. In introducing revised rates into a district similar to that describ~d above; it ·wquid, 
I conceive, be very dangerous to attempt to· bind cultiva:tors by long leases. 'fhe settling 

.officer would have no satisfactory data whereby to ascertain whether a cultivator, desirous 
of entering into a contract of the kind mentioned in- pa~agraph 10 of the Government 

.Jetter, possessed sufficient capital to enable him to meet his engagements. Were a cultivator 
, to Contract for more land than his means warranted, or were he at any time to be .depriv~d, 
:·by adverse circumstances, of a portion of his farming stock, he would have to t~sott to th~ 
:moneylender or b.?come bankrupt, and throw up his entire holding, and in either "case 
~he would be in a much worse condition than before. Amore gene al view of the qiles
. tion would exhibit the same results on a:n enlarged scale. Were all the la~ds in the district 
leased out and a succession of unfavourable seasons to occur, during which period the 
~ultivators could neither earn an income sufficient to meet ~heir own wants and tli.e Govern
. ment demands, nor be able to contract. their cultivation:. and liabilities ac~ording -~~ tJ?:eiJ' 
diminished returns, they would have as a· matter of course to encroach on their capital ; 
·nr irt other words, the district might· be placed in the position of a person who is living 
. beyond his means and who, finding the interest on his capital insufficient for his exp~Iiditure, 
is obliged to resort to the principal, and who thus in time effects his ruin, • . · . ' 

6. But allowing that the settling officer could originate in· a satisfactory mai\n'er the 
11cheme of leasing out the holdings for lengthened periods, the general condition· of the 
.cultivators would only admit of a very small portion of the district being taken ·up for 
=cultivation on such terms at the time of the introduction of the revised rates~ and should 
'the system gradually be brought into operation during the period of 30 years for which 
·the latter are fixed, it is to be apprehended that in its working it would afford much' room 
for· the display of the intriguing propenf?ities of our. native officials· and. ~lta~ · it:-would 
necessarily involve a more minute scrutiny into ~nd int_erference with, the affairs of the 
.cultivators than would be compatible with those feelings of independence which -it is· so 
.des4'able to excite in them. · ·, ·. · ·.- .1 • · 

• · ·7, The above considerations alone would lead me to conclude that in those districts to 
which the survey operations have hitherto extended it would be difficult, if not imprac-

1/ticable, to introduce leases for lengthened periods w.ith any hopes ·of successful· results; 
I J and that it is only by m~ans of annual settlements_th_a!_ thU~!~~~d_!~!!.IUt~..J!!imini .. 

,tered. Fluctuations iii the -cwtivationanareVenue are not to be attributed to short leases 
but to the deficiency of capital in a district, the general poverty of its inhabitants and the 
~bstacles presented to them in the acquisition of gain. No fears, I should think, need be 
entertained of the cultivators becoming, under favourable circumstan~es, prosperous and 
independent. They are as a class, most persevering, industrious and shrewd, and the 
prospect of success alone is wanting to stimulate their energies in the pursuit of gain~ 
Were the cultivators as a body, in good circumstances and agriculture a profitable occu
pation, remissions and inspections of crops might be entirely done away . with without 
danger to the interests of the ryot or eventual loss of revenue to Government; 

· 8. The subject of the settlement of village boundary disputes is treated of in para~ 
graphs 22 to 28 of the joint Report, paragraphs 4 and 5 of your .letter and paragraphs l2 
to 15 of the Government reply and as the only doubt regarding the practicability of the 
scheme proposed by the Committee relates to the permanency of the settlements effected 
by the Survey Officers, I have no hesitation in stating my conviction that if the decisions 
be considered by the local officers as binding and unchangeable,. and upheld accordingly, 
-there will not be the slightest difficult in preserving them. . . . · 

9. The great difficulty in maintaining former settlements has been in' most cases the 
impossibility of ascertaining from the written descriptions thereof the boundaries intended 
to be defined and the consequent inability of the officer, to whom at any subsequent period 
a reference regarding a settlement might be made, to judge of the merits of. the case, 
without examinining an immense m'lss of contradictory documents, any attempt to ehici
date which, by recording further evidence, only tended to nullify the settlement, and· to 
leave the dispute in a somewhat more complicated state than before.. · 1 •..• : 



10. The boundaries settled by the Surrey Offic~rs are defined by marks, and 11.re 
peimanently recorded in the 'rillage maps. It is true that the marks may be destroyed, but 
as their destruction constitutes an offence which renders the perpetrators liable to se\·ere 
punishment according to the regulations, such will very seldom occur and the settlements 
would not be affected thereby, as the line of boundary can easily be establishd and 
renewed by means of the map. I beg to remark, however, that although it might be diffi
cult in some cases to obtain legal proof as to the parties actually engaged in the destruction 
of the marks, such a work could very seldom be effected without the knowledge and con
nivance of the village officers as the boundary marks are numerous and of large size, and 
to remove them entirely would occupy much time and labour. _ 

11. A further consideration of the subject of rice classification doe$ not enable me to 
bring forward any rules which would be generally applica

Para. 13 or Govemment letter. ble to all the sun-eys. The rice lands of this collectorate 
. differ very much from those of Dharwar. 1\Ir. Tytler~ 

·whom I have consulted, informs me that he observes that there is even a great difference 
between the Desh and Dang rice lands of this zilla. There is probably a much greater 
difference still between the rice lands of the countries above and below the ghats ; I am 
therefore, of opinion that until we have more certain data to guide us, it would be in
expedient to attempt to draw up general rules for the classification of rice land. 

12. With reference to paragraph 23 of the Government letter, I would beg to suggeSt. 
that paragraph 83 of the joint Report be modified and stand as follow3:- . 

83. The introduction of the survey settlements should, in our opinion, be effected 
by the Superintendent, in conjunction with the Collector, when circumstances admit 
of this officer's presence without interruption to the other duties of his charge, in order 
that the latter may be enabled to judge of the system, and the former have an oppor
tunity of observing the practical working of the details, and of explaining them 
fully to the local Revenue Officers in charge of the district, as well as of overcoming 
any difficulties, and meeting any objections, which may present themselves in the course 
of the settlement. In case of the Collector not being able to attend, he should nominate 
an experienced Assistant to be associated with the Superintendent on the occasion. 

13. The concluding part of Rule 4 of paragraph 84- of the joint Report, as surmised 
P in the 14th paragraph of your letter, only applies to cases 

aras.. 9 and 14 or your letter. in which small internal portions of land are deducted aS 
Para. 27 of Government 1 eply. "unarable, from fields on which an assessment has been 

fixed, and therefore does not appear to call for amendment. Rule 13, on the contrary, 
.applies to fields on which no assessment has been fixed, but which hereafter might be 
brought under cultivation; for instance, tracts of dense jungle, which it would be impposible 
at the time of survey to break up into numbers. and classify, but which might contain Yery 
good arable land. The fact of these fields being entered in the registers without any 
assessment having been fixed on them, would sufficiently indicate them to the lo~.ll o!li:e~ 
but the latter might haYe some difficulty in fixing rates at a future period should the fiel.h; 
f)r portions of them, be taken up for cultivation. To obviate this I would propose that 
the lowest rate per acre entered in the registers for other dry-crop lands of the Yillage be 
leYied. This appears just ~ though the lands might actually be capable of paying 
higher rates when cleared and prepared for cultivation, a considerable expenditure of 
labour and c.1pital would in the first imt.1nce b:! re~ptreJ. It wa:~ld n~t p!rhlpi b~ 
advisable to enter rates for such lands in the regh.~ers. as they might tend to mislead; 
should the assessment be revised at the termination of the period of 30 years, for which the 
settlements are binding. Rule 13 might be modified as follows:- .• 

, 
13. There are some·survey fields; consisting in great part of land covered with 

dense jungle, or otherwise: unsuited in their present state for cultivation, upon whic~ 
no assessment is placed in the Survey Registers. In the event of portio03 of sucll 
fields being brought under cultivation, rates of assessment should be fixed by the 
l\lamlatdar upon the acres under tillage, equivalent to the lowest rates for dry-crop 
soils in the same village. This rule applies to all fields in the Sun·ey Registers on 
which rates of assessment haYe not been fixed. · · 

14-. During the progress of the suney operations, all disputed claims to the o:cupa:..; 
. P · . . . tion of fields are noted, and they are innstigated ana 

ara. 10 or your letter. . . settled by the Superintendent when introducing ~ 
,Par:'. za or G;>vernme~t reply. . rnised rates, .and agreeing with each cnltil>ator for the 

land to be taken up by him. With regard to fields the occupation. of which is not disputed.;.. 



the rights of the bonafide holders are maintained, and their namett are entered in the cul. 
tivation returns accordingly. After the introduction of the settlement the proper insertion 
of the holder's name in the cultivation; returns is, I conceive, provided for by Rule 20, 
which does not give village officers the power of making entries on the subject in the village 
account without an order from the Mamlatdar or Mahalkari. . Under these circumstances 
no alteration suggests to me by which Rule 5 would be improved. · · , • . >l ', . .' :· 

15. Very few cases in this eollectrorate would .come under the provision~ of Rulet!i , 
· · ' · f " 

1 
· 7 and 8, as the hold~ngs are generally of larger area then 

Paras • .11 and 12 ° your· euer. that· required by Rule .1 •of paragraph 17 of'the joint 
.Para. 30. of G.>vernmen,t .teply, Re·pon .. .A:s these rules,; howevet; tonly contemplate ·d 

cultivator being obliged under·certain 'circumstances,!. to enlarge his '·holding: to' a' size 
capable of b~ing cultivated ~~ a single pair o~ bull?ck~ ~~d.. ~o :more; (vid~ Ryles 5 ~d 7 
of paragraph' 17), l ~an ant1c1pate no obstacles to. thetr .sa~l,factory,workmg ... T~e J:ules 
modified according to the tenor. ~f ~he remar~ . .C??tain~4 ~. p·,Ja~~ap~ _30 ;of 9~v:ernrpen' 
letter·WQUld ~tand, 3S follO_\VS,.-, r .·,; l o;. -.I.· l''•.ff! ;1l •;,' ' . .o,) '"•''1 i·< 1 l 

7. , When two ryots hold a field, and one of them relinquishes his share;,or .diett 
without heirs, the ·share thus lapsing is to he .offere4 in the firs~ -instance to ·t~e. o~h~ 

. sharer before it is offered t() any other; and tn .event of the sa1d sharer declu~JJlg tt, 
and no bthet party applying to take it up, thtdormer(rhtist' 'relihqiiishl nis 1share too, 

· · and allow the whole field to beco'm,e wast.e, ti~less. on an flPP~lJl~.b~ipg .m.aqcr ~y,~e 
party c~:mcerned the Collector shall, from mqu,~ry·}~~o th~. <;as~,, see "fi~ ·1 ,t~ ~ cte~ade 
otherwtse. .. ..~ '· · · ·· 

8. When there are more sharers than two in a field, ·and any of them relin
qui~hes !1.~4are, it should be offered as above to the sharers in the first instance, begin
ing, ·in everit of their failing to settle the matter amongst themselves, with the largest 

. sharer, _and so 9n ~o th~ least. If none of these nor any other party be found to take 
·' up the. relinquished share, th~ whole fiel4 mu!?t be thrown up, unless on llJ appeal 

· · being made by the parties c6ncemed the' Collector shill~! form inquiry into the case. 
see fit to decide otherwise. · . 
16. According to the purport of paragraph 33 of the 'Go~ernrlie~t'lettet~ Rule 11 

would require to be modified as follows. I have assumed that th:~ rul'es, ·prescribed: in 
Government letter No. 390 of 12th February 1847; for regulating the power to cut down 
trees,· do not apply to cases in which .the trees 'might become the property of -a holder of 
Government land by purchase under the provisions of Rule. 2 i+•, "· , ,, .-1 ~: ! ~· i,; .; "• ~ 1, 

11. Holders of Government ·fields, or·oecupahts ·of1 Miras 'Judf br: lnaiii fi~tdsl 
holding the .same from Government, have no right to cut down trees growing therein, 

· ·unless by express permission, and according to the rule sanctioned in Government 
letter No. 390 of 12th February 1847. Those trees however, which have become the 
property of the holder by purchase under·the-·provisions of Rule 2, may be cut down 
without permission. In all cases trees growing on the boundaries of fields must be 
preserved as land-marks. 

Para~·· Is of your letter .... , .':. :• ; ~ ~ • .17.. _Wit)J. ref~rence. to ,lhe, remarks. contained in 
Paras. 40 and 4~ of. Go>ve•ument paragraph 41 of the :Go.vernment letter,l beg to suggest 

reply. . ' . that Rule 15 be modified as follows·:..:.:..' . I 

. 15. The grazing of the. unarable rand dther' fields· not subjected' tQ- asse89ment_ 
· ih the Survey Registers should be sold by'auction by the Collector, ·as ih die 'precedingt 

rule;· a reasonable proportion· being set aside for the free pasturage of such villages 'as! 
have hitherto enjoyed this' right. · · · ·· : • · J ··1 

• •. l .> n <~ .· . ·· :. ! .·· . ~; ·• 

18. Wfth respect to the clause in Rule 20 which requireS thOse rrot~ who tetinquish 
p 16 £ · · ' 1 tt fields or take up new ones for cultivation to attend at th~ 

• ara. 0
1 you.t e er. • Mamlatdar's or Mahalkari's Kutcherry; 'I· would res...: 

:Para. 43 of Govecnmen t repJy. · pectfully state my opinion:' that, although ·some' trouble 
may be caused to the ryots in consequence, there are on the other side many reasons· which
IQight be .urged in favour of its enforcement .. Were ·the applicants to appear before :him. 
tlie District Officer would be better able to satisfy himselfthatthe interests of Goveniment. 
are properly attended to; whereas such might not always be the case if the details be left to 
the managements· of the .village ·officers. The' fraudulent ·practices and the bad result 
arising therefrom, which are described in the lOth paragraph of your letter, and which. 
it is to be feared, are not confined to a single village or district, could not be easily guarded 
against for the future, if the village. officers be ·licensed to make their own: arrangement 
regarding the disposal of the village lands. ·.· · · • · ! - ' • ! · . ' . . 1 .• , • : 

A-163-7-A. 
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19. The very unsatisfactory systems which have prevailed in some districts, regard· 
ing the giving out of land for culti\-ation, have probably in many cases impressed the village 
officers and culti\-ators with very loose notions on the subject; and e\·ery precaution ought 
to be adopted to amend this in districts especially where revised rates are being introduced 
and the successful operation of which depends so much on the manner in which they are, 
administered. Formerly village officers were sometimes discowred to be cultivating fiel.:is 
the names of other holders being entered in the accounts; many cultivators were allowed 
to be continually changing their holdings. or to take up portions of fields for cultintion; 
and that these and other irregularities may be entirely put a stop to, it appears to me to 
be necessary that a vigilant watch be kept on the proceedings of the ,·illage officers, and 
that they should be entrusted with as little power as possible. 

20. In many villages the Kulkarni is the only person who can read and write, and 
unless the party wishing to take up a file be sent with his application to the District Officer, 
the latter must be entirely dependent on the statements of the Kulkarni; and as under the 
revised rates there are in many cases serveral applicants for the same file the Kulkarni 
might unduly favour the interests of his friends or of those cultivators who choose to 
propitiate him by measns of a present. 

21. I am not prepared to state how Rule 20, regarding revenue instalments, would 
operate generally throughout all the sun·eyed districts, 

Puu.. 17 and 18 of your letter. and therefore refrain from making any remarks on the 
Para. 43 of G.m~rnment reply. subject. 

I have, etc., 

G. S. A. ANDERSO~. 
Superintendent, Ahmednagar Revenue Survey and Assessment. 

Superintendent's Office, 

Ahmednagar, 21st February 1849. 

P. S.-.. With reference to your letter No. 68 of 9th ultimo, I beg to apologise for the 
delay which has occurred in forwarding this letter. l\Iy time has been so much occupied 
by other duties that I have been unable to transmit it at an earlier period. 

G. S. A. A.."\'DERSO~. 

:Minute by the Right Honourable the Gof:enwr, dated 20tl1 October 18../9, concurred in 
by the Honourable ]Jr. Willoughby and the Honourable Jlr. Blane 

The Re¥enue Commissioner, Southern Division, informs us that he fully concurs 
in the remarks made by Captain \rmgate in paragraphs 2 to 11: so do I; and so, I an
ticipate, will my more experienced colleagues, when they read the ¥ery forcible and well. 
expressed arguments used by that most able and intelligent officer. 

2 The objections made by the Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, in para· 
graph 3rd will, I am of opinion, be met, as far as is at present possible, by adding the 
following words to Rule 5 :-"and in cases where the tenure precludes summuy eject
ment, the Collector will observe the forms necessary to give his orders the force of legal 
decree". 

3. In the remarks made by the Revenue Commissioner in paragraph 6 reg:~rding tho 
other pro¥isions of this (the 5th) rule~ I concur. 

. 4. The explanation given by Captain \\ .. mgate shows that Rule 4 is not in any respect 
at variance \\ith Rule 13, and the adoption of the proper technical words, when these rules 
are rendered into the vernacular languages, and the rendering of Rule 13, as proposed below • 
will no doubt preYent the local Re,.·enue Officers misreading either. In the English 
version of the Rule 4 the word "barren" may be substituted for .. unarable". 
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5. I do not approve of Lieut. Anderson's proposed amendment of the latter portion Para. 17. 
of Rule 13 regarding the rate of assessment to be imposed, but would adopt that substituted 
by him for the former portion. · . i 

6. Rules 7 and 8 should in my opinion be relaxed orily !in cases in which "any of 
the co-sharers in a field have held possession of their land for upwards of 20 years," and 
then never but in cases in which the Collector himslef, or an experienced Assistant, may· 
consider the relaxation absolutely necessary to prevent considerable hardship being 
entailed on individuals. , 

' .. 
7. For the reasons recorded by my immediate predecessor in the Government, in 

paragraphs 27 to 31 of his Minutes of 16th November 1847, I am averse to any modifica
tion of Rule 12, but, being willing to defer to the opinion,, of ~officers. possessing the 
practical experience of Messrs. Townsend and Wingate, will not object to· the alternation 
they propose. . . _ _: 

_ . ~· Captain Wingate's argu~ents in support of R~e , 25 · are; certainly . wort~y of -
attentiiln, and would have appeared to me to be conclusive, but for the practical objection 
raised by Mr. Townsend at close ilf paragraph 10, an objection to'which,I ,think~ Captain; 
Wingate must yield. Rule 25 should, however, be so altered as to give due form tQ 'the 
act ilf resigning or taking up a file, and, as far as can be, to prevent "jobbing_", on the pa~ 
of the village authorities. The arrangement proposed by Captain Wingate in paragraph 
21 should certainly be enforced, as reconimended by the Revenue Commissioner.·-· . _ 

' ·' t t ' ~ • I 

'9. I am in favour of Rule 21 standing as orightally proposed,, but shalt 'not object 
t-o the Collectors, being informed, with reference to thi~ rule, . that if they, consider. 
necessary any alteration in the kists therein laid down, they are forthwith to state in detail 
their reasons for so thinking, in a letter to the Revenue Commissioner, who will forward 
the same to Government. The C-ollectors may be so informed in a foot-note to the English 
version. ' · · · " r 

. ' . 
10. I do not appr-ove of the alteration proposed by Lieut. G .. S. A.· Anderson in 

paragraph 12 of his letter. If the Collector himself holds direct charge of the· districts 
he will of course -be present at the introduction of the survey settlement, as will he also be 
if the Assistant Collector in charge is not sufficiently experienced to form a correct opinion 
as to the merits of what is being done, or if, for any other reason, he thinks proper to watch 
proceedings. The Assistant himself, though ever so inexperienced,· should . also .. -be 
present, for he cannot be in a better school in which.to learn the most important pa~ of 
his revenue duties. The rule may be.so worded as to give effect tQ these instructions' ... ; 

11. The Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, ahd Sup~rintendents,' Revenue 
Survey, are in possession of the views o£ Government as regards the felling"and C\lltivation 
of trees, and t~e rule on the subject should therefore be. worded so as to give,effect,,to: 
those views. , . _~ "·. · ·, ·' :-:: 

12. The amendment proposed by Lieut. G. 's. A. Anderson~ bf RUicd6~ appro~ed~ 
, _. ' , , • , ~ , .I > I, ~ L ~ !' I 

1 
, t ) '! t 1; ' 

13. The remaining paragraphs of the letter from · the _Revenue . Commissioneri 
Southern Division, do not appear to require any particular notice• . . · j , • , •••• •• , , 

· ' 14. , Tl:te Superintendent, Rev~ue Survey,. Southern Maratba Country,, _should ·b~ · 
furnished, with copy of the Revenue Commissioner's letter and its accompaniments and of 
~e Government reply, as also with transcript of the joint Report, which last _documen(. 
he should be requested to prepare for the press, by making suchalterationsin the body, 
of the paper, and adding such foot-notes as will show how the rules stand and are to be 
acted on according to the modifications we have: enjoined. . .. . · , ··. · · ,· :; 

' ' . . l 

15. When the English version has been printed, Kanarese and Marathi translations 
of the rules should be prepared and lithographed, as recommended by Captain Wingate 
in paragraph 32 of his letter of the 23rd December last, No. 239. • ",' 

,/ --

20th October /849. 

FALKLAND. 
J .. 1P. WILLOUGHBY. 
D. A. BLANE. · 
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~ No. 6 OF 1850 . 

From 

To 

. G. \TINCA'T'E, EsQ.. _ 
Superintendent. Revenue Survey and Assnsment, 

Southern :aiaratba Country ;· 

IL E. GOLDS~nn.· Eso~. 
Secret3Iy to Government, Bombay. 

Sir, • ;. 
In compliance with the instructions contained in your letter of 16th Novemb=r last, 

No.' 6901. I have the honour to return the joint Report therewith forwarded, to which I 
have made such alterations and added such foot-notes as appear to me sufficient to show 
how the rules for the future management of surveyed districts stand. and are to be acted 
()n according to the mOOW.€;3tiOI!l3 Gavemment has enjoined.. The aherations and adJitions 
made will be understood from the following explanations. 

\ ·- -- ~ J ' • • _;- • 

2.. No change has been made m the body of the Report. except m the case of the rules 
following paragraph 84; but a note has been added to paragraph 83 to give effect to the 
instructions contained in paragraph 11 of the Government letter No. 6900 abovequoted. 
. • 3. , The sanctiOns for th.e hlles. ·as t:h.ef now stand, are quoted in the uwgin. and 
temarks by GoYernment qualifying them in application are given in foot-notes. 

·4_ In Rule 2 I haYe added the sentence ub1it in case of nluabl! fruit and other 
trees standing in fileds"" the words ""assessed at diy-crop rates ... which appear to me 
necessary to prevent misc:onception. as the fruit of waste gardents is often sold by auction; 
but as garden fields pay the higher ~t of irrigated land, it 1JJ3S not intended tim 
a cultir.rt:or, agreeing to bring them ·a.,oain into cultivation and pay this 3:SlSftSJDent, should 
have to purchase the trees in addition. I have also added, in a subsequent part of the same 
tule. the words uoffered at a fair upset price, .. to show that the rule does not enjoin a 
peremptory sale of t::rees_ when a fair price cannot be obtained for them. I have also added 
a foot-note to explain that this rule does not apply to fields spec:ial1y nserved for the growth 
or prese~Vation of trees.. Th~ additions have not been expressly enjoined by Government, 
but are. I believe,. in aa:ordanc:e with its vieWs, and ~ I trust, be approved of. 

5 .. ·Rules 4 and 5 have been amended,. as enjoined by Government. 
6. · Rules 10 and 11 haYe been ~ and will,. I ~ now be considered in con

sonance with the -flews of Government referred to in the 12th paragraph of your letter 
No. 6900. These rules might perhaps with adYaotage be di-rided; but for the sake of 
fanlit:ating reference, I have thought it better to adhere to the numbering of the rules given 
in the original Report. I have not inserted any preamble to these rules, declaring the right 
to cot (on application) trftS in ptkoolland, to be ""permissive.'". and not "proprietary"". 
recommended in the 3rd paragraph of Dr. Gibson"s· letter No. 226, dated 17th April 
1846, as a chief object of the Survey Rules generally is to conYert the tenancy-at-will 
tenure of the gutkoollands into a proprietary and saleable occupancy. and, lt.hink. Gov
ernment would not desire the insertion of aught that would hue a tendency to interlere 

·with the attainment of an end so important. In reference to Dr. Gibson's suggestion in 
tbe same letter. to substitute for ••a period anterior to the age of the trees ..... a term of 
twenty years.,., I haYe thought it best to insert both terms in the rule; for. while the latter 
is desirable to prevent trouble and dispute regarding the age of old trees which Dr. Gibson 
apparendy had in view. the former is equally necessary to reserve to the holder of a field 
a right over all trees reared by himself. with which it would be wholly at variance with the 
spirit of the rules for Govcqunent to intedere. _ ' -· · 

7. Rules 12, 13 and 16 have:_ been amended as required by the Government instructions. 
8. I haYe altered Rule 20 so J5 to meet the riews of the Revenue CommisSoner and 

Government though I fell it incumbent on me to acknowledge my preference for it as it 
originally stood.. In the new. rule I have endeaYou.red. by requiring the attestation of 
witnesses to a petition to RSign_land, and the immediate trallSJI)ission of the petition to the 
!,fama]atdar or l\lahalkari for countersignature. to guard against anyone being deprived 
of his land through fraud or c:ollussion on the part of the village officers or othas. , . The 
risk of this is considerable. ~ will increase if the possession of land becomes more 
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coveted than at present. The objection urged by the Revenue Commissioner in the lOth 
paragraph of his letter of lOth August last to the original rule, as throwing additional work 
()n officers already overwhelmed by the multiplicity of their duties, is one of great force, 
.and would be conclusive were this invariably the case; but I apprehend that in bringing 
it forward he had hardly in view the immense reduction of revenue work, required 
to be done by the District Officers, effected by the survey settlements. In those districts 
·Of Dharwar in which the survey has been some years·in force, I have myself been assured 
by the District Officers that they have little_revenue business to perform besides the pre
paration of the usual routine papers for the Huzur, and that for days and even weeks 
together they do not receive a petition on the subject of land or revenue. I am of opinion 
that the revenue duties of Mamlatdars in surveyed districts are even now far from over
whelming, and that they may be expected hereafter, when the village officers are placed 
()n a more efficient footing, to become of very easy performance. I do not, however, urge 
the re-adoption of the original rule, as the provision of the amended one will, I trust, have 
the effect of preventing jobbing in the disposal of land on the part of the village officers. 

9. I have added a clause to the form of Proclamation in Rule 23 to intimate that 
wilful injury done to boundary marks is a criminal offence and punishable under Act III 
·of 1846, which, I trust, will be approved of. 

10. These are all the alterations and additions made in the rules, with the exception 
·Of one ·or two unimportant verbal amendments which do not appear to required 
·specification. · 

11. I am not aware whether it is the intention of Government to print the joint Report, 
.as now amended by itself or along .with the rest of the correspondence but I think the 
latter plan would be preferable as likely to afford the means of clearing up obscurities and 
resolving doubts, observed or suggested during a perusal of the Report. And in!case of 
its being resolved to print the correspondence entire, I may here bring to notice with a 
view to its correction, an important error occurring at the. close of the 34th paragraph in 

:all the· copies of the Government letter No. 5593 of 1848, which I have seen where the word 
"prohibited" is used instead of "promoted", by which the sense of the passage is made 
·ex~ctly the opposite of that intended. · 

Superintendent's Office, 
·Camp Kolhapur, 7th January 18$0. 

I have, etc., 

G. WINGATE, 
Superintendent, Revenue Survey and Assessment, 

Southern Maratha Country. 
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(1) REPORT BY LIEUT. WINGATE AND Mr. GOLDSMID. • 

To 

JOHN VIBART, EsQ., 
Revenue Commissioner, Poona. 

Sir, 

In compliance with instructions received from you, we have effected a me~ting for the 
purpose of taking into consideration the documents explanatory of the system of settlement 
being pursued in the North-Western Provinces, received from the Government'of India, 
and tendering our opinions as to the expediency of adopting therefrom any measures 
calculated to improve the plan of operations for the Survey and Assessment of the Deccan, 
proceeding under our superintendence. 1"' Having given the subject our most' attentive . 
consideration, we now beg to submit the following. Report. · 

' 2. In proceeding to consider the applicability of the plan of settlemeJ;It, followed in 
the North-Western Provinces, to the Deccan, we shall, in the firs~ instance, briefly refer 
to the most important points in which the circumstances of the two countries differ,' as 
the fitness of any public measure must be determined with reference to_ the usages obtaining 
in the country where it is proposed for adoption. - .· . 

' . I 

· 3. In the North-Western Provinces,. the land tax is assessed upoh( estates\generally
comprising many occupancies, instead of upon $ingle fields) as here, .- Ari estate may be a_ 
single village, or occasionally only part of a village; an aggregation of villages, or parts of 
villages; and, instead of being simply the property of one individual, is almost invariably 
that of many proprietors,- who are jointly responsible for the payment of the lltnd tax,.' 
which is assessed on the estate in the lump. In the Deccan, on the contrary, the existing; 
divisions of land are usually fields of moderate size, capable of being conveniently cultivated ; 
by one person; these divisions .have been preserved in our settlement,! and the land tax ::, 
fixed independently upon each.· An estate, therefore, in the North-Western acceptation 
of the term, may comprise one or many of such fields, and be the property of one or many 
persons, the chief distinction of the two being the difference of size in the division of land 
upon which the tax is fixed. The assessment, :however, in the Deccan has not been fixed . 
upon fields, in consequence of the non-existence of estates~ for there are divisions of land, 

,held by brotherhoods of Mirasdars or proprietors, which seem to correspond very nearly 
with the mahals of the North-Western Provinces;. nor from the absence of: mouzahs, 
fru· the whole tountry is apportioned into villages which, howevh, differ from those of 
the North-Western Provinces, in their greater size, and in comprising wi.thin their limits 
not one or few, but numerous estates, having a~ual possessors, under the denomination 
of Mirasdars, or which from the extinction of the originaJ proprieto*s, have lapsed to Gover
nment,. or become "gutkul,"- but are still known by distinc~ive appellations. ; · 

'. I \ I i 
4. We do not feel ourselves competent to canvass the North-Western sy~tem, ~th __ 

reference to the country where it is found; bui it appears imperative to show that the 
objections preferred by the Sadar Board 'of Revenue against the Madras ryotwar settle
ments, in their letter dated 20th March 1838, to the address of the Officiating Se~retary to _ 
the Right Honourable the Governor-General, are in_ no wise applicable to the !i!YStem QOW 

pursued in the Deccan, and at the same tim~ briefly to take notice of the cheif advantages 
brought forward by the Board as distinctive of the North-Western system,-but which we-
believe to be equally secured by ours; and in doing-so~ we shall take up the ~ubjects in 
the order observed by the Board. __ __ _ _ _ __ 

\ ) ~ .. ' I 

1.--\VITH REFERENCE TO THE SIZE AND NATURE OF THB ESTATES, AND ~E MEANS • 
___ TAKEN TO £FFEC1' A SURVEY OF THEM ,, , . 

5. _It is objected by the Board to the M~dras syst~m, that the survey is:'confin~d. to "a 
few estates scattered over the face of the country, which have been created arid assigned 
to certain individuals." With us no estates have been created or distrubed. Such as 
existed, exist still, and here, equally as in the North-Western Provinces, a whole district is 

-divided into villages; each of these villages has its known boundaries; the position, extent, 
and capabilities of each village have been determined and recorded .. We have further an 
accurate record of the extent, capability, and position of each field or number within the
village, and though we have no scientific delineation of the boundaries of villages, we have 

•Vide the joint Report P. J, 
A-163-8-A. ._. 
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yet maps showing the relative position of fields, rivers, roads, sites of buildings, wastes, 
etc., prepared with care by natives, under the superintendence of European officers, which 
we believe sufficient for all useful purposes, and certainly, judging from the papers before 
us, much superior to the Khusreh map of the North-Western Provinces. :An eastate, or 
holding, may consist of one or more fields, and be held, as in the North-Western Provinces, 
in severalty or by many' co-parceners, under joint responsibility, but the circumstances of 
the assessment being fixed upon fields instead of estates, and of no portions of different 
estates being included within one field, renders any further apportionment or allotment of 
the tax unnecessary, and admits of the freest transfer of property, whether by judicial 
process or private agreement. -' 

6. It is stated by the Board that in Madras "the extension· of cultivation without a 
corresponding increase of demand is strictly interdicted," but''that in the North-Western . 
Provinces each village, and consequently each estate, contains a quantity · of waste and 
culturable land, and the proprietor, during the period of the settlement, is entitled to the 
whole profits of all he can make out of this land w~thout an~ increased demand, although the 
amount of waste land has generally some constderable irifluence upon the Collector in 
setting his jumma." The case h~re is the same as in Madras, but it is most certain that 
this has not been found to oppose any obstacles to the extension of cultivation. On the 
contrary, as has already been brought to the notice of Government, in all districts of the 
Deccan yet settled by us, cultivation has increased with unexampled rapidity, so much so! 
as to give occasion for apprehending it to have extended beyond what the accumulation 
of capital would warrant, and, at all events, far beyond any previous anticipation. And 
it may be also argued in favour of this mode of settlement, that by it Government is enabled 
to fix the jumma of a district, in the prospect of the waste being brought gradually under 
cultivation, and thus ensure the demand being lightest in the early years of the settlementl 
which admits of a more rapid accumulation of capital in those years, to be empl&yed 'in 
bringing the waste under cultivation, than would-be possible ·with an invariable annual. 
demand, settled at an average of what the district is anticipated to yield during the whole 
term of the lease. · ' · ; 

. 7. In Madras, as stated by the Board, the survey was not checked by any prof~~sionai 
measurement, so that its correctness must have rested more upon the honesty of the measure 
than the superintendence of European authorities, while the absence 'of maps is consi~ 
dered an insuperable objection to any survey professing to specify the contents of each field, 
The latter objection does not apply to the present survey of the Deccan, which is illustrated 
by village maps superior to the Khusrehs of the North-Western Provinces; and the work 
of the native measurers is also. checked by a professio?al measUrement, by. European 
offi~ers, not howe':er, by surveymg ~he whole .area of a village, bu~ m~re effectively, -it .is 
b~beved, by selectmg and re-s~rveymg a po~10n of the work _of eac~ ~e~surer in evecy. 
vtllage. The work of our nattve measurers ts performed by means of a cross staff and 
chain, as we believe has been adopted in the latest surveys in England, where great accuracy 
in ascertaining the areas of small spaces is an object; and in proof of the accuracy attainable 
by this description of measurement, as well as of the efficiency of the check kept up by the 
European officers, we may add that the average amount of error in the Deccan SurVey has 
recentlr been br~ught ~ithin 2 per cent., further accuracy than which, even if obtainable, 
would m a practtcal pomt of vtew be useless. The maps have also been· laid down of 
late by our native measurers according to a scale, and admit of being constructed with' an 
extraordinary degree of accuracy, considering that this is done without the aid of instru~. 
ments for measuring angles. We take. the present opportunity to forward, for the 
inspection of Government, copy of one of these maps for the village of Kumbhari, in the 
Chandor Taluka of the Nagar Collectorate. :, . J 

8 .. It is remarked by th_e Board "th~t ~he Mus.ah~t ~ecords, pre~ar~~ according to 
Regulatton VII of 1822, specdied many triflmg and mstgmficant peculianttes of soil and 
produce, which have, however, been subsequently discontinued as useless." At the time of 
Mr. Pringle's survey of the Deccan there were some very detailed and intricate ·records 
p~epared, under the nam_e of kaifia!s, which we have also foun~ it expendien! to do away 
wtth as useless, and tendmg by theu great length and complextty to mvolve m obscurity . 
rather than elucidate, the subjects of which they treat, and by their very bulk to rende; 
the detection of errors a matter of impossibility. • · __ ' · · 

•The kaifiats prepared for many of the villages assessed by Mr. Pringle were upwards of 300 yards in 
l~ngth. . · · · · . · 
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9. From the 18th to 24th paras. of their letter already quoted. the Board describe 
Sir T. llunro's system of classification and assessment, and give it as their opinion "that a 
detailed classification such as his would, if made with tolerable accuracy, be sufficient for 
the purpose of assemment and the future management of estates, where property in land 
attaches exclusively to the Government no parties existing intermediately between the State 
and the actual cultivators of the soil, who have a right to regulate rents and enjoy a portion 
of them, but would not be adequate to those purposes where proprietary rights are recog• 
nized as attaching to ind.iUduals, and a title to change the rent of fields or to disregard 
the customs by which the amount of them has always been regulated, at the pleasure of the 
ruling authority, is neigher claimed nor asserted." As proprietary rights are fully recog· 
nized under our settlement, and the Board's objections, if applicable to Sir T. Munro's 
~ are equally so to ours, we deem it incumbent to state our reasons for believing 

-the Board to have arrived at a mistaken conclusion upon this important point. It appears 
to us that a proprietary right in land can only be destroyed by the imposition of an assess
ment so heavy as to absorb the whole of the rent, for as long as the assessment falls in any 
degree short of the rent, the portion remaining will give a value to the land, and enable 

-its possessor to let or sell it, which of necessity constitutes him a proprietor. \\'bether 
-or not Sir T. Munro disregarded the rights of the real proprietors, and recorded the land 
simply in the names of the actual occupants, who thus became responsible for the payment 

_of the a."SPSSment, we do not think it necessary to inquire; but we unhesitatingly record 
that our settlement recognizes all existing proprietary rights and that the proprietor has 

_ !he fullest liberty to assign his lands to under-tenants upon ·whatever terms he chooses, 
and which right is everywhere exercised. The imposition of a land tax upon every field 
in England would no more destroy proprietary rights than the existence of tithes does at 
the present moment; and it is the amount, not the mode of assessment, that could by possi-

. _bility do this. An assemment in excess of the rent would destroy proprietary rights in 
the Xorth-\l" estern Provinces equally as in 1\ladras, while one less than it would preserve, 
or constitute them alike in both countries. If, therefore, the value of land or property 
in land has been destroyed in 1\ladras, the cause is to be sought for in the exorbitancy of 
the assessments, not in the mode of its imposition. 

_ 10. The Board also allege that Sir T. :1\lunro's classification was greatly vitiated 
by fraud, and further, .. the details enjoined were so minute that their suOCessful accom
plishment, e¥en by men of the most upright intentions, was impossi"ble.'" \Yith the 
Correctness or otherwise of former classifications we have little to do, but may state our 
opinion, that any classification performed by natives of this country, unless subject to 
regular and rigid test by European officers. would prove incorrect. \Ve have not the means 
of determining whether or not the details of Sir T. !\lunro's classification were so minute 
as to render it impossible for men of upright intention to accomplish it successfully; but 
we feel assured that the system of classification followed here is capable of being, and has 
been, executed with a_ degree of correctness sufficient for all practical purposes. 

11. There being in all countries a regular gradation in the value of soils, from those 
of the highest to the lowest fertility, the most natural mode of classification woiuld appear to 
be to divide this gradation into a certain number of classes, which might be more or less 
numerous, according to the value of the land in the countary to be classified, and the 
consequent difference in the amount of asses!;ment that would be occasioned by referring 
a particular soil to one or other of two adjoining classes. \Ve have adopted, for the portion 
of the Deccan to which our operations have as yet extended, nine classes or gradations, to 
one of which every peculiarity of soa has been referred; and these we have reason for 
believing to be suffici~tly numerous. The relative value of the various peculiarities 
of soil is in every _ country intimately known to the agricultural classes engaged in their 
tillage, and this knowledge, especially in India, where the application ·of capi~ to, and 
its consequent effect on, the natural value of land, is so limited, may be acquired by a native 
agency, if not already familiar, and also by the European. officers, whose duty it is personally 
to superintend the execution of the classification. Should any doubt be entertained of 
this, it will, we think, be at once removed by the evidence we shall presently have to 
adduce of its successful accomplishment. 

12. Before the value of any field, or other portion of land can be ascertained, it is, of 
course, necessary to know what descriptions of soil, and what proportions of each, exist 
within it; and for this purpose, the classifier, upon our system, minutely examines the 
field digging at intervals over its whole surface, to ascertain the depth and quantity of the 
soil, as well as the nature of the sub-soiL From this examination he is enabled to assign the 
several varieties of soil in their proper proportions, to one or more of the nine classes above 
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referred to, which ·particulars he records in his field book, with other extraneous circum .. 
stances, should there be such, affecting the value of the field. From this return, we are at· 
once enabled to ascertain the average quality of the soil as well as the relative value of any 
field. . . 1 • • • • 

j ~ • •• 

. • 13. A proportion of these returns is subsequently subjected to test by the Europea~ 
officer, who, in company with another classifier, unacquainted with the classification already' 
made and recorded, goes again over the same ground, ·and these make their independent 
classification of its soils. Should their results correspond, the accuracy of the test .is: 
established, and the correctness or otherwise of the original classification is ascertained 
from its comparison with the test; and as this duty of accompanying the officer is not con·• 
fined to one, but devolves in turn, on every native classifier, it is evident that the nature 
of this check tends to produce uniformity of classification, by bringing the opinion of 
each classifier into immediate contrast with· that of his fellows, and of the . officer 
himself , and so enabling the letter at once to detect and remedy any deviations from the 
general standard. This test is systematic, and extends to every village; while we, at the 
same time, endeavour to make it return as frequently as possible to the work of every classi-.; 
fier, and take care that it should never be allowed to fall much in arrear. The proper 
execution of this test is. deemed the principal duty of the Survey Officers1 as a slight erro1.1 
in the classification affects the amount of assessment , more than a gross error of measure .. 
ment. 1 ~-, ,.; • .. 

14. Our classification requires not only a good eye and judgment to distinguish 
between the different gradations of soil, but also tact in estimating the proportions of each, 
in the field under inspection; and to the difficulty of this letter operation may be referred 
most of the errors brought to light by our system of check. We find, however~. tha~. such 
accuracy has been attained as to reduce the errors arising from all sources so muclt tha~ 
the total error in a whole field rarely amounts to the difference between the value of two 
contiguous classes, and as we have nine of these, it is evident that such an error is inconsi~ 
derable, and cannot possibly vitiate the work; and the objec~ of cl'assification being to 
ascertain the relative :values of different portions of land, th~s will be sufficiently attained 
for practical purposes when the resulting assessment is found not to interfere with cultiva· 
tion, and where the waste lands of a district are uniformly brought under tillage, without 
any greater anxiety to obtain or shun particular fields, beipg observable, than can be accoun~ 
ted for on considerations independent of the assessment. • . And tha~ this is ~he case her~ 
we can abundantly prove, for in every district, and not in every district merely, but in, 
every village, whatever its peculiarities of soil or situation, having any considerable 
portion of arable waste at the .time of settleme~t, a ma~:ked .extension of, culti;vati~~ has 
tubsenuenth• takeri place; · . · · · .... ' '. ' ·: · ' ' ' · 

1
· .... · ·: ·. 
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. l II.-lJASIS ~F A~SESSMENf. ( I iJ . i;; ; 1\i ; I '•·• l 
' I •·'I ~;:' • I~.;. ]l·' t 1 /',• 1, -,if: 1 } 

15. It is unnecessary to refer particularly. to the :f)oard,~ descriptioQ,o(th~:Madra~ 
mode of fixing the assessment, the Government derpand here~c,as well as ii:~' the. ~o_rth~ 
Western Provinces, never having been assumed at' any portion of the gross produce._ 
From the directions for arriving at the fair amount of Government demand, laid down 
in t~e Board's s~ttleJ?ent circular of try~ 2~?, ~)1r,~ \839; it would .appea! tha~ there_ is in 
reahty no matenal dtfference betweeh tne1r ann our· .mode· of fixing this ·amount;~-. Our . 
method of procceeding will generally agree with that described in the .81st, 82nd; and 
83rd paragraphs of the above-quoted. circular, the present condition: of the agricultural 
classes, the state of particular villages, the amount of the Government realizatit>ns, the prices 
of produce, and similar considerations, compared with those of preceding years,· affording 
us the chief ground work for determining satisfactorily what abtement or addition should_ 
be made to the existing Jumma,. We also, by a similar process, arrive·at an opinion o£ 
what the rates of the different soils should be, and by applying these to the ascertained 
area and classification, we find what amount of Jumma these rates will produce, and by 
examining whether this is as much in abatement, or exccess, of the existing, Jumma, 
~ our previously formed opinion had led us to think necessary, we are enabled to correct 
our first estimate of the appropriate amount of Jumma, and thereby finally settle our 
rates. This is in effect, as we understand it, the North-Western system, with litde modi .. 
fication. 

•Incho:~sing a Ibid aryotdoe3 not look to the a,senment alone but also to the convenience of its posi
tion with reference to the rest ofth:l fa:m, and many other evident considerations which it is needless to 
particularize, · . · ' · · , -- · · 
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- )6. In the North-Western Provinces further modifications have been made in the 
assessment of particular estates, in order to accommodate the present settlement to that 

previously existing, and which appear to have been reo
Vide 92nd para. of Sadar Board'.s dered necessary by the marked difference of industry 

Revenue Circular, dated 9th Apnl and agricultural skill in the various communities of 
1839. • d 1 . 1 d . h d"ff ill propnetors an cu t1vators ocate m t e 1 erent v ages. 
The Board regret the existence of such a necessity, and it has been tlieir obje~ t? eq.ualiz~, 
as far as possible, the Government demand. Here, however, such marked d1stmctmns m 
the several classes of cultivators are not observable, and have been recognized as a reason 
for exemption from assessment. The modifications in question are, therefore, happily 
unnecessary, and all villages possessing equal advantages of position, water, soil, and 
climate, have been assessed alike • 

. 17. From the difficulty of ascertaining the true rent of different descriptions of land, 
we have not assumed any theoretical proportion of this for the standard of our assessment; 
but we fully coincide in the justice of the principle. of limiting the Government demand 

. to a portion of the true rent, and believe 50 to 80 per cent. thereof, as laid down by the 
Board, would form a liberal assessment, and that this principle, if capable of being carried 
into practice, would prove an invaluable blessing to the agricultural classes of India, 
and introduce a new era in their history.) And we further ascribe to the fact of a portion 

--Qf the rent having been seldom, if ever, left to the propritor or cultivator in India, the 
characteristic wretchedness of its agricultural population, rather than to any peculiarities 
marking its different system of revenue management. 

Ill.-WASTE LANDS 

18. We have already, in paragraph 6th of this letter, made some remarks upon 
waste lands, but we may here tak'e occasion to record our belief, that the absence of any 
extension of cultivation in the Madras districts, brought to notice by the Board under this 
division of the subject, was not a consequence of the waste being assessed, but of both 
it and the cultivated land being over-assessed. rKowls may be necessary under over
. assessment to prevent a· rapid diminution of cultivation, 
· Vide paras. 48 to 66 of Board's as by thier means the cultivator is enabkd to pay from 
letter, ~ated 20th March 1838 the produce of his kowli land the full rates of assessment 
(No. IO .. ). f h" h ld" h" h ld h · upon the rest o IS o mg, w IC wou ot erw1se 
be impossible, and wherever they exist, there we should at once expect to find over-
assessment. · 

19. Under a fair and equitable assessment, we think kowls not only unnecessary, 
but injurious; for their inevitable effect is to stimulate the cultivator to engage for more 
land than he has the means of profitably cultivating, and by so doing, to retard the agri
cultural advancement of the country in which they obtain. We have already stated that 
in the districts settled by us, cultivation is rapidly extending, without any adventitious 
aid whatever, as we believe would be the case anywhere under a liberal assessment; and 
~e therefore think it unneccessary to offer any further observations on this head. 

IV.-MODE OF SETTLEMENT 

' 20. The mode of annual settlements described by the Board as existing in the Madras 
. Districts, does not differ materially from that hitherto 

~ide paras. 57 to 61 of Boa1d's followed in the Deccan. The complexity and detail 
~tter last quoted. . observable in this, however, are almost wholly due to over
assessment, and to the absence of any uniform and simple system of accounts; this impor
tant part of revenue management having hitherto been left to the discretion of the Coli ector 
or his native establishments for the time being. 

21. The tour made by the Mamlatdar and his establishments, for the purpose of 
taking engagements from the cultivators, and ascertaining what lands they wish to give up, 
or take, in addition to their previcus holdings, is not only unnecessary, but highly prejudicial. 
It is sufficient for Government to know what lands are actually under cultivation in each 
year; and this information may be fully obtained by one annual field inspection, conducted 
by the village officers in concert with a karkun from the district establishment. The 
correctness of this return could be tested with facility,· by the Mamlatdar and his chief 
karl.un as v.ell as l,y the Collector, his assistants, or trustworthy members of their establi
shments, deputed for the purpose; and this duty, even now, though capable of being 
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greatly simplified, is executed with exactness, in proof of which we may mention that _in 
the whole course of our duties as Superintendents of Survey and Assistant Collectors, 
which have entailed a most extensive examination of the lands of villages, we have only; met 
in the Deccan with some six or seven instances of concealed cultivation. . Some instances 
of one cultivated field being entered in the accounts in• the place of another,, have 
indeed been noticed, but the ·introduction of maps under• the new settlement •will 
prevent the occurrence of such errors. From this annual inspection of fields, the ·village 
accountant frames an Asamiwar Statement, from which the Mamlatdar .makes an abstract 
for each village, and from these again one for -his whole district, and these comprise every• 
thing requisite for the , completion of a' ryotwar J amabundi. • · · . · · . , ., ; · . 1 · • • 

:•, _'j' 

22. The revenue is collected by the village officers; and paid into the Mamlatdat's 
treasury by regular instalments of so many annas in each rupee; and to prevent fraud on the 
part of the Government officers, every ryot is furnished with a receipt book, in which his 
payments are required to be inmmediately noted by the village accountant, and signed by 
him and by the Patel. The same operation is repeated ~ the day-book and l~dger ,of the 
accountant, and in like manner the revenue due from each village; and all payments on 
account thereof are entered in the books of the Mamlatdar. ·:So effectively does this plan 
work, that frauds of any description have become, as you are well aware,· matters of rare 
occurrence. · · · · 

; ''· 

23. The variations of the annual demands ih Madras are attributed by \he Board. to 
Vi~ 58 para. of Board's, letter siX causes; but in districts where our settlements have 

of 20th March 1838. · ·' , been introduced, such. variations are limited to two, v~.:~ 

1.-'-An increase or diminution of the quantity of land in cultivation. J' t •.• 

H.-Remissions on account of failure of crops, or poverty of ryots. ' 

24. The first is essential to our system, and we hold it to be one of its greatest 
advantages, as leaving the ryot at perfect liberty to enlarge or contract .his cultivation, 
as his individual circumstances may render expedient. ' 

'. 

25. The second must, we apprehend, to be a greater or less extent attendant upon any 
settlement in India, where seasons are so very uncertain~· and general failures of the harvest 
by no means unfrequent. Under the new settlements here, 'remissions havealfeady become 
quite inconsiderable, and we have reason for believing that in a very few years· more~ ·as 
the circumstances of the· cultivators improve, they ought in ordinary seasons to be little 
more than nominal. · ' · · . · · · · · ·· - '. ·' · · ' · 1 

'I 

V-BALANCES oF RR'VENug··· · •, I 

26. Upon this head we have merely to record our impression,: thati no balances on 
. • ' , ·, account ofland revenue, contracted subsequent to the new 

V1ae paras. 63 to 66 of Board's ttl · · f ·th' · · d d' tri"cts· · · ld 1 tt r of 20th March 1838 . se ement, eXIst 1n any o e rev1se . IS , nor o 
e e . · . we apprehend· the slighteSt danger of such hereafter 
accumulating under the most ordinary exercise. of care on 'the part of the Collector. 

-~ 

VI-AVERAGE RATE oF AssESSMENT .i 

I·,, 

27. We forbear offering any remarks upon this division of the subject Wider a belief 
that no useful conclusion can be derived from its discussion 

Viele paras. 67 to 70 of Board's · h · · · ta 'th th · ' 
letter of 20th March 1838. Wit out an 1nt1mate acquam nee WI . e .vanous 

capabilities of the countries brought under comparison.· 

VII-SALEABLE VALUE OF LAND • : 't 1,,, 

28. Owing to the racking system prevalent in the latter years of the Peishwa's Govern~ -
ment, and over-assessment throughout our administration~ 

Paras. 71 to 79 of Board's lettei s"les of land. have become as little known in the Deccan as 
of 20th March 1838. · "C::: - - • · h { hi h · f · tn Madras. lrngated land, owever w c 1s o 1ncon~ -l 
siderable extent in the Deccan), has generally ratained some small marketable value, and a 
large proportion of this land is now under mortgage. /Notwithstanding this annihilation -
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o{ the value of land, little revolution of property has taken place, owing to the p~culiar 
f nature of the Mirasi tenure, which, until of late years, seems to have prevented it being 
\ sold, either in execution of judgment of courts or for arrears of revenue-a fortunate 

result, in one point of view, as having enabled the ancient proprietors to retain possession 
of their lands until the present time, when there is every prospect of their acquiring a 
considerable value. The new settlements have nowhere been in operation for a sufficient 

__.period to admit of any certain or general conclusions being drawn regarding their effect 
on the value of land; but the eagerness of Mirasdars to become re-possessed of such portions 
of their estates as have fallen into the hands of others, and the competition, of different 
cultivators for portions of waste, would seem to indicate that all descriptions of land are 
rapidly acquiring a value; and we have little doubt but that in the course of a few years 
they will become saleable with the same facility as other descriptions of property. 

VIII-EXPENSES OF CoLLECTIONs 

29. The Board discuss at some length this question, but more with the view of 
· disproving the vast superiority that has been claimed for 
Vide paras. 80 to 89 of Board~s the ryotwar over the village plan of settlement on the score 

letter of 20th Match 1838. . . 
of economy, than of dec1dmg absolutely as to the expense 

of the two systems. We see nothing to be gained by the continuance of this discussion, 
which would also require more detailed information than is in our possession, and can 
hardly, in our opinion, be considered a practical question with reference to this part of the 
country, where great part of the expense of collection is made up· of land and shares of 
the Jumma, alienated to hereditary district and village officers, which are vested rights, 
and could not be got rid of under any system. · 

IX.-DEPENDENCE ON NATIVE FUNCTIONARIES 

30. We fully concur with the Board in ascribing the prevalence of fraud in the 
Vide paras. 90 to 105 of Board's Madras Districts to the peculiarities of the system of 

letter of 20th March 1838.. management there followed, which offer so many oppor
tunities for extortion and peculation, as, in our opinion to render their prevention 
impossible by the most active vigilance and care on the part of the European authorities: 
and we also believe that the aid of informers, and the enmity of one man to another, relied 
upon by the Madras Collectors as some check upon the evils of tl:eir system, are as little to 
be trusted to for the protection of the interest of the cultivators and Government, as they 
are certainly calculated to arouse the worst passions of our nature, demoralize the nature 
community and bring the European character into . disrepute. 

31. The Board justly observe that, "in addition to the sources of peculation arising 
out of the collections of a fixed demand, which exist 

Vide 90th. para. of Board's letter equally in the North-Western Provinces and in the Madras 
of 20th March 1838. 

District, there are in the latter all the opportunities arising 
out of a fluctuating demand;" an objection, however, which does not apply to the 
system here, where the demand during the period of the settlement is as certain and in varia· 
hie as in the North-Western Provinces; that is to say, that the person who engages for the 
cultivation of any number of fields is perfectly aware beforehand of the amount of assess
'ment he will have to pay in consequence, while he has the most perfect liberty to cultivate, 
them in what manner, to raise what crops, and to effect what improvements he pleases 
without the amount of his annual payments being thereby in any way affected; and ·we 
apprehend this constitutes a degree of security and certainty as perfect as can be wished 
for. With us, the Collector has no power to modify the demand as fixed upon each field 
for the term of the settlement, except when abatements are required in particular instances 
on account of failure of crops; but such, as we have already stated, will become less and 
·less necessary, by perseverance in moderate assessment, and the improvement in the cir
cumstances of the proprietors that will thereby be occasioned. Practically speaking, 
the amount of these remissions has become so trifling in the districts settled by_' tis· as 
to leave very little opening for fraud or collusion. · 

. . 32; One great advantage of a fixed field assessment is the freedom and independence 1t 
secures to every proprietor or cultivator within the village, by the safefguard it offers against 
oppression or over-exaction on the part of our Revenue Officers or other influential persons; 
for (with a full knowledge of the prevalence of abuses _in former years) we conceive it hardly 
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possible, now that a Deccan ryot should not know the amount of assessment on the fields he 
holds in cultivation, or should submit to p::~y more without immediately bringing the 
grievance to the notice of the Mamlatdar, Mahalkari or European authority. • · 

33. In the North-Western Provinces, owing to the greater size of the portions of land 
_ on which the assessment is fixed, these advantages must necessarily, in our opinion, be 

less. With us, if the field be the property of one person he can be in no doubt as to the 
sum he has to pay, and he cannot be obliged to pay more than is due by the oppression or 
defalcation of his neighbours, while, if it be the property of more than one, yet the number 
of the coparceners must be small, and the intricacy of the relations constituting their 
dependence upon each other, and their consequent liability to injury from one of inore of 
their body, proportionably less, as our fields are smaller than the Mahals or estates of the 
North-Western Provinces. And we cannot but think that the number and complexity of 
interests involved in making up the demand payable on these estates, must give opportunity 
for much oppression on the part of the richer and more influential.members towards the 
poorer and feebler portion of the community_ and this opinion is· confirmed by the state-

Vide 1 OZnd para. of Mr. Thoma- ment of the vast number of case~ c~nn~cted with land 
son's Report on the Settlement {)f brought before the courts for adJUdicatiOn, subsequent 
Azimga•h. to the introduction of the present settlement and also by 
other parts of the correspondence before us. Mr. Thomason, indeed, states in the 49th 
paragraph of his Report on Azimgarh, that " a wealthy and intriguing man, who once gets 
a footing in a village, will soon contrive to bring the interests of all the others to sale, and 
by purchasing them, become himself the sole proprietor, " and this extended system of 
compulsory joint responsibility would also appear to be unfavourable to industry and 
agricultural improvement, which, in common with other sources of national prosperity, 
will generally flourish in proportion to the degree in which the efforts of individuals working 
for their own advantage are left unshackled. 

34. The existence of proprietary rights in the Madras Districts, argued for at some 
length by the Board, has, we are told, been denied or 

Vide paras. 106 to 120 of Board's doubted, and we can understand the feeling of surprise 
letter of 20th March 1838. with which such assertions must have been received, for~ 

however the value of this right may have been affected 
by taxation, it is difficult to imagine over-assessment to date from a period as remote and 
to have been so unvarying in its nature, as to have prevented this right ever rising into
existence, or when once risen, to have continued so long as not only to have destroyed its 
value but obliterated its very remembrance. 

35. But the Board would seem further to infer that this right existed in the form of 
joint proprietorship, as corporations communities, municipalities, republics, and for this 
opinion, in particular instances, there are probably sufficient historical grounds, but such 
tenures, where involving a common ownership and participation of liabilities and advantages 
appear to us in opposition to nature and such as could only be called into existence by the 
force of peculiar circumstances. . ~ 

36. In the ordinary course of affairs, men naturally desire to separate thier interests as -
much as is possible. It is inconvenient even for brothers to possess the same bullocks, 
the same plough, the same fields, and the same house. The joint management and res
ponsibility instituted by the Jesuits in Paraguay was productive of the worst results. Under 
such a tenure, the industrious find that they are working for the idle, and the idle never feel 
the spur of want to urge them to exertion and these inconveniences have been so serverely 
felt as to have occasioned a separation of interest and rendered individual proprietorship 
general in every civilized country. If allowed the freedom of choice, six persons would, 
we apprehend, divide in estate into six parts, rather than hold it in common. The joint
owners of 1,000 guineas would not long keep them in a common purse. A family of brother 
would soon cease to live in the same room, and though the reverse of this 
might hold good for a single generation, it is impossible to imagine it continuing through 
a long course of ages. ' 

37. \\·e would not be misunderstood, however, as asserting that a common 
agreement for the purposes of Government is unnatural or uncommon ; but we mean to 
say that a combination of interest for the purpose of dividing the profits of an estate, where 

•By the appointment of Mahalkaris, the kutch eery of a head Native Revenue and Police Officer has been 
brought within a day's journey of every village; and you a:e well aware that the avenues of redress thus opened 
up to the ryot are fully equal to the occasiOn, and that casesofoppressionorover-exactiononthepartofthe 
village ()fficers have become as ra.re as they were once common, while the checks established upon the conduct 
of the Mamlatdars and Mahalkans, added to the confidence acquired by the cultivators in their ability to obtain 
redress from the European authorities , render it almost impossible for the former to stifle compl11ints, or at 
least much too dange:ous to atte~t under any but most extraordinary temptation. · 

A-163-9-A 
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this is found to exi~t, is unnatural, although we fully agree with the Board in thinking that 
the ·inhabitants of every village· usually made their own arrangements, and were jointly 
responsible for the payment ofthe Government assessment in olden times. We do hot, 
however, infer from this the existence of a common property in the village lands, or the 

,._,joint ownership we are told is so common in the North-Western Provinces./ Joint res-
ponsibility for the payment of the revenue and joint villge management -were, perhaps, 
universal in the Deccan, but we can find no traces of joint ownership, and must believe 

L_!hat it never existed. The villages here are much larger than those of the North-Western 
-Provinces, but generally contain a number of Thais or Tickas, about the size of the Mahals 
or estates of the latter, which though divided off into distinct fields are commonly the pro-
perty of persons of the same family: , Yet in these also we have no hesitation in stating 
:our belief that joint ownership did not commonly exist, but we are; at the same time, per
fectly ·satisfied. that with a distinct ·and recognized division of fields and property, a 

_common responsibility for and joint payment of; revenue, did at one time, and in fact up 
to the accession of our rule, exist.· Each field of this " Thal" or " Ticka " had its distinct 
iowner, its ·recognized proprietor,- and had. also' its established rate of assessment, fixed in 
some cases by Government; and in others by the village community, forming the limit of 
its owner's lia!>ilities; except .in ·the case of the defalcations of other cultivators, which, 
in consequence of the revenue being collected from the village in the lump, the community 
at large was required to make good, and this was generally effected by an extra cess on its 
several field&. or estates in cultivation,' in proportion to the amount of their regulated 
assessment./ It is clear, therefore, that this joint responsibility was the act of Government, 

and resulting from the mode in which its revenues were collected, but is altogether distinct 
-from the question of ownership./Even under this system, however, the a utmost care was 
~aken by the community to ensure the proper proportion of the revenue being paid by each 
cultivator and it was only in the last resort, when all other means had failed, that ·, any 
defalcation was made good by a general cess on the lands of the village. . . . 

. 38. The practice of imposing a distinct assessment upon each field, followed in our 
pla,n.of settlement, is therefore strictly in accordance with anc~nt custom, but the system 
of joint payment and responsibility, which is unjust in itself, and could not be permitted 
without again throwing the mass of cultivators and proprietors into the power of the village 
officers and more influential members of the community, has been studiously avoided, and 

_by this means every man's liabilities have been confined to his own concerns. 

GENERAL REMARis:S 

39. · The Board conclude their letter with a lengthened and impressive summary. of 
_ , , the e~ils deemed by them inherent in the ryotwar system, 

Vide paras. 123 to 141 of Board 8 as evtdenced by the wretched state of the Madras Districts 
letter of 20th March 1838. h"ch h · h h fl · h' d' · f h' w 1 t ey contrast Wlt t e ouns mg con 1t10n o t e 
North-Western Provinces under the present settlement and thence deduce the immeasu
rable superiority of the village plan of management, but, in our humble opinion, the 
immeasurable superiority observable in the North-Western Provinces is the result of 
the moderation of the Government demand ; the undeniable inferiority in the Madras 
management arises from the error committed, of imposing exorbitant and illiberal assess
ments. 

. 40. Many of the remarks made by the Board on the evils of the ryotwar system 
appear to us to be true, and true only of over-taxation, whatever the system with which it 
is connected. And in characterizing any system where over-taxation has prevailed, we. 
would say with the Board that "it is found in connection with the lowest state of pau
perism and dependence. It cannot be said to be preservative of Indian tenures-where 
it exists there can be no leases to uphold and a possessory right will not be even claimed. 
That any system, when over-taxation exists, can be dear to the people, can only be believed 
. when men feel a pleasure in seeing their dearest possessions 
' Vide 123rd,l24th and I 26th paras. torn from them to be given to others and unless men are 

of Board's lett e.· of 20th Man:h 1838. . . ' . . 
. . . found mdtfferent about the occupancy of fields, on which. 

they ha:ve bestowed their labours in previous years, being at all times ready to change from 
one field to another, as the assessment suits their fancy or convenience, and under such a 
system there must always be necessity for Government interference and the surveillance of 
Government inquistors." . " Every man must be regarded.in his own opinion, and relega
ted to a state of perpetual pupilage. The honest, manly bearing of one accustomed to rely .. 
on his own exertions can n~ver ~e his~h~ can nev,et$how forth _the errec~ and dignified, 
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independence of a man indifferent to the faour or frown of his superior; accustomed as he 
. . · · · must be to prefer perpetual remonstrances and solicita-· 

Vzde I 38th para. of Board's letter tions; and abide the result with the most enduring patience. 
of 20th March 1838. H" · h"l h" · · h h 

IS earmng, w I e IS rent contmues more t an e can 
pay, are limited by the will of some meddling speculator, if they are brought to light, he 
must pay for his industry; if they are concealed, he must pay for the collusion. " 

·41. All of these remarks are clearly applicable to over-taxation, although brought 
forward in proof of the evils of a ryotwar settlement, and that over-taxation, to a ruinous . 
extent, has existed in Madras, the Board themselves supply us with sufficient proof, when 
they state that in Coimbatoor the average annual settlement for the last ten years is about 
one-third, or 11,62,463 below the maximum demand; and that in Kanara, in 1243 Fasli, 
out of 51,449 vergs, only 31,835 paid the maximum, and in 20,164 vergs, temporary or 
permanent deductions were allowed; and the Board truly observe, that " under such 

. circumstances, however the cultivators may exert them-
of~()!~ 1Ki~~chaJa3'l{ Board's letter selves, the hope that by their industry they ~ay attain 

the standard assessment, and thereby reach a limit to the 
Government demand, is absolutely vain; thence must result inaction, poverty, dejection 
and all the worst concomitants of oppressive over-assessment. " 

42. The North-Western Provinces, from the Reports before us, would appear to be 
naturally very productive, and to have had the benefit of a generally moderate assessment 
throughout the term of our administration. Enjoying also the security afforded by the 
stability of the British Government, it is not to be wondered at that they should have great
ly improved in this period and it can hardly be doubted that they will continue to do so, 
while this liberal management, which has been confirmed and prolonged by the new settle
ment, continues. In Madras, on the other hand, by a long course of previous oppression 
and misrule, the coutry had become greatly impoverished when the ryotwar settlements 
were introduced,· and these last were unhappily fixed to an amount so oppressive as to 
render their realization impossible, and give occasion for annual abatements, at the dis
cretion of the Collector. This proved, as might have been expected, the source of fraud. 
villainy, and oppressions, to an almost unparalleled extent, and also gave occasion to the 
vast and alomst interminable details of the accounts, the minute investigation into the 
concerns and the means of the cultivators, and the tyrannies and oppressions of the Govern
ment officials, so much deprecated by the Board; but all which evils, it appears to us, might 
be as easily avoided in a ryotwar settlement as in any other. 

. . 
43. When the Board shall have proved that a ryotwar settlement is necessarily 

accompanied by over-taxation, and that moderation of demand is impracticable in connec-
. tion with it, then and not till then, shall we be prepared to admit the justice of their remarks. 
in condemnation of this plan of settlement. For it appears to us that moderation and 
certainty of assessment, security of property ,and proprietary rights, long leases and what
ever is necessary to the well-being of a country, are as attainable without a village settle
ment as with it, and that their free working and beneficial effects must be impeded rather 
than advanced by a forced system of joint ownership and joint responsibility. 

44. We further believe many most important elements of national prosperity to be 
secured by the plan of settlement now being followed in the Deccan, among which may be 
enumerated, a moderate and equal assessment, leaving a portion of the rent with the pro
prietor or holder, the settlement confirmed for thirty years, security against increase of 
demands on any account whatever, during the term of the settlement, the consequent 
accruement of all benefits arising from improvements to those who make them, limitation 
of joint responsibility to a few cases where fields are held in common, or have been sub~ 
divided by coparceners, recognition of property in the soil, and perfect freedom of mana
gement with regard to rent from sub-tenants, and sale, secured to its owners, facilities 
for effecting sales or transfers of land afforded, by the apportionment of the assessment on 
fields or such limited portions of land as would, in the circumstances of the proprietors of 
this country, be naturally made the subject of such transfers, collection of the assessment 
from cultivated land only, and thus permitting the ryot to contract and extend the sphere 
of his labours according to the means at his immediate command-a privilege of immense 
importance in a country where the capital of the agriculturist is not only small in itself,. 
but subject to great fluctuation, from the effect of variation in the seasons. . · 

45. Such are some of the advantages of the systems and although our vi~ws ofhumari: 
nature are not sufficiently favourable to permit our indulging in expectations so fair and 
proi?_Ising as those portrayed by the Board in their pleasing picture of th;e anticipated 
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effects of the village system of the North-western Pro~-inces, where families will be united 
by the closest bonds of concord and sympathy-where the poor will be supported by the 

· aflluent and widows and orphans encouraged to look for 
Vide I 35th para.. of Board's letter protection from their natural supporters-we yet expect 

of lOth Maxch 1838· that our settlements will confer real and substantial 
benefits upon the people and augment at the same time the resources of the State. · 

46. We trust by the preceding observations to have successfully vindicated our settle
ments from the many evils attributed by the Board to those of Madras, and while seeing 
much to admire in the system upon which the North-western Provinces are being settled, 
we do not think that any portion of it could be advantageously engrafted on our plan of 
operations here, while; as a whole it appears quite unsuited to the circumstances of this 

Part of the country .. We han here few considerable landed proprietors ot other capitalists, 
who would be willing to engage for the revenue of our large villages under any system 
calculated to preserve proprietary rights, and prevent oppression on their part; and were 
the case otherwise we are certain that any attempt to constitute them Zemindars would be 
viewed with the utmost dissatisfaction and dismay by the whole agricultural community. 

-,V e shall probably be considered prejudiced judges of our own operations but as our 
opportunities of ascertaining the feelings of the people regarding them have been grea~ 
we shall venture to assert that our settlements have been received almost universally with 
feelings of great satisfaction, and should confirmation of this assertion be needed, we un
hesitatingly appeal to the experience of every officer who has been employed in districts 
where the new ~ements are in operation. 

47. We have already stated our belief that no part of the North-\Vestern system of 
operations differing from our own, can be advantageously adopted here, but it will be as 
well to treat this portion of the subject a little more in detail. _ 

48. We have not the means of ascertaining what degree of accuracy has been attained 
in the Kusreh, or detailed measurements and maps prepared by the Amins in the Norths 
Western Prminces. A method, however, of verifying the Kusreh is recommended for 
adoption by the Board in the 66th paragraph of their Circular of the 9th April1839, but it 
does not clearly appear from this or any other parts of the correspondence forwarded for 
our perusal, that this included a systematic re-measurement of a portion of the Amin's 
work and if not, the method would appear unequal to the detection of any but gross in
stances of his mis-measurement. In our system, every field is subjected to a careful 
examination during the progress of the classification, · to prevent any gross errors of 
measurement remaining undiscovered, but we place no confidence in this as a means of 
ensuring accuracy and care on the part of our native measurers. for which we rely wholly 
on the test of resmeasurement made by the European officer and already described in our 
7th paragraph. The ascertainment of the area of the whole village, or even of the cul-
1;;ivated and uncultivated portions from the professional survey forms, we think, no safe
·guar<f against fraud on the part of the native measurer, who would in all cases take care 
that the total results of his measurements were not affected by particular deviations from 
accuracy which he might think his interest required him to make in recording the area of 
individual fields. . 

49. The professionl survey of the village boundaries, however, is a feature of the 
. . . North-western system, to which we have nothing similac 
- VIde S~100 II of Sudde~ Board here but we apprehend that the utility of this measure 

Revenue Cin:ular of !1th April 1839. ' . • 
should be constdered almost solely w1th reference to 

topographical purposes. It seems doubtful whether- the information obtainable from 
$UCh a survey would in practice be found of much use towards the settlement of future 
disputes, caused by the fraudulent removal of boundary marks. for, in order to render 
it available, it would be necessary to depute a professional surveyor to the spo~ which might 
not always be possible, and if so, would involve a greater expense than the importance of the 
land in dispute would generally warrant. · 

: · 50. Should Go¥emment however deem it necessary that a professional survey of 
village limits be instituted, with the view of being applied to topograhpical and geogra
phical purpcses we are oecidedly of opinion that this object would be best attained by 
means of a separate ageccy, acting l!~der the instructions of the SUITeyorsGeneraJ. The 
duties of the officers of the Deccan Surveys are :dready areple, and the superaddition of 
a professional survey would necusarily retard the general progress of the work, without 
pro\-ing of any service in settling the assessment, which forms the grand object of our 
present operations. , \Ve consider, also that the qualifications requisite for the conduct of 
a professional survey of this kind are quite distinct from those necessary to fit an officer 
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for the superintendence of our present system, and that any attempt to combine the 
two employments would certainly endanger, if it did not render impracticable, the success
ful accomplishment of both. The professional survey, ln our opinion, could be success-
fully and economically prosecuted only by a department appointed for the purpose, as in 
the N orth-westem Provinces. · · · ' ·· · '· 

51. we have ~ot the means of forming any prop.er estimate of the cost of liuch a survey 
in this part of the country, but from the scarcity of qualified agents, it is 'probable that for 
some years at least, it would be more expensive. than that of the North-WesterJi Provinces; 
notwithstanding the large size of our villages which may average 3 square .iJ:liles each; 
From an extract of a letter from the Secretary to the Board of Revenue, to· the llddress of 
the Secretary to the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces and' dated 1st; 
September 1837, we learn that up to that period the cost of the professional sur-vey ha~ 
varied.fro~ Rs. 61-4-0 toRs. 20-10-6 per ~quare m~le, puqt.was a',lticipated that,· ~nd~~ 
a modtficatton of the system proposed by the Board for ·adoptton~ .thts would be reducecJ to 
Rs. 12-8-7! per square mile. Whether this red~ction of expense has been effected or not; 
we are not informed, but even on the supposition of the work being executed here at the 
lowest of the estimates, its cost would be considerable. 'We hiwe not at command any 
record of the number_ of square miles in the Ahmednagar, Poona, and Sholapur Collectorates 
in which the survey is now in operation,, but you may possiblfbe able to supply 
this information from your office and state ~ha~ the' expense of ~he work would amount to 
on the preceeding supposition. · · · · · · · ·· · · ' • ' ' ! · 

52. The demaracti~n of village bou~daries a~d the settl~ment ~f ·au existi~g disputes, 
llre also effected during the progress of the survey in the North-:-Westex:n P~;ovinces. · Wi: 
fully acknowledge the importance of these measures, but .have been hitherto l!-nable:te giv~ 
them effect here in cons~quence of the. defective provisi?ns. b~ · Re~ulation X, . .Of 1827, \ 
of the Bombay Code whtch forms the present law onthts subject. ,w_e hope' however 
that a new enactment will shortly be framed in supersession of the latter; and enable· ·us 
to eff~ct a ~ermanent settlement of village boundaries. . , , .. 

'.53. At present, all village boundarie~, regarding whl~h no dispute exists, are descrihe(l 
and their position indicated in the village maps; : All disputed portiohs are also meas~re4 
and mapped as such, leaving the title of the conteJ!ding parties for (uture adjudication; by 
which arrangement the extent and position of all disputed land, as it now exists,' is ascertain.:. 
ed and recorded, and the occurrence of fresh disputes p~evented; . ~n the· districts to which 
our operations have yet extended, with one exception, disputed. bo'liildaries are few in 
number, and not otherwise important, whicli has. prevented the want of means for their final 
settlement being severely felt. · ' · · 1 

• • · : .. • ' ' · · 
'·; , ·~ . ' ' : : I ~' ' ' ; ' 

54. The mode of classifying land follo~ed by uS: a~ well as the ac~uracy ~ttain~ble by 
it, have been already d.escribed in our 12th and 13th paragraphs. . .T~at of the N . .:w. 
Provinces appears to us to be of much too general and cursory a description, td be applicable 
to a field assessment like ours, where the apportionment of the Jumma'on each'!ield is made 
w~th reference to its natural fertility and extent! '!hich th~refore ~equire to b~ lti<;ely asceri 
tamed. In the North-West Provtnces all vanetles of soil appear tobe referre~ to three 
dasses, but greater imporatance is attached to the circumstances of the land being eapable 
of i~rigatiop. or not, and to the ~escript}on .M ~p grown upon: it. But that even th~se 
parttculars·are not always ascertamed wtth accuracy may be gathered from many pa~ of 
the correspondence before us, among which may be mentioned 'the following passages~ 
In the 67th paragraph of the Board's Revenue Circular, an extract of a lette.x: from one of the 
Settlement Officers is given, and in this it is mentioned that "If not sufficiently bribed, the 
Amin enters an unduly large number of fields as irrigated, 'and as consisting _of the bettet 
descriptions of soil, and an unduly large amount of cultivation of the better sorts of produce; · 
On the other hand, where it suits him, he ~ot ~;mly acts on the reverse with, r~sp~ct to these 
cases, but puts down many fields as uncultivated for many years." And agatn 1n the 69th 
paragraph, "In order to diminish the labour of going over the fields as much as possible, 
every number of the Kusreh which has been measured as now irrigated, is first marked in 
the field map with a small cross in red i~.' When this is done (which takes little time) a 
glance at the map will show on which side of the village the great mass of irrigated land 
is situated. The examining officer then begins first in that quarter, and ifhe discovers 
the !!xistence of error, he proceeds to every field 'which is marked as above described, and 
records on the spot whether each number is really capable of being watered or not." From 
this it appears that the classification is not such as to lead the Settlement Officers themselves 
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to anticipate any great accuracy in it, or to place any great dependence on it-an opinion 
which is borne out by the following extract of Mr. Muir's Report on the settlement of 
some districts in Bareilly, dated 5th September 1838. 

55. In paragraph 21 he states that "the classification of l\Iouzahs, according to their 
general capabilities, renders the more uncertain cla~ifi~tion of ~ds of soil in_ individual 
l\louzahs of but secondary imporatance. The classificatiOn of soil m l\louzahs ts recorded 
under the heads of Surraeen and Bhoor, the former including all the land entered in the 
Kusreh as Doomut and l\Iutteewar, and the latter only that entered as Bhoor. \Yith a 
l\Iouzahwar classification, however much reference to these returns for the purposes of 
assessment is, in a great measure, dispensed with, I have to observe, also that there is an 
immense difference between a good and a bad Surraeen soil. Thus the unproductive 
hard soils, called by the people Khaput and Burkhuttee, come under the head of Surraeen, 
because they are recorded in the Kusreh as 1\lutteewar, which they really are, although the 
worst description of :\lutteewar. This species of Surraeen, threfore, is of as bad a quality 
as the poorest Bhoor. Again, there are some kinds of Bhoor approaching to Doomu~ 
which are almost as productive as the best Surraeen. I make these remarks that no mis
apprehension may occur regarding the kinds of soil recorded in the village forms as they 
have little to do with the grounds of assessment, which was based on a classification of 
1\Iouzahs." We need hardly add that a classification which is not even trusted to for 
conveying a general idea of the average capalibities of different l\Iouzahs would be utterly 
inadequate to determine that of particular fields. 

56. The plan followed in the N.-W. Provinces, of fixing the assessment upon each 
village or estate, chiefly with reference to its actual condition at the time of settlemen~ 
must, we think, offer strong inducement to the proprietors to endeavour by collusion with 
the Amins to have the quantity of land in cultivation, as well as its general quantity, fraudu
lently underestimated; and what attempts of this kind have been frequently made, and not 
always unsuccessfully, appears abundantly evident from the papers before us. 

57. Frauds of the foregoing description we believe to be hardly practicable under 
our system of superintendence, but the laxity, to our ideas, observable in the execution of 
the field measurement and classification of the N.-\V. Provinces is perhaps accounted for 
by the inferior place these operations hold in the general plan of settlement there, com
pared with the important position they occupy in our system here. Comparatively little 
use seems to be made of them in fixing the amount of assessment to be levied from each 
l\louzah or estate; and in addition to the remarks on this point already quoted, we learn 
from l\Ir. Elliot's report on some districts of the Dooab, that "the classification of many 
villages there was omitted to be recorded through negligence; and that these officers' 
settlements frequently preceded the preparation of the field measurement and classification 
altogether ; " and these further appear to be of little service in apportioning the J umma 
among the several proprietors, sub-tenants, and others having rights in the same village, 
which is done by the interested parties themselves, and recorded as they agree upon, 
however much this may be at variance "ith the estimates of their respective liabilities, 
obtainable from the Kusreh. Great difference of opinion indeed appears to exist regarding 
this document; and 1\lr. Ellio~ in the 77th paragraph of his Report above quoted, regards 
it as the most important of all, although he states having heard that some Collectors have 
given it as their opinion that the Kusreh is an almost useless document, and this not only 
where cultivators are tenants-at-will (in which case they may be in a measure justified), 
bu~ under other circumstances, where he considers it indispensable. 

58. But although no apportionment of the assessment of a village or estate is made 
on the basis of the measurement and classification of the seyeraJ holdings or fields compo
sing it, yet this is done according to agreement among the villagers themselves, and the 
record of this specifies not only the proportion of J umrna to be paid by each proprietor or 
shareholder, but also the amount leviable from every cultivator entitled to hold land at 
fixed rates, and the usage of the village with reference to those who are mere tenants-at-will. 
This statement, which is intended to define and confirm the right of every individual in 
any way connected with the village, appears to involve not only as minute, but a much 
more minute inquiry into the private concerns of the ryots than is even attempted under 
what is usually termed ryotwar settlemen~ and we should think it must be difficult in the 
extreme to draw out such specification of private rights and usages, with any tolerable 
degree of accuracy. But supposing it done correctly at the time of settlement, what 
provision can be made for recording the thousand changes by succession, transfer, and 
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sale continually taking place in· every community ? : · and if these be not recorded, what 
~elation to existing circumstances will the present survey papers present twenty or even 
ten years hence ? 

59. Thus it. appears that in reality the assessment of a village is broken down into 
as small parts, and apportioned on as minute divisions of land in the N.-W. Provinces as 
with us, and that there a much more minute interference with the management of property 
is made than here. This interference, we shQuld apprehend, would not only fail of effecting 
the object of securing the rights of all parties, but might even be made a means of destroying 
them, and the former, · in our · opinion, would have been more satisfactory if made 
according to 'the ·ascertained value of the .several Puttees, Thakes, and fields forming an 
estate, instead of by the opinion of the villagers themselves: \ Here· at: least we can state 
from experience, that if the alternative of apportioning the J umma were offered to a village, 
all but the most influential inhabitants would instantly decline it, and beg that the duty 
might be performed by the officers of Government. . ., 

• e ~ - ,' ~ • ._ t 4 " t .; I 
1 ~ • { I ! ! ·• ) 

60. And in consequence of the apportionment of the Jumma being left to the ryots 
themselves, it is not probable that much trouble will be taken to inspect the boundaries 
of fields, and to perpetuate the usefulness of the Kusreh measurements by the preservation 
of the divisions of land which it records. We do not learn, indeed, from the papex:s before 
us, that any provision has been made for this important objecw a:nd :our impression, 
from a review of the whole system is, that upon occasion•of ·a future-'Inodification of the 
Government demand, a new survey and classification will be necessary in order to apportion 
it for the Kusreh measurement and records of the present se_ttlement woulcl no Jonget: 
give any information of the distribution. of landed property, or the rights and liabilities 
()f holder. , . . . · · ' · ' • . · .. ,. ·. ·, ,· ·. t .. : 

'·" ,' ·~ •.• ' .. i .,-, '- ::. 

. '. ., : : ~- • ' ' : '. , ~ '! .J -~ 
61. We have no means of ascertaining how the revenue managem~nt of the N.-W. 

Provinces is now conducted, but from the complexity and variety of tenure$ and lial?ilities 
recorded in the present settlement, we should anticipate that a much closer: supervision 
-on the part of the Government would be requisite to ensure its proper. working, tlian in 
the more simple mode of assessment introduced here; and it :is •perhap~ little .in favour 
of the former, that every necessary adjustment is required to be made through the medium 
of the civil courts, for, however this may simplify and lessen the work of the-Collector'$ 
establishments, it seems doubtful whether it will tend in any: way .to prevent a. hurtful 
and inquisitional interference with the concerns of cultivators, while it can hardly fail to 
give rise to a litigious spirit throughout all ranks of the people. With ·us;: the possible 
()Ccasions of doubt and dispute regarding the payment of the assessment are few :indeed, 
being limited to cases where fields are possessed by more than one individual, and of these 
hardly one would be made the subject of civil action .because capabl~ of (!asy and satis
factory settlement through the agericy of the village or district revenue authorities; tq 
whom the parties interested would naturally, in the first instance, refer it, . . · · 

62. In conclusion, we would point out the impossibility of instituting a fair corn.,. 
parison between the measurement and classification or other executive details of the system · 
here, and similar operations, as practised in the N.-W. Provinces, apart from the mode of 
~ettlement to which they are subservient; for, under different modes of settlement, differen~ 
degrees of accuracy in measurement and classification, and even different methods of per
forming these operations, may be permitted. We have not, therefore, ventured to express 
.our opinions upon any part of N.-W. plan of operations, except with reference to its appli-
cability to this part of India. ' · · 

63. We have endeavoured, however, throught out this Rep:>rt to express our convi
-ction that the settlement of the N.-W. Provinces is being m:~.de o:tliberal principles, an our 
. belief that any settlement based on the principles of moderation, would prove a great 
;blessing to this country, and could hardly, under any attend:~.nt peculiarities of system, 
.fail of advancing its prosperity. ' 

64. But while we acknowledge the N. W. Settlement to possess the first of requisi• 
·tes-liberality, it has other features to which we cannot yield our approval, and we ~till 
-remain unshaken in our belief of the superiority of a fixed field assessment, as, in our 
humble.judgment, of simpler execution in the first instance, and likely to require fewer 
adjustment afterwards, as interfering less with the existing tenures on landed property; 
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and offering greater facilities for effecting its sale and transfer, wh~le affor?ing _tc~ th~ poorer 
and less influential portion of the community a better protect10n agamst lDJUStlce and 
oppression. 

We have, etc., 

(Signed) H. E. GOLDSMID, 
Civil Service. 

G. WINGATE, Lieut., Engineers, 
Superintendent of Survey and Assessment in the Deccan. 

Ahmednagar, 17th October 1840. 

J. VIBART; Esq., 

(2) REPORT BY LIEUT. WINGATE 

No. 167 OF 1840 

;Revenue Commissioner, Poona. 

Mr.Reid'sletterto Revenue Com- I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of 
missioner, dated 27th October 1840. copies of correspondence noted in the margin, forwarded 

Mr. Halliday's letter to Mr. Reid, with your letter of 5th instant, in which you request me 
dated 17th August 1840, No. 137· to report whether a system of mapping each village could 

Mr.Colvin'snoteof9th Aug. 1840. 
Governor-General's despatch to not be grafted on my present operations, and also furnish 

the Hon'ble the Court of Directors, a succinct account of the latter, with a description of 
dated 18th August 1838, No.3. the actual operations in any one village, as a specimen. 

2. The infromation and opinions here called for have been already in great measure 
supplied in the joint report lately submitted to you by Mr. Goldsmid and myself, in which 
our present system of operations is compared, in detail, with that of the North-Western 
Provipces. To go again over the same ground would be at once a tedious and unnecessary 

~task,!and I propose, therefore, in the present communication, to confine my attention to 
the elucidation of such point& arising from the correspondence now under consideration 
as have not in the previous report been touched upon or sufficiently explained, and to an 
attempt to furnish a brief and intelligible account of the process of surveying a single 
village, which may serve as a specimen of the whole system. 

3. Before proceeding further, however, I would direct your attention to several 
serious misconceptions entertained by the Government of India, in regard to the nature 
of the operations connected with the Deccan Survey, and which it is the more important 
to bring forward in this prominent manner, as from them have originated the various 
objections preferred against the system • 

. 4. Mr. Colvin, throughout his note of the 9th August 1840, rests his arguments on 
the supposition of the assessment being here fixed on the basis of conjectural estimates and 
calculations of produce, and similar uncertain grounds, instead of on the safe and practical 
considerations arising from a constant reference to former regular and easy payments, 
which he claims as the distinctive character and merit of the system followed in the 
N. W. Provinces, and distinguishing it broadly from others. From the adoption of this 
view he is led to apprehend as an almost necessary consequence of the Deccan Survey 
the worst of evils, over-assessment. No assumption, however, could be more unfounded; 
for the amount of revenue fixed for each district here has, as you are well aware, been 
determined almost solely with reference to practical considerations, and mainly on a con
sideration of past realizations; while the unexampled rapidity with which cultivation has 
everywhere extended, consequent on the introduction of the new settlement, is of itself 
abundant proof that whatever the objections to which they are open, among them over
assessment can have no place. On the contrary, the survey was instituted for the express 
purpose of effecting a just and equable reduction of assessment, and the new settlements. 
have been deemed by some to exhibit an uncalled for degree of liberality, but I think 
without sufficient reason; though, if such were the case, "the loss on this account," as. 
observed by 1\fr. Colvin, "would be far overbalanced by the prospect of escaping the
contrary and greater evil." 
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• 5. A further mistake into which this gentleman has fallen is, in believing the as~!k. 
mcmt here to be fixed upon all the resident ryots or single cultivators in villages. .~he 
assessment is fixed upon fields, or divisions of land which have existed in most villages· 
from time immemorial; but without any reference to the circumstance of their being, 
w.aste, or cultivated by one or several individuals. These fileds do not, therefore, 
materially differ from the Mahals of the N.-W. Provinces, except in being of smaller size, 
and· generally cultivated by, or the property of, one individual. · 

6. To the foregoing misconceptions regarding the basis of the Deccan settlements 
may be traced most of the doubts and apprehensions entertained by the Government ol 
India, of their beneficial tendency, but they do not require a detailed elucidation, as this' 
has already been afforded in the report already alluded to. ·· ' 1

'' 

· · 7. His Lordship the Govenor-General in Council has expressed surprise to find in~ 
the new Deccan Survey, by which all old error$ wete to be corrected, that the operations: 
are so conducted as to be absolutely of no value for geographical or topographical purposes, ; 
and it is much to be feared of little more than temporary utility even for merely revenue ' 
purposes. 

8. The latter objection has been ·already fully discussed and, I tru8t, satisfactorily 
d~sposed of; and with regard to the former, here again a serious misunderstandirtg of the· 
r~al circumstances of the case seems to exist. The present Deccan Survey is not a netr; 1 

.swvey, but was instituted for the purpose of revising and correcting, where practicable;! 
~r. Pringle's operations; and in accordance with this design has the work been carried out. 1 

Complete re-measurements of villages have rarely been necessary, and consequentl:Y no' 
-opportunities offered for the introduction of a more complete and scientific SyStem of surve:1 ~ i 
The measurements made may be rather likened to the purtalling · 6perations of the J3.ettle-' 
ment Officer in the North-Western Provinces. ··The present survey, moreovet~ was in
-stituted for purely revenue purposes, and the question of tendering it subservient to those 
-of Geography and Topography is now mooted for the first time. It can hardly therefore 
be in fairness objected to the plan of operations that it does not include the accomplishment 
-of objects that were not contemplated at the time of its fortnation. , 

: ' t ~ • . . . . ' 

. 9. I would here beg it to be understood, however, that not one detail of the operations , 
already gone through or one rupee of the expense incurred, could have been saved by the,· 
institution of a circuit survey of village boundaries similar to that .of the. North-Western' 
Provinces. Everything now done would have been equally required on this supposition, · 
:and neither labour nor money has therefore been lost by the omission. · If a scientific survey" 
be considered necessary, it may be as conveniently and economically entered upon now,· 
as it could have been then, for in any case it could afford no materials for fixing the details :. 
-of a field assessment, and it is therefore immaterial whether it precede or follow the latter. 
operation. 

I: ; 

: · 10. I have mentioned that the present Deccan Survey was organized for the purpose r 
-of correcting Mr. Pringle's operations, but in the Sholapur Collectorate there are some • 
-districts to which the latter did not extend, and which it, therefore, has become necessary 
'to survey de novo, and I shall now endeavour to describe the oprations followed for this., 
purpose in these last, as being complete in themselves and admitting of a more simple 
:and intelligible description than the methods taken for ascertaining what portions of 
Mr. Pringle's survey require amendment. ,The latter also, would prove of little service 
'towards the determination of the system of survey best suited for general purposes, which 
:is the question now under the consideration of Government. · 

11. To render intelligible the operations of the Survey, it is neces9ary· to bear in 
mind that throughout the Deccan the lands of every village are composed of an aggrega• 
·tion of fileds generally of moderate size, of which the village accountant has always a record, ; . 
more or less complete, and according to which the whole of his revenue accounts are drawn · 
·out. In surveying any village, therefore, it becomes requisite to ascertain, not merely the 
area and average quality of its land as a whole, but also the extent, position, and peculiari· 
·ties of soil, of each of its component fields, whether entered in the accountant's records 
·or not, and likewise the area of wastes, roads, rivers, sites of buildings, etc., each of these 
·divisions is measured in detail, and the sum of the whole gives the area of the village. 

12. -The first step taken is to send an order to the village authorities intimating that 
-on a certain day a karkun will arrive at their village for the purpose of effecting its measure
ment, and directing them to inform every owner of a field of cultivator to have in readiness 

=stones of a certain size to be sunk as land marks by the measurers at each corner or bend 
A-163-10-A. 
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of his field during the progress of its measurement. The patel and accountant are also 
required to be present, and to accompany the measurer daily into the field, with the 
Bullotehdars, Maharas, etc., of the village, in order to point out the proper b:Jundarie3 of 
each field, and fix the boundary marks. 

: 13. A measurer is then appointed to sruvey the village according to detailed 
instructions which will be understood from the following description of his operations. 

H. For the_ purpose of recording the particulars of his measurement he is provided 
with a field, book, every page of which is numbered and signed by the European officer 
under whom he may be employed. In this book no erasures or obliterations are permitted,. 
any erroneous entry being indicated by a line drawn through it so as to leave the original 
writing easily legible, and the corrected entry written immeditely over it. By this 
precaution, an entry once made cannot be subsequently altered, so as to prevent discovery, 
by fraud or collusion. The record of the measurement of each day is also required to be 
prefaced by a list of the village officers who accompany the karkun to the field, who thus 
fed themselves made responsible for the accuracy of the boundnies pointed out, while 
a list of witnesses to the operations of the measurer at every period is also thus preserved. 
. 15. In commencing his survey, the measurer selects a field adjoining the village, 

usually in front of the principal gate, which he enters in his field book as No. 1, and also 
the number by which it is known in the village accounts. He then enters its position to 
~e ,-illage, with reference to the cardinal points, its name, in what "thai" situated, the 
~e of its owner, if "I\firas," waste, or cultivated; if the latter, by who~ and the 
n:umber of bighas, or other land measures obtaining in the village which it contains. These 

· p_articulars are obtained from the accountant's records, or, if wanting in these; from an 
oral examination of the village officers, and owner or cultivator of the field. 

- 16. The measurer then chains the boundary of the field, laying down the land
marks, and making a sketch of its shape in his field book, as he goes round, on which he 
notes down the number of chains each side is long ; the length of the several sides of the 
field are roughly laid off in his field book from a scale of equal parts, by which he is enabled 
to make his sketch very nearly in accordance with the actual shap! of the field; this he is. 
afterwards enabled to correct, and make to approximate very closely to the truth, for 
transference to the village map, hy a process which will be shortly described. The area 
of the field is obtained by dividing it into triangles, and measuring the lengths of the bases 
and perpendiculars, the position of the latter being obtained by means of a cross-staff, 
and the directions of these various measurements are indicated on the sketch by means of 
dotted lines. Should there be a well in the field or a road or water-course traverse it, 
these are also shown upon the sketch. The meaurement completed he describes in his 
:field book its situation with reference to adjoining fields, and the points where he has laid 
down boundary marks. Having completed the measurement of one field he proceeds 
to the next adjoining, and so on, until he completes his survey of the village; any road or 
rivers not within the boundaries of the fields are subsequently measured, and the area 
of the village obtained. 

· 17. The preceding description will be rendered more intelligible by the following
example of the method of recording the measurement in the field book :-

Saturday, the 19th of December 1840, and native date. 

On the part of GOf:ernment 

Huree Gopal •• ~ .•.•. Measurer. 
Sheik Adam ••..•••••. Peon. 

A-163-ID-B 

PRESE:ST IX mE FIELD 

On the part of the Vilklge 

Bapoo Wil. Sooltana .....•..•. Mokuddum P. 
. Huree walad Appa ..•.•.....•• Patel 

Bappoo Shreeput •.......•.•. Kulkarni. 
Rama . • . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . . • ••• lAhar .• 
Krishna •••••••••••••.•••.•• Purreet. 
Ra.ma • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sonar. 
Balla _walad Bappoo .•...••••• } 
Ramnak .•.••••••••••.•••••• 
Apnac ••••. ; • • • • • • . • • . . . • • . • 1\tahars 
Hurree ................... . 
Bullee . ; ..•••••••••.•.•••••• J 
Kindoo walad Appa .•....•••• Mangh. 



No. 1. (No. 6 in Kulkarni's 
Records).-Situated north ·of 
the village, in front of the 
great gate. The Miras of---, 
but now cultivated by · 
This field is name "Gaon 
Khoos", being part of Thai 

· ·"Jadow", . and contains 15 
Kuddim bighas, according to 
.the village papers. 

. 71 

The length of the bases and perpendiculars shown by the interior .~otted lines, and the 
-calculation of the area of the .. field, are here inserted. · · ' · 

• ' ' • . ' ,. ! '· i 

, North boundary 19 chains long, formed by large nulla ; East bou,ndary 7 chains long, 
not well defined; two large stones have been sunk at the two corners ... ;.S~uth boundary, 
15! chains long, formed by a prickly-pear hedge; West bondary 12 chains long, formed 

. by road to . This field is bounded on the North by the village nulla, beyond which 
is No. 9 "Gutkool", cultivated by ; on the East by No. 2,.the Miras of ; 10n 

. ·the South by prickly-pear hedge, beyond which is the village site; on the West by road 
to ; beyond which is No. 14, the Miras of. . · .. , · . · . , 

. 18. The foregoing example, which will be found to. correspond with 'No.; 1 of the 
map, in the opposite page, will, I trust, have made the entries iii the~.fiel~ book intelligible, 

~ ·and it will also be evident that the field thus measured cari be easily and correctly la!d down 
upon paper by means of the interior and bounding measurement slio\vn upon the sketch • 

. 'This is accordingly done by the measurer, after his ret~n from ,the field, each field being 
. plotted separately, and then transferred by means of tracing paper to its proper place .in 

the general map, which may in this· way be constru~ted With great accuracy· by natives 
·wholly ingnorant of the European methods of surveying. With every care~ however, 

.. a good deal of adjustment will be required to make all. the fields fit into their relative posi-
tions, or, in technical language, to make the work close, in a map constructed in this rude 
fashion; and to assist in effecting this object, the position of each village,, and that of two 

. or three of th~ principal roads or nullas intersecting its adjoining lands, are sketched in 
the European method, by means of. a surveying comp~ss or theodolite. Thus in the 
-example given in the opposite page, the position of the . village and diverging roads, 
marked in red, are obtained by the European method of detail silrvey; arid 'the whole village 
lands being thus divided into sections of moderate size, the limited' number of fields 
-comprised in each are easily adjusted, in position approximating, very closely to ~he truth, 
from the map prepared by the native measurer. 

19. Now, though maps of this kind would prove of little service for geographical 
purposes they yet exhibit the topographical features of each village with . considerable 
accuracy and great minuteness of detail, showing riot merely the interior divisions of the 
lands of the village into fields, but also the directions of the various rmids · foot-paths, 
and water-courses found within its limits. With the addition of a scientific circuit survey 
.of village boundaries, these maps might be renered sufficiently accurate for· evety 
purpose, even to their minutest details; but it appears to me that this additional degree 

,.of accuracy is hardly an object of sufficient importance to repay the large expense required 
to obtain it. The whole of the Deccan has already been surveyed and mapped on a scale 
of 4 inches to a mile, which is abundantly detailed to serve every purpose of the Collector, 
Magistrate, and Judge. This question, however, has already been sufficiently discussed 
.in the Joint Report already quoted. · 

· 20. The measurement of a village being completed, with its field map as above 
-described, the accuracy of the work is tested by the European officer, who. re..,.surveys ahd 
maps a proportion of the interior fields. , · '· ' . , ,, •: ,. · · .. 
• .... · . , , r .. .. . . • . .. 

· . 21. The classification of the village is then proceeded with, arid 'in\lus operation 
.:every field is again subjected to examination, the accuracy of each entry :in tile measurer.' a 
.field bo.ok tested and established and the varieties and proportions of solls in eacli field, 
. with a minute description of every well or other ~ource from which wate~ for the purposes 
,of irrigation is obtained, are entered by the classifier in his field book; :whic~. is ,kept an.d 
numbered much in the same manner as that of the measurer. . . ··· · 

~ • ,.. -~ ~· • !. 

22. The work of the classifier is again subjected to examination by the European 
-officer who re-classifies a proportion of his fieids, as he had prevously re-surveyed tho!le 
-of the measurer. · 
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23. In the filed work, therfore, connected with fhe sun·ey of each Yillage, there are 
five distinct operations :-

(1) Every portion of land comprised within the Yillage limits is measured by 
native surveyors in detail, by means of a cross-staff and chain; the particular;; regard
ing every such portion are detailed in a field book kept for the purpose, and al;;o shown 
upon the village map, which is constructed form actual measurement. 

(2) The accuracy of this measurement' and map is ascertained by system:ttic 
test executed by the European officer, 

(3) Every portion of land within the village is ag1in submitted to examination 
by the classifiers, by whom also the nature and peculiarities of its soil and capabilities 
are ascertained and recorded. 

(4) The preceding classification is systematically tested by the European officer. 

(5) The site of the village and the position of the principal roads and water
courses traversing its adjoining lands are fixed by the European method of detailed 
survey, for the purpose of correcting and adjusting the details of the village map. 
so as to make them approximate very closely to the truth. 

24. Under these heads are comprised the distinctive features of the filed operations. 
and they compose a system of Revenue Survey, I have no hesitation in saying, more 

·accurate and complete than that embracing silimar operations in the N.-W. Provinces. 
It does not, indeed, include a settlement and demarcation of village boundaries; but this 
defect has been fully accounted for, and a remedy suggested, in l\lr. Goldsmid's and my 
Report already noticed nor is it available for geographical purposes at present, but may 
be made so if the objects be deemed of sufficient importance, by the superaddition of a 
scientific survey, as shown in my 9th paragraph. 

25. During the progress of these operations, a tabular statement is framed of the 
whole village iands, in which are recorded the designation by which each filed or division 
is known, the name of the cultivator and proprietor, the tenure by which it is held, the 
number of years it may have been in the possession of its present holders, and the proofs 
by which each claim to exemption from assessment is supported. Copies of all sanads 
or other documents connected with grants of land are taken, and a list made of all old 
papers connected with the management of the village in possession of the hereditary 
accountant. A census is also taken of the inhabitants, in which the name, caste, and occu
pation of every house-holder, the number of his family, servants, slaves, cattle, ploughs, 
etc., the description of tenement he inhabits, and such other statistical information as can 
be obtained, are embodied. 

26. The manner in which the various information collected during the progress of 
the survey is made to bear in determining the question of assessment, has been fully 
explained in the Joint Report by Mr. Goldsmid and myself, already so frequently noticed, 
and it would be needless to fatigue you with a recapitulation of its statement in this place. 
They will have proved to your stasifaction I trust, that the various precautions adopted 
in the N.-W. Provinces, to guard against error of judgment on the part of the settling officer, 
have been carefully attended to here, and that a liberal standard of assessment, based 
upon the safe and practical considerations of past payments, in opposition to merely 
theoretical conjectures, is equally characteristic of both systems. 

27. Before concluding, and also in the hope that the observations I am about to 
make may prove serviceable towards enabling Government to organize an efficient system 
ot survey gei!erally. I must beg to allude to one point of the constitution of that under 
my superintendence, which I deem essentially defective, and certain, while it continues. 
to prevent the department acquiring that degree of effi-:iency of which it is capable. I 
allude to the inadequate remuneration of the European Officers engaged in its superinten
dence, offering .in this a striking contrast to the case of the Revenue Survey of the N. W. 
Provinces, where the services of the most able and .experienced officers in the civil and 
military services are retained by means of a liberal and graduated scale of emolument. 
In the Deccan Survey, on the contrary, there is no prospect whatever of advancement, 
and the experienced officer who has laboured for years in the department, made himself 
intimately acquainted with every/art of his duties, and whose services to Government 
are consequently doubly enhance in value, finds himself in no better position than he 
occupied when he entered the department, and had everything to learn. The necessary 
consequence of this is a Yery general feeJir.g of disapointment at their present position 
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and prospects; entertained by the· Survey Officers, -read.ered keener, perhaps, by the 
very arduous nature of their duties, and by the knowledge that there is a singull,lr instance 
()f equally responsible and important duties having ·been perl.ormed on .the same terms. 

•: I"' ' 

28. · 1 took occasion to propose a remedy for this state of things in my letter to yo\Jcr 
address of the 3rd October 1839, and had the satisfaction of subsequently lear~ing that the 
justice and expendiency of the measures therein proposed were fully acquiesced in by 
Government. I trust, therefore, that on the present occasion,. when the system of Revenue 
Sumey in, this Presidency is under the consideration· .of the Supreme Government, 
that advantage will be taken of the opportunity by the Honourable the Govemo~ in Cquncil 
to obtain a satisfactory settlement of the important points now noticed; for we shall vainly 
e"pect to prevent a constant and most hurtful suceession of changes among the Europeaa 
Officers employed on the survey, while the emoluments and advantages .of the~ appoint
ments continue in every respect inferior to those of most subordinate grades in other 
departments of the public service. 

. l,. have, etc., 
(Signed) G.. WINGATE, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey. 

Bembleh, 30th December 1840. 
; :' 

No. 229 OF 1841. 

TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT,·. REVENrl{, 

From 

THE REVENUE COMMISSIONER; 

To 

Mr. CHIEF SECRETARY REID .. 

Dflte, · JSth February .18iJ, 

Sir, . . 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receip.t of your, l~tter No. 3302 ~f the 27th 

October last, forwarding a copy of .Mr. Junior Secretary .f:lalliday's letteJ;" No,. 137 0f the 
17th of August, and its accompaniments, and requesting th.at, after. :Consulting' with 
Mr. Goldsmid and Lieutenant Wingate, I would submit my o.pinion on the questions raise({ 
by the Government of India to .consider and report whethet: a .systeni of mapping eyezy 
Yillage could not be engrafted on the present operations, and to ·procure from LielJ,tenarit 
Wingate a succinct account of the manner in whicq the l!lllrvey ,is c,:onducted, with a {;lescriJ>
ti9n of the actual operations in any one village,. as a speqimen. · · 

' f . ' ' . t . 

2. I take this opportunity of resuming the. subject of .qty letter ,No. 1587 of the 
. 

9 
29th August 1839. It will be in Government's recollec-

No. 25 0· ti.on that l was favoured, under date the 15t,b of the same 
month, with a copy of a letter from the Honourable Court dated the 19th of April preceding, 
CQJl1municating its sentiments respecting the new survey ,and assessment nowjq. progress 
in the Deccan, and directed to state whether I would . recommend an application •being 
made for copies of such documents connected with the surevey in the North-Western 
Provinces, as the Right Honourable the Governor-General might consider would. ·~ 
useful to this Government. . · · · · ,. 

· . 3. The .despatch of the Hon;ble Co!Jrt, it wifl be reeollected, aft~r · approving .Of 
the decision of this Government in setting aside Mr. 'PrinP,e's survey and assess~ent, 
as the basis of the general revenue settlement, expressed ~ w~sh to have .a somewilat ~ore 
precise account of the exact means by which it .was proposed to regulate the· a5sessmeot 
which was to be substituted for that set aside ; indicated various points on which the -in
formation before it, as regarded this part ofthe question, was defeetivt!~ a:adde~ired that, 
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:if the work wete not proceeding in as satisfactory a manner as this Government could 
·desire, the Government of India should be applied to for such information, regarding the 
survey and assessment now in ·progress in the North--Western Provinces, as·.inight be 
considered calculated to throw light on the general question of the revision of assessment, 
and guide us to a more effectual course of proceeding, for the purpose of obtaining ·a 
just and equitable assessment. 

4. In my reply to your letter I expressed a hope that the correspondence to which 
it referred, and which must have reached the Hon'ble 

No. 1587 ofthe 29th August 1839. Court, subsequent to the despatch of their letter in 
<question, would have, in a great measure, satisfied their 

doubts, and cleared up the obscurity in which many of the points they referred to were 
involved ; and suggested that the Government of India should be requested to furnish 
copies of any documents tending to explain the principles and mode of operation followed 
in the. North-Western Provinces, not because I saw any reason "to apprehend. ·that the 
work" in the Deccan "was not proceeding in the satisfactory manner anticipated," but 
because all information regarding similar operations in other parts of the country could 
not but be useful-to the officers eml?loyed in the Decan. · 

5. A great number of documents of the nature indicated were received from the 
Government of India, forwarded to me with your letter 

No. 50}. ofthe lOth February 1840, and referred bymeto Messrs. 
Goldsmid and Wingate, with a request that they would 

favour me with their opinions as to the expediency of adopting any measures, forming a 
part of the system followed in the North-Western Provinces, which they (Messrs. Goldsmid 
and Wingate) might deem calculated to improve the plan of operations for the survey and 
assessment of the Deccan. 

6. Those gentlemen have accordingly drawn up a Joint Report, which I have now the 
honour to submit, together with a separat~ letter from Lieutenant Wingate, containing the 
information which, in your letter of the 27th October last, I was desired to call on him to 
furnish. Mr. Goldsmid's letter* on the same subject has been already submitted to 
Government, as referring principally to the proposed survey of the Southern Mahratta 
Country, and containing propositions which, if complied with, it was nec~sary should be 
considered and decided on without delay ; and _the greater oart of his Report on the survey 
and assessment of two Tarafs of Taluka Chandore, forwarded with my letter No. 52 of the 
"8th ultimo, might with propriety have accompanied the letters now forwarded, and will be 
frequently referred to, as containing a very full and able general exposition of the objects 
and mode of proceeding in the survey of the Nasik Sub-Collectorate. 
r . 

· 7. A perusal of the documents just enumerated will, I have tittle doubt, afford equal 
satisfaction· to the Governments in this country and the Home authorities, as explaining 
many parts of the system pursued in the Deccan which were before involved in obscurity, 
showing that some t>f the most valuable parts of the system pursued in the N .-W. Provinces, 
·already form part of the plan ·of operations in the Deccan, and that, where the methods 
oiffer, that pursued in the Deccan has been adopted in consequence of local peculiarities, 
which, as now explained, will, I confidently anticipate, be allowed to form good grounds 
for considering the system preferred for the Deccan the best adapted to the peculiarities of 
the province. A perusal of the documents now forwarded will further, I have little doubt, 
·give additional strength to Government's confidence in the admirable qualifications of the 
·Agents it has selected to carry its designs into execution. 

·. . 8. The objections of the Hon'ble Court to the plan which it was at first proposed to 
. follow, in revising the survey and assessment of the 

;_ Videthe 6thandfollowing para.of Deccan, were the want of any clearly-defined ~ode of 
their letter above alluded to. proceeding which . promised sufficient security for the 

correctness of the assessment. No principle, it was 
observed, was laid down to guide officers in the selection of any particular m~de of settle
ment, and the amount of assessment was left too much dependent on the discretion of the 
settling officer, without any. means of checking or correcting it, except by a re.:.ex~mination 
o{ the land itself by another officer no~ inferior in qualification to the first.. . .. ·. ",1 • , 

.~:..-_.No. 154 of December 16th, ~itb my letter No, 54 of~he 8th Ja.nuarv 1841. 
I • .I ., ·• ' • • •,.' • ~ f • 
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9. The uncertainty as regards the mode of settlement had, as already observed, been 
.,. in great part removed previous to the receipt of the 

No. 1015, March 17th, 1838· Hon'ble Court's despatch, as explained in the letters 
No. 1813, May 14th, 1838· ·from Government referred to in the margin; the uncq-
No. 2732, July 19th, 1838. · · d h f ill b 
No.4739, December 3Ist, 1838. tati?ty a~ regru: s ~ e amount ~· ass~sment w e CX1 

. plamed m constdenng the questions ratsed by the Goverq. .. 
ment of India in their letter of the 17th August last, to which I would now beg to refer. · 

10. The greater part of the letter in question relates 'to the p~bposed ·s~rvey and assess-' 
ment of the Southern Mahratta Country, on which, as the province in .question is. not 
within my range, it is unnecessary for me here to remark. On such parts of the letter and 
its accompaniments as refer to the surveys now in progress in the Deccan, I propose' 
pointing out those parts of the documents enumerated in paragraph 6th, which contain 
the information required, and which,· as far as a description of the mode. of operation goes, 
appear to me sufficiently full and accurate to preclude the nece~sity of any additional 

. remarks of my own.. In following this course, I shall have ~o. state my reasons for re ... 
commending the adoption or rejection of the system pursued in the.North-Western Pr!)
vinces, wherever it differs from that followed in the Deccari, 'and .thus comply with the fjrs~ 
requisition of your letter under reply, viz., to submit my opinion on the ,questions raise~ 
by the Government of India, without traversing step by step the ~ame ground as that gon~ 
over by ,Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate in their necessarily very volu~inous ~eports .. · · . . . 

' - . '"' . . ; 

11. The objects ofthe operations which those officers are employed in superintending 
. are pretty nearly the same as_ those of the survey,: etc.1 

Obj_eets of the survey and B!se~s- of the North-Western 'Provinces as described in the 
ment m the Deccan. ' • · 

Governor-General'~ letter, •except that theu agency has 
hithereto been made comparatively little use of, in re-dividing and re-modelling the vaiiou$ 
divisions of the country, with a view of rendering the several districts compact and equal, 
and to "ensure the coincidence of the jurisdictions of the several functionaries- in the 
different departments of the administration," as no· necessity for any extensive alterations 
of such a nature has ever, I believe, been complained of.. Tl:).e same ~ay be said. of 
alterations in the public establishments, with a view of better adapting them to 1 he ascer .. 
tained extent, population and wealth of the various districts. Some alterations of this kind~ 
-as well as in re-modelling the divisions of districts, etc., have been made at the suggestion 
of the officers employed in the survey and assessment ; but the necessity for much reforma..1 
tion in· the points indicated, has never, that I am aware of,. been shown to be great, and it 
therefore forms no prominent part of the objects of the survey and assessment. · 

• • T i < ) • I .. 

12. " An accurate survey of the land, with a specification of the quantity '>arren and 

5 
culturable," and a classification of the latter, are here, 

• urvey. . as in the North-Western Provinces, nec~sary steps to-
Para. 5 of the Governor-General's wards • the attainment of· the. objects proposed. . To 

letter. ' d d h 1 · · ·. f 1 bl ascertam an recor t ere attve proportton o cu tt1ra e 
and cultivated land, is here, from the nature of the prevailing tenure~, a necessarily annua1 
. operations ; and the scale of classes of soil, though in principle that, which is perfectly 
familiar_ to the people, is, of course, more systematic. . . . · , · .. · . · . · ... --: 

13. In the survey operations under Lieutenant Wingate in the Poona Collectorate, 
and those _districts of Sholapur which belonged to the old 
Sub-Collectorate, the duty' of the 'surveying .officers; as 

far as the measurements are concerned is confined to testing and .correcting those·· of 
Mr. Pringle's survey, which have been there acted on since its completion in the other dis
tricts of Sholapur; and in the survey under Mr. Goldsmid's charge, all the measurements 
are made de novo, for, though parts of the Nasik Districts were surveyed by Mr. Pringle, 
his survey was never acted on, and its correction would consequently, at this· distance of 

time, have entailed more trouble than an "entirely new 

:Measurements. 

Classification. survey. Both in the Northern and the Southern Deccan. 
· · the classification is entirely new, 'that of Mr. Pringle's 
·where it existed, having been found generally too faulty to admit of correction. · 

14. The first step preparatory to a surVey in the North-Wester:t Provinces appears to 
Govemor-General'slett~r, paras.6 be " an accurate adjudication and demarcation· of the 

to 16. boundaries of every village by the Revenue Offi~ers." . 

•Para. 4th of the Right H"011'hle the Governor-General's letter to the Hon,ble Court, No. 3, ~f A,~t 
18th,l838. . . . ' 
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15. While the survey operations in the Deccan were confined ta districts which had 
been once before surveyed by ::\Ir. Pringle_, and where, 

Demarcation of village boundaries. from that and other causes, the cases of disputed boundary 
· · were comparatively few and unimportant, the necessity 

for any distinct class of operations, having for their object the demarcation of village boun
daries, was never very strongly felt ; and while the provisions of the Regulation for adju
dicating disputed boundaries were so cumbrous as to bar their being applied in ordinary 
cases, the cases themselves were seldom of sufficient importance to justify an application 
for an alteration of the law. 'Yhen, however, the survey was extended to districts which had 
not previously been the theatre of any operations of the kind, the case was found to be 
different and the want of some means of deciding and marking the village boundaries, in a 
more expeditious and effectual manner than was practicable under existing regulations, 
was so severely felt, that Lieutenant 'Vingate gave it as his opinion, that without it the 
operations of the survey must be comparatively valueless. The subject has been discussed 
at considerable length in the correspondence which preceded my letter No. 147 of the 
29th ultimo, in which I submitted a draft of an Act for making village boundaries, and 
deciding such as were disputed, found. d in a great measure on the system which appears 
to be in force in the North-Western Provinces, the manifold advantages of which, as 
detailed in the Governor-General's letter to the Hon'ble Court, are sufficiently evident. 
'Yith the assistance of an enactment, such as that proposed, the officers of the Deccan 
Surveys will b" enabled to assimilate this branch of their system very closely to that followed 
in the North-Western Provinces. 

16. The next step in the system followed in the North-,Vestern Provinces appears 

S 
. tifi . . . to be a scientific survey of the boundaries and areas of 

c1en c ClJ'CWt survev of VIllage ill h · · 1 h · · a1 
boundaries. · every v age, s owmg m a genera way t e pnnctp 

variations of soil and surface. 

17. The objects of this survey are apparently chiefly of a geographical and topogra

Governor -General's letter, paras. 
17 to 26; Mr. Private Secretary Col
vin's note,paras.4, 5 and 8. 

phical nature. It do s not appear that, beyond a correct 
protraction of the 'Village area and of the more prominent 
features of the country, much corrt.ctness is aimed at 
as Mr. Colvin states, that "as the measurements" (of 
the fields of every village by the Native Amines, under 

the general superintendence of the scientific surveyor) "are not subjected to any check 
excepting as to the total area, and the extent of its principal sub-divisions, by the pro
fessional survey, it is said that this part of the work is of little value, and that these interior 
'Village or field measurements have, in fact, to be done afresh, at a time, to be explained 
in the sequel, by the Collector's establishments ... I should infer, indeed, from paragraphs 
20 to 25 of the Governor-General's Jetter, that it Wa3 in contemplation to ()mit altogether, 
at this stage of the process, the deli: nations of any but the very prominent and permanent 
interior features of the village. and that the scientific survey now only lays down the boun
dary of the village, and the chief geographical features. 

18. To this, the first or scientific circuit survey of village boundaries, there is nothing 
analogous in the surveys on this side of India, and it appears to have been from the want of it 
that the Government of India has been led to express its surprise "to find that the operations 
are so conducted as to be absolutely of no value for geographical or topographical purposes, 
and, it is to be feared, of little more than temporary and doubtful utility even for merely 
revenue purposes.,. 

19. Before adverting to the question raised regarding the value, or otherwise, of the 
. . data collected by the Deccan Surveys for topographical 

. Not reqwsne for re\'enue purposes and geographical purposes 1 would beg to remind 
m the Deccan. • '. • . 

Government that all the d1stncts 10 wh1ch revenue surveys 
are now going on in the Deccan, have been long since surveyed by the officers formerly 
under the superintendence of Major Jopp; and maps have been compiled, one or more 
copies of which are, I believe, in the office of every Collector. These maps show the villages 
hamlets, nallas, rivers, roads, and all the considerable inequalitie3 of surface, with 
great minuteness ; what greater detail, or difference in the scale of the maps, might be 
necessary for scientific purposes, I am not competent to judge. Possibly, if the existing 
maps-are deficient in these respects, others might be compiled from the same materials, 
from which I have always understood maps might be drawn on a scale very much larger 
than those,in use in the Collectors' offices, the scale of which _is, I believe,. four (4) inches 
to a mile. Of these latter, however, I can speak with safety, that they are amply suffi.:ient 
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for every purpose for which a Collector can desire a r;nap which does not show the divisions 
P 

18 
into. fields, and to effect all the purposes stated in the 

ara. • Governor-General's letter to the Hon'ble Court, as· 
among the objects of the professional survey, viz., "to serve, as it were, as an index to the 
native village maps, to show at once the position of a village, its proximity to the market, 
facilities of communication, !lnd the tract in which it lies, which may be marked by peculia ... 
rity of soil, scarce or abundant means of irrigation, or other circumstances which are found 
by experience to affect tracts of country or groups of villages." _ .. 

20. But even if it were otherwise, and there were no such maps of any use as geogra-t 

The supply of topographical or 
geographical data no part of the 
original plan of the Revenue Survey. 

phical or topographical documents, ' I confess I ·cannot• 
think that it ·could be charged as a fault· in the becc~i 
Surveys that they did not' supply the deficiency.·- They
were undertaken solely at the instigation of Revenue 
Officers~ with no other end in view but that of furnishing 
Revenue Surveys, and, up to the present time, the collec~~ 

tion and record of geographical and topographical ~ata was never proposed as even a 
collateral object. '" ; 

21. S~ill, however, though'in.dra~ing t?em ~ut .~o part~c'!.la:r reference. wa~ had tot¥~ 
. scientific obJects alluded to by the Govemme.nt 9f India, 

the information collected, and the village maps ~ade ·out, 
by the .Deccan Rever;m~ Surveys, mus~ be, ·r should' con~ 
ceive, of considerable :value ·for ,topographi~al- purposes ;' 
and with 'one of Major Jopp's maps as: a general 'index~ 
and the village maps drawn out by the native .establish~ 

Neverthless, even for such purpo
ses, the information collected by the 
Revenue Survey is of considerable 
value. 

ments in the manner hereinafte:r to be ~tated (and a sp~cime~ of which will b~ ~~und among 
the accompaniments), I own I am a~ a l9ss to know what fux:ther can be :req\nred for any 
present practical purpose. However that ~ay be, I would beg Govemmenfs' at_l;enti~l} 
to the opinion expressed by both Mr. Goldsmid and Lleutenant.Wingate,·~a~ fo:r· revenu~ 
purposes a scientific circuit survey ·of village boundaries, as a preliminary 'to th~ present 
operations, could save no part of tJie labour _and expense of 'th.e Jatter; ~or add 'anything 
to their value ; they could prove no check on fraudulent mismeasurements in· i Q.et,aile4 
field survey; since, whatever lpight be the 'error in .individual ;fields, the field,xneasureri 
could never find any difficulty)n making the total 'of an}T.large ~~a (to th~ Iile3$ilrement 
o~ which the operations of the scientific ~u,:vey must ne~e5sarily be confined} ·correspond 
w1th that brought out by themselves. · . . . 

' ' I 4 I 

22. I woUld beg, therefore, to state my full concurrenc~ in the· opiriion expre3Sed by 
Messrs. 'Goldsmid and Wingate, that the expediency or

. In the Deccan, the expendiency or 
otherwise of a scientific survey of 
village boundaries not a revenue 

otherwise of grafting on the present (jperations a profeS'"· 
sional survey of village boundaries similar to that of the
North-Western Provirices, should be' considered solely 
with regard. to its neces8ity for topographical· and other· question. . ' · 

. scientific purposes;: as' it ·would add enormously to the 
· expense: without in' any degree adding tO· the value ot :the

Revenue Survey, as such ; and shoUld its execution,· when considered on such grounds, be 
deemed advisable, l would beg Government's attention to the opinion e:"!pressed by 

Lieutenant Wingate~ that as it:s previous execution woUld 
Para. 9. . not have saved one rupe~ of the expensei or a single detail 

. - of the present Revenue Survey, ss no alteration·in the 
system of the latter would have saved any of the labour ~r expense incident on a sdeniifid 
survey of village boundaries. · · 1 , • • 

23. For further details on this point-one of the. most important, raised by the
Government of India on the present occasion-! would beg to refer to the parts of the 
orrespondence now forwarded, which are specified below. • · · ' "') 

24. The next step in the ~ystem pursued in th~ No~th-Western Provi~ces, appe~ 
· to .he .the transfer ~f the resUlts of his labours, by the-, 

sc1ent1fic surveyor; mtQ the hands of the settling officer,. 
and before showing by what means the necessary maps and 
returns for the foundation of an equitable assessmen.t are 
obtained in the Deccan, l.wowd say a few: words on ~~ 

Governor-General's letter, paras. 
32and33; Mr. Colvin'snote, paras. 6 
to lOand 2and 3. 

' . 
•Paras. 7 to' 9 of Lieut'. Wingate's letter of Decembet 30th. ' · · ~ ·: · ·~ 
Paras. 49 t? 5'1 of the Joint Report ofMe~rs. Goldsmid and Wingate, and paras. 5 and 7 of Mr. Goldsmid'a. 

Report of the lt1th ?f December, f~rwa~ed wtth my letter No. 52 of the 8th ultimo. , , , , .~l! 
A-163-11-A. 

'[ . .' 
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~Qu~ .. -to the necessit; of · objeckons to entrusting the survey and assessment to one 
eJtUUSting the ~yaodassessDJ~:Dt and the same class of officers. The disadvantages of such 
to diHetalt ufficas. b. . f d - . . • _ _. . l\lr Col . • · - a com tnabon o ubes :Jre pomlCU out m -~.: . nn s 

• -- -- Paras. 2 and J. ·· not~ viz., a tendency to fix the demand of revenue too 

~uent oYer-assessment. _ 
much upon speculative. and uncertain grounds, and con-

_ 25. The means which 'are here taken· to ·guard against this result, which is justly 
t&.'lliled the worst which~ follow any attempt at assessment, will be pointed out when we 
come to consider _the mOde in which. the ~ent is fixed. I will here only explain why 
I.:do not appr~end any such consequence ft:om entrusting the two operations to the same 
~ent in the ~ey under ~eutenant \Y" mgate. _ .. 
~-~ - . - . - - ,. ... ' -. . - . 

.. ,.-: 26. ..It will be in Government's recollection that at the coi:Dmencement of the revision 
~ 1.\lr. Pringle's Survey, the system· followed in the North-Western ProYinccs was so far 
acted on, that Lieutenants W mgate 3nd :Nash ~ere· sent as Survey Officers under the 
general superintendence of l\lr. Goldsmid, by whom the settlements were. to be made... 
'!Then the latter offic:er quitted tht;: su~te~dence of the: work in that part of the Deccan, 
Lieutenant w· uig:ite was selected to· succeed ~ DO! from aDf insensibility to the general 
idvaritages of having the "two dutie5-·of S_!~iVeyor and_ Settlement Officer conducted by 
5eparate individuals, 1mt &om the very peculiar q~cations _which. Lieutenant . Wingate 
~J: nlanifested as a practical Revenue ···Officer-the intimate· acquiantant:e he had 
bbtained with the districts to be surveyed an<! with the ~ews and planS of l\lr: Goldsmid
all which circumstances, I believe, led Government to the conclusion that no one was better 
fined· to carry on the latter gentleman's duty, as Settlement Officer, than Lieutenant 
~ngate. How far this conclusion has been justified by the mode in which Lieutenant 
Wingate has didarged the duty entrusted _ to him, I . need ~dly stop to point out, 
!;overm:ilent having so decidedly expressed its approbation a~ ·jllmost every step of his 
proceedings ; but I may be allowed to remark, that the result has certainly not been ouT
assessm~ as far as we can at present judge ; the only fault that any of the local Revenue 
Pfficers have found, or rather expressed their apprehension of, has been that the assess
~ent was too IOfll. Had this apprehenrion been· well founded,_ it might have been an 
instance of the kind alluded to by Mr. Cohin, where Government did not get the whole 
of its fair revenue: and would, as he justly remarks, have been overbalanced by the prospect 

·- · · of escaping the contrary and greater nil ; but where, in 
· Para. 3. the case in question, further inquiry showed that the effect 

of the reduction in the nominal assessment had been to 
give such an impulse te» agricultural industry, and so to extend cultivation, that the sacrifice 
of revenue was merely temporary, and that sometimes, before more than a single season 
bad elapsed, Government derived from. the district an actually larger revenue than 
the average of their former collections, paid without the slightest_ difficulty or distress, it· 
became evident that the fear of Government's- having suffered even a tntpormy loss in 
extending rdief to the over-taxed cultivatiors ~was groundless. On this point, I would 
beg more particularly to refer tO the parts of ~lr. Goldsmid's and Lieutenant Wmgate's 

- letters noted in the margin, and to almost every ·paragraph 
-- of their Joint Report, and will only further remark-1st, 

·· Pua..4ofl.ieuL Wmgate"slenerof that the practice followed here, of reqwnng· · all the Survev 
the 30th December and pan. 3 of J 
Mr. Goldsmid's of the 16th. idem, Reports and propositions regarding the assessment to 
~_with my letter No. 54 of be forwarded through the Collector, secures sufficient 
. ~- check_ against_ over-assessment, ·provided the Collector 

be even less qualified for his situation than would be 
required if he_ were to be made, as it appears he frequently is in the North-West Provinces, 
ihe Settlement Officer; and 2ndly, that the survey under Lieutenant Wmgate is the only 
one in which the two duties of Survey and . Settlement Officer me combin~ and that, 
whenever the state of the public service may admit of an addition to the number of his 
~se3SIIlents, so as to make his duties·~·-5uperilttendent and Settlement Officer m?re 
onerous, and his services as a Surveyor les,:s neces5ary to the completion of the work wit~ 
;1 ~onable period, there can be no difficulty ~ ~~ng his ~nention exclusivdy to the 
former class of his duties, by placing the sun:eying·and assessing establishment, now under 
'his munediate C:ontrol, under that of one .Pf his"' Assb""tants. In the Nasik Survey, as 
t;Ovemlnent is well_ a~are, ~e survey-is' t:Onducted by officers under 1\lr. ~ldsmid, 
i1105e duneS are those of S"uperint_e~ and; $eitlement_ . OfficCr ; and in his plan. for 
..a·.survey of the Southern l\Iahratta -~ •. su~mm.ed with his letter. da~ ~ }~. 
December last, he proposed that-the -two brancllcS shOuld fM: kept perfectly distinct.-- ··--. . ·~ ~ 

A-163-11-B. 
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27. It is unnecessary that I should enter _into any lengthened detail to: show how the. 
, _

1 
- . . maps and other. documents which are to furnish the data.' 

Governor-General s etter, para. r th ttl t d hi h uld • th N h W 
32,andMr.Colvin'snote,para.4. lOr . ese em.en ,an W C wo ,m_ e o.rt - esternr 

Preparation of village maps, mea- Provmc~s, be. m part prepared by the professional suryey,; 
aurements,andmodeoftestingditto. are provided m the Deccan;as the sketch ofthe'operat10ns: 

Lieut. Wingate's Report of ~e- of. their establishments, giveri by · Messrs. Goldsmi<l_ 
cember 30th, paras. 12 to 20; J<?mt and Lieutenant Wingate in those parts of their Reports 
Report, para. 48; Mr. Goldsmtd's d · h · 'II 1 · b · h · · · b 'd 
ReportofDecember 16th,para. 2nd; note m t e margm; WI exp am etter t an any a n g-., 
ditto on Chandore, paras, 39 to _61 ment I couJd.offer the whole course of operations--the 
(this is the Report forwarded with .provision of good field boundaries 'the measurement o( 
my letter No. 49 of the 9th January). th . d' 'd I fi ld d h . d . ' hi h h . em tvl ua e ,an t e.mo emw c w ose~easul'~'l'l 

ments are recorded, the plotting each field roughly in field book, and the subsequent 
transfer of it to its proper place in the village map, and -more especially the mode in which 
a certain portion of the work in every village is tested .by the European officers in a way to 
render ascertain as possible the detection of any error~hich ~ay have heen:~o~itied •. 

• I •• i ,· •. ' , , '•.' l ·I .I 

28. I would beg, however, not to l;>e understo()cJ, from the' observationS contained fn~ 
paragraphs 24 to 26, as expressing an opinion that it is at. all desirable to entrust the superin-1 
tendence of the survey and duty of making the· settlements to different _offi~el;"s. ·It un-.r 
doubtedly is desirable that the Settlement Officers . t;!hot.d~ not be. burdeJ1ed .with. the; 
immediate superintendence of any of the native sury~ying· and classifying establishments.;, 
but I would certainly recommend that the Survey Department should be subjected to the· 
c()ntrol of the officer entrusted with the settlement!!, as by no other arrangement ~~~ we 
ensure that the survey establishment should procure the information required of the kind 
and in the shape most useful for the. Settlement O~cer. In the Br~ach. and. Guzerat 
Survey we have an example of the evils of a contrary mode of proceedmg. : Tho,ugh .the1 

scientific part of the work was most ably executed, and the statistical arid other infotmation. 
collected most minute and extensive, it is to this day comparatively useless, owing to the 
operations having been conducted without any reference to, or connexion with,. the local: 
Revenue Officers ; so that tlie 'object of supplying the wants the. of latter, by formin~ 
a foundation for future revenue settlements, was frequently lost sight of.. .This could not; 
have been the case had the officers, like those of the Deccan Su~ey,. been· constant\:t 
reminded that the end and object of their labours was .to propo~e a new assessment, an~ 
that they must be prepared not only to defend their _propositions in theory, but to submi_~ 
them to the test of being immediately put. in practice. Nor, indeed,. does ~he courstl 
I have recommended seein at variance with that followed i_n the N.-W. Provinces~ wher~ 
the scientific survey seems to supply many of the data. of a more general descrip~on, whicbr 
are made use of by the Settlement Officers. AU the measurements, etc., which_ are mor¢ 
immediately used in the settlements, are either made or tested by the establishments under 
their own immediate superintendence. . · · · · . .'' · ·· : ·~ :': c 

29. As this is a branch of the work, the correctness or otherwise or whi~b.. ~dmit$ o£ 
· being·at once correctly tested, I would beg Government's 

Correctness of measurements. 'particular atteil.tion·to paragraphs 50 and ~1, and note Z of 
, Mr. Goldsmid's report on Chandore, as,~ specjmen of th~~ 
extent and nature of the errors detected respectively by th~ European and native, teste~ 
of the measurements ; and would remark that, though it is of course within the bounds of 
possibility that an error may remain undetected by either of these successive '.tests, th~ 
probability of its being so is reduced as low as appears practically possible ; ~nd that the' 
system of subjecting a certain fixed portion of the measurements of every village to such 
a strict revision-that portion being selected in a manner which makes it impossible·to say 
what particular fields. will be re-examined-must render anything Jike systematic wilful 
fraud almost impracticable by in~reasing so greatly the likelihood of its being detected: i. 

· 30. Before quitting the subject of the measurements, I would again beg that it may be 
borne in mind that in all the· districts of the old principal _Collectorate of Poona to which! 
Lieutenant Wingate's operations have been hitherto chiefly confined, the measurements ot 
Mr. Pringle's survey have been in general adopted; and that, in this part of the work, thet 
duty of Lieutenant Wingate's establishment has been chiefly confined to testing, and, where;~ 
necessary, correcting the measurement as already made and.recorded. by Mr.· Pririgle'Sl 
survey. ; . _ · i 

31. The next step is to classzfy the land, which is effected in the m~nner ·desc~ib~d at 
-· · length in those parts of the annexed doeumeilbi mentioned" 

Classification. in the margin. I would particrilarly beg att~ntion' to 
. . ·' Lieutenant p~vidson's .memorandum. on this subject·: 



· Paras. 62 to 76 of Mr. Goldsmid's 
Report on Chand ore of the I st 
November 1840, No. 135, and the 
memorandum from Lieut. Davidson, 
appended to it; paras. 21 and 22 of 
Lieut. Wingate's Report of Decem
ber 30th, and paras. 9 to 14 of their 
Joint Report. 
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(which fo;ms an ~ppendix to Mr. Goldsmld's Chandore 
Report), as a very clear explanation of a process sufficiently 
simple in itself, but which, from a general description, 
might be supposed to be somewhat complicated and 
intricate ; and also to the 9th to 14th paragraphs of 
Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate's Joint Report, which are 
chiefly intended to show that the objections taken by the 

Forwarded with my letter No. 49 
of the 9th January 1841. Board of Revenue for the North-Western J.>rovinces, 

· against the system of classification followed in Sir Thomas 
Munro's Surveys in the Madras· territories, do not apply to that followed in the survey 
now in progress in the Deccan. 

32. The whole of the information thus obtained is recorded in convenient forms for 
. reference ; and during the progress of these various 

Statistical information. operations, the peculiar facilities which are offered to the 
Lieut. Wingate's Report para. 25; officers employed are taken advantage of. to obtain and 

Mr. Goidsmid's Chandore Report, record a great amount of statistiCal information, more 
paras. 77 to 79 · . detailed and correct, as may easily be supposeci, than would 
be obtainable in any other way ; all old documents, such as sanads, etc., connected with, 
the land and useful in showing the tenure on which it is now, or has been held and assessed 
are regi~tered and described, and, when important, copied. 

33. It will lie seen, then, from a perusal of those parts of documents to which I have 
more especially referred, that at the point where the dutv 

· v·d 22 ·d 33 fG · of the Settlement Officer in the North-Western Province"s 
1 e paras. an o ovemor- . h ffi · h S h 

Genral's letter, and paras. 6 and I 0 begms, t e o cers In t e Deccan urvey ave collected 
of Mr. Colvin's note. a mass of data considerab'y more detailed and minute 

than those required for a settlement in the North-Western 
Provinces, for the obvious reason that the nature of the prevailing tenure in the Deccan 
requires that the settlement should be considerably more in detail, than, to judge from the 
documents with which I have been favoured, is thought necessary in the North-Western 
Provinces. · I trust, however, that Government will, at the same time, be satisfied that this 
greater minuteness of detail has not been carried to such a length as in any way to render 
it a matter of difficulty to satisfy the superintending authority of the correctness of the work 
performed. This fault, one of the most prominent ones of Mr. Pringle's Survey, is one 
which has been most carefully guarded against in the present operations, and I would be 
particularly to point out that where minute correctness is attempted it is not, as in 
Mr. Pringle's Survey, and in many of those to which the observations in the letter from 
- Lieut. Wingate's Report, paras. 14 the Sadar Board of Revenue refer, in estimates of produce 

and 20 to 22, and clauses 2 and 4 of and expenses, profits-rents, etc., but in measurement 
para. 23: Joint Report, paras. 8, I 0 and classification, where, with due care, a very high degree 
to 14(especially 13), 48 to5 4. · of correctness is very easily attainable, and is of the 

Mr. Goldsmid's ChandoreReport, 
paras. 41 to 76 (especially 41 and 43 greatest importance to the fairness of the assessment. 
to 49); and Mr. Goldsmid's Report That such care has been taken Government will, I trust, 
of December 16, No. I 54, para. 2. be satisfied, when the precautions which are taken to 
prevent error or fraud, and the repeated and severe tests to which the work is subjected 
at every step, are taken into consideration. On this point I would more particularly beg 
attention to those parts of the documents now submitted which are noted in the margin. 

34. Furnished with ~he data thus procured, the Superintendent of the Survey 
proceeds to the last and the most difficult of the operations 

Determination of the assessment. with which he is charged, viz., to fix the assessment which 
is to be levied ; and the mode in which this is effected will 

be found very fully explained in the documents to which I have so often had occasion to 
refer, • a perusal of which will, I trust, satisfy the Government of India that so far from the 
assessment now in progress in the Deccan being ba~>ed on speculative and uncertain 
grounds, or upon conjectural calculations and estimates, as would appear to be appre
hended by the Government of India, it is deduced from a consideration of all the particulars 
mentioned in the documents which relate to the North-Western Survey, as allowed weight 
in fixing the jummas in the settlement of those provinces, and this consideration is more 
especia!ly extended. to the past realizations of revenue. 

• Mr. Goldsmid's Chandore Report, paras. 83 to 89. · 
·- · Mr. Goldsmid'sletter of the 16th December, No. 154, paras. 2 to 4; Joint Report, paras. 15 to 17; Lieut. 

Win~ate's Report of December 30th, paras. 3 to 5 and 26. · 
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· 35. When all his inquiries are concluded, the Superintendent of the· Survey submits 
, . ' to Government, through the Collector and ' Revenue 

· .Repo~ta ofthe Supenntendent and Commissioner, Reports from himself ~nd his Assistants, 
his Assistants. h h b d · h h ·· d' t ' • w o may ave een entruste w1t t e unme 1a e supetut~o 
~endence of the measurements and classification. In these Reports are stated generally 
the result of the survey, with a description of the districtS, and of any peculiat:itie!( in the 
soil, climate, population, state of agriculture; etc.; etc., which are likely to affect its assess
ment, together with a particular history of its past revel).ue management and r~aliiations, 
i!lucidated by diagrams, which show at a glarice the proportions which the «:ultivation. . 
assessment, and the collections have borne to one another during our occupa,tiol). p(~h~ 
country; and by tables of prices, population,, stock, .etc., _.derived. from: the:.statistical 
information which has been collected ; and st4ting; as clearly: as is possible, 'jn 111,1.9h an 
operation, the reasons for the rates of assessment which the Superintendent proposes. 

36. The Collector and Revenue Commissioner, in forwarding these Reports, have an 
opportunity of bringing the conclusions of· the Superintendent to the test of such local 
knowledge and experience as they may possess ; and, if the propriety of adopting the rates 
proposed be made out to Government's satisfaction, the Survey Officers proceed to draw 
up, from the returns of classification, statements showing the rent at which each field is 
thereafter to be assessed, at least during the terms of thirty years for which it has been 
declared that the present assessment shall remain in force. 

37. As all that the Government of India required was a clear and precise explanation 
" of the duty assigned to the several parties in the businees of survey and settlement, and 
of the safeguards on which reasonable reliance can be placed against excessive assessment, " 
I trust that the documents above referred to will be found to contain the information 
desired, especially Mr. Goldsmid's Report on Chandore (forwarded with my letter Not ·S2 
ofthe 8th January last), and Lieutenant Wingate's now submitted; but as it is impossible 
to say beforehand what points we may have left obscure, from their relating to local peculia
rities which are familiar to us, and appear therefore to require no explanation, I would 
respectfully beg that any such deficiencies which may be apparent should be pointed out, 
a final judgment on the point being deferred pending the receipt of what I confidently hope 
will prove a satisfactory explanation. 

38. Of the result of operations which have been so late commenced, and so frequently 
interrupted by the removal of the officers employed, when 

Over-assessment certainly not a. their Regiments proceeded on active service, it would, 
fault of the Deccan system. perhaps, be premature now to speak ; but I may be per-

mitted to allude to the very general satisfaction which has 
been expressed by the parties more immediately concerned-the cultivating ryots-in every 
district in which operations have been commenced, and to the uniformly concurrent 
testimony of all the local Revenue Officers, to the impulse which has been imparted to 
agricultural industry. 

39. The operations of the survey must, in my opinion, be extended to a very much 
larger tract before any safe conclusions can be drawn from its results ; but when in districts 
the cultivation of which has been long declining, and heavy balances of revenue accumu
lating, we find that though the nominal asses!!ment has been greatly Teduced, cultivation 
becomes so extended as to recompense, and sometimes exceed, in the first and second 
seasons, the very heavy sacrifi~e which Government had made in reducing the jumma on 
the land in cultivation at the time the survey commenced. When this is effected at the 
same time that the greatest pains are taken to prevent any artificial inducement to extend 
cultivation, and when, by setting up claims which had long been allowed to lie dormant, 
and by resorting to various expedients to obtain possession of land which they cannot hope 
to cultivate for several seasons to come, the ryots show that they consider the land to have 
acquired a value which it did not before possess, I cannot but think that whatever may be 
the fault of our system in other respects we may safely take credit for having avoided that 
most fatal one of over-assessment, the correction of which was the chief object of 
commencing the present operations. 

40. My reply to the question put in the 2nd paragraph of your letter under reply has 
been anticipated by the foregoing observations. For every purpose for which a Revenue 
Officer can desire a map, those already furnished by the late survey under Major Jopp, and 
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thos~ now making out by. the Deccan Revenue Surveys, of which a specimen is annexed, 
seem to me amply sufficient ; and if anything more accuarte or detailed be required, it 
must be, I conclude for some purpose of speculative science, on the necessity or otherwise 
.of which I am not required to express an opinion. . c · . 

.. 
. 41. In conclusion, I would beg Government's particular attention to the 27th ·and 

.No. 167 of December. 
28th paragraphs of Lieutenant Wingate's Report. I hav~ 
already respectfully tendered my opinion as to the inade~ 

quacy of the pay allowed both to the Superintendent and his Assistants, and will, therefor~ 
here only express my hope that the Governor in Council may see fit to· take the present, 
opportunity of obtaining the sanction of the Supreme Government to paying the Survey. 
Officers on the sam~ scale as that allowed to other offic~rs similarly engaged. · 
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SECTION I 

CHAPTER I 

~ : • .. J -r- ~ • : 
') :(li)· 
. ); ll11i 

.\ 
·l ., ' ' '" :-~-, . : ; t Ji btl~ 

Diwnon of Land into nem SUNJey Number$ . , , . · . . J :is ·· i 

. Rule 1.-All •• Revenue Sutvey Numbers" are t<i ~e re-measured according t~ tb'e 
boundaries shown by the mounds and stones now in existence, but according to· the tulb 
given below some entire" Revenue Survey Numbers·~·· will have to be divided into two 
or more "New Survey Numbers,,: in doing this on no account is a portion 'of ont 
" Revenue Survey Number , to be tiken out and included with a portion of an adjoining 
" Revenue Survey Number , to mike a ·~ New Survey Number"~ :: · . ''' ~ • 

. Rule 2.-ln many cases the boundary lin~ o£ a nuniber is shown by' a straight llri.e'ofi 
~he old village map, while according to existing boundary marks 'there 'are bends. in the 
sides of the field. Measurers are in the habit of ignoring· these bends, and making the 
new boundary line straight in accordance with the· old map ; by doing thuS· they break 
Rule 1 above which requires measurements to be 'inade according to the boundaries showil 
by mounds and stones. now in existence. · The measurers must be ordered .inv~iably to 
measure according to the boun~ mark found in, the field. · . ; . . .i 1 , , 1 

Rule 3.-A person whose name is entered ~ the Government Records· as holding · 
Government land, is called the " Khatadar , of that land, and a person whose name it· 
entered to Inam land is called the " Inamdar , of that land. •: ~ 1:1 ·. 

Rule 4.-/uly person holding land under a !' K.hatadar '~ or " Inamdar .·~ without his 1 

name being el}tered in the Government Records is to l>e called a " Pot Lavnid.ar , •. ,1 Ady 
pe~<_>n hol~g land by the right of inheritance is to be called a " Pot Hissedar ~· • . . r • 

Rule ;.-If in any existing "Revenue Survey Number" there are more "Khatadars '1 • 
than one, then that" Number" is to be broken up and divided into separate" New Survey 
Numbers, or Pot numbers according to the "Vahivat" of each "Khatadar ". 
·· . R~le 6.-But if each sharer's Vahivat is l~s than.an acre in.~ea, ~ach ~ust not be 
~de .into. a separate number, but a sufficient n~mbei: included togethe.- spas to mike 
pump"rs· within two acres i.q area. Each share must be mea~ured separat-ely;· and_shown 
eepar~tely _m .the me.asurer's books (as, Pot numbers are shown in Kanara work), and also. 
entered in the measurer's. Sud.; ... 

A•l(I3-12·A. 
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Z.: : ~ 1.-I.t a small share does not adjoiB another stiian shar~ it muSt not be included 
ill an adjoining fu1kized ~but hown-er smail must be made into a separate number. 

Rd! 8.-Ail shares under one acre are to be considered small shares. 
Jblk 9.-In some cases owing to the shares being divided into very narrow strips there 

would be a difficulty in turning the plough if each strip were made a separate survey 
IIUIDher: such strips should therefore be lumped together, up to a total breadth of3 chains 
{01' the suney number, and measured and shown in the measuras books in the manner 
bid down in the latter part of Rule 6, but no share of 2 or more than 2 chains breadth is 
to be included with. any other share. 

RJJe 10.-Pbt numbers should be demarcated by a stone at each comer and at every 
bend o\"ee" 2 annas.· These stones should be shown on the Pot number maps. : 

.Ride 11.-In some exi..o:t:ing "Revenue Survey Numbers .. though there are separate 
KhataCals there is no separate occupation of the land, but they either share the crop or in 
some other way exercise a joint occupation of the land. In such cases if an the Kbatadars 
agree to cfuide the land, and point out boundaries of division, •• New Survey Numbers •• 
should be made accordingly. But if they are not all willing to divide the land and show 
boundaries, then a separate " New Survey Number" for each Khata cannot be made. 

RMI~ 12-The K~ of villages hive a Register (\.,...dlage Form No.1) in which 
cvny •• Revenue Surrey Number •• is shown, whether it is •• Inam •• or Government, and 
...-ho is the Inamdar, Khatadar, orTahivatdar, and the ..-ork must be carried on according 
to the entries in the Register. The name of the Inamdar or Khatadar who held the 
• Revenue Survey Number .. at the time the Register was prepared is entered in column 6. 
H any changes have taken place since then, the information is given in columns 18 and 19 ; 
and as those columns show the present state of the holdings, the work must be carried on 
acmrding to entries in those columns. 

Rllk 13.-H any portion of a" Revenue Survey Number •• has been made over to any 
person by a decree of the Civil Court, it must be made into a separate" New Survey 
Number .. even if it has not been made into a separate Khata, but if the decree of the 
Civil Court gives the right of holding the land for only a term of year.;. it is not to be made 
into a separate " New Surrey Numher .. • . - -'- . 

:Lk 11.-In making" New Survey NUJDl?ers," the following Rules are to be observed. 
and it does not matter nether the old c• Revenue Survey Number ., u all lnam or whether it 
is an GoftlllJilent land, and an held by one oi more than one Khatadar, still if the area 
.of the c• Revenue Surrey Number •• is greater than the limits laid down in the follo•ing 
tuJes. it must be broken up into a New Survey Numbers ,, according to those rules. . . 
, , RMle 15.-0ld" Revenue Sun-ey Numbers .. of dry-crop land conSisting of all Govern
mentor all Inam land, and held by one Khatadar or one lnamdar, and under 30 acres will 
be confirmed.. H the total area of a number is entered in the village accounts as 30 acres 
1 guntha. then this number is to be broken up ; another number is entered in the willage 
accounts as 29 acres 39 gunthas ; there is no necessity to break up this number. But if 
the area of a number obtained by the present Survey exceeds 30 acres a report must be 
made to the Assistant. , 

RMle 16.-H the area of a dry-crop ~ Revenue Sun'ey Numbc:r •• is between 30 and 
SO acres, it must be made into two (2) " New Survey Numbers ••. , 
' · · RMU 17.-H the area of a " Revenue Survey Number •• is between SO and 70 acres. it 
must be divided into three (3)"" New Survey Numbers •. · · 
· · RJJe 18.-H a co Revenue Survey ~umber,. contains more than (70) seventy acres, it 
must be divided into" New Survey Numbers" nnging from (18) eighteen to (25) twentw. 
tiwc acres each. · -~ 

: RMle 19.-ln breaking up • Revenue Survey Numbers • into" New Survey Numbers • 
thC measurer must not be guided solely by the area of the new numbers : he must also 
take into consideration the existing boundaries of\•ahivat according to which the numbc:r- il 
aallintccL . . . . 

Extmrpk 
A " Revenue Surrey Number .. con~ (.f{)) forty acres. then according to Rule 

16 above it ought to be divided into (2) two numbers. In this number there are (3) 
. . three .. Pot Lavnidan ··.one has 12 acres, another 13, and the third IS acres; then the 
; · 15 acres cultivated by No. 3 • PC,t Lavnidar •• must be made into one ... New Survey 
.. - :' Number' • and the 12 and 13 acres cultivated by the other two • POt Lavnidan • 

must te together made into one" New Survey Number•. 
A-161--U-B. 
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· · Rule 20.-If the area of a number exceeds 30 acres and is all cultivated by one Karda 
without any Pot Lavnidars, it must be divided into two or more about equal numbers, 
and the new boundaries of the numbers must be carried across the shortest line available 
through the "old number, so that the fewest number of mounds will be required. In 
breaking up oversized numbers care must .be taken to place ~he new line of boundary so as 
not to inconvenience the cultivator, and not to require an unnecessary number of marks 
by adopting a longitudinal line through the old number, 'unless the occupant_ desires it. 
The new numbers must not be made of very unequal size except it is necessary to do so 
according to the Pot Lavnidars' Vahivat ; for instance, in dividing an old number ,of 32 
acres some measurers cut off 2 or 3 acres and make that one number instead of, making 
two numbers of from 10 to 20 acres each. But if a number is of more than 30 acres and 
is cultivated by Pot Lavnidars, it must be divided into numbers according to Rule 19 
above. · · · · · . ,( ; ' . . ' 

Rule 2J.~In future in all cases of a Revenue Survey Number being broken up by a 
young or doubtful measurer, the Assistant Superintendent must require him to append 
to his daily report a rough sketch showing the particulars of the division., , 1 

Rule 22.-In no case in breaking up a Revenue Survey Number must thcr new J,ine 
of boundary be run through Bagait, which, if it is in one. block, must be-included in one 
or other of the new Survey Numbers; unless it is held by two Khatadars, when of cpurse 
it must be divided according to existing occupation. . . , . ,. . , 1 

Rule 23.-Similarly, Tari land must never be sub-divided across the embankments. 
Rule 24.-Assistants will be furnished with a copy of the Revenue Survey map of every 

village measured by their Establishment, on which the measures should show in red ink 
from day to day the line of boundary adopted in breaking up Revenue Survey .N ~;~mbers : 
an inspection of this map by the Assistant and a comparison _of ~t with th~ n~w ~P ~ 
help Assistants in keeping the men in check. · , :. 

Rule 25.-Whenever Garden, Rice, or Dry-crop are met· within a,'( Number r•, the 
different descriptions of soil must be measured separately, and the area .and, positron. 9f 
each shown in the measurer's books as laid down in the Revenue Survey printed rut~ 
Each piece of rice or garden land must be.measured on a separate base line in4, be sh~w.ti 
separately below the sketch of the Survey Number in the rough field book.. ,- ,,,_, , •:.; 
· Rule 26.-In mixed descriptions of soil, one (1) acre of rice is. to be considered equal 
to three (3) acres of dry-crop and one (1) acre of garden to .five (5) acres of dty-crop .. \ 

Rule 27.-If a garden " Revenue Survey Number " contains (10) ten. acres of garden 
land and is all held by one person, it is to be made into (1) one" ~e~ Survey Numbu.~'t: 
if it contains more than UO) ten acres it must be divided into two or mo~e ,"New Survey 
Numbers". In like manner if a rice "Revenue Survey Number" contain~ (15) fifteen 
acres of rice land and is all held by one person, it is to be made into (1) one· ' 1 New Sur
·vey Number " : if it contains more than (15) fifteen acres it must be divided into two· or 
·more "New Survey Numbers". · · ' · · · : -· ' ·· · .., ~ 

Rule 28.-Rules for division of waste rice Numbers·: · 
1. If less than 4 acres to be made one number.,. t. 

2. From 4 to 6 acres, two numbers. . , ... 
3. From 6 to 8 acres, three numbers. . · 

1 4. From 8 to 10 acres, four numbers. 
5. From 10 to 12 acres, five numbers. > -' . ., '' .. , ') 
Above 12 acres to be divided into numbers according to the same scale:· '"~ 
6. In mixed dry-crop and rice numbers, 3 acres dry to count as one acre rice.·J 
7. The boundaries of the new numbers are always to be made along the rice 

. ' embankments, never across them. · • 1 1 

Rule 29.-To determine whether a " Revenue Survey N~her " of mixed d~Cription 
of land requires to be broken up or not, the following method should be adopted •. ,Reduce 
.the whole area to the equivalent of dry-crop land by the proportions given in Rule 26, 
:that is, multiply the rice and garden areas by 3 and 5, respectively, then adopt the kind Qf 
land giving the largest area as the description of the number. $hould th~ areas. thus 
·arrived at be equal, then the. most vah.tabll? lan,d should be taken as the ~escrjption of the 
'llUmber. For example:- · .. ·. ·. . : . . , · '· 1 ,_,~ 

· Example ]st.-A number contains 2 acres of garden and 6 acres o£ dry-crop land. 
According to the above Rule the garden becomes 10 acres. This area being more 

· · · · ·than .the actual dry-crop ar!!a, ~he number. spould he considered a garden one. · And 
as the 6 acres of dry-crop by being r~duce<I: to the equivalent of garden land beco~es 
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-acrf'.S 1.......;s, this added to the actual garden area, 2 acres, gives acres 3-8 as the size 
· etf the number, which therefore, according to the standard for garden numbers. 
·docs not require to be broken up. _ 

·Exampk 2nd.-A number contains 2 acres of garden and 10 ac~es of d_ry-crop 
·land. According to the above rule the garden becomcs10 acres. This area 1s equal 
· to the actual dry-crop area, but as the garden is the most valuable description of land 
the number should be considered a garden one. And as the 10 acres of dry-crop by 
being reduced to the equivalent of garden land becomes 2 acres, this added to the 

. actual garden area, 2 acres gives acres 4 as the size of the number, which therefore, 
by the standard for garden numbers, does not require to be broken up. 

Example 3rd.-A number contains 2 acres of garden and 25 acres of dry-crop land: 
According to the above Rule the garden becomes 10 acres. This area being less than the 
actual dry-crop area the number should be considered a dry-crop one. And as the 2 
acres of garden land are equivalent to 10 acres of dry-crop, this added to the actual dry
crop, 25 acres, gives acres 35 as the size of the number, which therefore, by the standard 
for dry-crop numbers, requires to be broken up into two numbers . 

. Example 4th.-A number contains 5 acres of garden and 10 acres of rice land. 
According to the above Ru1e the garden becomes 25 acres and the rice 30 acres. The 
rice area being more than the garden area the number should be considered a rice 
one. And as, by the proportions given in Rule 26, the 5 acres of garden land are 

. equivalent to acres 8-13 of rice land, these acres added to the actual rice area, 10 
acres, gives acres 18-13 as the size of the number, which therefore, by the standard 
for rice numbers, requires to be broken up into two numbers. 

Rule 30.___;_If it is necessary to break up mixed numbers, if possible two mixed numbers 
should not be made, but one or more entirely dry-crop number and the others entirely rice 
or garden. _ 

·Rule 31.-It frequently happens that deposits of soil are thrown up by streams. If 
the land so formed has been assessed, and the permanent right of separate occupancy 
granted to any person by the Collector and so recorded in the village accounts, the land must 
be made into a separate number, and the name of the occupant entered. If the right of 
cultivating the land is put up to annual auction, a remark should be entered to that effect 
in the measurer's books, but no name is to be entered, and the land so sold by auction will 
be.made into a separate new number. 

' : Ruk 32.-If such alh~vial land, whether wasted or cultivated, adjoins a Government 
:Uumber and is not of the nature provided for by Rule 31, it is not to be made into a separate 
number, but is to be included in that adjoining Government number. 

Rule 33.-When the area of an Inam number bounded by a river or stream is found by 
Revision measurement to exceed, owing to alluvial deposit, the recorded area of the 
Inamdar's holding, a new number is to be made of such_ deposit when the increase exceeds 
20 gunthas, and also exceeds one tenth of such recorded area, but not unless both these 
conditions are fulfilled. To any new number thus made the cultivating Inamdar"s name 
is to be entered as occupant of the new number. But if the new number is not cultivated 
it should be entered as Government waste. 

Rule 34.-It may often happen, however, that an increase in area is due not to a deposit 
-of soil from the stream, but to differences here and there between the old and new mea
surements. In all such cases, therefore, the calculations of both old and new area should 
be; at once examined by the measurer and the sketches of the old and new numbers com
pared. If after this examination the increase of the area should be prQved to be the result 
of stream deposit, the Assistant will give the necessary order for a separate number to be 
made ; but not otherwise. In any case the measurer will report the matter for orders. 

Rule 35.-Claus~ 1.-In the Chikodi Taluka and those north of the Krishna River 
b-oth in Belguam, Kaladgi, and Satara, " Mal " lands not considered to be so bad as to 
come under the head of " Parampok •• were made into survey numbers from 40 up to 
-60 acres in the original or " Revenue Survey ,. • Many of these numbers still ·remain 
~noccupied. All such unoccupied assessed numbers of " Mal" land of area under 45 
acres may be confirmed in Revision Survey. If over 45 acres and less than 75 acres they 
.will be divided into two numbers. over 75 acres and under 120 acres into three numbers, 
ao.c;l so on, 
.. · ·. Clause 2.-The above does not apply to undoubted " Parampok ., or unculturable 
·~ Mal ,. lands which will not be broken up at all. . · 



_, Clmu1 3.-Neithet does it apply to occupied " Mal •• lands which ·will 'be broken up 
undet Rules 15 to 18 above. ·· · · · . . ' · ,. . ·• . . · , 

-'' 
CHAPTER II 

·: r 

lnamLands 

Rule ].-When lnam and Government lands are included in one.existing "Revenuo 
Survey Number .. , and the two descriptions of lands are divided by a boundary according 
to which different holders cultivate, one holding the Government land and another 'the,! 
Inam, then separate" New Survey Numbers,. should be made according to the existing' 
occupation. · · · . · ' 1 

· Rule 2.-However, small a" Revenue Survey Number" may be, if it contain~ Govern:-. 
ment and Inam land, it must be made into at least two "New Survey Numbers " of aboue 
equal areas or as many more as may be required according tG Rule' 14 of Chapter I., ·;. ~:·". 

Rule 3.-1£ any Inam is found to be divided among sharers (Pot Hissedars) and eaCh.: 
sharer's name is separately recorded in the accounts to his specific share of land and has.~ 
separate " Vahivat " with definite boundaries, then each sue~ sharer will be considered the 
same as a Government Khatedar, and existing Revenue Survey Numb!rs will be broken 
up in the manner directed in Rule 5, Chapter I, according to the Vahivat of sharers.·., ' 

Rule 4.-In some cases it will be found that sharerS in Inams have no ·share of Litid.~ 
recorded to their names in the accounts, but merely the proportion of Judi due from: each :, 
in such cases if the parties are present and agree to point out lines of boundary,' numbers. 
may be measured according to those lines : but if they are not present o~ do not agree, the· 
Mamlatdar must be written to by the Assistant to arrange to have th~ 1>oundaries defined.' · · ·.: 

Rule 5.---The above applies to all kinds of Inams in which there ue sharers recorded in,; 
the accounts, but for the most part the Inams of Patels, Kulkarnis, Desais, and Deshpaq.des: 
wili be found divided in the accounts, among separate sharers. ' · ' · · · · 

Rule 6.-In some cases lnam land is held by one person whose name alone is entered 
in the village papers. Under him are shareholders with separate boundaries to their shares 
in the field without any separate record o£ their names in the village accounts either for a 
definite area of land, or for a separate payment o( Judi : these persons frequently petition 
t() have their shares measured separately, but this is not to be done Witho1,1t the consent of 
the Inamdar in whose name the Inam is entered in the village papers; unless the old ilumbefl 
is required to be made into two or mote numbers under Rule 14, Chapter 1.· · '·, :· 1 , •. ~:n·, 

·Rule 7.-In case any shareholder in an lnam. has his share.of the tnain separatel:t: 
defined by an order of a Civil Court, and pays the assessment or cess due from him directly 
to the village authorities, this share is to be made into a separate new Survey number. ' 

Rule 8.-In the Satara Collectorate, Revenue Survey Numbers containing·. both~ 
Government and Inam land are to be divided in the following manner : each bigha of. the! 
recorded Inam area is now to be considered as equal to an acre, and Inam numbers formed · 
accordingly of the best soil. The remaining area of the poorer soils is to be formed into 
Government numbers. ' .. 

CHAPTER III . 
·'i 

Pardi numhers am! Village and other Sites set apart for Public utiUty , 
"! 

Rule ].-All Pardi land is to be measured according to section 3, para. 60~ • of the• 
printed revenue Survey Rules. · · · · 

Rule 2.-Any dry-crop Pardi land on which assessment is paid,· and is more than 10 
gunthas in are- a must be measured as a pardi number. If less than 10 gunthas in area, 
it is not to be noticed, no matter whether it pays assessment or not. ' 

Rule 3.-If Pardi land is met with on which rice or garden crops are grown, and it is 
above 5 gunthas in area, it must be measured as a Pardi number, whether the land' paya 
assessment or not. • 

rrhe site of an inhabited village, according to the old recorda, should not be measured as a whole; but 
aimrthe village Ianda are all measured, such of the culturable "Pardiaa" (encl01Ure8) within tbe site of the village" 
a& are more than half an acre in extent, are to be measured aeparately, and to have stones placed at their comere 
.nd bends and they should be shown in the village map by dotted lines. These "Pardias" should form a separate 
aeries of~'numbera'' and their measurement should be entered al the end of the field book, in order thabthO' 
question a&~ess!ng them may be afterwards considered.. 
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, P..Mie 4.-In large villages there are frequently separate burying grounds, and it iS not 
usual for a right of cultivating to exist in them ; such burying grounds should be made into· 
separate numbers according to their limits. But in the Karnatik it is common to bury in 
the cultivated fields, and cultivation is' carried on in the same ground ; these burying 
places it is not possible to make into separate numbers. In short, spots specWly and ex
clusively devoted to the purpose of burial grounds are to be made into separate numbers. 
41nd separate numbers are not to be made of cultivated lands in w~ch }>urials may occur. 
· Rule 5.-Land included by the Revenue Survey .in the village site (gaonthan) is not 

to ·be made into new Survey numbers, but will continue to be included in the village site. 
This does not apply to Pardi numbers, which will be measured according to the orders 
relating to the measurement of these numbers. . 

Rule 6.-All entire numbers which at the last settlement were set apart as Turmundi. 
Masanwat, etc., or given for any common purpose, such numbers being adjacent to. the 
village site, should be in the present survey measured into the village site and not made into 
separate· Survey numbers, which would entail expenditure on boundary marks to no 
purpose. Tanks of 2 acres or less area, adjoining the village site, are to be treated in the 
same way. · · 
· · Rule 7.-The above does not apply to large Parampok numbers which may have been 

given for free grazing. Notwithstanding that such numbers may adjoin the village site, 
they shuuld be me~surcd separately from it. But Parampok numbers of 5 acres or less' 
ai-ea adjoining the village site are to be included in it. 

· Rule 8.-Any burying ground, place whence potters take clay, or other place of public: 
utility or convenience, should be made into a separate Revenue Survey number or Pot 
number ; if such land has been hitherto included as Pot Kharab in an occupied number .. 
the new number or Pot numbet shall be entered in the name of the Khatadar of that number 
with a Shera describing the public purpose for which the land is set apart, and stating tha\ 
it cannot be put to any private use by the cultivator without the Collector"s permission. 

CHAPTER IV 

Parampok tmd Waste Lands 

. Rule ].-In the previous survey "Anadi B~jar"' or inlmemorial waste land was 
considered unfit for cultivation and was measured into large ''Numbers .. ; such land is not 
now to be considered unfit for cultivation, because in some cases if labour were applied 
to this land it could be cultivated, and if they are allowed the opportunity people will take 
it up for cultivation. Whenever this land is found capable of being brought under culti
vation, the old ''Revenue Survey Numbers'' must be broken up into new "Survey Num-. 
hers'~ of about 20 acres in area. But any "Revenue Survey Numbers .. which have been 
given to the villagers as free grazing. and shown as such in Village Form No. 1, must be 
left as 1h.ey are, and not be broken up. 
' Rule z.-Parampok land, that is land which cannot be turned up by the plough and 
~ only of use for grazing purposes. is to be· left in large 300 acre "Numbers'" according 
to the present rules. · " · 

Rule 3.-Small detached pieces of land fit for cu.l:tivation are occasionally met with in 
Parampok "Numbers••. Hthese pieces are (5) five acres in area they should be made into 
separate "Numbers". In doing this as much of the adjoining Parampok as is required to 
make straight boundaries should be included in the "Numbers", but land out of "N umbers'• 
which have been given as free grazing must not be included in these or in any other 
"Numbers... · · · · . , . . 

Rule 4.-Injungle lands "Revenue Survey Numbers .. over 300 acres should be so far 
sub-di.,.ided that no number should exceed 400 acres ; numbers under that area being kept. 
untouched in Revision Survey. , : , . .·. , 
• · R1l1e 5.-In bare hill lands like those in Dambala larger limit may be taken. and 
Revenue Survey Numbers which are found to be in excess of 600 acres should alone be 

sub-divided into 2 numbers. · 
_ Rule 6.-In some villages there are large. Kharab numbers. only a portion of which is. 

given to the villagers for free grazing. For some numbers a remark is entered. in the village 
papers that one-fourth or a larger portion is given for free grazing, in others that a certain 
p,umber of acres are given, but it is not stated that the area given for free grazing is situated. 
in any particular part of the number. In such cases "Revenue Survey Number"' of about. 
the area laid down must be made on the side of the num&er nearest the village. " - · · 



Rule 7.-In some villages of the Dharwar Collectorate where indifferent soil is met 
'With, the land has been made into "Numbers" of from three to five hundred acres •. Such 
numbers are not to be broken up into 20 acre numbers according to. Rule 1, Chapter 4, 
but only such land as is fit for cultivation, and likely to be taken by the villagers, is to be 
made into 20 acre numbers. On this subject orders should be asked for on commencing 
work in a new taluka. . · : . . . . · · · · . ' . · · . · _ ., 
· · Rule 8.-The information as to how many persons are .likely to take up land can be 
obtained from the Village Officerj but as a rule the proportiol'l of such numbers should not 
exceed 5 per cent. of the total new numbers of the village. ' It is better for the Assistants 
·in charge of measuring establishments to under-estimate the number, for if more numbers 
are required they can be made at the time of classification~ and thus prevent a useless 
expenditure for boundary marks. · " · - • . .. · . · . • •' · '• r . · · 

Rule 9.-When large numbers containing inferior soil are met with, the Measurers 
·must report to the Assistant for orders. · · • I • • • · • : - '· · • , 

Rule I 0.-The above rules and Rule 1 of this chapter are not applicable to 'Paramp~k 
stony numbers, or to jungle numbers: thes.e are to be broken up·?ts 'directed ~n Rules 2, 3; 
4, 5 of this chapter. . ·. ·. · · · " •!.· · . · · · 

' ' • ',,. ,, ·,') 1 ·, \ \)'J ".' l. .. . : 

· Rule ]].-If the remains of rice embankments are met with jnjungle numbers n~t i~ 
Forest Reserves, the land should be measured into numbers of about3. ~es: but isolated 
pieces of 20 gunthas or less should not be noticed. . , . · 1 ~:. , ; ; • • : ·,:. . : • 1 

Rule ]2.-All contiguous ;Forest, Re>erve numbers are to pe made into one '',,Survey 
.Number", no matter into, how many "Revenue Survey Numbers" .~ey, were ~ivided· into 
in the former survey. . , , . ·' , .. 1 

., , 1 Rule }3.-All tanks watering separate survey numbers, and, tarlks .o{ public ufllity, · 
unless situated in Parampok num.bers, should be made into separate Survey numbers, nQ 
'matter how small their area. · ' · · ' · · 

J I ' ' 1 - , '1 .-

Rule ]4.-ln measuring tanks into separate Survey numbers, the dam is to be included 
in the tank, and not in any adjacent number : and the boundary marks placed at the foot of 
the dam. This rule is to be observed whether at the original survey the dam has been 
measured into the tank or not. ' · 

• '· c CHAPTER V . l .) ~ .. ' • • ·. / , ·--. \ .· \ 

I .·. • · :Rules for Measuring Roads · : · .; ' {') I'//-' : ' I ', 

~ ) · i •. ~ : .-~ f': I" f .. , 
:, 

Rule ].-The breadth of all roads ia to be made .the.same a~ iri the pririted Revenue 
Survey Rules. • .. , _ _ . :. · . 

Rule 2.-Made-roads are to be measured as follo'ws.. .,. · ' :. -, .. t ' · · · 
Rule 3.-Where the road has been already measure& as the 'boundary of Survey· 

numbers, the old boundary marks are to be strictly followed. . . .. - ' . . ' . ~ 
Rule 4.-Where, though not yet measured by the SurveyDepartme~t, the b~und~rles 

of the land taken up for the road are cle~ly ascertainable· from the .Mafi1.1atdar,. those 
boundaries are to be adopted. · . . · · · . 1 

•\ • ' • - ~ •• :· J 

. Rule 5.-In other cases the boundary marks should be placed ~t 5 anna~'-dis't·a~ce,fro~ 
a single gutter, or at 2 annas' distance from a double gutter~ . 

Clause ].-If the rice land extends up to the made-road, the boundary of the 

R . 1 .J 'number must be made (2) two annas from the.side ,of 
tee an·~. th • l d't h . . . . ' . I estnge tc. , .,, - . 

Clarue 2.-I£ garden land is bounded by a hedge,' the hedge must be made the 
Garden land. boundary. If there is no hedge then make the boundary 

2 annas from the gutter: if there is nd 'gutter, 'then 
make the boundary 4 annas from the roadside. . .. 

Clause 3.-ln case there is a house or a wall at a distance ofless than (5) five annas 
from the road, the boundary mark stone must be erected at the foot of the wall or house.· 

. Clause 4:-In case there is no ditch at the side of a road in 'dry-crop' "mal" or 
kharab land the boundary of the "Number" is to be made at the distance of (5) five 
annas from the side of the road. · ' · 

.. ' . ! ' 

Clawe $._:_Road-side trees planted by Government authority must be included 
in the road area. . . . . 

•rheae rules are printed as Chapter III, Section X, Kanara Measuring Rules, Appendix B, pages xvii-uiL 
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· Rflll6.-1t frequently happens ~ bLM:k soil that the road whic:Jl was ~ as a 
road in the previous survey has fallen mto disuse, the present road gomg cua ooe 11de of the 
old road. and the old road is not made use of either during the raiDs « fair weather ; · ia 
.such cases the measurements must be made according to the roads now ia use. but shoulct 
the traffic still go along the old road, and the new ~d is only made use of during the '
weather, then the measurements must be made according to the old road. 

RJde 7.-When a made-road passes through a jungle number, the jungle on either side 
should be made into separate numbers, but no boundary marks should be raised along 
the road. Where the road enters the jungle a mound should be erected at right angles. 
to the road, and where the road leaves the jungle a mound should be erected at right angles. 
provided no marks have been erected by the Forest Department at that spot : thus where 
a made-road goes into the jungle there lrill be two numbers, one on each side of the road, and 
mounds at right angles where the road enten and leaves the jungle. 

RMle 8.-H the present width of a road is 4 ami2s less or more than that la:d down ia 
the printed Revenue Survey Rul~ no aheration in its width is necessary, and the number$ 
on either side are to be measured according to the old boundary m.arb which are to remain 
intact. But when a road of only one chain in width is required by the Rules, and the pre
sent road is two or three chains in width, then a road only one chain in width is to be made, 
and ~eland in excess is to be included in the adjoining numbers. H the adjoining number 
is~ the area so included must be separately recorded in the Measurer's and Classer's. 
books, and Pahni Sud and a note must be made of any trees standing on the land so included. 

RJde 9.-No road except those already shown in the old Revenue Survey maps is in the 
'Revision Survey to be confirmed without the sanction of the Assistant Superintendent. 
This does not apply to made-roads. 

RMle 10.-Numbers bounded by a made-road which was constructed before the 
original survey are to be demarcated by a comer stone at the proper distance from the road. 
and one mound showing the direction of the boundary of the number. 

CIL\PTERVI 
; 

BOIJIUlmy Marks 

RMle ].-Whatever fresh mounds and stones are required must be erected according 
to the following Rules. · 

RM1e 2.-When the length of boundary between the comers of a .. Number" is less. 
than 25 chains, no mound should be raised in the interval, but in case there are bends a 
stone should be fixed at each bend. 

RMle J.~ ].-When the line of boundary between the comers of a .. Number" is. 
more than 25 and within 50 chains in length, one mound should be raised midway between 
the comers, and stones fixed at all intermediate bends. It is not necessary however to place 
the intermediate mound exactly half way between the comers ; when measuring the line of 
boundary, half the distance should be estimated by the Measurer, and mads made there for 
the erection of the mound. _ · 

Clauu 2.-When the line of boundary between the comers of a Survey Number is 
more than 50 chains in length, an intermediate mound should be raised at every 20 
chains' interval 

RMle 4.-The number of mounds and stones which will have to be er~ed f~r a 
-•'Number" according to Rules 2 and 3 above, must be shown in the boundary mark sketch 
of the .. Number" in the Measurer's book. As many as posstole of existing old boundary 
~should be ~de use of in the present survey. In some cases the old boundary marb 
.being of no use will have to be cancelled, and such marks are not to be shown in the boundary 
mark sketch of the number. . -

RMle 5-Clauu 1.-As many of the old mounds as are made use of in the present 
survey are to be marked with chunam. All mounds in excess of the n!lmber required by 
the present orders should be entirely removed. In order to mark such moun& for removal 
"they should have a piece cut out of the centre on the top of the mound. · 

CIIIUU 2.-<>n the commencement of revision work in any taluka. a general notice 
should be issued through the Mamlatdar to the effect that occupant$ of fidds where 
~~uous '?ound_ary marks are found to exist will be required to re:no\·e such marb. 
'within a specified _tune. and that if they neglect to do so, the charges i ocuned in the removal 
of such marks will be recovered from them. The time specified in tb noti!e should 
(;{dinarilY ~not less than 5 days. - · • __ 
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Clause 3.-In case of failure on the part of any occupant to remove his superfluous 
boundary marks within the allotted time, hired labour must be employed for their removal· 
and the rate of hire to be paid should be referred to the Superintendent for his sanction. ~ 

Clause 4.-As a general rule, measurers should be required to certify to the removal o£ 
superfluous marks as a part of their boundary mark inspection. It is foreseen, however, 
that delays in the obliteration of the marks will frequently occur, necessitating a second visit 
of inspection by a survey subordinate. In such cases-experienced learners may be usefully 
emplored in the completion of this work. . · - · - - ·- ~- ... ··- . · 

Clause 5.-Where cost is incurred in the performance of this duty, statements for its 
recovery should be prepared in exactly the same manner as is now done when hired labour 
is employed in erection of new boundary marks. .· · 

Rule 6.-The Assistants must fix the rates for erecting new mounds; and the boundary 
mark accounts must be made out in the usual way. If ~-new mound has to be erected, the 
usual mark for it must be made in the bandh book, but if one has only to be repaired a dot 
must be placed over the mark thus (-). 

Rule 7.-Remarks as below are to be entered below the boundary mark sketch :

Mounds Nos. 1, 3, 5 are in good repair, stones Nos. 7, 2 are in good repair. These 
have been made use of (or have to be repaired). If the mounds and stones are not in good 
repair, then the remark that they are in good repair cannot be used: in such cases the 
remark above in brackets must be used. , · 

Mounds Nos. 2, 4, 6, and stones No. 8 are new ones which have to be erected for this 
"Number". ... 

Rule 8.-When it is ~ecess;ry to e~ect intermediate-~~~~d~ alo,;g-the-b~~~dacy ~fa 
number, it is not necessary that they should be erected at exactly equi-distant intervals. 
If the old mounds are not exactly equi-distant it does not matter, as many of them as are 
required should be utilised. Example :-If 6 intermediate mounds are required along the 
boundary of a number, and there are 10 old on:es in existence, then cancelling and confir .. 
ming alternately, 4 of them should be cancelled and 6 retained, but no new mounds are 
to be erected. If 4 mounds are required and there are only 2 old ones in existence, then 
2 new mounds should be erected and the 2 old ones be confirmed : on no account are new 
mounds to be erected because the old mounds do not happen to be exactly equi .. distant 
from each other. . · · . : .. . 

Rule 9.-Stones at present existing in the fields must be utilized to th~ fullest extent. 
' > • ,( ,, 

Rule 10.-Care must be taken that stones are buried in the ground for two-third$ of 
their length. . _ \ , 

Rule 11.-The cost of mounds and stones unnecessarily erected' will be recover~d fr~if. 
the Measurers who etect them, for according to the first Rule of the Revision Survey Rules, 
the measurements are to be made according to the boundaries now found in· the field, 
except where alteration is necessary on roads, or as otherwise specially· directed· id, these 
Rules. · · · · · ' ' · · 

. . Rule 12.-1\Ieasurers when breaking up oversized old Survey numbers are in ibe habi_t 
of making the corner of the new number at a few annas distance from an old intermediate 
mound which is cancelled.. For the future whenever there is no objection on account of 
interference with vahivat, Measurers must make use of intermediate mounds to form the 
corner of the new number when breaking up oversized old Survey Numbers. · 

. Rule /3.-The following form of Statern~nt and ~emark regar4i1.1g the boundary mark 
1s to be entered below the plot of the number m the fa1r field book :- ' · : ,.. ·~ 

Mounds. Totsl Stones Total' 

Old marks to be repaired S, 6, 7 3 ,. 
Do. do. entirely removed 14, IS 2 ... 
Do. . do. confirmed .. 1,2,3,4 4 9,13 2 

. .. 
•1 

· • 1 ·It . Newmarksdo.erected .. .. .. 8,10, II, 12 4 .. ,. ,. 

" Where new mounds and new stones are entered in the above list as to be ere~ted no old 
mounds and stones exist now and no cancelled stones are available in the number to put up 
in places where new stones are required. " '. · 

A-163-13-A. . 
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, _ Rule /4.-Forms will be supplied to the Measurers as below, and after the boundary 
mark inspection of a number is completed, they must enter in this form the number of old 
mounds and stones confirmed, and number of new mounds erected for each number, and 
send in the return with the boundary mark account of the village. 

-- Zilla-----Mo:.~jeh------------- Taluka 
Return of boundary marks erected in this village by ------------------T---------

· Measu,-er of the Establishment. 

Numbers. I Number of old Number of old 
Date. New mounds in mounds con- New Old stones 
-. mounds. good order firmed and stones. confirmed. 

Old Survey New confirmed. repaired 
No. Survey No. 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 
------

~ ·~ ·~ . 

... 
' 

I 
I 

I 

! ...... 

-.. 
. . 

. 

Rule /5 . ._1n the former survey, stones were erected instead of mounds in places 
·where the latter were liable to be swept away owing to streams having changed their courses ; 
.when it happens that mounds can be erected in such places, this should be done. In 
_a similar way, in places where in the old survey mounds were erected, they are now liable 
to be washed away ; in such cases stones should be substituted for mounds. Stones must 
.not be unnecessarily substit~ted for mounds, but only where it is certain that a mound will 
pe washed away. 

Rule /6.-The Measurer must make a note near the sketch of the number in the fair 
field book in every case in which stones have been substituted for mounds, or vice vena, 
~learly stating the reasons for doing so. He will also make a separate list of all such numbers 
which he will keep on the last two pages of his rough field book. To this the Assistant 
·puperintend_ent can refer when testing. 

Rule /7.-ln the old, that is, Revenue Survey Numbers, it frequently happens that 
when the number was formerly measured there was no hedge or other well defined boundary 
'marking the boundary of the number ; in consequence of which the boundary marks were 
·erected according to the rules ; but since then a hedge or other well defined boundary has 
_sprung up, and in consequence a doubt has been raised as to whether the old mounds 
should be retained, and the following orders are issued to remove this doubt. 
. . Rule /B.-If there is at present a hedge on the boundary of an old Survey Number, 

\here is no necessity either to erect new mounds or confirm the old ones, but stones must 
_be erected at the bends ; and at the corner a new mound must be erected or an old one 
coRfirmed at right angles to the hedge. The follwoing example will show how this is to 
be done :-- · · ' 

\Vhen the Revenue Survey measurements of this number were made there was no 
hedge on the boundary of this number and mounds numbers 1. 3, :4, 6, 7, 9, and stones 
numbers 2, 5, 8, were erected_ on_ the boundary. Afterwards a hedge was planted along 
the line of mounds ; therefore, according to the rule above; mo-unds numbers 1, 9, at right 
angles to the hedge are to be retained, and stones numbers 2, 5, 8, at the corners and 
bends are to be confirmed, ~n'.i mounds-numbers 3, 4, 6, 7; are to be cancelled. If there 
be a hedge -or other permanent boundary -on two continuous ·.sides of a Survey Number 
3 stones only are to be erected at that corner. 

A-163-13-B. 
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Rule /9.-The first clause of this rule is also applicable to Sar bandhs, but if the 
height of Sar bandh is less than 1 anna, and the_ pottoin· breadth less than 2 annas, the rule 
does not apply. If a Sar bandh is less than the size given above; it is not to be considered 
a permanent mark, and boundary marks must be erected acc6rding to· the rul~s.'""'l 

{ '~ l !. 

Rule 20.-Measurers must show on the back ()f their daily reports the ~umber of 
oid mounds confirmed and new ones erected, t~o that the Assistant may·have a check on 
their work. : · -_ ··_- :- . .!. -. - ...... ~ .. : : :.-} 

Rule 2/.-For the future in Revision Survey' work if an old· mound is a clear full 
one anna in height, it must be confirmed as full size not requiring repair ; and no old mounds 
requiring repairare to be repaired bythi~ Departme~t~: In case any old mou.rtds require 
repairing, a list of them must be mad~ ~u~ and giyen to the Patet of the village, according to 
instructions given below. · <.: · · · · ,· -.-; -·- . -·- - \ 

Rule 22.-When appoi~tirig a Measu'rer to a yiJlage he .wilT be supplied with two blank 
forms, •Nos. 1 and 2; In Form No. 1 the Measurer Will enter daily the o1d mounds 
requiring repair, and will have. aJ;trge chunam mark madt:, on them. On Form No. 2. he 
will copy the e,ntries made hi-columns 1 to 7 of !"orrri No.1, which"hewill giye.td the Patel, 
and will obtai~ his signature in column 8 of Forn1 ~o. 1, a':,.k.no.wledginglhe rec~ipt of this 

cop~ule 23.-When inspecting ~e ~arks, the 1·M_~~~:r:;:-~ill note whethe~ th~tonfirmed 
undersized mou~~s are ~or.rect or not, and enter'~ remark ~o this effect in c~lpmn 10 of 
Form 1, and also ~n the fatr fiel~ book: · If the m<!unds whtch are to be repatred are not 
all ready at the tii:ne of inspectipn, the Measurer' need iu)t-iitspect the mar.k§}again ; but 
when the work of the village is,completed h~ will send _:!~3.-X:S!turn-sho~i:ng what marks 
have not been comp~eted. ! ... -· --·, <·: ... ·--- /' / f. · 

Rule 24.-The leaves used fot-Form.No.;'l tnu~t be stitched !ogether and sent into the 
Assistant with the res~ of the· papers, -on -the · coxppleti~n of ~}le' vi_!!~ge,.,.. ·.~ . 

Rule 25.-ln districts where the village officers; do notiinde'fstand Marathi, the entries 
in Forms Nos. 1 and 2 mentioned above must be made in Kanarese. 

Rule 26.-Be\ow the banks of large riYers.'there.i~ land which is covered With'water 
during rains, but it is customary to grow: arabi ~rop of tur, gram, etc., on this land. When 
such land is found, the land up to the bank :must ·be first measured, and a separate series 
of waslas taken to measure the land below the'bank. 

• i I· 
Rule 27.-Boundarj- n1arks must be .erected according to the rules on the land above 

the bank, and stones only 'erected for the land below the bank, and the boundaries of the 
land below the bank are to be shown by dotted lines as in the sketch below :- · 

< ' \1 

'•. 

' 

.• 
\ 

/',.' __.J 
I• __.--_. 
'·;, .. _,.,....,....,....... ,' 

Land below river's bank. Land above river't'bank. 

Rule 28.-The. above is only applicable to land which is held permanently by the 
Khatadar of the adJacent Survey ?umber, and where the land is composed of earth, not· 
sand. It do.es not apply .'t9- ~an~ ~n t~e, beds. of p v~rs, called " Kharbuz Wadi " which is 
sold by auctlon annually : such land JS not to be measUred. . 

Rule 29.-When built-up marks erected by the Forest Department are met with their 
position should be shown on the maps and field books by a square mark thus 0. ' 

Rule 30.-The position of traverse stones should be shown on the maps and field 
books by a circle crossed thus+. . 

•The forms being in vernacular are not printed. 
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Rule 3/.-Boundary marks are to be of two kinds, earthen mounds and stones, and 
the dimensions should be as follows :- . 

Length. Breadth at bottom, Breadth at top Height •. 
Mounds • , 5 annas. 2! annas. i of an anna. It anna. 
Stones • • • • • • From ll to 2 cubits ("baths") in length, and not ess than (3) three 

fingers thick : two-thirds of their length must be buried in the ground. Assistants when 
testing will dig up some stones to see that they are of proper length, and are properly 
buried. · . 

Rule 32, Clause /.-A Measurer, before· making his periodical inspection of boundary 
marks while measurement is in progress in the village, should give a clear written notice of 
his intention to do so at least two days beforehand, and should state in the ·notice the serial 
numbers of the fields he intends to inspect, and the names of the occupants. A form• of 
notice accompanies for information and adoption ; the notice should be prepared in dupli
cate, one copy being kept by the Measurer for record and the other made over to the Patel 
and Kulkarni for publication in the village. . _ 

Clause 2.-0n the day fixed for the inspection of the fields specified in the notice, the 
Measurer should carefully go over all the numbers and point out each earthern moond and 
stone separately to the village officers and to the khatadar if present. He will fill in 
a paper showing the result of the. inspection in ~he f?rm app~nded. .The form will be 
signed by the Patel and Kul~arm, one copy of 1t bemg kept m the village records and 
another in the Measurer's daftar. · 

CHAPTER VII 

Rules for- Traverse Survey ··· 

Rule ].-With reference to the traverse survey, it is not at all necessary that :every 
bend on a village boundary should be laid down : all that is wanted in such a number of 
accurately fixed points to serve as a skeleton within which the field map may be plotted. 
To effect this it will only be necessary, supposing that one point can be seen from the other, 
to fix the four corners of the village, and if they are very far apart (say more than a mile), 
it may be necessary to fix one or more intermediate points. The traverse measurer should 
always measure with an accurately tested 66-foot or 100-foot chain : on this map he should 
number the points fixed and give a description of the site of each point." · 

Rule 2.-The points fixed should always be, if possible, the corners (katris) of numbers • 
.Measurers should take up these points as those from which to. run the baseline._ Stones 
.18 inches long and flat at the top, buried up to within four inches of the top, witl,l a cross 
cut on them to fix the exact point, should be erected where the boundaries of.two or .more 
villages meet together, with two stones, to indicate the back and forward.. stations. : :. · . : 

Rule 3.-The cross staff measurer should be supplied with the skeleton map drawn 
by the traverse measurer, from which to lay down on his map the points fixed by the 
traverse measurer. 

Rule 4.-A very few days should suffice for two or three traverse .measurers _to fix the 
points round villages enough to supply the cross staff measurers. . · · · ·, · \ 

' Rule 5.-When a village is so large that it requireS to be divided into tWo traverses, 
and it is difficult to plot both traverses o~ one sheet of paper, the nlap can be made on 
two sheets, plotting one traverse on one sheet and the other on another sheet; · 1 J : . ' . 

CHAPTER VIII ., ' 

Miscellaneous, Orders 
' .. ~ ' ' ,. 

Rule /.-In the appended sheet are given examples of how numbers should ~ot be 
measured. ' · . 1 · . . . . . • 

Rule 2.-It is not permitted to measure two numbers' on one and the same base. If 
it is necessary on account of high crops to measure on Bandh Maps, a special report must · · 
be made to the Assistant Superintendent, and on no account must two adjacent numbers 
be measured on the same Bandh Map. 

Rule 3.-In these examples, at the end of certain measurements a red mark has been 
made : if these measurements. have be,en ~a ken from the base line for the purpose of fixing 
the corners of numbers there ts no objection to. this,: but on no account must they be made 

•The form being in vernacular is not printed. 
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use cf in calculating the area of numbers.. It should be borne in mind that the cross sta.ff 
is not accurate enough to be trusted when measuring distances of SO or 60 chains ; there 
will in all probability be an error in the direction of line taken from the cross staff. 

Rule 4.-If a map is four feet long and more than 2 feet wide, the Classers' maps 
are to be made on two or more sheets. 

Rule 5.-H the mlagers "ill not supply flag-holders and chain-men they will be 
supplied and paid for by Government, but whether supplied by Government or the 
Yillagers, no :Measurer will be entitled to engage more than 10 men. . 

Rule 6.-When a :Measurer is appointed to a village, he will he supplied with printed 
vernacular forms with heading as shown below : this form must be filled in daily as the 
. work proceeds:-

Revenue Chalta New Sew .. 
loleasmer. SllO"ey Survey Old area.. area. Diiferenoe. Percentage. R.emarb. 

Number. Number. . 
' ; 

-
- . 

'• 

At the end of this statement an abstract is to be made out in the following form:-

:XOIBER OF Nos. WHOSE Dlf1"fllrJJ."CE FAns WI1JIDf 

Total Number 
ofSnn-er X~. Total of 

9. : Sper 6 to 10 lito Jj 16 to 20 0Yer20 colUIDIIS 
cenL percenL percenL percenL perc:enL 2 to 7. ·-

' 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (1) (8) . (9) 

-
-

' 

-- '' 

Rule 7 . ...:_on a village being unavoidably left incomplete, a memo. showing exactly 
what work remains to be done in each 1\leasurer"s Sbez is to be immediately ma.ie out. and 
pasted into the last fair field book of each 1\Ieasurer"s Sbez and a copy forwarded to the 
Assistant Superintendent. who should make a point of seeing to this personally. -· • 

CIL-\PTER IX 

RIJe jOT bremw:,g up land into 1111.s belmD the lllinUruJm size laid dorm~ in ·g,; Ruin 
. Rule ].-Certain limits are laid down in these rules defining the minimum area into 

which the holdings -of lnamdars and Khatadars contained in a Revenue Survey Number 
may be broken up into new Survey Numbers. but if any Inamdar or Khatadar wishes to 
have his holding broken up into smaller numbers and is willing to pay for having it done, 
it can be done on the following terms. -·~ · ·: • · 

Rule 2.-In the first place he must petition the . .\ssistant Superintendent on sumped 
paper of the value of 8 annas : the-~ will then inform him wlut the cost of breaking 
up the number will come to according to the rates given below. If the petitioner then 
brings another stamped paper valued according to the amount it will coil to br.!R up the 
number, and enters the number, date, and a summary of his petition on it. the Assistant 
Superintendent will give orders to the lleasurer to break up the number according to the 

· wish· of the petitioner. - . , -

Clmue J.~A form is given bow the petition on stamped paper is to be mlde and 
how the cost of carrying out the wish of the petitioner is to be shown. : 

· · The &mount to be charged for breaking up numbers is as follows :-
. Clizuu '2-.:_Eight annas is to be charged for breaking up a number : in addition 

_ _ _to ~ 4 annas is to he charged for every acre, or portion of an acre then number may 
contaJ.D. ·· .. - ... - · · · ·· - · · · 
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Examples 

1. A number contains 10 gunthas, then 8 annas will be charged for breaking up the 
number, and being under an acre another 4 annas will be chuged, m1king a total of 
12 annas. · · ' ·· · 

·2. A number contains 1 acre 15 gunthas, then 8 annas will be charged for breaking 
up the number, and being under 2 acres, 8 annas more will be charged, making a total of 
one rupee. 
. 3. A number contains 5 acres 2 gunthas, then 8 annas will be charged for breakina 

up the number, and being under 6 acres, 4 annas will be charged for each acre, amo:~nting 
toRe. 1-8-0, making a total for the number of Rs. 2-0-0. 

Clause 3.-When a Khatadar or Inamdar has brought stamped paper for full 
amount it will cost to break up his number~ the Assistant Superintendent must send 
him to the Measurer with a writt~n order to b~eak up the number in. whatever way 
the Khatadar or Inamdar may w1sh to have th1s done,. and report havmg done so. 

· Clause 4.-In all cases of new numbers being ri11de under these ~pecill provhions 
. the necessary boundary marks must either be erected by the petition~r within such 
time as the Assistant Superintendent may direct, or he must a~ree to pay the cost · 
of their erection by Government. · · . ·: ·.1 : ' t •· ' . . ' . 

FORM FOR DR.I\WING UP THE PEriTION O)i STAMPED PAPER ALLUDED 
TO . IN RULE 2 ABOVE. . 

Petition in the name of , resident of Moujeh , Taluka , 
petitions as follows :-In the abovementioned. ·viliage Revenue Survey No.---L
containing 15 acres 20 gunthas. is entered in my Khata .. I wish this to be broken up into 
three (3) numbers as follows :-4 ac;e~ and 20 gunthas ·are· ~arden ; this I want to m1~e 
into one (1) numbe~, at;td the remamtng (~1) eleven acres m~o. (2)two nuii_lbers. ,It 1s 
understood that I will e1ther, as you may d1rect, erect such boundary nilrks m such time 
as you may order for these numbers, or that the cost of their erection by 'Government shall~ 
be levied from me. · . i · 

('' 

I beg to request that the number may be broken up in the ·abovementioned manner, 
·nat month year. 

. .. 

Signature of inam~ar or Khatadar. 

.;;:' 

ORDER BY THE AssisTANT SuPElDITE:iDE.s-T . ! • l • . : 

; - •. ~ i' . '. ) 

The cost of breaking up the number :will be as follows:- . . , .
1 

.. 

0 8 0 charge for breaking up the number. . · ~ · . . 1 .•. " : · 1 
·4 0 0 charge for 15 acres 20 gunthas at the rate of 4 annas per acre or portion of an acre, Rupees· 

(4) four. 

4 8 0 
If you will bring stamped paper of the value o~ Rs. 4-8-0, the charge for breaking up 

the number, the order to break it up will be given. - ' ··" " 

Dat:e------month----year. , ! ,' f ., t·•~.t 

)•' !'' . ... '•i .. . ._, 

. Signature.· of r Assistant ~uperintendent. 

• • ~~ ,{, > E' I 

PETITIONER TO THE ASSISTANT 

. • In accord~nce with the above order I have brought the stamped paper and attached the 
original petition to it. . .· , , . 

S{gnature of lnamdar or Khatadar, 

•i 
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ORDER BY THE AssiST.&..~ StTPERJNTLli{I;ENT 

I have this day entered this petition on my records and given orders to the :\leasurer to 
break up the number. 

Dat:e-----montht----year. 

Signature of .Assistll7ll Superintnuletrt. 

FoBM OF .RaiARK TO BE WRITTEN ON THE STAMPED PAP.Eil BouGHT BY THE PERsoN 
AGREEING TO PAY THB Cosr OF BREAKING UP A NUMBER. 

I have according to the .Assistadt Superintendent's order given h4:low my petition 

No. dat month year- brought the ·· stamped paper 

r~ed for cost of breaking up ReVenue Survey No. 30 in :atouj~ -------

Taluka------: 

Signature of Iirmrular 01' Klurtllllar. 

CHAPTER X 

RMies regarding entries in Books and Papers 

Ru1es as to bow the numbers are to be entered in the :ateasurers' books and other 
Survey papers, and how the old and new Survey Numbers are to be designated. 

ClllllSe 1 .-The numbers entered in Mr. Pringle's Survey made between 1825-
1830 are to be designated "Maji Paimashi Number." 

Clause 2.-The present "Revenue Survey Numbers," that is. the numbers 
measured since the year 1842 up to the present tim~ are to be called "Revenue 
Survey Numbers." 

CltlllSe 3.-The "Numbers" which are being measured, when they have been 
entered in consecutive order, are to be called "New Survey Numbers'"; and when 
entered according to the order measured in the :field, they are to be designated "Chalta 
New Survey Numbers". 

Clause 4.-A form is given below of how the entries are to be made in the 
Measurers' and Classers' Field Books. In the present Survey there is no necessity 
ta enter the .. 1\faji Paimasbi Number'" in the Field Books. . 

Form of entries in fair Field Book 

~u~h.--------------T~ub,----------~--~·zz~m~u· 

Date lat November lB.-

Names of penous present when measuring in the fidd: 

I Mallan Gowda bin Rama~~ Gowda Mulki PateL I 
I Rachapa bin Mallapa Padlihal 

North 

I Rauoji Auaot KulbnU. 
1 Hanma bin Gomd Sadal&a. 

. ! Totbe · · oftbe~·"N~Go-.emmmrclry-aop aoiJADN'uridShct~ 
Survey Number .. as f'ollowa :1-- · 

"Reve:rme Survey Num~ 10 entire Kania. Harri bin Govind ~ur pnsmt. "!he ai!GYe
• < •$UJIIba» was measured aa:mdil!2 to tbe followia2: Walas. 
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CHAPTElt XI 

Orders for Assistants on{y 

Rule /.-Officers in charge of measurirtg establishments are held strictly responsible 
for preventing any violation of orders, or annoyance to the rayats, in connection with 
breaking up of Revenue Survey Numbers, and any failure in this respect will moltt certainly 
meet. with the severest notice. · · 

Rule 2.-In all cases the Assistant Superintendent should' in commencing work in a 
taluka communicate with the Mamlatdar, and induce him to interest himself in getting the 
required stones supplied, and mounds erected at the che~pest possible rate ! as far as is 
practicable any reasonable suggestions of the Mamlatddar should be attended ~o. 

Rule 3.-In some villages the villagers will not supply chain-men and flag-holders: 
when this occurs the Assistant must send for the village officers when he is about'to tom
mence work in the village, and explain to them that if they will not supply chain-men 
and flag-holders, they will be supplied and paid for by Government, and their cost recovered 
from the villagers. He should also communicate with the Mamlatdar, and induce him to 
use his influence and persuade the villagers to supply flag and chain-men~ 1 .In all such 
cases a report detailing what has passed is to be made tq , the Superintendent. On 
auch occasions each measurer will be allowed 10 men and no more for every purposell, 

Rule 4.-There jJre three courses available for erecting Boundary Marks :- • 
i ,·1: 

1st-The people of the village putting them up themselves without payment. 

Z,d.-The people of the village finding a contractor, an inhabitant of th~ village; ·=t 
'· t • - • - (_ ' 

3rd.-The employment of a contractor, an inhabitant of another part of the coun~ 
' -; ~.) ! ~ 

The first of the· above plan is the best and where the people will do the work in tim~ 
should be adopted. The last plan is the worst and must never be resorted except where thd 
1st and 2nd plans have been found impracticable. A report on the subject.must be made 
to the officer in charge of the Survey, whenever it is necessary to resort to the 3rd c~urse~, •l 

. ' , 
Every Assistant Superintendent is responsible for using his best endeavours to keep· 

down the cost of Boundary Marks, and.where unnecessary expense is caused by his neglect, 
he has been and may again be required to make it good. · · · · ·- · 1 

- .~· .... 't 

Rule ).-Assistant will, after ~eceiving the return of unrepaired marks di;~ct~d to be; 
sent in by the latter part of Rule 23, Chapter VI, forward it to the Mamlatdari and request-, 
him to see that the necessary repairs are made. . .. , , . . , , 

Rule 6.-In case the number of mounds requiring repair is very great, the Assistant' 
must inspect the marks, and report to the Superintendent whether he considers the bad: 
atate of the marks is owing to the villagers not having made the necessary annual repairs. 

j 

Rule 7.-In making out the lists of percentage differences referred to in Ruie 6, 
Chapter VIII, all numbers in which the difference is over 5 per cent. must be examined :( 
in many cases by examining the old and new maps it will be found that the difference is' 
owing to streams changing their course or to new roads being made. When this is the case, 
a remark to that effect should be made in the column of remarks. 

Rule 8.-Wheri. testing numbers in which there is a large difference should be looked~ 
at, and when the difference is large and cannot be accounted for it should be placed beyond· 
all doubt that the new measurements are correct, and a report made to the Superintendent. 
All numbers tested in which difference between old a:nd new is over 5 per cent. should; 
have the test area shown opposite them and after the forms have been examined they 
should be sent to the Superintendent. 

A·I63-14-A. . 
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SECTION II 

CHAPTER I 

Rules regarding the partial re-measurement of tJillages · 

Rule ].~All numbers coming under the foJlowing conditions must be re-measured :- · 
Clause ].-All old S•1rvey Numbers requiring to be sub-divided in consequence 

of size, or being held by different Khatadars or lnamdars, or containing Government 
·and Inam land, must be sub-divided according to the existing rules. 

Clause 2.-All old Survey Numbers which have been intersected by a made-road 
since the first survey. 

· Clause 3.-All old Survey Numbers of black soil of which a stream or river forms 
the boundary must be re-measured. In red and rocky soils the courses of streams 
may be assumed not to have changed : should, however, any. change be apparentre-
measurement as far as necessary must be made.. . 

Clause 4.-All old Survey Numbers which adjoin the village site, if the corners 
next to the village are defined by stones, must be re-measured ; if by mounds which 
still exist, re-measurement is not neces~ary" unless some alteration in boundary is 
apparent. 

Clause 5.-All old Survey Numbers in which the boundary of actual occupation, 
as defined by boundary marks, differs from the line of boundary shown in the original 
measur's books and maps. 

Clause 6.-All old Survey Numbers from which land has been taken for public 
purposes. 

Rule 2.-Any other cases not provided for above where re-measurement appears 
necessary must pe reported to the Assistant Superintendent for orders. . 

Rule 3.-In the case of an old Survey Number not requiring to be broken up, but 
containing mixed descriptions of land, the rice and garden land only need be re~measured, 
and the area deducted from the original area. If the dry-crop land be the smaller area the 
operation should be reversed. All numbers containing rice and garden land must 
be re-measured in accordance with this rule. 
- '_, Rule 4.-0ld Survey Numbers not requiring re-measurement under any of the above 
provisions may be confirmed and the map plotted on the measurement in the old measurer's 
books. · 

Rule 5.-A full and complete inspection of all boundary marks, of all numb~rs, whether 
re-measured or not, must be made and duly recorded in the measurer's book. 

' . I 

Rule 6.-ln the present measurer's books all numbers will be entered in their proper 
places and order, daily, with the usual entries regarding occupants, etc. But as regards 
unmeasured numbers a remark also is necessary stating that the original measurements are 
confirmed. The boundary mark, sketches and remarks of the numbers will be filled in 
with the usual detail. 

Rule 7.-All Kharab deductions for roads, streams, etc., must be looked to and 
entered for non-measured, or confirmed, numbers in exactly the same way as for those that 
are re-measured, and shown in the map as well as in the field books. Measuring officers 
are requested to give this point their special attention, in order to avoid los& of time at 
classification. 

Rule 8.-In partial re-measurement the record produced must in every point be as 
perfect as that resulting from original measurement; no point,· therefore, of topographical 
~etail or area· is to be omitted from any number. 

· · Rule 9.~ The area of ali confirmed numbers containing more than five waslas must be. 
taken out by the area scale in the rains, and when the result for any number differs more 
th~n five per cent. from the original area the calculation, must be done from the original 
measurements, and the correct area recorded. The areas of those numbers containing 
five or fewer waslas must be calculated in the usual manner. 
· Rule 1 0.:._ The amount of work in unmeasured numbers which· a measurer is expected 

t~ do in a day may be approximately taken to be- . 
: : Clause. I.-Inspection of boundary marks, determining Kharab and all book and. 
map work; 10 numbers a day. · , 

A-163-14-B 
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Clause 2.-Re-inspection of numbers in which at first inspection inounds or 
stones were found missing and had to be replaced ; 25 numbers a day. · ~ ' 

Clause 3.-Some time must be allowed the measurer for the base line, which is a 
most important part of this system ; 350 chains should be the minimum accepted 
for one day's work. ' . , · ' 
Rule l/.-The unmeasured numbers must be shown separately in the, measu~ef'. 

W ardi reports and Mahaiwars, and similarly in the Mahaiwars and Progress report of the 
Establishments. 

Rule 12.-So far as possible numbers should be re-measured and entered in the books 
in the order of the old shez ; this will save much inconvenience and time in the classing 
office. 

Rule }3.-In the form showing the difference between old and new areas (termed the 
Shekda Patrak), measurers must enter in the column for remarks the reason for measuring 
all numbers which have been re-measured. As it would take time and space to write a 
remark for each number in full, it will be sufficient if the number of the clause of Rule 
1 which applies, be entered. . ; : r 

CHAPTER ll 

Rules regarding Pot Kharab to be a plied in revising all 'Villages settled since 
December 31st I 854. 

Rule I.-The same area that has been deducted ·as Kharab from a Revenue Surve 
Number at Original Survey shall now be deducted from the new Survey Number or 
numbers now made of that old Number. · ' 

Exception No. I.-Except when the total area of such new Su'rvey Nu~l,e; o} 
numbers shall be less than the Original Survey area by upwards of 5 per cent. an<J 
10 per cent. respectively, on areas of above and belmv 10 acres, in which case th~ 
Kharab area shall be reduced in proportion aS the total area has been reduced. In 
numbers which under the partial re-measurement system are not re-measured, the 
old Pot Kharab area is confirmed with the total area. 

Example.-A Survey Number recorded at Original Survey as 50 acres is now found 
to measure 45 acres, i.e., 10 per cent. less : if the area of Pot Kharab originally given 
was 10 acres, it should be reduced at Revision Survey to 9 acres. 

Exception No. z . ...:_Except when an area specifically recorded in- the Original 
Survey books as deduction on account of a road, or a 

Roads and Pathsaris. pathsari, is now found to be no longer so occupied but to be 
available for cultivation, then such area shall be included 

in the arable area of the Number at Revision Survey. · ·' · ' · -: 
Rule 2.-'\Vhen a Revenue Survey Number containing Pot Kharab has to be split tip 

into two or more Survey Numbers at the Revision· Survey and the position of the old 
"Kharab" is discernible on the spot, a deduction shall be made for each new Survey 
Number according to the amount of "Kharab" it appears to contain. . When, however, 
the entire number has been cultivated, or where very little Kharab remains, and it appears 
to be pretty fairly distributed, the area of "Kharab" shall be distributed among all the new 
Survey Numbers in proportion to the area of each. 

Examplf.-At the Original Survey Number was SO acres in area with 10 aeies of 
"Pot Kharab.11 It is now split up into 3 numbers, one of 25 acre3, another of 20 acres, 
and another of 5 acres. The "Pot Kharab" in the case of these new Numbers will be S, 
4 and 1 acre, respectively, if there is no. means of differentiating the "Pot Kharab'" on 
the spot. ' ~ . - · 
Rule 3.-To avoid labour in calculating the difference in area (Rule 1, Exception i) 

and the proportionate deduction to be made, a Dharsod of 20 gunthas is to be allowed, and 
thus aU fractions of acres avoided. · · · 

\ 

Rule 4.-The above rules are to be applied to all Numbers by the Measuring Establish
ment at Revision Survey, and the Classing Establishment will also be responsible to see that 
they ha,·e been followed in the case of all re-classed Numbers. 

Rule 5.-In case it shall appear that in any number the area now unculturable exceeds 
the area which would be deducted as such under these rules, the matter should be referred 
to the Assistant Superintendent, and by him, if necessary, to the Superintendent. In 
the same way any obvious error, clerical or other, in the old record of the Pot Kharab area 
should be noticed and corrected. 
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-; • --RMh 6.-When a Pot Kharab area formerly recorded as a specific deduction on ac:.count 
of a building, well. etc., is found to be now dear for cultivation or actually cuhivalcd, the 
orders of Gonmment do not stand in the way of its being treated as culturable and assessed. 
provided that no expense and labour have been devoted by the holder or occupant to m.ak.c 
it fit for cultivation. It was not deducted as "'Kharab"" because the soil was unculturable, 
but because in its then existing condition it could not be cultivated. Considering. how
ever, the danger of taxing improvements which would arise if all such areas found culturable 
now were to be treated as ~ble, and considering also the small area of such Kharab 
it will be better to give the benefit of the doubt to the cultivator and assume that he has 
brought it into a fit state for C".dtivation with some appreciable labour and expense. The 
only exception shou!d be made in the case of roads and paths for which '"K.harab .. was 
deducted, and which are now found to be disused and available for cultivation. Such 
lands need no labour to fit them for cultivation, and should now be brought under the head 
« culturable and assessed. 

RMle 7.-All Survey Numbers found available for occupation but unoccupied at the 
time of revision classification are to be exempt from the operation of the new Pot Kharab 
rules. 

RMle &-In villages to which the new Pot Kharab rules are applied it will be necessary 
to class in each re-d.assed number that area only which has been hitherto assessed : for 
instance on entering a new Number in which by the rules~ deduction will be 10 
acres, the c1asser will determine which those 10 acres are to be, placing them in the ab
sence of other evidence in the poorest part of the field, and excluding them from his ~ 
Jication. 
· Rule 9.-ln talukas which now come under the operation of the new Pot Kharab rules. 
and in which large .Kharab deductions continue to be given after the year 1854, the class 
should inspect all numbers which have been broken up by the measurers, and in which 
the .Kharab deduction is largt; in order to ensure the proper apportionment of such Khan 
deductions amongst the new numbers. 

CHAPTER III 

Rules for dealing frith SfiTfley NumbeTs ~by MIUle-Roads, Cmuzls, or 
• Rm1trays. 

· RMle 1.-In the case of a made-road which has not yet been taken as the boundary 
of the portions, on each side of it, of the occupied Survey Numbers that are intersected 
by it, the area occupied by the road having been only deducted as Pot Kharab from the 
;original total area of each Number, the said portions must be measured now as separate 
Survey or Pot Number if the old Survey Number requires for any reason set forth in the 
Revision Survey Rules to be sub-divided and their boundari~ diverging from the line of 
the ~:oad must be demarcated in the usual manner, but their boundaries formed by the line 
of the road must not be demarcated except by the agency that constructed the road. Other
wise each intersected old number must have only the area occupied by the made-road 
~deducted from it as Pot Kharab, and DO demarcition of any boundary diverging from the 
Jine of the road on either side is necessal'f· 

RMle 2.-Where such a made-road intersects Government Survey Numbers of large 
area unoccupied at the old survey, and still unoccupied and doubtfully cu.lturable 
or worth breaking up into new Survey Numbers of moderate size for future occupation, 
. it is not necessary to treat each portion of an intersected number as a separate new Survey 
.Number and re-measure and c:lemarc:ate it accordingly, but it will suffice to asceruin by 
measurement the area actually occupied by the road and deduct it from the original total 
area as Pot Kharab, and at the same time indicate by dotted lines on the village map the 
position and line of the road, where it intersects the number, by means of measurements 
·taken along each boundaly up to the side of the road. The area of each portion of the 
ol~ number left on each_ side of the road can be ascertained by scale. the aggregate areas 
·being made to agree with the total old area Jlfi1IIU the area to be now deducted as Pot 
:Kharab. 

IWe 3:-In the case of a made-road which has already been taken as the boundary 
of the pornons of old Survey Numbers intersected by it, these portions having been 

·measured by a sufficiently capable agency as separate Survey Numbers. and n:corded 
·as ~ch in the village map and other Survey papers, their boundaries which diverge from 
>'the line of the road must DOW be demarcated according to the rule if this has not already 
been done, while those along the line of the road must be demareatcd by the agency that 
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constructed the road. If it is found that these latter boundaries are already demarcated 
under some previous system, the Survey Department will not interfere with such demarca .. 
tion either in the way of causing any of the marks to be moved as actually superfluous 
under the Revision Survey Rules, or requising the occupants of the numbers to repair any 
that are seen to be out of repair. . . 

Rule 4.-In the case of old Survey Numbers, occupied or. not occupied, 'intersected 
by canals or railways, separate Survey or Pot Numbex:s must be formed on each side of 
them where this has not already been done. Each boundary of such numbers diverging 
from the line of the canal or railway must be aemarcated by one stone at the point up to 
which the right of occupation extends and by one mound showing the direction of the 
boundary. The boundaries formed by the line of the canals or railways will be demucated 
by the agency that constructed these works. . . . . .. _ . . 

Rule ;.-When a made-road, tank, or canal cuts off from a Survey Number or Pot 
Number, a portion so small or so irregularly shaped as to render its cultivation unprofitable 
to the occupant, such portion should be thrown at the time of Revision Survey into the 
road, tank or canal, as the case may be : provided that every instance of this kind must be 

supported by a written statement, to be obtained from the 
occupant, to the effect that he declines to retain the land, 
such statement being signed by the occupant and by the 
village officers and transmitted by the measurer to his 
Assistant Superintendent together with his report on the 
matter, in order that, in accordance with the authority 
noted in the margin, steps may be taken for the acquisition 

Government Resolution No. 692-
C. W. Public Works Department, 
dated 21st November 188), and 
Government Resolution No. 221-W 
1., Public Works Department, dated 
llth December 188). 

by the responsible department of the portion of land thus rendered useless to the culti
vator. 

Rule 6.-When a railway has had the effect stated in Rule 5 in the case of occu~ed 
Survey Numbers, such small portions shall be acquired by Government in the Revenue 
Department, and be either made over to the occupants of the adjacent numbers most 
convenient for their amalgamation, or where this arrangement is not feasible, be retained 
by Government for its own use. All measurement and demarcation operations that shall 
be necessary in either case shall subsequently be carried out in the due course by the 
Revision Survey Department. 

SUPPLEMENT 

Rules circulated under Survey Commissioner's No. S.-860, 
dated 2nd June 1897. 

RULES FOR DEALING WITH LANDS IN POSSESSION OF THE RAILWAY COMPANY 

I.-Whenever the boundaries of A land are being laid down at Revision Survey, the 
Measurer shall apply for, and be furnished with, the demarcation plan, and in fixing the 
boundary shall take it into consideration. 

H.-Special notice shall be given to the Railway Company to point out the boundaries 
of their lands and explain any apparent acquiescence in encroachments on the original 
boundaries. 

111.-Special notice shall also be given to the occupants of Survey Numbers adjacent 
to the Railway, the boundaries of which have to be fixed. 

Rules circulated under Survey Commissioner's No. S.-/387, 
dated 26th August 1897. 

I.-When at any survey the boundaries are to be laid down or settled oflands belonging 
to any Government Department, at least one month's notice shall be given to the Chief 
Executive Officer in charge of the Department concerned within the limits of the district 
in which the measuring is taking place. If there be so Executive Officer in the district, 
the notice shall be submitted to the Head of the Department. If not inconvenient, this 
notice shall be given early in the recess season in order to allow time for full information 
to be furnished (not later than 15th October) by the authorities concerned to avoid the 
chance of delay, and to enable the Survey Offioer to foresee and arrange dates on which to 
meet the delegates from the Department concerned. 

\ 
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II.-The notice shall call upon the Department to supply the Survey Officer with all 
maps or documents showing the correct location of the boundaries, and to depute an officer 
or subordinate to attend on the ground, on such date as may be arranged with the Survey 
Officer. It will state that failing attention to the notice the Survey Officer will proceed to 
determine the boundaries on such date as may be convenient upon such evidence and infor
mation as may be available to him, 

. IlL-Special notice should be given to the occupant of the numbers adjoining the 
lands belonging to the Department concerned. ., 

Note.-As regards Railway lands, the rules circulated under Survey Commissioner's 
No. S.-1387, dated 26th August 1897, are to be read with those circulated under his 
No. S.-860, dated 2nd June 1897, and printed above. Both sets of rules apply to B class 
as well as A class lands. 
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REVISION CLASSIFICATION RULES•. 

The result which it is desired to attain by Revision classing operations are (1) to adjust 
the old classification to our present standard, and (2) to prepare a new Revenue record 
which shall show the existing state of the land under heads of its holdings and of the differen; 
kinds of cultivation now prevailing. , .• '1 

CHAPTER I 

Re-classification for Standard.· . ' 

Rule J,_:_In order to ascertain what adjust~ent (if any) must be applied to the old 
dassification to fit it approximately to our present standard, certain old numbers shall be 
dassed afresh in the field, in exactly the same manner in all respects as if for .the first time. 
In carrying this out the following conditions shall be observed :- . 

1. Of old numbers· of 10 annas and 6 pies ·classification' ~alue and upwards 
P rti cl d. re-class 10 per cent. of first hundred, and 5 per cent. of 

ropo on re- asse the remainder. : ' . ;; '· ( , . : . , ,',. ", 

2. From 10 annas 6 pies classification value downwards, re-class 20 per cent. 
· of first hundred, and 1 0 per cent. of remainder. ~ · · · · · 

3'. Not less than 1 numbers to be re-classed in any village, 

4. The re-classed numbers. must be faidyJ distributed·. between the, values 
1 0 annas 6 pies to 8 annas, 8 annas to 5 annas, and below 5 annas. 

· Rule 2.-Numbers selected for re-classification should consist entirely, or as far as 
possible, of old survey .numbers Iiow broken up. And 

Bro!<en up numbers, to be selected all old numbers broken up into m'lre than twQ new 
for re-c\as9ification. Survey numbers or Pot numbers should be re.:.classed. 

·The object of this is to save the time that would otherwise 
be spent in breaing up ~e old classification at the time of preparing ~he ;registers •. ' 

·Rule .3.-(1) It is as a general rule very unadvisabte that two .classers be emp~oyed in 
. . · the same village. Except in cases of emergen(!y, a single 

One class~r only, if possible classer only should be employed in ohe village. When ~t 
to be employed in each village. is necessary to employ two· tr.:en' it is better to put 'one if 

. , feasible on the bagait exclusively, reserving the other for 
the dry-crop, or one classer may do all the soil classification, and the other all the alluvail 
classification or the water class.ification- of rice land. . . , , 

(2) There is always danger of some variation of standard if two classers are employed. 
This is especially objectionable in one village. . . . , . . 

(3) When it is necessary to -employ m'lre than one classer in one an:i the -si~'e village 
indiscriminately on the dry-crop and irrigated lands, both should b~ w~ll proved steady 
men, as more likely to work together, and it WQuld be w~ll to ntmJ to ~1ch tne entire w.ork 
of separate old classers, if more than one has been employed originally. · . · .· · .. 

1 
: • ~:; 

' ' . 
Rule 4.-It is important that only the steadiest and brst classers should be 

employed on soil .classification for standard at Revision 
B':st cl~sers only to be put on Survey • others may be well employed on other 

classification for standard. b h • f th k ranc es o e wor . 

Rule 5.-If any of the new numbers of one old .survey number be re-classed for soil, 
the remaining numbers must also be re-classed. · · · · · · · 

Excepting if an old survey number be broken up in two new numbers ·either 'o£ which 
Exception •. is less in width than one share or row of shares of the 

old classification, then such new numbers must be re
classed, but the remaining new numbers of that old survey number need not be re-classed. 

•N ote.-The Revision Classification Rules are of little use as a source of information on the Classification 
is;stem as a whole, since they mostly refer merely to operations involving correction in the original worn. The 
aystem as it stood in 1853 is explained in full detail in "Wingate's Rules" of that date. Considerable changes, 
however, were made subsequently in his system, which were effected throuph the circulars issued from time to 
time by the Superintendents or Survey Commissioners. These have been sufficiently summaried in the Mannual 
itself. · 
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CHAPTER II 

Re-classification for other reasons. 

Rule J.-(1) All newly formed survey numbers in beds of rivers, etc., and land not 
. classed at all formerly on account of not having be~n 

Lands not hitherto classed. made into survey numbers must now be classed. 

(2) Also all numbers not formerly classed but now entered in the village papers u 
Cultivated must be classed. 

(3) Also all numbers much altered either in shape or area must be re-classed. 

Garden land. 
Rule 2.-All numbers in which there is garden cultiva
tion must be re-classed for soil. 

Rule 3.-Mal land, regarding which the Survey Commissioner's memorandum 
No.3# of the 23rd April1881 was issued and inserted in 

Mal numbers over acre in area, the Revision Survey Measuring Rules, must now be 
classified. 

Rule 4.-Numbers in which the new tari area exceeds the old by an acre or more 
should be re-classed for soil. Numbers in which the 

New tarl lands. tari area, whether cld or new, is less than an acre need 
not be re-classed for soil. 

: · Old tari, now khushki lands. 

Alluvial increase. 

Rule 5.-Numbers in which old tari has now become 
khushki, and numbers which have less tari now than 
formerly not need be re-classed. 

Rule 6.-All land to which alluvial increase is appli
cable must have its alluvial classification done. 

Rule 7.-All water classification must be done under all circumstance,:, as time must 
Water classification. have caused many changes on the old water classification. 

Rule 8.-The following additional classification is to be placed on all lands, whether 
· irrigated or unirrigated, situated within 5 chains of the 

Five-chain increase. banks of rivers and nalas which contain water till the end 
of December, and on which there would be no difficulty in drawing water by means of 
budkis or other mechanical contrivances :- · .. 

Soil Classification. Additional Class Increase. 

From 1st to 4th 
Do. 5th to 6th 

Under 6th 

One class, i.e., 2 annas. 
Half class, i.e., 1 anna. 
No increase . 

. Rule 9.-All numbers in which the old Kharab exceeds ird of the culturable ar~a 
Old Kharab must be re-classed ; and also all numbers formerly 

· entered as entirely Kharab, as such land might now prove 
culturable. This does not apply to ranges of hills and numbers assigned to a village for 
special purposes. 

CHAPTER III 

Treatment of Lands not Re-classed. 

·Rule 1 .-Unculturable areas for roads, nalas, temples, etc., must be confirmed as. 

U I bl 
given by the measurer at Revision Survey in numbers not 

· ncu tura e areas. l d re-c asse , except that wherever he has aUowed more 
than 2 chains breadth for a nala, the classer shall see that such deduction is proper. 

Rule 2.-The estimated or measured unculturable areas, etc., of the original survey 

- Unculturable areas. 
not provided for in the last rule should be confirmed in 
all numbers not re-classed. 

Rule 3.-ln cases old rice numbers in which are now shown narrow strips of khushki 
(grass or otherwise), the classification o~ sue~ st~ips may be taken at one class lower than 
the adjoining rice land, without re-clasi1ficat10n m the field. 
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Rule 4.-The following dhar sods shall be used in Revision Survey for the bhag annas 
Give and take in soil valuation. of both unclassed and re-classed nulllbers :- . 

(1) In soil classification bhag annas, above lZ annas, for ~he additional pies the 
higher half-anna rate is to be confirmed .. 

Example. 

Classification Bhag Annas. 

As. ps. 
13 1 
14 1 
14 7 .. • "r 

.. 

. '· 

As. ps. 
13 6 

' '13. 6 
lS 0 

. (2) In bhag an':las, bel?w 12 annas' to 6 annas, the give and take fo~ .th~ additional 
p1es to be done as h1therto 1t has been. . . . , · · · 

As. ps. 
10 5 
10 3 
10 9 

Example. 

.·. 

,·, .. ,JJ. 

•• 

;·_, ',t 

··.As. ps. 
10 6. 
10 0 
10 6' 

(3) In bhag annas, below 6 annas for the additional pies. the lower 11~~ .. anna 
rate is to be confirmed.· · ·. · 

Example. '' 
A~~ As:~ 

!~ :: :: :: 'i .. ~ 
5 11 5 6 

. . ' . '. ' ' .. ·: •' .l 
Rule 5.-In water classificati?n bhag annas, the give and tak~ f~r the :p\es Qve{ th,.~:~rmas 

Give and take in water class. 1~ to be done ~s follows :-

and so on to the ~nd. 

l. '. 

Classification 
'As. ps. · As. ps. As. ps. 

1 Oto 1 2confirm 1 0 
1 .3 to 1 8 do. 1 1 6 
1 9 to 2 2 do. 2 0 ; 

~CHAPTER IV 
Records and papers prepared at Revmo11: Claslification. 

Rule }.-The classer's field book shows entries for every new survey numb~r in the 
village in the consecutive order of the Revision Survej 

The classer's field book. Form numbers, though the field work must be . done in ·the 
A appended. consecqtive order Q{ t~e old, su,TVey, o\l,mber as direc,:~ed in 

another ll:lle. . ! : 

. Rule 2.-( 1) For re-classed. numbers every i~orJPation is recor~e4 as in original 
classification work. 

(2) For unclassed numbers plot is shown, with. the e::cceptions noted below, but the ol4. 
classification bhag annas for numbers not broken up or not of mi::ced cultivation are enterecl 
from the old classers' books and under them the modification, if any consequent on 3djust .. 
ment for standard or increase for various reasons is to be shown. For broken up numbers 
and for numbers of mixed cultivation the old classification for each new number or for each 
kind of cultivation must be entered in the new classers' books share by share from the 
old classification and the bhag annas worked out in the qsual way and under ~his the 
adjustment for standard or other modification when any is to be shown. 

Rule 3.-0f numbers not re-classed plots must be shown :-
(1) Of numbers of tari or of mi::ced tari and khushki cqltivation for the purpose of 

entering the water classification of the tari land. . 
(2) Of numbers to which alluvial classification and the 5-chain nala increase or 

other local increases a.-e applied so that the land to which these ar~ applied may be 
indicated. · 

A-163-15-A 
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· Rllle 4--To elucidate the foregoing instructions examples of entries of a few numben 
not re-classed are herewith attached. 

Rllle 5.-In the Revision Survey work it is necessary to obtain information as to what 
number of Inamdars or Khatedars cultivate the land themselves and how many sub-let 
their land. Information on the following points must therefore be entered in the 
clas5ers' books :-

1st-Does the Inamdar or Khatedar cultivate the land himself? 

,2Jrd-Does the Pot Lawnidar cultivate by right of succession ? 
3rd-Does the Pot Lawnidar cultivate the land paying rent in money ? 
4th-Does the Pot Lawnidar cultivate the land paying rent by a share of the crop ? 
5th-H the Khatedar or Inamdar himself cultivate a portion and has sub-let 

a portion of his n11Dlber such number will be entered under the heading to which the 
greater area belongs. ~rs need not enquire for what sum of money or what 
share of produce the land is sub-let. 
R1Je 6.-{1) The classer is supplied with blank forms of the bhag anna statement of 

which he fills in columns 1 and 7 to 11, and returns each 
Bbag anna statrment. Form B sheet as soon as ready to the Assistant Superintendent. 

appended. The remaining columns are then filled in, preparatory 
to test, in the Assistant's office, after which the statement 

is finally completed, and sent to the Superintendent. 
· (2) Numbers must be entered in the bhag anna statement in the consecutive order of 
the old numbers, and as each leaf of the statement gets filled in it should be at once sent 
in to the Assistant Superintendent. 

(3) To enable a classer to act according to the above, classification must proceed in 
the consecutive order of the old survey numbers, though the order followed in the new 
classification books must be that of the Revision Survey. 
- { 4) The initial letters appropriate 'to each kind of cultivation must be entered against -
'the acres both old and new. 

{5) Numbers that were waste at the time of the old classification must have their old 
acres and bhag annas entered in red ink. 

{6) Numbers that were occupied at the time of the ol.l classification must have their 
old acres and bhag aonas entered in black ink. 

{7) Numbers that are waste at the time of revision classification must have their new 
acres entered in red ink. 

{8) Numbers that are occupied at the time of r:evision classification must have their 
new acres entered in black ink. 

{9) All re-classi1ication bhag aonas must be entered in black ink. 
· {10) Broken up numbers waste at the time of re-classification and not re-classed must 

have their bhag annas derived from breaking up the old classification entered in column 11 
of the bhag anna statement in red ink. 

{11) Alluvial and other increase on the soil classification must be included in the bhag 
annas entered in column 11 of the bhag anna statement.· 

The amount of the increase should be shown in the column for remarks. 
. {12) In cases of error in the old classification books or registers the rate by which the 
old ak.ar of a number was computed should be entered in column 5 of the bhag anna state
ment, as it is desired to know what was the old classification rate on which the assessment 
Was fixed. All such cases should be noted in English in the bhag anna statement. 

(13) In making out the statement of differences• between old and new classing, for 
_- • ~ F: C peoded. insertion in the bhag anna statement of villages classed for 

, orm ap revision, the aonas for soil classification only should be 
entered in column 3. Five-chain and other increase aonas should not be entered in that 
column, but should be shown in their proper place in the body of the statement. · 
. {14) In cases where the old classification of a village has been done by more than one 
classer, each old classer's work must be shown in a separate bhag anna statement, with 
separate recommendations for adjustment, etc.~e whole of the bhag anna statement 
relati.l!g to one village being tacked together. 
· (15) In the case of two new classers being employed in one village the same plan is 
to be followed. 

A-163-I>B 
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(16) When a number has been re-classed, the result of the re-classification is to be 
substituted for that of the old classification, unless a pencil alteration is made in the bhag 
anna statement by the Survey Commissioner or the Superintendent. If the re-classifica· 
tion has been tested, the result of the test should be substituted for the old classification. 

(17) The bhag anna statement and old classification books should always be in thq 
field with the testing officer. Some of the numbers tested now should be numbers formerly 
tested, even up to l of the numbers now tested. 

(18) The remarks on the character of the old classification, as judged from the day"s 
test, should be written, at the time of the test, on the page containing the last numbeJ; 
tested that day, and on the completion of the test of a village should that day be written at 
foot of the bhag anna statement, which should be sent to the Superintendent as soon as 
it is completed. · · · ' ) 

• I 

Rule 7.-Information regarding garden land must be recorded in a separate field book, 

B 
. b k F D d d and in doing so the following points must be noted in the aga1t oo • onn appen e • ' . • · · • · · . - ... ,7 

' ord~r giVen.=-:- . . ·.,. 

For Bagait under Wells~ 

]st..:_ Whether the well was dug before or after the old revenue survey settlemenn 
2nd-Nature of the well, whether built up or excav~ted in hard soil or'rock{p:ilo} 

or whether merely excavated in loose soil (kachi). The number of mot-placeS it has~ 
and the number of these in use. Depth of well to the water from the lift-places, and 
also from the surface ofthe ground. The class of the well. : · · : ·· · · ·. · : : :' f 

3rd-The old bagait acres as entered in the village papers. '· : :. ·· -41 

4th-Whether or not the right of irrigation from the well is shared hy ·other 
numbers, and also if the number under consideration has a right of irrigation from 
wells in other numbers. In case of division of right to irrigation from a well among 
several numbers the share of right of each number must be given in sub-divisions of 
16 annas. ·· · .· 

5th-The crops cultivated in the garden land at the time of classification and the 
trees growing in it. This must be given in detail for superior and minor crop in t4e 
way explained in the rules for the bagait takta. · · · · · o ,., ~ 

6th-The acres under yearly and rotation (Salosal and Pherpali) bagait mu~t be 
stated. ·· · . · · · · · ' ' ' 

1· 

For Patfzasthal Bagait. · 

,. 
'.. ~ . -~ ': :\. 

- 1'1' !· '1 

Rule B.-1st-Information must l;>e given regarding the crops cUltivated in such deta:il 
as is explained in the rules on the subject for the bagait takta. . : · - · · i ) 

2nd-Information regarding the source of pathasthal irrigation and the ·pat must·bc' 
given in the way it is for original survey classification work. , · . , 

3rd-From the examples herewith attached of the entries in the bagait b~ok the above 
explanation will be made clear. . 

Rule 9.-(1) Two. forms of bagai~ -taktas-one for motasthal and the other for 

B . T k F E (I) d pathasthal bagait-are attached to these rules. The 
aga~t a ta orms an · • • • 

E (2) appended. entnes reqmred to be made 1Il them will be understood 
from the following clauses. 

(2) FormE (1) refers to motasthal bagait and the information required to be entered 
in it will, in great part, be understood from the headings 

Motasthal. of its columns. Additional information necessary to be 
entered in it is as follows. 

(3) In en~ering the crops in column 14 superior crops must be shown in detail, the 
area of each kind separately and the total of them should be shown in an anna valuation. 
The area of the minor crops is· not to be shown in detail, but lumped together as a whole. 
An anna valuation of this area must also be shown. 

(4) The distance of the water in a well from the surface must be given in yards. This 
depth should be shown in column 6. · 

(5) Whether a number is Government or Inam and its distance in mil~ from the 
village should be entered in column 3. , . 
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·ri • (6) Well position class should be shown in columns 4 and S. 
·. (7) The headings of columns 8 and 9 should be m3de to show whether a well was dug 
before or after the old Revenue Survey, and not as hitherto, before or after the year 1843. 

. (8) The new survey numbers having a right to water from a well should be entered in 
column 13, the proportion of each share of such right being in annas. 

(9) Bagait Takta Form E (2) refers to pathasthal bagait. The information required 
to be entered in it will in a great measure be understood 

Patbasthal. from the headings of its columns. Additional information 
itecessary to be entered in it is as follows. 

(10) In column 6 the area of the superior crops must be shown in detail, and also that 
of the minor crops and the totals of the two kinds should be shown in separate anna 
valuations. 

(11) Whether =a ilumbet is Government or Inam and its distance in miles from the 
village should be enteted in column 2. 

(12) H the pathasthal bagait h~ also mot irrigation, the class of the well should be 
entered in column 9. 

(13) The crops that were cultivated in the two years previous to the one in which the 
revision classification is being done, must be entered in the bagait books and taktas to all 
pathasthal bagait numbers. The information is obtained from the Pik-pani Patrak of the 
village papers . 
. · (14) The above information should be entered in the pathasthal bagait takta in the 

. blank space left in columns 3 to S, as shown in the form of bagait takta attached. 
(15) In cases of one old survey number being broken up into 2 or more numbers, all 

being pathasthal bagait, the information regarding the past two years' crops should be 
pntered only to the first of the new numbers and in the other numbers a note should be 
written, stating against which number the information has been entered. 

(16) By superior crops are meant those requiring irrigation throughout the year, such 
as sugarcane, turmeric, etc., and all perennial crops, such as plantains, betel vines, etc., 
;md also all orchard crops. . Supari and coconut trees also come under this heading. :Minor 
crops are those requiring irrigations for only a few months of the year, such as khapli, 
sweet potatoes, onions, brinjals, etc. . . 

r (17) Areas under supari and coconut trees only and under those trees mixed with other 
crops must be shown separately as in the example given below. Also the number of supari 
and coconut trees must be given in detail as shown in the example. Of fruit trees not 
occupying a continuous area, but standing detached, the number only is to be given. In 
doing this the number of tamarind and mango trees must be shown separately, and the 
number of the other trees lumped together. . 

(18) Care must be taken to always give the area in a number that is under rotation 
(Pherpali bagait). 

(19) Example:-

fPiantain, coconut and supari trees mixed •• 
Superior bagait-~ Betel-leaf vines, coconut and supari trees 

16 annas. 1 mixed. 

A.gs. 
1 0 
1 18 

l Coconut and supari trees mixed 

Coconut 
Supari 

:Minot bagait 0 anfias 

16 Total arinas 

Number of coconut and supari trees. 

... 
Large 
273 
224 

Area of minor bagait 

Total acres 

120 

3 38 

# 

' 
Small Plants 

20 7 
H 4 

A. gs. 
0 0 ' 

3 38 
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Other Fruit Trees, their Kind and Nt~mbers. 

Tamarind 6, mango 31, bullock heart, lime, jack, and guava trees 15 

A. g. 
3 38 area of bagait every year 
0 0 area of rotation bagait. 

(20) In cases of the garden land of a number being under both mot and path irrigatic:ut 
it is not necessary to enter the garden crops in lloth niotasthal and pathasthal taktas. They 
should be entered only in the pathasthal bagait takta, and a note should .be made in the 
-motasthal one, stating that the crops have been entered ~n the pathasthal bag~t takta. 

· (21) Land in a number irrigated both by mot and_by ~a~, if~ portion of it is irrigated 
from one source and not the other must have the soil classification and area. under each 
-source of irrigation shown separately. 

(22) All numbers against which bagait of any kind is. entered in ~~ ori~ sW'!ey 
. · papers must be brought mto the t«?VlSton clasSification 

All old bagait areas to be shown bagait books and · bagait taktas. In . cases where il difi.o 
oin Revision classification papers. erence of area exceeding' 25 pet' tent has taken pl:tce in 

the area irrigated, or in the areas respectively itrigated . 
·by path and well, the cause must be explained in a note against such humber. 

(23) It will be necessary for the Assistant Superintendent to inform the classers .from 
-the old classification papers against which ·old number what area of bagaithas been ent'ered 
.at the original survey. 

(24) It is desired to know whether a well is situated iri the land below'' a considerable 
· . . . irrigation work, .and therefore, .drawing. its. supply of 

'Yell.s benefited by adjormng water from the sub-soil drainage from the tank bed or 
lmgatton work. al . · . . :. . . 

can . · 

(25) To facilitate distinction it will be advisable to c~nsider all wells below the ievel 
w u c1a and within 2 chains of _the tank or canal as 1st class, those 

e sses. within 5 chains but over 2 chains as 2nd class, .and those 
·over 5 chains as 3rd class (vide Survey Commissioner's No. 1457 of July Uth1 1884). 

a'· ' 

(~6) Wells ~it!tin 5 chains of a nala that has water till t:_he end of December and having 
-water m them Within 5 yards ·of the surface should be tonstdered as 1st class. . 

(27) On the first page of a bagait takta an index of the rlumbers in it should be made 
Index. in the consecutive order of the revision survey numbers. 

(ZS) The month in which the water classification was ~acie should. iri~arlably be 
-entered on all bagait taktas. This should be entered in English ott any vacant space on 
-the first page of the bagait takta, or in the English remarks made by the classing officer, 
.and a shera to the same effect be written in vernacular at the end of the bagait takta: above 
the Assistant's signature. · _ · . . · · 

(29) A note must be written in English on the 1st page of a bagait takta, statihg what 
Remarks by Assistant Superin- has been observed by the classing assistant regarding the 

~endent. general condition of the bagait of the village. 

(30) This applies more especially to villages in which there is a large quantity of bagait 
-irrigated from paths, whether derived from streams or tanks. It often appears that the 
supply of water from these sources is entered as only avaiable for a very few months, 
perhaps only up to January and February, and notwithstanding large quantities of superior 
coconut trees are grown, deriving their supply of water from the general dampness of the 
situation. Whether this bagait appears fiouris~ing or not, is an important fact to note. 

(31) In the case of villages with ordinary well bagait only, unless there are some 
peculiar circumstances which could not readily be learnt from the vernacular statements 
opposite each number, it will not be necessary to write any English rema~ks. 
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.CHAPTERV 

MisuHIIIIeOfU 

R11le /.-All corrections in classification made by the classing officer at, or as a con
sequence of, test are to be made in the classer's boob at once, and initialled. 

Rule 2..-{1) There are three separate modes of applying increased classification to 
dry-crop land as follows :-

J.rt-Soil chad which is according to special orders given in regard to each taluka. 

2nd-Alluvial or flood water das5es added to the my soil classification in the field; 
on these sometimes additional ann.as are placed as directed 
by circular yadi No. 19 of 6th September 1855. 

;d.-The increase of classification valuation of land within S chains of a stream 
on which a budki or other mechanical contrivance for raising water for irrigation could 
be erected. · 

(2) Of the ~ve increase Nos. l and 3 Can be applied to the same land. Nos. I and2 
cannot both fall on the same land, -that is, if one is applicable, the other is not to be super
added Nos. 2 and 3 cannot both fall on the same land,-that is, if one is applicable. the 
other is not to be superadded. In places where two increases apply, the one giving the 
higher rate is to be preferred. 

· , . Rule J.-:-As the census operations connected with revision settlement will be underuken 
by the Revenue Department, the classers are not to prepare 
any statement in connection with them. 

Rule 4.-An information connected with the hawal yadi, as hitherto, be recorded. 

Rule 5.-~lost particular care must be taken to see that the statements of sales, mort-
Information a~MRJt ~ gages and leases appended to settlement reports may be-

etc. as full and complete as possible. They are worse than 
valueless if the information is imperlect. 

Rule 6.--; The following are the points to be alluded to specially :-
. lst-ln caseS of mortgage and I~ who is to pay the assesmnent should be-

clearly stated. · 

· • 2Jrd-ln case-of Inam land not only the survey assessment but the. actual pay-
ment to Government due on the land should be shown. 

Jrd--When a sum of money is lent on a field the rate of interest should be clearly 
stated, o~ the mode in w~ch the lender of the mo~ey is to obtain usage for the money • 

. Rule 7.-All cases in which any property other than the land itseH (trees excepted) is 
included should be omitted froiJl the above return. 

· Rule B.-Information recorded under Rule 5 of Chapter IV must be entered in a form. 
·Soh-· · · F: p---.:~...1 according to the following hea~os. every number of a. 

teDuta. OJm .... a-- village being entered under its appropriate heading_ 
From this abstract of the information according to a similar form must be given and attach-
ed to the register of the village. · 

HuulingsoJFont~ 

lsi-Numbers cultivated by Khatedars or lnamdars. 
2nd-Numbers cultivated by Pot Lawnidars by right of succession. 
Jrtl-Numbers cultivated by Pot Lawnidars by a money payment of rent. 
4th-Numbers cultivated by Pot Lawnidars by a payment of a share of the crop .. 

5th-Waste numbers. 
6th-Unculturable numbers (Parampok). 
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Rule 9 -Of the forms given at the end of section 12 of the Revenue Survey Rules 
the last is regarding information required to be written 

Tanks. up about tanks. This information must be given in the 
classer's book, both of tanks occupying entire numbers 

.and those occupying only a portion of the area of a number. 

Rule /0.-Information regarding tanks used for· pathasthal bagait irrigation and all 

•Form G appended. 
other tanks is to be given in a separate printed form • 
according to the headings in it. This ·form must be 

.attached to the pathasthal bagait takta. · ' 

Rule 11.-The attention of the classing officers should be clearly called to· the recent 
. . orders of Government regarding the enhancement of 

. Indirect advantsges from Irnga- assessment on lands for indirect advantages received from 
'Cton. works. h . f . . . k d th h uld b t e construction o an ungatton wor , an ey s o e 
directed to make notes from enquiry as to whether lands under command of such 1a work, 
.although not actually irrigated, have appreciably increased in value from, the fact of the 
·construction of the work. The information so gained should be embodied in' their sta-
tistical reports. · · · . · · : .l · • ,, : · 

Rule /2.-The use of lOth class must be confined to soil that can never be cultivated 
throughout. Occasionally, only in a few places where 

Use of the lOth class. there is a little more soil it may perhaps be ploughed, but 
· · the produce could only be used as fodder; 'Where grass 

·even will not grow the land must be considered worse than lOth class, and deducted as 
culturable. 

'" 

Rule /3.-Alluvial increase will in future be applied not only to dry-crop but to 
-garden lands which receive benefit from river flo9ding. 

· Rule /4.-This increase for alluvial deposit is not to be held to apply to rice lands. 
:Such lands will never be classed for soil beyond the ordinary 16 annas of the scale. • 
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REVISION MEASUREl\lENT AND CLASSIFICATION RULES OF 
THE GUJARAT SURVEY 

CoNTENTS. RULES. PAGE: 

Chapter 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

I.-Introduction 
H.-Breaking up of over-sized numbers 

IlL-Separation of clubbed occupancies 
IV .-Miscellaneous measurements

Village sites .. 
.J 

Alluvion and diluvion 
Petha Kharabo 
Roads 

V.-Boundary Marks -
VI.-Measurer's Records 

Do. VII.-Special Rules for measurement in village where 
owing to the loss of the records or other cau
ses measurement de novo is necessary wholly 
or in part 

1-2 116-
1-5 117 

1-10 117 

1-2 119 
3-8 119' 

9-12 12() 
13-16 12(} 
1-14 121 
1-9 12} 

1-8 12J. 

(These rules, revised and corrected, were brought into force from the ]st November 1893} 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

1. Scope of revision measurement. Re-measurement shall be confined to
(1) The breaking up of over-sized numbers. 
(2) The separation of clubbed occupancies. 
(3) Correction of the field record by recording all changes which have occurred 

since the original survey and which have not been duly recorded by the Huzur Surveyor._ 
(4) Correction of errors which have been detected. 

2. Prior to the arrival of the Measurers, a statement shall be obtained from the village
officers through the Mamlatdar giving ·the following details :-

(1) List of survey numbers which have been wholly or partially washed away by 
the flooding of a river or nala. 

(2) The formation of new cultivable land a along the boundary of a river or nala. 
(3) The diversion from one survey number into another of a road or water-course· 

which was originally included in the former as petha kharabo. 
(4) Numbers in which land has been set apart for public or special purposes. 
(5) 'Changes in the boundaries of village sites made by order of the Collector. 
(6) List of numbers in which tanks exist, the water of which is used for irrigation-

of adjoining numbers. 
(7) List of tanks included in occupied numbers over which a common right exists

to water cattle. 
(8) List of survey numbers in which dry-crop has been converted into rice land, or 

in which rice land has become dry-crop. 
(9) List of numbers or parts of numbers which have since the old survey become 

alienated or having been alienated have become khalsa. 
(10) List of survey numbers containing both Government and alienated land. 

. (11) List of numbers in which there are more occupancies than one separately 
recognised in the village accounts. 
Note.-The words "Head Surveyor" shall be taken to include any officer in immediate

charge of a Party. 
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CHAPTER II .. -

Breaking up of over·si:ted Number$ 

Rule ].-Unoccupied cultivable survey numbers not set apart for .public purposes 
such as gaocharan, shall be broken up as follows, care being taken to make. the ne:w. S!-.U:V:e}'i 
numbers as regular in shape as possible, and to avoid making three·sided numbers ::-- _ · A 

· 'Black soilland.-Numbers over 9 acres and up to 15 acres shall be divided int()'l 
2 survey numbers of about equal size; up to 21 acres into 3 survey nUmbers; a~d so on; 

Goradu land.-Numbers over 6 and up to 10 acres· sh~ll be divided irit6 2 stirte1 
numbers of about equal size; up to 14 acres into 3 numbers, and so on. . . . 

~- · Rice land.-Numbers over 3 and u~·'to 5 acr~s shall be divided into ·2 's~e~. 
numbers of about equal size; over 5 and up to 7acre~ f~to, 3 survey nu.mbers, and so 0,~0 
Rule 2.-In the case of old waste rice numbers::wh~rCJl the_ 9ld em.l?anktneQ-ts st~U~emain,

the boundaries of the new numbers shall be made along the embankments and not across 
them1 and in the case of other waste numbers the sub·division ~houl<i be guide~ by th~ lie of· 
the land and convenience of occupation consistently with the provisions o( Rule l. '. . 

_ •• , • " I •. , • . , l, '-_.t : •;. ! j 

Rule 3.-U noccupied numbers of 100 acres or more in area or of less area, where owin!{ 
to poorness of the soil or increase of sufrace salts (khar) occupation is not probable, shalJ 
not be broken up without the special sanction of the Assistant S_uperintendent. 

Rule 4.-In villages where at the original survey owing to the then sparse population 
the lands were measured into large numbers, and where _now population and cultivation 
have so increased that it is :reasonable to make a more ·minute division into numbers, the 
Assistant Superintendent may, under the directions of the_ .Deputy Superintendent, 'brde~ 
the breaking up of unoccupied over.sized numbers a~cording to the rules of this ~hapter, 
and the separation of clubbed· occupancies under the rules of Chapter 3, at the cost .of 
Government, provided all boundary mark ~penditure is met by occupants in case of occupi.
ed land. If occupied numbers are not broken up according to the rules for the separation 
of clubbed occupancies, and are still too large for convenient occ~;~pation,. they may b~ 
sub-<iivided with the ~pecial sanction of the Survey Commissioner, at the cost of .tP.cr occui 
pants, but not ):lthetWJse. - ._ . , . . . _ _ , _ . . 1 . - 1 , : .. __ ,, ; , , _ • .; 

Where the lands of such a village are all in the occupancy of one man, his application 
in writing should be made a pre-requisite to action under this rule, and he should be called 
on to pass an agreement that he will put U:P all neceSSI:\CX marks in a·. reasonabl.e ~ime 
(to be specified in the agreement), or in default pay all charges incurred.: . . . :. , . : · _ .i 

Rule 5.-If an occupant desires to have a number or numbers ia·his <)ccupancy broken 
'up into smallet numbers, which 'will not be broken up under the above niles, .and agrees to 
pay all the exp·enses necessarily incurred fo:r re-l:neasurement, bouhdary. :marks,· and paper 
correction,- the number 'Ot numbers may be broken up unaet the general or special orde!r 
of the Survey Commissioner, in accordance 'With the procedure' prescribed by: staJiding 
orders, or special orders if issued. 
· . 'Note ....... At present such sub-divisi'Ob. is in'Ot permitted by the ;Su1'Vey C-otnmiSsioner, 
e'Kcept in very special circumstances, both in· order to secure an early completio~ of revision 
operations, and because the Circle Inspector staff, to succeed the survey, will at a reasonable 
interval more properly deal with such cases which are not requisite for revenue purposes, 
but only affect the convenience of the occupant. . i , ; .i _ • : 

.I 

Separatio'lt of Clubbed Occupancies 

Rule ].-In existing survey numbers if there are found to be more occupancies than 
one separately recognized in the village accounts, each separate occupancy. shall be made 
into a survey number if not less than one acre in dry-crop land or half an acre in rice land •. 
If below these areas, the occupancy shall be made into a po_t number and included as such 
with other similar adjoining pot numbers to make up a new number of nut less than one 
acre in dry-crop and half an acre in rice. If this is not possible, it shall be included in the 
most convenient new survey number adjoining. 

Note ].-Such separation of clubbed occupancies shall n~t be made in numbers which 
are wholly dry·crop land unless the separation is applied for in writing by the majority of 
the co-occupants. , . 

A-163-16-A. 
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N. B.-The note to this Rule shaD be applied to all kinds of~ ~d not to dry-Crop 
.land onfr. from the 1st February 1896 in all talubs of the Sunt DlStnet C"XCq)t M.andn. 
in which talub it shaD apply to dry-crop land only. 

RQ 2.-Ia numbets sub-dirided under the last rule. the boundaries of the new 
surwy numbers or pot numbers shaD be fixed acxording to prescol ~ (bends up 
to one anna being neglac:tcd). But if it is found that a holda: of an alicuatcd numba: has 
enc::roached on an adjoining GoftllUilelll: nwnber which is being broken up the original 
boundary of the alienated number shall be c:onfirmed by the measurer. who shall report to 
the Assistant Superintendent. 

Rille J.-H in a suney number conuining more occupancies than one sepaat1ey 
ruognized in the Wlage acxoun.ts. but not sepantely delimitated in the field. all the 
occupants agree in writing to divide the land and point out the limits of each occupancy. 
the sub-division of ocxupancies shall be made at the cost of the occupants. . 

RMk 4.-If any specified portion of a survey number or pot number has by decree 
of a Civil Court mme into possession of an occupant it shall be made into a separate SUITeJ 
number or pot number even though not recognized in the Yillage accounts; but if the deaee 
of the Court has awarded possession for a term of years only. no separation shall be made. 

RMI~ 5.-H in a SUITey number alienated land is found together with Gowmment 
land. the alieoated land acmrding to the area shown in the •• Kaim Kharda .. shall be 
measured in to a separate number. howner smaD. in area and whether O.eld by the same 
holder as the GoTemlllCilt land or not. The position of the alienated land shaD. be ascer
tained by inquiry and examination of the village records. If both kinds of land are held 
by the same person and if he refuses to point out the position of the alientated partion. 
the JDeaSIJrel' shall report for orders. If the Government and alienated land are hdd by 
di11'erent pasons and if they agne. as to the position of the land. the separation shall be 
made accordingly. If they do not agree,. the measurer shall report fO£ orders. If one 
person holds alienated land. part under one tenure an·.i put wcler an:J!h!l" • n'> further 
sub-clift;ion on that a acmunt need~ nwlc; for the entry in th.~ Ktim K.ill'h will be 
adequate evidence of tenure and of area unda: each tenure. 

. RMk 6.-H in such a number there is a d.Mding line in~ field betweet1 the Gavem
ment and the alienated land. both being held by the same person. and if on measurement 
the alienated land w found to euecd the remnled area. the excess shall be deducted and 
included in the Govemmmt brut if,. however. if falls shMt of the recorded are3, the excess 
shaD. not be made up by the inclusion of any portion of the Gonnunent land. If the 
holders of the alienated and Government land are different and if in the field there is a 
·cJisrinrt boundary. the measuranent sbaU be made aa:ord.ing to that boundary. -

R.k 1.-H in an aisring sur«y number any portion hu been authoritatively set 
aside for special or for public purposes, such portion shall be separated and made into 
a suney number. 

Rille 8.-H in any SUIYef number there is fouruf to be a burial groan.! or a tank, the 
water of which is used for irrigating adjoining numbers or 

GoceuUDeut Rnolnrion N. 696, O\"ee" which tha:e is a common ~obt to wata: cattle. the 
UaulJ.Zhh l-.a~J' IIWI. portion so rendered uncultiYable shall be made into a 

" separate number or pot number. the occupant of the old 
number being registered as the occupant of the new number. 

· Rak 9.-In measuring new surwy number or pot numbers outside (bad) was1as shall 
be uoided if~ and not more than one DCW survey number or pot number shall be 
IQC2Sliled on one and the same base line. · 

R.k 10-~In surrey numbers. alienated or kha1sa land occupied by mtton-ginning fac
tories and spinning mills or made use of for other non-agricultunl purposes shall be mea
sorrel into sqwate numben or pOt n~ acxording to ~ in which tho compound 
of the factory. mill, etc., shall be indu~ and -a statement showing these nwnbers or pot 

A-163-16-B. . 
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numbers with their area, furnished to the Collector in view of their being assessed under 
section 48 (c) of the Land Revenue Code:-· · 

/ 

According to Revision Survey 

~-b~. 
. . .. \ : 

' 
.. 

., .. '1· li 
Old Name of Survey Pot Total i On On Name of ..• Re~aiq~ 

Survey Khatedar Number Number Area account, account To tar mg house-
Num-

ber 
of of other 

houses, . purposes 
huts, etc. 

' 

CHAPTER IV 

MiscellaneouS' Me~uremen~, 

VILLAGE SITES 

arable ·owner ' . '. 

. . . ., 
.I ... . 

Rule ] . .:...... Where a village site has been enlarged by order of the Collector, ~he I?.~~~ure~ 
shall duly record the alteration unless it has already been. fully recorded. ~Y. the)::\Jlzu~; 
Surveyor or as directed by the Collector. .' . · · 

Rule 2.-Wada Lands.-Where wl!das of 10 gunthas or more have not been sepafately 
measured, they shall be made into 'Ya.da survey ~uinbers, 
whether paying assessment or not. Existing wada surv:ey' 
numbers of less than 10 gunthas in area,.whether._paying 
assessment or. not, shall not be cancelled, ~xcepi:, at J:h~ 
request" of the occupant. · · · . ; 

Government Resolution No. 3181, 
dated 23rd Apri1.1883 and Govern
ment Resolution No. 8293, dated 
12th November 1883. 

ALLUVION AND DILUVION 

-Rule 3.-Survey numbers ·which have been wholly washed away; and riverside 
num hers which have been rendered wholly unproductive by deposits of sand, shall be struck' 
off the map, provided they have been relinquished by the occupant.· If !!.number is wholly. 
washed away and the occupant or holder refuses to relinquish it, the circumstances ~hould 
be reported to the Survey Commissioner for orders. ' ,·, · ~ -~-

Rule 4.-If a portion of a survey number has been washed away and if the portion so
lost is half an acre or more and also amounts to one-tenth 
or more of the area of the survey number, the remaining 
area shall be re-measured and its area recorded as the 
area of the number~ If the area lost do~s not' come 'ui) to~ 
both the limits specified above, the number shall not be• 
re-measured, but in numbers less than half an .acr~' 

Rule 47, Land Revenue Code, 
and Government Resolution No. 
733, dated 13th February 1880 and 
Government Resolution No. 2771, 
dated 12th April 1886. 

the number shall be re-measured if the loss amounts to one-tenth the area. · I 

Rule 5.-lf by alluvial accretion the area of a survey number has been incre~sed by nol' 
more than half an acre, the increase also being not more 

Sections 63 and 64, Lan~ Revenue than one-tenth cif the survey number no notice need be 
Code, See last clause, section 64, for k f • d h · ' d f h 
definition of "Holding" (Land ta en o xt, an no c ange xn the recorde area o t at. 
Revenue Code). number be made; but if the accretion a exceeds in area half 

an acre and also exceeds one-tenth of the area of the survey 
number, it shall be made into a separate survey number. If this accretion has already 
been assessed and its permanent right of occupancy granted by the Collector to any person,
that person's name shall be entered as the occupant. If it has not been so assessed and·' 
granted in occupancy, and if it is a permanent alluvial accretion and not liable to change· 
by further action of the river or nala, the report shall be made to the Assistant Superinten
~ent for orders from the Collector as to disposal of occupancy' tight. If the accretion is 
hable to change or if orders have already been passed that the right to cultivate should be 
put up to annual auction, no occupants name' shatl be entered. · 



~· ~ Ru• 6.-Should the stiJVey number against which an alluvial accretion has formed 
or from which loss by diluvion has occurred contain clubbed occupancies which must be 
separate.J.y. measured acoor.ding to Chapter l, the alluvion or diluvion shall be dealt with 
under the rules above, when the separation of clubbed occupancies has been made. 

Rule. 7.--In. the a~v.e cases if the accretion adjoins an alienated numbers, it shall be 
included in that number, provided it does not exceed half 

Section 46• Land Revenue Code. an acre and also one-tenth of the area of such number. But 
i( it exceeds either of these limits and is permanent, it shall be made into a separate number, 
a· ~eport also being made to the Assistant Superintendent and by him to the Collector to 
dt:termine the tenure and ownership. If it is not penmnent, it shall be left as kachha 
bhata, and thrown into a adjoining similar kachha bh1ta, if any. 

Rule B.-All cases or diluvion affecting alienated numbers shill be neglected by the 
measurers..the.holdets ofsuch land being left to take such steps as they m1y think fit. 

· - - · --- -~ ---------PETHA-luuitABO--
-· 

Rule 9.- Where under the rules of foregoing chapters existing survey numbers are 
sub-divided, which contained petha kharabo, the same area shall be still deducted as petha 
kharabo, as before, even though it was wholly or in part become cultivable. If it can now be 
ascertained exactly where the old petha kharabo was, for which the deduction was made, 
it shall be deducted from each new survey number according to the area of petha kharabo, 

. which that survey number contains; but if its position cannot be ascertained the deduction 
on account of petha kharabo shall be made proportionately from each new survey number 
according to its area, a dharsod of 20 gunthas being allowed to avoid fractions of acre. 

Nou.-Rule 9 does not apply to tracts settled before 1855, or to survey numbers found 
unoccupied by the revision measurers. In such cases the deduction of petha kharabo 
will not be made by the measurers. 

Rule 10.-The petha kharabo area formerly recorded as a specific deduction on 
account of a building, well, etc., even if found to be now clear for cultivation or actually 
cultivated, shall be confirmed, but if it was deducted on account of a road or water-course 
which no longer exists in any survey number, the area deducted shall be treated as cultivable 
and the petha kharabo cancelled. 

· Rule ]].-If however by such diversion the road or water-course affects other survey 
numbers where land is rendered uncultivable, which was before cultivable, the petha 
kharabo should be measured and deducted from those numbers. 

Rule 12.-If any obvious error in the record of old petha kharabo comes to notice, 
it should be corrected, the orders of the Head Surveyor being asked if the m~asurer is in 
doubt. 

RoADs 

Rule }3.-l\lade-roads, railways and canals which have been constructed since the 
original survey, but which have not been made the boundaries of survey numbers on 
either side, should now be so made excepting such portions as pass through large num
bers of unoccupied waste. not broken up under these rules, in which cases they should 
be shown by dotted lines, the survey numbers, whether occupied or not, being divided 
according!y. And if such numbers contain clubbed occupancies, the separation of 
occupancies shall be made according to Chapter 3, even in the case of dry-crop land 
and that without any application from the co-occupants. 

Rule /4.-Roads which were made the boundaries of survey numbers at the old 
survey shall in no case be included in new survey numbers. 

Rule 15.-The area of the important cart roads used throughout the year, such as 
those which connect villages or distant fields with the village site, shall be deducted as 
petha kharabo from all Government numbers through which they pass, and shown in the 
m2p by dotted lines, but no petha kharabo deduction shall be made in alienated numbers. 

~ Rule }6.-Where encroachments on a road fanning the boundary of a survey number 
are found in numbers, Government or alienated, which have to be re-measured under 
these rules, the boundary shall be set back to its original position. 
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CJIAl'TER v 
Boundary Marks 

·Rule J .......... When new boundary marks are required by the following rules they shall 
:1;>e of the description and dimensions a~;~ below.;...,.;. , 

Bandlu.-Length 6 annas, breadth at bottom 2! annas, at top l anna, height 
ll annas. .. , 

. Note.-Earth shall not be dug within 3 feet of a b.al)dh .for material to mak~ it 
or repair it. · 

Klzunts.-Height 20 inches, of which 15. inches J:P.l,lS~ b~ l>:UPeQ in th~ ~round. 
The top of a khunt shall be one foot wide and one foot broa4 f ~4.~~e ~~~ ~.q~lJ 
be made of 25 bricks and 80 seers of chunam at least. 

Stones,_;_Length not less thlUl 2! feet and width not" less thaJt 8 inch~s.: ·.Half 
' · the stone shall be buried in the ground. · · · · , . . ' . · · ;_ 

Rule 2.-All the boundary marks of all survey ~umbers whlch tinder these niles 
, are sub-divided or re-measured, and these oqly shall tie fully inspected and &hown and 
llllmbered m the rough and fair field boc;Jk below the sketch .otT·plot of the number. · ' 

Rule 3.-Detail as to the condition of confirmed marks •. cancellation of unnecessary 
marks, and erection of new marks shall be entered: below 'the plot of 'the number in thd 

-fair field book as follows :- · ' · ··' 

· · ' Ba~dhs. ' l,{buntsl · St6nes. 
. ' . 

Old marks confirmed and i,n repair. ~ .• l , • , • : No$. J & 4. ! • · J. • 5. , 
Old marks confirmed but in disrepair , • ~ • :. 1 •. , .,, , 31 ll : 1 , · .• . ~ •. · ·1 

Old mounds cancelled and c:ut in two . · . .. . .. , 7 , , . ,. 
Old marks cancelled and removed • • ,1 '13 ' 14 · 1 

· 9 
Newmarkserected .. .. · ·• , 1,0 · 11 . ' ,112 · . i 

Note.-Bandh below o~e anna in .height shall be enter~d a~' o;ut of' repai,' an~ St9ne~ 
-or khunts under the size fixed by rule 1. . · . . ' . . . . . 

Rule 4.-New stones shall not be purchased where superfluotJS 'stones o( proper 
· Qimensions in the number can .be utilized. · · ' · .. · . . ·• ··, · · · ' 

· Rule 5.-Boundary marks in numbers dealt. with at revision which are' wrongly 
·placed shall be entirely removed and those which need repair shall be daubed with '!bite
wash. New marks, superfluous marks and old marks out of repair in unoccupied num
bers shall be erected, removed, or repaired, as the case may be, at the expense of Gov~ 

· emment, but in occupied numbers, at the.expense of the occupant, to whom due notice 
·shall be issue~. In his default, the work shall be done by the measurer ... · 

Explanation.-Mounds which are merely redundant but not misplaced and' thus 
· showing a wrong boundary need not be entirely re!X).oved1 but should be ~~ ,iQ. two 
for after-removal by the occupant or village officers as the C,ase may l;>e. J{hunts anc:l 
stones erected by the ori~inal survey or 11ubsequently by Government a~ency,. }V:hif-:4 ar~ 
redundant, should be, entirely Tl'emoved, .. · . · , · . . . . , , . 

• • • • ' J • ' . 

Rule 6.-If the measurer is oblige~;! to leave a village before marks found OJ.It of ,repair 
:by him have been all' repaired, and before ma.rks. to be newly erected have been aU put 
up, he shall draw up, sign and date a statement in the following form :'- · · · · ·· · ' 

Survey Number and I New Marks still I Old Marks still I In what part ofthe 
Pot Number to be erected to be repaired Survey Number 

This statement will be sent to the Mamlatdar by the Assistant, with a request that 
jt should be returned when the work has been completed. . . 

' 
Rule 7.-New survey numbers made at revision shall be demarcated as follows::_ 

Main corners, 2 bandhs. 
Bends, one khunt, one bandh or one stone. _J 

. . . Exceptions.-(!.) Where, owing to the lie of the land or wash of water a ban~h will 
· not remain at a main corner, the corner may be .demarcated by one khunt or three stone~ 
. as the occupant may choose. This exception shall also apply to rice numbers below one 
: acre in area. 
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(2) Where the boundary, whether it be a village boundary or not, or the boundary 
of the village site or not, is defined by a good hedge the bends need not be demarcated, 
but the main corners must be, a portion of the hedge being removed if necessary to make 
room for the marks. If a number be bounded by a road, the bends shall be demarcated 
even though the boundary be covered by a hedge. This exception shall not be acted 
upon without special orders of the Head Surveyor to be obtained generally at test if 
affects all the marks of a number or the marks of several numbers together. 

(3) In rice land where the embankments sufficiently define the boundary, bends shall 
not be demarcated. In dry-crop land bends of 1 anna and under are not to be demar
cated. 

• Note.-Marks ~n bends or along the boundary which are not required by the rules 
need not be removed unless misplaced. 

, . Explanation.-Nothing in this rule shall debar an occupant from claiming to erect 
a permanent mark of stone and mortar in lieu of a bandh. (Government Resolution 
No. 8767, dated 13th December 1886.) 

I • 

Rule B.--New pot. numbers in dry•crop· land shall be demarcated, the main corners 
by one khunt or three stones at the main corners, but in rice land one khunt or one stone 
only shall be placed at each end of the main base line, unless at those points marks al
ready are in existence. . This rule is to be applied only at the requisition of occupants 
or holders. 

Rule 9.-Roads.-At the main corners of survey numbers which touch made-roads,. 
railways or canals, one mound only shall be erected and so placed as to indicate the line 
of boundary of the number.· For· the -mound a khunt may be substituted under the 
conditions specified in Exception· 1 of Rule 7. 

·Rule 10.-Bends in the ·boundary line of roads which have been observed as the 
boundary of survey numbers shall be demarcated by one stone or khunt even though 
there be a hedge ; but no demarcation will be necessary if the boundary is demarcated 
by a rice embankment, 

Rule ]].-When a road forms the boundary between two villages the bends along 
the road-side shall be examined and the boundary marks laid down at original survey 
teplaced in their former position if found misplaced. If the bends were not demarcated 
rhey shall be demarcated at revision survey. 

Rule /2.-In villages where the bend demarcation was not done at the original survey
the measurer shall make this demarcation, fixing the boundary in accordance with the
provisions of section 119 of the L. R. Code. 

Note.-Rules 9 to 12 inclusive.-These rules only apply to numbers dealt with under 
the Revision Survey Rules. 

Rule /3.-if such bend' demarcation was done not by the regular measurers but by 
the village officers or a· temporary staff employed after the original survey, then in any 
number dealt with under the revision rules if it is found that errors have been made they 
shall be corrected with the written sanction of the Head Surveyor. 

Rule /4.-Under the rules if a new mark has to be put up in place of an old one which. 
has disappeared, the provisions of Rule 7 should be applied. 

•The following special Rules are issued to meet the case of villages of the Broach District, th bound-
ries in which are subject to denruction by floods:- . 

(I) The Deputy Superintendent will obtain frcm the collector lists of the villages in each taluka 
whi :h suffer annually from floods. 

(2) The DepUfy Superintendent will then issue a notice in such villages that all cccupants who
wish to substitute ''khunts" for "bandhs'' are to have the necessary khunts ready ordinarily by the 
I at of Nove!llber following the notice, or such other date as may be convenient. 

(3) The officer in-charge of parties working in Broach in the ensuing field-seaFon will arral'1go to 
ha\'e the substitution carried out under proper surer\'ifion fr r all 1-hau.dart in the te vill&ges \\ho tave 
khunts ready by the date fixed and for no others. 

(4) Prior to the ope:ting of the season the M1mlatdars will submit to tho Deputy Superintendent. 
list of the villages m which khiUlta have been got ready. 1 

, 
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. CHAPTER VI 

Measurer's Record 

Rule /.-In the field books the revision survey numbers are to be entered in the same 
sequence (Shej) as that of the old survey map. 

Rule 2.--When an old survey number has been· sub-divided into two· or more new 
survey numbers or pot numbers, one of these new survey numbers shall retain the ori .. 
ginal number of the survey number and the rest shall be shown as will be seen from the 
following example :-

If survey number 10 is broken up into three numbers, the new numbers shall be 
-shown thus, 10 10 · ' · 

T 2. 
Rule ].-Numbers which· are not ·dealt with at revision survey shall be shown in 

proper order in the new field books, with the serial number and the sketch taken from the 
<>ld field book, but the usual details· shall be taken from the latest Pahani Patrak of the 
village ; but if the old field books have been lost, the number and acreage of the survey 
number shall be shown as shown in the Kaim Kharda. 

Rule 4.-No new village map shall be drawn and in the old map corrections and sub .. 
divisions shall be shown in red ink. From the map thus corrected two copies shall be 
pricked off in the recess and drawn with black ink throughout, one showing boundary 
marks and the other not ; pot numbers shall be shown in the margin of the map as near 
the survey number to which they belong as possible. They shall be drawn on a suffi'iiendy 
large scale to show them clearly. 

Rule 5.-If the changes and corrections in a map are numerous the survey numbers 
shall be re-numbered entirely in the recess under the orders of the Head Surveyor. 

Rule 6.-lf a measurer is obliged to leave a village partially completed at the end of 
1:he field season, a statement shall be filed under the countersignature of the Head Sur
veyor by the measurer or measurers, if more than one showing exactly what work in his 
:allotted portion of the village remains to be done. . !' . · . 

Rule 7.-Where a whole number has been converted from dry-crop to ric:! or has 
deteriorated from rice into dry-crop, the change shall ba carefully note:! in the rough 

-field book ; if only a portion has been converted or deteriorated, a sketch of the number 
1>howing its present condition shall be entered in the revision field b:>ok and a list of such 
numbers shall be shown at the beginning or end of the field b:>:>k. 

Rule B.-Where a portion of a number has thus undergone change the rice area shall 
:be carefully measured and a sketch plan showing the measurements and area shall be 
shown in the filed book ; but if such a number has to be sub-divided into new survey 
numbers or pot numbers, both the dry-crop and rice land shall be measured and shown 
separately. 

Rule 9.-Measurers and classers shall report, shortly before the completion of the 
village in hand, the probable date on which new work will be required. No pap:!rs of 
..another village shall be issued by the Huzur Office before th:! receipt of all records of the 
village previously completed. 

CHAPTER VII 

Special Rules for Measurement in Villages where owing to the Lost of the .Records or other 
Causes Measurement de QOVO is necessary wholly or in part, 

Rule /.-The map shall be re-drawn, 

Rule 2.-The serial order of survey numbers shall be retained in the field books in 
=ac cordance with the provisions of the last chapter. .. 

Rule 3.-In ne~ case shall old survey numbers be clubbed together and made into a 
new survey number ; and the old marks shall be utilized tdlthe fullest extent possible. 

Rule 4.-The provisions of the previous chapters of the3e rule; shall apply, except 
--where they cannot be applied. 
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Rule s.-Where to obtain a correct new map it is necessary to take a base line (adhar· 
litl), survey numbers through which that line passes shall be measured from it, but not 
other survey numbers, though off-sets from the base line to their main corners and bends 
may be taken. 

The position of all survey numbers which at revision survey require to be plotted 
on the old or new field maps, must be accurately fixed by means of base lines taken from, 
trijunction stones or ttaverse stations on the village boundary. 

Rule 6.-Where the old inap is available, new survey numbers and plot numbers. 
shall be shown according to the provisions of the last chapter. · 

Rule 7.-The lines of boundary of adjoining villages as measured and mapped at the · 
old survey n1ust be followed as far as possible in measuring a village de novo, either wholly 
or in part. In places where for sufficient reasons existing deviations from the old survey 
lines have to be confirmed the necessary alterations in the maps of the adjoining villages. 
concerned must be carefully made. . 

Rule 8.-If in tneasuring alienated numbers it is found that the areas according to· 
the new measurements differ considerably from those of the old survey, and these alie
.nated numbers include the. separate holdings of new subordinate alienees, who pay assess
ment separately, then the land of each such holding must be measured, but it must not 
be made a pot number (as would be done in the case of Government land), nor must it· 
be demarcated. 
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(These rules, re'IJised and corrected, were brought into force from January 1894) •: t :. · • 
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.. 1 

. : ... : ~ ,: ' 
: Introduction I !1! ,.: ': 

1. Where ariy re-classificatio~ -is done, i( sh~uld_ be do~e under"the oi:igi~ sdrvey 
·clasSification rules in so far as these are not modified by the· following rules. ·· ' t•: ·.' 

. ~ _ • • • , : .: • • .• ~ • . , : . . • .' • 1 , • .. '. ;_r eJ -l 

2. Re-classification shall be confined to-: r: ' ' "l , . ' • •, , • • • :. :, j 0
• "· I ,' ' .', 1 1: 'I:~ ': 

1 
I ' ., , 

(1) All jirayat numbers broken. :up under. the revision· measurement: Jil.t~s,; 
Chapters II and III, if the field books of the original survey are not in existence. 

Note /.-If the field books are in-existence; the classification of the new numbers 
shall be made from the old recorded classification shares : provided that if this is 
not possible for. any reason, re-classification may. be done· with the sanction of the 

, , Head Surv~yor. · · . , · ; -. ~ : ; · . · 

2. . If the Head Surveyor in r~-classing . broken· up numbers- finds. ~~ason to 
suspect bad work elsewhere, he shoUld report for orders .. · · ' '' · · . 

(2) All jirayat numbers under and up to ~ne. acreif.the field bo~ks ar~ ~~tin. 
. . ~xistence. , . . 1 

. . (3) Survey numbers or portions of suryey numbers converted since-, .the .last 
settlement fro~ dry-crop into rice or which were foq:nerly rice. but are not jirayat. 

(4) All old rice numbers-or portions of nu~bers both for soil and water, if the 
old classification books have been _lost ; but for water only if they are in existence, 
the original soil classification being confirmed. · · · · · ' ' · 

(5) All survey numbers in the Surat District, whether rice or jirayat, which 
. . were originally classed as natural bagayat. . . .. . · ' , ! r 

(6) All bhata survey numbers. : r 
· · (7) All numbers classed as bagayat at the original survey, unless the~e are means 
of taking off the bagayat kasar, without resort to re-classification. ·. ' l . : -·:-, : 

(8) All survey numbers formed during the c~rency of the expiring' !ease Ol:lt 
of large culturable waste numbers, which have not been classed at all or which lillie' 
been only roughly classed at the average claSsification rate of the old large number: !: · • 

3. Survey numbers other than- those -enumerated in the last rule shall not be re-
classed whether the old classification field books exist or not. If they have been lost the 
classification annas deducible from available data shall be accepted and recorded. 

CHAPTER II 

Classification of ri~ lands 

1. Old rice shall be taken to include-
(!) Lands classed as rice at the original survey. 

. . •Note.-The Revision Classification Rules for-Gujarathave the same deficiencies-as those of the Decca~~ 
'S\u'vey, tliough to a less degree, e.g., the classification system applied to Dry-Crop Land and Old Rice ia DDt 
to be found therejn. · · · · :: .,. 

A-163-t 7-A. 
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. (7) Land whida was fiQIIw:dJ jirqat. then mui'CIUd iDIO rice and ..,. fou.ad 
tmoa:upied. -

_... " (3) Land 11NSS sse EJ at ~ origiml SUI'ft'J bccmse m<• upicd but which 
would thm. if clascd,. haft fuliilled the conditions of_ rice ~ 

-j. r- Not#.-lf lmd das5cd at the old SOI'ftY a rice is fotmd. which is uncmbanbd 
bot which grows ria: mind with tur and kodra as ngedu. it &hall be daswd aadCI'· 

'. ltule 7 .. below. -
.. - " ... ~ 

: ~ : -~ By anr rice shan JJC uudeniood land c1as&cd as jlrayU U _the origiaU SUITeJ• 
hut litoafed .&nJurably W .. !Oltc'Cision which has. by the apmditurc of pri.ntc capilaJ. 
beca made into ria: beds.. 

- · ~--In this rule lmd &!31CS!!Cd as bagqat by a tng.yu bS.r. and a• 
dhrbdia:t by a dhekndia ~ was ~ dasscd as jirayat b.rul for the purpose& 
of this .mJe shall be coo:sidercd as jir-aJ3L · · - · · 

3. · CJassas shall re-c:Jass Jmds noted by the DW *SUlCi$ ~ c::bapkr VJ. Roles 
7 iad J of the Rerision Me:asuremmt Rules, prorided the CUCSIS 01' dcc:ruse is Oftl' 

2 ~ in IIDJ'_ ODe pbce. CJChcnrise it need DOt be DOticr.d. . 

4. New ritt lmds shall be re-<lassr.d for soil according to the ~ scale UAkss the 
eriginal 5011 ~ :mnas are oa the JUOrd in old dassi6c::alioo. boob or c:m be_ 
deducrd from other IUOids ; in whic:h case the old soil :mnas shall be confinncd.. 

s. Aa addition Oil acmunt of position ro.. bciJity ro.. c:oD'ft:ISion ioto ria: bud shall 
also be added to tbe soil :mnas under tbe following sale :-

~ - -. .. 
Cbs L-Wbcn: the l:md lies bdow the left1 of nisting ria: bod or of the dry

crop Janel in the -ric:inity and DOihing had to be doac but to build the anhanbnmts 
-in order to atch the nin or other -.ntrr. . 

.. : Class IL-Where the land lies oa tbe same len:l as that of the c:risbng rice Jmd 
. 01' dry-aop in the Ticinity and nothing had to be dooe but to build the embank

. .ments to impound the niofaD.. 
:-: t 

- _ _ Ca. IIL-:wherc the land lies slightly ahem: the len:l of the nisring rice bDd 
, · ~ 01' diy-crop in the W:inity md some c:uaftlioo had to be IIPde.. 
"'_ --~- _ _ Tbe rebtive nlues of thne c:la!cs are_ fiD:d as shcnm below :- . 

. ctass 1--4 :mnas ·' -

Cbss ll-21 :mmrs.. 
C1ass ID---1 auna. 

If. in bnds coming under Classes I and U any appreciable lndfutg had to be dooe 
a ieduction of one anna in each case should be allowed. • . , 
- · 6. New rice shall be ~ (01' bnk hiluyat. if any. ~-the on5nary mtcs • 
but DO addition shall be made Oil account of absia to the 'll'ala' mo.u. - _ • 
••. ~7 •. Vagedu .rice lmds shall be dassed fol' &Oil according to the jinyu scale; md 

fo( .-ala', prorided that fOI' absia 4 anoas and fol' bnk assistance. if any. 2 umrs shall 
_ be the muimum annas allowed. " The CDirics in the field_ hook shall be as follows :-

.. ·. -~ 

..... ·- ~ 

- ' 

IS 

I! 

df 

R:4 
T:2 

-2-
·;u~ 

h-i:j1:. ·~--..,...-~----a --~~_: : -
- S.. Land mming UDder the dcscrip6oa of ~ rice.· which. was DOt da-_.d aa 

Pc:e .t the former 1111ft1• lhall DOt be re-c:bslscd. but &IWI be le& a jirarat_ , , . 
A-163-17-B 
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' ., . 9. ··.Tank himayat annaas placed at the original survey on olc;lrlce.·numbe~s for assis-
1ance from a low-lying waste number which becoming a tank in the rains supplied· ·water 
~or irrigation, shall be taken off if the tank n~mber has _becom~ unconditionally occupied. 

· · .. 10 .. Con~er~ely ~here low-lying occupied -~uinber~ haVe b~~oine G~ver~~ni-~aste; 
a~d I_l~W -~pply. \Vater .for· ir~igatio~ in the rains, the S\lfV'ey .nu_mbe!-"!1 :irrigated shall be 
c;las!led for himayat, the .tank number. being entered as una~sessed: (bin !!karl) waste-1 · · 

- A .. , \' <o i 

11. Cases in which an occupied number which is a tank in the rains is occupi~d at 
a·reduced assessment on the condition that it should not be'cultiviltea till the rabi season 
shall~· as' found, be reported for special orders.' ' ·:• '··- ''·' 't:'. . . . l; ... 

, ~ • , I '~ _. ~· • t 

· 12. Government. rice lands irrigated from. tanks in .alienated lands shall not··. be 
t!l~sSed for" !iimayat_,"'.but himayat for. assistance to ~lie.miteil .. .'ri~e n~.u:nbers from"_ ~fi!is :~n., 
Government lands shall be· assessed. , . . . . . . . . . i • . ~ . 

··- - . 

· 13. · -Bhejtt rice land.-Where, on rice land,· a· second -crop of val, divela, etc:,· is 
grown without tank or other kind of irrigation, ·an ·addition up to two '·' gUnS~!". (4' at1nasJ: 
shall be made to the soil annas, if the second crop is taken thus annually; ·-.If it is grown 
kss frequently the .addition. shppld be o(one .. gu,n_ ~~ ~r half a "gu~· :•. oqJy~. , . . ., 

; · E~7anati~I.-This ruie is only to be applied to ~cts ofhea~ rilinfall:· d~~ cllma~~d~t~tiv~;.Msik 
. n,:..._lfthe soif is "saltish the addition otherwise allowable shall be halved.. . . . • • . . !.• .• _. :· ~ -~;; 

, • . .. ~11.-If tank him~yat is ass~ssed foJ: !leC:Onq crop, ~he rult! shalJ nol J>e _applied. .. , 
I .1 .:r • 

(.·. ;. :· :· :.<",· ·r ·; i L !'"--:..! ·'\."!· • ._ -f'J 
. • • 4 .... 

--- CHAPTER III- -·-- -- ~-·--···-~-- ....... ··-- -- ·------------
, . . . ; 1 · (,f. l: ';-,j~{,•j. \ } . I ' I . • / ~ ,_ · ~' t i~"'\ 

Special rules fr:w the classification of lands in the Surat District which were classed · .. : 1,J 
, , : . · · . ~ . (lt .the originalmTfJf!Y as natural bagay,at.~ ;• - ,..,. • . ;, , •: ;.;J "H : i 1; " 

• ' - ' • •- :. ·_i •• ~ • • ; l..i ' . ; ; ;; ! • --. '·. • • .., ;, ;~ • ~ -~ • .> ; ~ j ·'\ ,· . ~ .. ;- ~ .;- 'r."~-- !·,.~ ' 

1.- All lands in the Surat District which were classe4 at_. the Q~igW.!ll ~m;vey: ~s n~JjuraJr 
bagayat. and which, fulfil .the conditions given below shall be ~~ignated in the. ~lassers'.• 
books as U. B. (i.e., Utt~~ Bagayat). - · .i ; • ..• ~. . .. . , _ .· .. , .•. " , 

. . . . - , ' ' \ , . I • ' ' , ~ , • ' ' ' • . .1 . ~· 

; . 2. Land which f~fils. all the conditions of ~atural bagayat. shoul~ ~e .. Classe'd. as; 
"Uttam·Bagayat_" ~nder this_ chapter ev~~ th~ug~ _n~~ so classed-ra~ ~~ ~~gt~~l s~ey., 1 

Note.-Natural bagayat ·niles apparently -were not formulated tiD ·After' the Chorasi 
classification was completed. : -, ·--. · · 

4.~ - '• • 

Description: ·; ,_ . , -: 
·,;': ·c_ •. ~_._ •• - •.••• ·:r-~_ ....... :.: ... , ;:,: .... .' ..... ,,: , ..... ·~.· -~ -~~ 

(1) Soil.-The soil must be superior order soil, i.e;,. fine rich reddish and occasionall~
reddish ~rown loamy mould found both inland anl,i on the banks of rivers wbicll grows witk 
irrigation, sugarcane,,in ~otation,with pla~tai~, gi~ger, ~rmeric,_·yams, _etc. · ·: )u~ 

~~: .- (2).JVater.;-There_must_be: easy fa~ilities for'irrlgation· with pe~f~ctly sweet water' 
fiom kacha or pakka wells. 9nly where both these conditions are satisfiid shtill any tarld! 
be dealt with under this chapter; · · - : · .;.... · .:. ;J 

2. Natural bagayat may be either kyari or jii-ayat, that is, it may or may not have been' 
converted into rice beds. The soil should be classed by the usual scale for soil of superior~ 
order, the lowest scale in the grade being 16 annas, but rising as high as 24 annas by the' 
addition of" gl!~S" (or advantages) according to its quality, It rnay also be reduced by: 
faults to 14 annas, but if reduced by faults below 14- annas, it shall be classed not as 
~uperior order soil but as ordinary gorat, and will not be classed as Uttam Bagayat, however 
~reat the facilities of irrigation may be. . . . . . 

3. Definition.-Superior order soil is that which on its rnerits would be classed ab~v( 
16 annas and the classification of which is only reduced below 16 annas by reason of sloping 
surface or liability to be swept over by running Water; - lf-;my other faults exist the land. 
eannot, b.e. classed as. S\lperior Order:'t. 
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. :- 4. · . Natural bagayat which is also rice land shall be classed for ":ater, t~at is, for akasia 
upio.S annas and for tank himayat upto.S annas as in the caseofordmary nee, save that. no 
addition shall be made on account of tank himayat for the growth of a second crop after nee. 

5. For the sub-soil water natural bagayat shall be classed according to the scale given 
-beXow:- · 

ORDER I. 

Sweet throughout the year. 

Soil annas. A B c 

10 feet and Over 10 Over 20 
less. and up to and up to 

20feet. 30feet. 

' 
: 

20:annas and above . . . . . . .. 12 9 6 
-.. 

1~ a~as and under 20 annas . . . . .. 8 6 4 
: .. 

14 annas and under 16 annas . . .. . . 6 4! 3 

6. Caution.-At the original survey land was classed as natural bagayat which does not 
fulfil the conditions now laid down and indeed not those laid down at the time, thus rice land 
with black soil was wrongly treated as natural bagayat and land which was irrigated from wells 
as deep as 45 or 50 feet was also wrongly classed as natural bagayat. Classers are cautioned 
not'to repeat these mistakes, and where land which does not fulfil the conditions of natural 
bagayat, as now laid down was before classed as natural bagaya~, th~ classificatio~ should 
now be corrected and the land should be re-classed under the ordinary rules, for soil as weU 
as for water. This will not hinder the treatment of the soil as superior order, if it can be 
properly so classed, but if water is obtainable only below 30 feet, or is not perfectly sweet 
throughout the year, the land cannot be treated as Uttam Bagayat (U. B.). · 

CHAPTER IV 

Special rules for the classification of Bhata lands. 

Description.-Bhata land must be carefully distinguished from natural bagayat. It is 
a deposit of silt which may be mixed with sand on the permanent shelving bank of a river 
or, ~tream which may or may not still be increased at the time of high floods. Or else ~t is a 

i}ai:t of the bed of a river left dry and fit for cultivation by a change in the course of a river. 
It often grows valuable crops ordinarily grown with irrigation, without artificial watering, 
and that even where the sub-soil water is salt. But its value is greatest where sweet water 
can be easily obtained from kacha wells. Pakka wells are seldom built in bhata on account 
of the danger of their being washed away. It is either p~rmanent (pakka) ·or liable to 
fui:ther change (kacha). - ·. · · · -

Rule 1.-The soil of bhata land, owing to frequent ·excess -of sand, cannot be classed· 
under the rules for superior order soil. It shall be classed under the ordinary soil classi
fication rules. But if bhata is still improved- by new deposits of silt, the soil annas fixed 
i.D: the classification may be raised by 2 or 4 annas by the addition of " guns " according 
tO '~be frequ~ncy and value of the new deposits~ · 

:._ Rule 2.-Allland classed as bhata at the origin~ survey, and all bhata formed since 
the date of that survey shall be examined by the classer. 

Rule 3.-Land deducted as Petha Kharabo in bhata in permanent occupation at th~ 
original survey, on account of excess of 5and, shall not be treated as Petha Kharabo, but 
shall be re-classed on its merits, faults being given for excess of sand, but if the excess of 
sand is so vreat as to render the land unfit for cultivation the occupant may be given the 
Jption of re'iigning the area so affected, in which case it shall be made into a separate un~ 
assessed number or included with adjoining bhata. - - · 
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. : Rule 4.-Where bh~ta is liable to change in area or wheJ:"e bound~ry'marks are. liable 
to be washed away, it' shall be left unclassed and tinassessed ; but if such (kacha) bhatll i~ ·1 

already in permanent 'occupation and the occupant will not resign it, its old classific11~ion 
shall be confirmed : or if that cannot be ascertained, it shall be classed on i~s merits. ; - 'r 

.. Rule 5.-Land which is adjudged to be bhata shall be so classed even though classed i 
as jirayat at the original survey. · · · ': .. · . · • -> 

Rule 6.-Land which is bhata shall not be classed as dhek)Jdiat, eyen if some~imes or 
regularly irrigated by dhekudias. _ . 1 , 

Rule 7.-Land which fulfils the conditions of natural bagayat shall be so classed and 
not as bhata. 

Rule 8.-For sub-soil water, .bhata shall be classed according to the scale laid down 
for the sub-soil water classification, Chapter. V. /The first and second orders of water only 
shall be applied to bhata, and only Classes A and B in those orders. . ;But the classification 
annas of the scale in Chapter V when applied shall be doubl~d. . . , · . ~ f . 

Rule 9.-Though by Rule 8 no addition for sub-soil ,water be made, th~land ;}tbli~t;~._ ! 
will still be so entered in the classification books with reason why th~ ~1;1b-soil water ~n~as,. 1 

have not been applied. ' · · ... , .; l: .··. · .·: .. , .J ,, -:. ,·: . , , : 

CHAPTER V •..• ' ' ) f J' • •• \• ,1 . ·~ 

' 
l .. ', ' I ; . ' ~ .- • ~ i' ' ' 

Rules for classification of sub-soil fDater' · ._, ' 1 I i ·, , ... i , . J··; 
1, , r 1 

The sub-soil water of culturable land varies in quality considerably from petfectly•' 
sweet to salt and quite undrinkable. For purposes of classification it may be considered 
in the four distinct orders described below.· . . . r·-, ~ . __ 

Order I.-Quite sweet throughout the -year, .Used for raising the most. :val~able 
descriptions of garden produce. · 

Order !I.-Sweet at the commencement of the se~on and for .as long ~~ the 'crops 
need irrigation; also slightly brackish but quite drinkable and continuing so throughout the 
year. Used for valuable garden -crops generally' and. also for other rather inferio~: 'des-
criptions. _ . _ _ __ ... __ .... _ _ __ . ___ ..... 

Order III.-From the first almost undrinkably brackish and becoming still more so as 
the hot season approaches. Used for wheat and barley crops only. 1

. 

Order I V.-From the first so brackish as to be unddnkabie and turnin~ to salt later on. 
This description of water possesses no advantages when applied to purely jirayat fields, for 
its effect is to reduce or destroy the fertility of the soil for a time which may extend from one 
to five years. It shall therefore not be classed when occurring in dry-crop lands. When 
found in rice lands, however, it should be classed, for not only is salt water as a supplement 
in years of short rain beneficial, but any excess of surface salt which-its use may induce-is
washed away by the rain.· Moreover, saltish land·as well as brackish water are both useful 
for rice, wheat and barley crops, the .last two of which are grown as second crops in rice 
lands with its aid. -i ' 1 

J ' I 

2. The order in which water shall be classed· must be based both on the quality of the
water as found by tasting and on the character of the crops hitherto grown with its assist-
ance. : 

· • I I 1 , ~ 

3. Wh~re in ~any tract in a village which is well defined and of uniform character of 
soil, the sub-soil water is shown by that of the wells existing in it to be of uniform quality, 
every survey number in the tract, though as .yet without a well,! shallltave its sub-soil water 
classed in the same order as that of the survey numbers which have wells .. 

4. But where the water in a tract is not of uniform quality, the Wells being of different 
orders, the numbers without wells shall be classed for sub-soil water acording to the lowest 
existing order. The guiding principle ofthis rule is that in the absence of exact knowledge,· 
the benefit of the doubt must always b_e given to the cultivato~. _ · - . 

5. If it is found in any village or well defined tract ~hat the cultivated larids are entirely 
of black clayey soil growing as a rule only " Chassia " wheat crops or cotton, and that the 
only wells existing are on the banks of the tank and used for drinking, irrigation from wells 
being unkown and unpracticed, none of the lands of such village or: tract shall be classed 
for sub-soil water advantages. • · · · 
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6. Survey numbers of any order of soil of an average soil classification value below five 
annas shall be exempt from classification for sub-soil water advantages. 

7. Should a survey number be met with, with soil so ~andy for a co11;5ide~able ?epth 
from the surface that wells are impracticable owing to the soil constantly falling m, this fact 
being not merely alleged but established by instances of unsuccessful attempts to make wells 
on or near that number, it shall not be classified for sub-soil water advantage. 

8. The classes in each order are to be regulated by the several depths from the surface 
of the field to the surface of the water and these depths have been fixed as shown below :-

Depth to sub-soil water 

Up to 10 feet Class A. 
Over 10 and up to 20 feet Do. B. 

. Over 20 and up to 40 feet Do. C. 
AU lands in which the depth to sub-soil water is beyond the maximum number of feet 

fixed for Class C shall be e..'tempt from classification for sub.:.SOil water advantage. The 
depth to water shall be taken as the depth in Feb~ary. Special arrangements will be made 
for ascertaining the depth of the water in February if the classing is done either before or 
after. 

9. The feet for depth to water in a survey number which has a well in it used for 
irrigation or drinking purposes, being ascertained by measurement, those to be recorded 
for the survey numbers next adjoining and other numbers in the same tract having no wells,. 
sh~ be fixed with reference to the difference in level, if any, between it and the irrigable 
area in each.of these numbers. . 

10. In a level tract where ·there are several wells close to each other the feet for depth 
to water of adjoining and other numbers is to be ascertained by adding the depth to water 
in feet of each well and dividing by the number of wells . 

. 11. Sub-soil water annas are to be added to the soil annas even if those already include 
increase (guns) for other natural advantages. · 

12. The relative anna values of the orders and classes are shown in the scale appended :-

Order I. Order II. I Order III. Order IV. 
Sweet throughout SlightlY brackish, Brackish, undrinkable and 

the year. but drinkable. undrinkable. becoming salt. 

Soil annas A. B. c. A. B. c. A. B. c. A. B. C~ 

: 10 feet Over Over 10 feet Over Over 10 fee1 Over Over 10 feet o,·er Over 
and 10 and 20 and and 10 and 20 and and IOand 20 and and IOand 20 and 
less. up to under less. up to under less. up to under less. up to under 

20 40 20 40 20 40 20 40 

20 ~sand above 6 5 4 5 4 j 4 3 2 I i .. 
-

16 annaa and under 20 5 4 3 4 3 2" 3 2 li I 1 .. 

12 annas and under 16 4 3 2 3i 21 11 2 11 I I i .. 
'. . 

8 annasandunderl2 31 2 11 21 li I li I • I • .. 

5 annas and under 8 21 li 1 li I i I l .. .. .. . . 

Notu.- 1: ·A fault (half the addition) to be given to rocky substntum or other obstacle to construction of 
: well; and a similar fault for deficiency in supply. 

2. Order IV to be applicable to rice Ianda only. 
3. In rice land the addition requUed by the above acale ia that which aa aJ:.plial:k to tb 80i} 

clasaification annas doubled;. · · 
4. If water is slighdy chopdu or bhandaru but still used for irrigation, the as:nu of tl:e ~t 

lower order shall be applied. j 
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1. By rice land must be understood land which produces rice~ 'is level, 'or $itilated' · 
Jow and embanked so as to retain sufficient moisture for rice crops to be growtl'118uatly'' 
on it. Land in which rice is ·sown occasionally y.rith a sloping .surface situ~t~d ·on figb: 
lands with no embankments and which producesefice only occasionally must not be·con;.' 1 
sidered rice land. · · · · ; 

:I . , ; ·~ • ~ ' / , J r 
2. The boundaries of all old rice,.garden, or rabi survey numbers musi ·be ·exaniined '· 

and new boundary marks erected only where required by the rules under Chapter .VI.· ': ' ' 
'. . . ' .. 

3. If from inspection of the field sketch of any such number it is seen that there are_ . 
one or more pieces of pot varkas of 5 gutithas or more in area, c::ompact and in one block, 
each such piece of pot varkas must be examined. If it is ,evident th~t any such piece has : 
been converted into rice or garden to the extent of 5 gunthas or more the navkird must 
be measured and dealt with according to the rules (Rule 6). But i( the <\ifference (over 
s gunthas) between the recorded area and that found now existentis due to mistake }n the . 
old work and not to conversion, it .must be corrected by re~measurement of the pot varka8 ' . 
only, if possible, or•of that part of the survey number which it is absolutely necessary to 
re-measure. ' · · ' . · . ' · '· : · . ' · . , · · . 1 - ! 

.... ~ .· ; • ..:. . ' • •• • J j 

· -All small pieces of pot varkas which are under 5 grinthas each in area;' althougli the' 
.aggregate sum of them may be over 5 gunthas, need not be examined. · · · · ··· 

4. If in examining old survey numbers as above or in plotting the examined numbers'· 
it is found that the old measurement is incorrect, the number should be re~measured wholly 
or in part, but o~y1 so far, that it may be c~>rrectly plotted •. ·.. . , · · · ' ; 1 · 

' " ~ ~ ' , • 
1 ! "; .f. . • 

1 

• • , : I , • f : ..... ~ i .! 
5. It is not necessary. to examine or demarcat~ pot number&-~ in confirmed survey • 

numbers but if any survey number is re~measured under the last rule, the position and area 
of the pot numbers must be verified, so that they may be correctly plott.ed, old boundaries . 
being kept intact as far as possible. If, however, the occupant. ·of any pot number claims 
to have his pot number demarcated by boltndary marks, the demarcation. shall be made · 
according to the boundary laid down at the original survey,. , • · . . . . · 

' (? I• • I 

. If that boundary be found· incorrect, 01; disputed, the ,Assistant's orders should. be .• 
taken. All charges for hired labour and. stones to be.chaJ"ged to the occupant.or occupants , 
claiming demarcation. 

,./if "1 ' •· • . ·• ' , .-:,•, I' ' • • 

· · 6. ·All newly made rice or garden land measured under Rule 3 if under 10 gunthas . 
hi jlrea should be, together with the intervening··Varkasp if any, added to the old rice or , 
garden pot numbers to which it may be adjoining if belonging to the same. Khatedar, but 
Bh'luld be made into Separate pot numbers when the intervening Varkas is more than one · 
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cb.m wide or two gunthas or more in ana or whea belonging !0 a wpara~ Kh.atedar or 
to two or more Khatedars in common or if 10 gunthas 01' more m area. Rice and garden 
.bDcl also must not be included in the same pot n:umber. 

' . ~ ... . .. 

. 7. Xew ~ or new garden cultivation in an old varbs n~ adjoining a ri~ or 
garden number or near it lrith only a small strip of varbs not 1r1der than one cham ~n 
the average behreen the two if its ana is 5 and under. 10 gunth~ should, ~er 1nth 
the intervening nrbs, be IJle2SUI'ed off so as to be mcludcd m the old nee or garden 
nliJDber. and dealt lrith as laid down in Rule 6. provided the limits prcsc.ribcd in Rule 14 
are not iDfringed. 

: . 8. New rice w garden c:ultintion other than tJ.at d~bed in ~~as~ rule_ in nrbs 
numbers should be made into sr:parate sun-ey nwr:.bers ~Jed to the limit "'"~ m Rule 9. 
and subjcc:t to the proviso that adjacent pieces of new nee or garden cultinbon should. 
...-ith the nibs tet1rcen be clubbed together into one survey number. the size of which 
should be ~ed by the limits prescribed in Rule H. 

: -9. No ·notice of new rice or garden c:ultivation in TUbs numbers need be taken if 
found in isolated patches under 5. gunthas each which cannot be included in an old number 
under Rule 7. or made into new number under Rule S. but a remark should be entered in. 
the field book iDdicaring the cDrunc:e of such neglected patches. 

10. When two old rice or gard~ survey numbers are adjoining. and the lands on. 
. each side of the old boundary line are pot nrbs and the bends defining the old boundary 
are not demarcated in the field by stones. it 1riii not be necessary to fix in carefully from the 
~d measurements the old bends, _but the boundaries c f the two old SUITCJ numbers should. 
~w be measured in accordance with pn:sent occupancy. 

_ 11.. When however. in the cases referred to in the above rule, a strum, hedge. 
e:uthca embanbncut, or any dearly defined division-of occupancy bas been taken in the 
old measurements as dmoting the boundary between the old survey numbers. the boW... 
daly thus :fixed of the old survey llUILbers should not be altered in any way. 

- . 
. · 12. A "dharsod" of 2 annas is allowable when rice or garden adjoins rice or garden. 

and a "dhaaod .. of 4 annas when it adjoins nrbs or when varbs adjoins varbs. 

~ 13. No new pot TUbs should be included in the rice or garden numbers except. 
~hue snail bends of under 4 annas would make it ~ to plot the bends on the map. . 

' 14. In measuring all new rice or garden land, the following limits shall be obsen'cd :-
(1) No number above 1} acres sbail include more than 6 Khatedars. (2) No number 
shall cxcud 5 IKT~. i e., 5 IKT~ of rin. 2 IKT~ of -r:eluu .-TM 6mft COIOIIItl as 1 aCR of 
rice unless it is one in the occupancy of one KhatedaJ:-•·hen it may be as large as 8 acres. . 
(3) When a number is wholly or partially re-mcasurcd under Rule 4. it should be broken. 
up if containing more than 6 Khatcdars and if above 11 acres in area.-

15. Embanboc:nts in rice fileds re-mcasuRd under Rule 3. or in new rice fi.leda • 
fonncd under Rule S. should be dealt lrith as follows :-Embankments in rice land of 
and under 4 anna& in breadth and under two gunthas in ara &hould not be measured 5q)
ratdy. but included in the rice. unless deducted as unculturable in the old ruord; but 
nnbm\.JDehu over 4 annas in breadth and two gunthas or more in area should be measured • 
as usual and shown as pot varbs unlc:u dearly deducted as pot khanb in the erisrin&.: 
record. . - . . - ._. 

In UlKJS of Thana similar to Karjat. 6 annas may be substituted for the 4 annaa · 
c:ntercd in para. 1 of this rule ; but for this spu:ial &anc:tion should be obtained when ·won 
is.fint bqun in each DeW taJub in •bich Rnision Suney is ordc:rcd. : __ ; 

-<_;.,~ 

16. It will not be nccesary for the mHSUra" to measure_rabi f0t1nd in pot nrbs ~: 
nrhs nomteJs •·hich is &ot already ruordcd as rabi in the old suncy ; but if the mc:aswu . 
thinls tmt any land is rabi. he should note the fact and position approximately in tht fid4. ; 
hook for the information of the dassas. · · · · · '· • 
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17. When new rice, garden or rabi is found in old survey numbers appropriated for 
forests or grazing or any other public purpose or recorded as Government unoccupied 
land, such pieces of new rice, garden or rabi should not be measured either separately o~ 
included in the adjacent occupied survey numbers, for all such encroachments are unautho
rised, and it is a matter for the Collector's decision whether such appropriation of land 
without permission is to be allowed and given over to the cultivators thereof or not, In 
all such cases the original boundary of the occupied s~rvey-numbers should be confirmed, 
new boundary marks erected along that boundary, and the encroachment reported. to 
the Superintendent for communication to, and disposal by, the Collector of the district • 

. · ) 

18. If village site boundaries are altered in any way since the original survey,; the 
original boundary should be confirmed and the encroachment, whether it be of cultivation 
on the village site or of the village site on cultivation~ should be reported for enquiry 
and decision by the Collector. I. 

19. All old survey pot numbers containing mixed descriptions of a landS, such as 
rice, garden rabi, should. be re-measured only as far as may be absolutely necessary 
to divide off and make into separate pot numbers lands of the different descriptions ; 
whichever description of land is the smallest in area should be measured, and the, area 
deducted from the original area, and where the line of division is eassily fixed from point 
to point of the old sketch, no re-measurement will be' necessary and the respective areas 
of each description ·of land should be ascertained with the area-comb, to tally with the 
area of the original whole pot number. 

20. For all survey or pot numbers re-measured, corrected or altered, a remark s!lould 
be written in his field book by the measurer, giving the number of the rules under which 
it has been thought necessary to measure; and for all survey numbers examined and not 
altered a remark should be written stating that the original measurements have been 
confirmed. '; · · ' · · · i 

l 

21. In Survey numbers in which, owing to a large amount of pot warkas having been 
included at original survey, the rice pot numbers are scattered and have not been fixed in 
positi()n in the survey number by proper check measurement at both ends of the base lines 
on which they may be measured, their position must be verified and all mistakes corrected 
whether due to incorrect plotting or measurement. This verification may be done by the 
classers, as it can be done without expenditure of time, whilst inspection for '·' dusota " 1is 
being carried out measurements in every instance should not be done as minute differences 
which are not at once apparent at sight need not be noticed, but all~ 'large and· ubvioua 
differences must be checked by measurements and corrected where. necessary. ·All errors 
detected by the measurers must, however, be corrected by them. · · · · · · • : 1 

Rcgarding·land occupied by Railways. 

22. Land occupied by railways has been divided by Government orders into four 
classes-A, B, C and D-each of which has been granted on different conditions and for 
different purposes and therefore lands of each class must be· divided off and recorded sepa-
rately in the Survey Records. · · · ' • 

Class A. comprise~ the land occupied by the P.erman~nt works of a Railway, including 
the road, bndges, stations, workshops, etc., and xs provtded by Government free of cost 
to the Railway Company. The occupation of this land is so far permanent that it only 
ceases when the contract of the Railway Company is terminated or surrendered. This 
land will be shown as an ordinary road is shown on the map, and its area taken out by 
area-comb. · . 1 

Class B is also provided free, and comprises land necessary for the execution of the 
permanent works of a Railway, but not required after the completion of the line, such ll.S 
land for spoil banks, for extra excavations, for temporary diversions over rivers and for 
storage of materials pending construction of the line. The occupation of this class of 
land will be temporary, and some of it has already been returned to Government by the 
Railway Company. Where this is the case, the land so returned must be divided of 

·from the " B " Class land still in possession of the Railway Company, and be made into 
separate survey number and recorded as Government waste, the land in possession of the 

A-163-18-A 
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·Railway being recorded as "B ,. Class land in possession ~f the Ra!lway. ".B ., ~a;s& 
land must be made into separate survey-numbers to the StZe of which there IS no limit. 
-~d it must be measured by the cross-staff and chain. 

. -

: ; Class C comprises lands which a Railway Company provides at its own cost. Land 
-of this class has in the first instance been taken possession of by Government and handed 
.over to the Railway Company at a fair rental. The Railway Company is, therefore, the 
,Khatedar of land of this description, and it must be treated in the same manner as lands 
belonging to ordinary Khatedars, i. e., made into separate survey or pot numbers. " C " 
Class land must be measured by cross-staff and chain and made into survey or pot numbers 

. to the size 9f which there is no limit. 

Class D comprises lands which, being required in consequence of the existence of the 
Rail"ay, still does not come directly into the occupation of the Company, such as for new 
roads leading to stations, etc., or diversions or changes of old roads, etc. Such land will 
be treated under the ordinary rules in force for other lands of the same description. 

23. The classification, measurement and demarcation of lands coming under A, 
· B and C Cla..~es has already been carried, out by this Department, and consequently the 
different descriptions of land only require being shown on the village map and recorded 
ill the Survey papers, each in its own particular class. The plans and former measurements 
_are to be taken as the authority for this work, and no deviation from them is to be allowed. 

24. No boundary marks are required for " A" Class land which was divided off 
from" B" Class by iron marks erected by the Railway Demarcation Survey. 

25. In " B " Class land, which always lies where it exists at all between .. A " 
. Class land and the line of cultivation or occupancy as laid down by the demarcation survey, 
boundary ma1 ks must be erected in accordance with the rules at the comers of survey 
numbers. 

26. The Railway Company have. erected or are erecting large stones, coloured red 
and marked with the letter " B " cut on them, on the boundary of " B " Class land. The 

• position of these stones must be verified from the Railway plans and former measurements, 
~d all encroachments by the Railway on Government land, or by the villagers on Rail

. way lands, must be reported for orders. 

, . 27. Land belonging to " C " Cla3S when made into a survey number must have 
:. boundary marks erected according to the rules in force; if made into a pot number, it 

should be demarcated by a stone at each comer and at each bend in the boundary. 

•I.-Whenever the boundaries of" A" land are being laid down at revision survey. 
the measurer shall apply for, and be furnished with, the demarcation plan, and in fixing 
the boundary shall take it into consideration. 

H.-Special notice shall be given to the Railway Company to point out the boun
daries of their lands and explain any apparent acquiescence in apparent encroachments 
on the original boundaries. 

111.-Special notice shall also be given to the occupants of survey numbers adjacent 
to the Railway, the boundaries of which have to be fixed. 

. (I) When at any survey the boundaries are to be laid down or settled of lands belong
in~ to any <?overnmen~ Department, at least one month's notice: shall be given to the 
chief executive officer 10 charge of the Department concerned Within the limits of the 
district in which the measure is taking place. H there be no executive officer in the dis-

• trict, the notice shall be submitted to the Head of the Department. If not inconvenient. 
this notice shall be given early in the recess season, in order to allow time for full infor
mation to be furnished (not later than 15th October) by the authorities concerned to 
avoid the chance of delay, and to enable Survey Officers to foresee and arrange dat~ OD 
which to meet the delegates from the Department concerned. 

•These rules were isaued io 1897 under tho Survey Commi&aioner'• No. S 860. dated 2nd Juno 1897• 
aud are of geJ~nal application. 

A-163-IS.B 
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(II) The notice shall call upon the Department to supply the Survey Officer with all 
maps or documents showing the correct location of the boundaries, and to depute an 
officer or subordinate to attend on the ground, on such date as may be arrange~ wit4 the 
Survey Officer. It will state that failing attentio~ to the notice~ the Survey Officer will 
proceed to .determi~e the bounJarie; ?n such d~te as may be convenient up~m such ~Vi~ 
dence and mformat10n as may be avallable to htm. · · ' ·1 1 

(Ill) Special notice should also be given to the occupant 'of ihe numbers ~djoinint 
the lands belonging to the Department concerned. · · · · · . · · · · 

. ' :' ' '. ( :-·,1 

28. Khanjan lands-
(1) Unreclaimed khanjanla!ld when ~ound)n' one place should ~e made intd o~e 

survey number, however large 1ts area. '· · · · . · · -- · · · ·" .1 

(2) Khanjan land which has been giyen ou~ dn sp·e~ial a~reeme?t fo~ ~eclamatiop1 
and of which the assessment has been rermtted for a certam penod which has not elapsed 
at time of revision measurement, need not· be broken up ·into survey numbers, but 
measured as a single block and made into one number.: · · · ·:·; •:. ·r ·< ·-·· •::1 

. ' ' . 1 ., • J • ~ ··' ' 
(3) ·If there are more less~es tha~ one~ the land.of ~ach_ s~ould be' iri~de; i~to 

1
sepa· 

rate survey numbers.. , . . . . . . . . -, _ -~ t ·' . . .. _ 
(4) If the period for v:hich assessment of t~e lapd haS been remitt~d has elapsed, aii4 

the terms of the lease provtde for the land cqmmg pnder survey rates, tt should be broken 
up into numbers of about 8 acres each. · , · . . · . , ,· '1: .. • 

(5) When breaking up such land into survey, numbers, the existing. embankments 
and lines of cultivation should be adopted as the boundaries of the survey riu~bers, anc{ 
all the land in one place of any cultivators should 'be included into one nu~ber anlt not 
parcelled out and incl~ded in tw:o or mor~ survey ~umbers. ·· .. 1 ' • , · '· , ~ 

CHAPTER II 
'.' . ..1 

Varkas Lands. ·. l 

1. Va~kas survey numbers ~ust .be measured by the cross·st~ in open country 
\lpon base lines fixed between pomts e1ther confirmed by the. theodobte measurer oJT.by 
points from rice land, of which the position has been verified by the cross-staff .measurer 
himself, but they need not be re-measured throughout, so that their areas can be ~alculated 
by trapeziea ; it will be sufficient that they be .measured so that their corre~t areal can, ~~ 
taken off by the area-comb. . · . . ; . . , .. , ! · , ,,; 

2. In the country where it is difficult or impossible to measure by the cross-staff, 
the boundaries of varkas numbers sho~ld be fixed by the theodolite. . . : 

3. The old boundaries of varkas survey numbers, as far as they can be identified, 
must be strictly adhered to. ' · · ' • . 

4. Varkas nutr. hers surrounded by rice land need not be re·measured as their bo~n: 
daries will be accurately defined by those of the. rice land. · · · · 

5. Similarly, where entire varkas numbers in part adjoin nee, re-measurement 
should be confined to verification of that part of the boundary only which does not adjoin 
the rice land. . . . .. 1 

6. In measuring ~ny ~ varkas numbers they must be broken up into survey 
numbers of the fo!lowmg stzes :- . . · . .. : 

Flat land near the village sites From 10 to 20 acres. 
Flat land away from the village or cultivated land 

on the slopes of hills From 20 to 30 acres. 
Other lands . . From 30 to 40 acres. 

7. In all varkas lands, when fixing the boundaries of new survey numbers of phalni 
tukras, a " dharsod " of 8 annas is allowable. ·. , · ; 

8. All land taken up for forest should be measured off separately according to the 
boundaries laid down by the Forest Settlement Officer. It should be made into one Survey 
number, whatever its area, when it is found in one block. 

9. Rabi land found by the measurers in varkas numbers should be treated . as 
described in Rule 16 of Chapter I. 
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CHAPTER III 
Rules for the Phalni of Y arkas Lmd. 

1. Culturable pot varkas of 1 guntha or more in area is to be measured off sep~tely 
and phalnied according to vahiva~ and treated as may be neces5a!Y under ~e rules gaven 
in Chapter I as regards inclusion in adjacent pot numbers, or bemg made mto a separate 
pot number ; if under 1 guntha no notice need be taken of it. 

2. The Phalni measurement of entire V arkas numbers is to be done by the 
measuring establishments according to the following rule. 

3. An application in writing signed by all the register~ occupants of the Survey 
nUILber which is to be phalnied must be made to the officer m charge of the measuring 
estab. isbment. This application must be in the form annexed to these rules. 

On receiving the application the officer in charge of the establishment should satisfy 
himself that the above two conditions have been complied with ; if they have been, he 
should cause the application to be stamped with a court-fee s!amp of the value of one 
rupee for every Phalni Tukra which is entered in the village papers as below 3 acres. 
After this has been done, an order should be passed to the measurer to do the Phalni. 

4. The measurer on receiving such orders must give notice in writing three clear 
days beforehand, through the village officer, to all the registered occupants, of the day on 
which he intends to do the measurements- This notice, after having been signed by or 
on behalf of all the registered occupants, should be returned to the measurer and by him 
forwarded to the officer in charge of the establishment. 
: 5. On the appointed day the measurer will do the Phalni according to the boundaries 
pointed out by the registered occupants unless they fail to appear. 

6. It is not absolutely necessary that all the occupants should appear, but a propor .. 
tion of two-thirds of them may be considered sufficient to afford evidence of the boun
daries, and if two out of three are presen~ the work of Phalni should proceed. Should 
it appear, however, that the Khatedars present are not unanimous as to the boundaries, 
or if being unanimous they do not indicate the boundaries of all the sharers, those of 
absentees included, the measurer should refuse to make any Phalni. 
-- 7. In all cases the measurer should, on the evening of the appointed day, send in 
-a report to the Assistant SuperintendeD~ stating whe her the Phalni has been made, and 
if not, for what reasons it could not be carried out. 
' 8. In cases in which, for any reasons other than through fault of the applicants, it 
is not possible for the measuring establishment to do the work of Phalni, it must be done 
in accordance with the above rules by the classing establishments. 

FoRM FOR DRAWING UP THE APPLICATION REFERRED TO IN Rt..'LE J 

Petition in the names of , residents of Mauze , Taluka 
who petition as follows:-

In the abovementioned village, Revenue Survey number , containing 
acres gunthas, is entered in our khatas 

•u no Phalni has been done pre. (but• no division according to our separate shares and 
viously;ifithas,thesewords may be ~ru~ h~ been made in the field, and therefore), we 
left out. . WISh his Number should be broken up and that the share 

of each occupant recognized in the village papers should 
be separately measured, demarcated and recorded. 

~Ve aH agree to be pr_esent int he field ~hen d~e notice to this effect shall be given us 
to pomt out the boundaries of our respecbve pomons, and to consider such notice given 
through the village officers in every respect the same as if it had been served directly on 
ourselves. . 

'Ve all agree that if in showing our boundaries we cannot agree amonrn ourselves 
as r~ards our respec_tive shares, or if a ~ufficie!lt n~ber of us are not p:'esent on the 
appo1~~~ date _to pomt out our _boundaries sa~fac_torily, no grounds for complaint for 
not d1vtding thlS number accordmg to our applicatton shall be considered to remain to 
·us. It is understood that we will, as may be directed. either erect all boundary marks 
necessary for the numbers which may be newly made or that the cost of their erection 
,by Government shall be levied from us. Dated this day of of the year. 

(Signature) 
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. ORDER BY THB AssisTANT SuPERINTENDENT 

Only required when any recorded The cost of making the division in the number will be 
shares are below 3 acres each. as follows :-

Charge for making separate Phalni Tukras 'or numbers of shares of 
Khatedars which are entered in the village papers as below 3 acres each, at Rupee 1 each 
share-Rs. If you will bring .stamped paper of the value of Rs. 
the order for dividing the number will be given. 

PETITIONERS To AssiSTANT . ' 
In accordance with the above orders we have brought the stamped 'paper and 

attached the original petition to it. 

ORDER BY THE AssiSTANT SUPERINTENDENT ON PETITION AND 
SEPARATELY TO APPLICANTS 

I have this day entered this petition on my records and given orders to the measurer 
to make the division of the number according to the boundaries you may all agree to 
point out a$ those of your respective shares ; written notice of the date on which · th~ 
measurer will require you to be present in the field will be given by him to you all through 
the village officers, with whom you must arrange means to receive such notice, as no com
plaint of any notice not having been given you will be afterwards enteratained. 

CHAPTER IV 

Inam Lands. 
,. 

1. When inam and Government lands are included in one Revenue Survey number; 
and the two descriptions of land have a defined boundary, then· the inam' and. th~ 
Government land must be divided into two separate Survey numbers, Pot numbers, ot 
Phalni Tukras, in accordance with Rule 48• of the Vernacular Compilation of Orders. 

2. If the two descriptions of land, inam and Government, have no' defined boun~ 
dary, the Mamlatdar should be called upon to define the inam in the field, and measure.: 
ments made accordingly. · ' 

3. If any inam land is found to be divided among sharers whose names are separately 
recorded in the village accounts, with their share in the inam specified, and they have 
separate vahivat in the field and can. show definite boundaries, then each sharer's land 
should be made into a separate Survey number, Pot number, or Phalni Tukra according 
to the vahivat of the sharers. · 

4. In some cases inam lands exist which have never been measured off separately, 
and are recorded in the village accounts only in cash deducted from the total· assessment 
of the khata of which the lnamdar is the Khatedar, land equivalent to the amount thus 
entered as inam having never been defined or demarcated in the field ; in such cases the 
Mamlatdar must be desired to have the boundaries defined, and measurers should be 
instructed to measure off separately the land thus set aside as inam. 

5. In measuring inam lands, if the sketch, when plotted, corresponds 'with the sketch 
of the old Survey number, Pot number, or Phalni Tukra, and the area obtained by the 
new measurement is within 3 per cent. of the old area, the new area should be confirmed. 
If, however, the new and the old areas vary more than 3 per cent., or the sketch of the 
inam land as now measured does not tally with the old sketch, it will be necessary to· 
verify the old sketch by re-plotting it from the old measurements ; and should there be 
no error in the old sketch, then the matter should be reported for the orders of the Assis-
tant, who will, if necessary, refer it to the Superintendent. . 

6. If the area of the inam land, as obtained by the new measurement, is less than 
the area formerly recorded according to the old measurement, or the sketch of the land 
in the occupation of the Inamdar is smaller, and land which formerly was measured off 
as inam is either waste or in another Khatedar's occupation, the land formerly measured 

8 This rule requires that the inam land thus separated should be rnade into a separate SW'VIly number 
if exceeding I acre in area, and if less, into a separate Pot number o~ Phalni tukra. 
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as inam must be correctly laid do'Wil in the field by taking the old base line,_ and perpen
diculars and laying down the old masurements, and the exact amount of mam land as 
formerly measured should be now recorded as such. , 

7. U, on the other hand. the inam area is now in ~cess of what ":as formerly· 
recorded as such. or the sketch of the land in the occupatlon of the In:rmdar IS larger than 
the old sketch. then the only conclusion that can be drawn therefrom IS that the lnamdar 
has encroached on the Government waste land or the Pot varka.s. and in that case the land_ 
formerly measured off as inam must be laid down correctly as such in ~e field. and all 
in excess of that. now in the lnamdar"s occupation, should be made mto separate Pot 
numbers or Phalni Tukras and recorded as Government land in the occupation of the 
lnamdar. 

8. All inam Pot numbers or Phalni Mukras should. once for all. be clearly 
demaracated in the field by having stones erected at all the bends. 

CliAPTER v 
Rules applicable to tzl1 lmuls. 

• · 1. U in any existing Pot number or Phalni Tukra there are more Khatedars• 
having separate vahivat than one, the Pot number or Phalni Tukras must be made into
separate new Pot numbers or Phalni Tukras according to the " vahivat 11 of each Khatedar. 

2. U in existing Pot numbers or Phalni Tukras there are separate Khatedars having 
no separate occupation of the land. but they either share the crop or in some other way 
exercise a joint occupation of the land. in such cases. if all the Khatedars agree to 
divide the land and point out boundaries of division, new Pot numbers or Phalni Tukras 
should be made accordingly. 

3. The names of the Khatedars or lnamdars entered in the registers (accounts) 
of the village only should be now entered to ezch Pot number or Phalni Tukra according 
to present occupancy. No other cultivator or Pot Lawnidar should have his name en
tered. nor should his Pot vahivat be considered in any way. 

4~ U any portion of a Revenue Survey number, Pot number, or Phalni Tukra has 
been made over to any person by a decree of a Civil Court, it must be made into a sepa
rate new Survey number, Pot number, or Phalni Tukra, even if it has not been made into 
a separate khata ; but if the decree of the Civil Court gives the right of holding the land 
for only a term of years, it is not to be made into a separate new survey number, pot 
number, or phalni tuba. 

S. When deposits of soil IUtve formed on the bank of streams, rivers, or creeks 
if the land so formed has been asses.sed. and the permanent right of separate occupancy 
granted to any person by the Collector and so recorded in the village accounts, the land 
must be made into a separate number, pot number, or phalni tukra, and the name of the 
occupant entered. U the right of cultivating the land is put up to auction, a remark 
should be entered to that effect in the measurers' books, but no name is to be entered, 
and ~eland so sold by auction should be made into a separate number, pot number, or 
phalni tukra. ' 
· 6. U any such alluvial land. whether waste or cultivated, adjoins a Government 

number, and is not of the nature provided in Rule S, it is not to be made into a separate 
number, but is to be included in the adjoining Government number. 

7. All measuring work which has to be done should be dependent on one or more 
good base line which should be determined on and marked out in the field on first begin
ning work (Wk Appendix A-Base Line), and these base lines should be fixed in on 
the maps accurately by the theodolite karkun.s, and the maps must be plotted thereon. 
Everything depends on a good base line being taken to work on, and care should be taken 
that this is not neglected. 

•( I) The oae or more Kbaledars of any Pot number must be undentood to be CDe or mere individuala
wbose names are entered in Vi:Iag.: Form No. 3 as occupaus oppoaite that Pot number. 

(2) A l{baredar of oae or more Pot numbed in a Yillage ia OC?t to be coosic!aed a l<l:.au iar in auy cthtr Poe. 
number opposi12 which his uame is DOt entaed as oc:cupiDt in Village Fo1m ~o. 3. (Sur crinttr.cknl'a No. 347 
of 29th March 188&.] 

(3) New rice made in Varbs land when measwecl abould haw the name of the Klu.udal to •hem ~ 
Vad:as iseuteredin the Village Form .No. lli~Jed as ~and the ~.t ~put of auch nt.wriceand 
.. Vahivatdario tbe Survey papcn.. (Appendix 10 Rule 3 by \crnaculu \\ac 1acti l\o. 1;8, c!l.tcd 2.1b Much. 
1888.] 
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8. Made-roadS are to be measured as follows :- · 
(1) Where the ·road has been already measured as the boundary of survey num• 

bers the old boundary makrks are to be strictly followed. 
(2) Where, though not yet measured by the Survey Department, the bound

aries of the land taken up for the road are ·clearly ascertainable from the Mamlatdar, 
these boundaries are to be adopted. - . e t 

(3) In varkas lands the boundary marks shoUld be placed at 5 annas dis~nce 
from a single gutter or 2 annas from tlfe side of the. double gutter. .. 

(4) In rice land, if the rice land extends up to the made-road, the boundary of 
the number must be made 2 annas from the side· of the single ditch. 

(5) Where land has been taken up for a made-road, and is marked ou~ in the 
field by stones, the boundary of survey numbers should be measured up to those 
stones and no further. In this case paragraphs (3) and (4) will not apply. · 

(6) When a road, which was measured as such iii the former survey, has fallen 
into disuse and is not made use of, and a new roa~ has been made, :the land .occupied 
by the old road may be included in adjacent numbers if now cultivated according 
to vahivat; if not, half to each number adjacent on either side, ot made intq a sepa
rate Government waste numher ; but should the traffic still go along the old road, 
then both old and new roads should be measured as such. · · . , , . . ' ' . ~ 

9. When a measurer is appointed to a village he will be supplied with· printed ver
nacular forms, with headings as shown below. This form must be filled in daily as the 
work proceeds :- · · ' · ' 

. -
According to Original Survey. · According to Revision Survey. Difference, 

----·---=--~- ---;----:-..;....-,--.,..----1----'-'-------..._,:...;...~·· ''---
Decrease.· ,Increase: 

rl 
oi ..8 .o • • Perce;. s ~ z§ ~ ~ ~ n:,a;e 

.&l ~ .. E rl ~ - g ~ ~ ., . :a ·:a ~ ., I ;E ~ .a ;E ., ~urvey 

t'S 1 ~ ~c:: ~ 0 1 ! 1 ~ 1 ! ~ 1 ~ ~ .l a~ :ocs u - a: .. ..... u - .... u ...... s u -o ::suo ole:: ::1 o c:: ::1 o c:: ::s 
rn C).c E-< ::J u z C).c E-< o ·u E-< ::J u E-< ::J u -- ----------- ---:-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) I (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17). 

-~~--~-~-~~ . -

At the end of this statement an abstract is to be made out in the followi~g f~rm :~ .: 

-
No. of numb~ whose difference falls within ., 

Total No. of -- < .l j 

Survey Numbers. o. 5 6to 10 II to 15 16 to 20 Over 20 Total of 
per cent. per cent. per cent. percent. percent. Columns(2) 

and (7). 

- (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) -

10. Each measurer will be allowed 12 men when hired labour has to be employed 
for flag holders and · chain-men. . . 
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11 The present revenue survey numbers-that is the numbers measured since 
the ye;r 1852 up to the present time-are to be called " Revenue survey numbers ". 

The numbers which are being measured when they have been entered in consecu
tive order are to be called " New survey numbers ", and when entered according to the 
order measured in the field, they are to be designated " New chalta numbers ". 

12. Village sites should be confirmed, as such, according to the boundaries of the 
former survey and gaonthan should be written in them on the maps, but they should 
not be numbered as a survey number. 

· In case the village site is d~serted, and has b~en so ~or many yea.rs, a refe~ence ~~ould 
be made to the Assistant Supermtendent, who wtll obtam the Supermtendent s dectston. 

13. All maps to be drawn on double scale of 10 chains to an inch. 

14. Pardi lands should be dealt with as follows :-
(1) All Pardi lands which may be varkas and of or above 5 gunthas in area should 

be measured ; below 5 gunthas should be left unmearsured in the village site. 
(2) All Pardi land which may be rabi, rice, or garden land must be measured 

into Pardi numbers irrespective of area. 
(3) Pardi lands should be measured together with the houses and out-houses 

belonging to one owner as one Pardi number, and out of the total area obtained the 
proper deduction for buildings, wells, etc., should be made as usual for (" kharab "} 
unculturable. r 

(4) 'All Pardi numbers should be demarcat'ed with stones, one at each corner .. 
(5) In Pardi numbers containing different descriptions of land, such as garden• 

rice, etc., each kind of land should be made into a separate Pot number. 
(6) Pardi lands should be classed according to their capabilities, the same way 

as Survey numbers. 
(7) By Pardi land should be understood only land surrounding dwellings and 

houses within the village site ; lands outside the village site boundaries are not to be 
considered Pardi lands. 

(8) The sketches of Pardi numbers should be drawn in the Kshetra Book after 
those of the Survey numbers, and they should be entered at the end of the Suds 
after the Survey numbers. 

. (9) As the relative position of Pardi numbers in a village site must be known, 
after all Pardi numbers have been measured and plotted, the sketch of the village 
site should be plotted in the Kshetra Book on double scale and the Pardi numbers 
shown therein as Phalni Tukras are now shown in Varkas Survey numbers. 
15 & 16. [As the Rules regarding Pot kharab are given in Section II, Chapter II,. 

of Appendix C, Deccan and S. M. C. Survey Measurement Rules, they are not printed 
here.] 
- · 11: In the Konkan Districts at the original Revenue Survey, pieces of varkas land 
were. included in the rice Pot numbers, and being incapable of assessment as rice, these 
pieces of varkas were deducted as unculturable, leaving only the rice area assessable as 
rice land. Therefore, the following rules are made for guidance in determining how the 
old kharab should be confirmed and how apportioned to the Pot varkas and the several 
new rice Pot numbers :-

(1} Where, on comparing the old sketch with the new it appears that some portion 
of the old sketch which was shown as rice but was really included varkas and has now 
been marked off as Pot varkas, the kharab area formerly deducted, should be con
sidered as consisting wholly or in a part of the old included varkas, and in confirming 
the old kharab the Pot varkas now measured off separately should be entered as 
unculturable, and any excess of old kharab over area of new Pot varkas deducted from 
the rice area now obtained if such excess of kharab is more than the unculturable 
now found to exist in the new rice pot number : 

Culturable rice .. 
Unculturable 

EXAMPLE. 

Old 
Survey No .... 

A. g. 
4 II Culturable rice 
I 17 Unculturable •• 

Pot varkas 
.. 

New 
Survey No. 

A. g. 
4 23 
0 2 
I 2 
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Pot varkas area 1-2 should be entered as kharab and the balance remaining of old 
kharab 15 gunthas, being in excess of 2 gunthas kharab now found in the rice Pot number 
should be deducted from rice area and new number confirmed as : . · 

Total Unculturable Culturable 

A. g. A.g. A. g. 

Rice area 4 i; 0 15 4 10 
Pot varkas I 2 I 2 .. 

Total .. 5 27 I 17 4 10 --
(2) In cases where the area of the new survey number is more than 10 per cent. less 

than the area of the old survey number, the proportion of old kharab to be confirmed in 
accor~ance with areas should first be worked out and then cla~se 1 applied : 

EXAMPLE 

Old New. 
Survey No. Survey No. 

A. g. A. g. 

Rice culturable area I 20 113 
Unculturable 0 17 0 2 
Pot varkas 0 9· 

Total I 37 I 24 

· Old kharab must be confirmed in proportion to areas thus : 
1-37: 0-17:: 1-24: X= 14 gunthas. 

Therefore new Pot varkas 0-9 to be entered ·as kharab and the baliuice· of the kharab to be. 
deducted 0-5, should be deducted from the rice area as it is in excess of the unculturable · 
now found in the field and new number confirmed as : · 

To til. Unculturable Culturable 

A. g. A. g. A. g. 
Rice area I 15 0 5 I 10 
Pot varkas .. 0 9 0 9 --Total .. I 24 0 14 I .10 ._._. __ 

(3) In cases where the old khar:rb is less than the area of the new Pot varkas, the 
unculturable area now found to exist in the rice Pot npmbet :sho~11:f. be confimed and the 
balance of the old kharab, remaining after deducting the.new.kharab confirmt!d, should be 
apportioned as unculturable to the new Pot varkas : · . 

·, . 

Rice culturable area 
U nculturable 
Pot varkaa 

EXAMPLE . 

Total 

Old kharab to be confirmed as follows :_; 

• · Old·· New c 
S~trvey No. ~urvey No. 

A. g. 
2 30 
1 4 

.-....--
3 34 

A. g. 
2 13 
0 3 
I 8 

3 24 

3 gunthas now found unculturable in rice Pot number to be confirmed: balance of old 
kharab 1-1 to be deducted as unculturable in the new Pot viukas area and new number· 
confirmed as : 

Total Unculturable Culturable 

A. g. A.g. A. g. 
Rice area 2 16 0 3 2. 13 
Pot varkas. 1 8 I I 0 7 

Total •• 3 24 I 4 2 20 --
A-163-19-A 
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· . (4) When old kharab has to be confirmed in consequence of its being greater than the 
present kharab and the old number or Pot number has now been divided into two or mor~,.' 
the excess of the old kharab. must be apportioned to the several new Pot ~umbers, m 
proportion to their total areas and in addition to the new kharab now deducted tn the field : 

Rice culturable area 
U uculturable 

"rota! 

EXAMPLE 

Old 
Survey No. 

A. g. 
4 11 
I 17 

5 28 

Pot No. }. 
Rice culturable area 
Unculturable 

Total 

Pot No.2. 

Rice culturable area 
Unculturable 

Total 

Pot No.3. 
Rice culturable area 
Unculturable 

Total 

Rice Total 

Pot varkas 

Total area 

New 
Survey No. 

A. g. 
2 13 
0 2 

2 15' 

I 35 
0 5 

2 0 

0 10 

0 10 . 

4 25 

I 2 

5 27 

In accordance with. clause 1, the'Pot varkas area 1-2 is entered entirely as kharab, and 
the 15 gunthas of old kharab remaining should be divided over the several new Pot num
bers as follows :-

A. g. 
Old kharab to be deducted in rice land 0 15 

_ . ;New kharab already deducted in rice land 0 7 

Excess of old kharab 0 8 

to be approtioned in the following proportions : 

A. g. .A. g. A. g. A. g. 
· PotNo.l 4 25: 0 8 .. 2 15:.¥= 0 4 

Pot No.2 4 25: 0 8 •. 2 0:.¥ 0 3! .. 
I Pot No.3 ... 4 25: 0 8 •. 010:.¥= 0 0! . . 
Kharab in the Pot numbers will thus be cofirmed : 

A.g. A. g. A. g. 
For Pot No. I .. 0 2 + 0 4 .... 0 6 .. Pot No.2 •• 0 5 + 0 3! = 0 8! 
" 

Pot No.3 0 0 + 0 Oi = 0 Oi 

and hence the new Survey number will be: 

Total Unculturable Culturable 

Rice Pot No. I •• 
A. g. A. g. A. g. 
2 15 0 6 2 9 

Rice Pot No. 2 •• 2 0 0 8! I 31! 
Rice Pot No.3 •• 

~· 
0 10 0 fl 0 9i 

Pot varkas .. I 2 1 2 0 0 
. I 

Total •• 5 27 I 17 4 ·IO 

(5) It must be bo.rne in mind that the above rules apply only to cases in which (no
record has been kept in th~ old measurtment books of the particulars of the kharab are 
then deducted. If the en!ries in the old survey books show in sufficient detail the nature 
of the kharab, whether gtven for streamP~ roads~ te~ples, tanks, etc., and whether for 
included varka;, such. old entries must be accepted and kharab. dealt with as ordered in-
Rules 15 and- 16. ' · · 

A-163 ..;.19·B 
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(6) Classers should, when exa~ning lh:e kharab confirmed by _the measurers,. to 
verify the correctness thereof, ascertam-dunng the recess-whether tn the old classifi
-cation books there is any record of reasons for deduction of kharab, and, if so, they should 
correct the kharab confirmed by the measurers wherever necessary as may be required by 
the rules. 

18. In accordance with Government .Resolution No. 8036, dated 13th November 
1886, forest lands should be numbered in the new Revision Survey maps as follow3 :-

(1) Where. demarcation has been completed and forest numbers· have been 
gazetted all forest blocks should be left blank, that is, 

Forest. 

45-56-57. 

not numbered but merely "forest" written in the centre, 
as is done in the case of village sites, and below the word 
forest the former Survey numbers comprised in that 
forest block should be entered as shown in the margin. 

(2) Where demarcation has not been completed the forest blocks should not be 
numbered with the serial number which they would bear if they were not forest, 
but with the last of the serial numbers after all other new Survey numbers have been 
numbered in the usual manner; so that when the Forest numbers are gazetted and the 
new Survey numbers are cancelled in order that the forest blocks may remain blank 

as in the first case, the cancelling of these new Survey 
Forest. numbers may no~ upset the serial numbering of all other 

new Survey numbers. In this case the forest blocks 
should have written in the centre of them the word 
·' Foreht,, below it the new Survey number being last i~ 
the senes, and below that the. old Survey numbers 

New Survey Number 261. 

150-151-153. 

comprised in that block as shown in the margin. · • 

CHAPTER VI. 

Theodolite Work 

1. The theodolite karkuns will be provided with skeleton maps of stations taken by 
the Topographical Survey, giving the exact position of each trijunction point on the boun
daries of all the villages. These skeleton maps should form the base on which all their 
work must be done. _ · . 

2. The theodolite karkuns will fix in accurately all the boundary lines from -one 
trijunction point to another, marking off the bends according to the boundary marks now . 
existing in the field. . . 

3. \Vnen measuring along the -boundary of a 'village from one old boundary mark 
to another he should have the village officers and Mahars of that and the adjacent village 
present with him, and if any small bend in the occupation appears to have been overlooked 
and should it, after making allowance for dharsod, be such, as to deserve notice, he should 
consult the people of both villages and take the necessary bend, if both villagerS agree; 
~not, he should report for the orders of the Assistants. : ; 

4. In case the boundary line as laid down now, in accordance with existing boundary 
marks in the field, does not coincide with the boundary line shown in the old map, the 
matter should be reported to the Assistant, after having verified the correctness of the new 
work, and the boundary line thus laid down in accordance with existing boundary marks 
must be considered the true and correct boundary; whatever error exists being that of the 
old map, which must be corrected. , • · 

5. Theodolite karkuns, if preceding the measurers in the village, should lay down a 
good base line, or if more appear necessary, several, which should be marked in the field 
by a staff being firmly erected and a small cairn of stones made at the foot of it, and the 
measurer should take all measurements on these base lines; but if they follow the measurers 
in the village, they should be careful to ascertain what base lines the measurers have 
worked on and fix them in on to their map with the theodolite. 

6. It will not be necessary for the theodolite karkuns to fix in a number of stations 
after they have laid down a sufficient number of base lines for the measurers to work on, 
unless Varkas numbers extend far up on the hills or in ravines, where no base lines car 
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be laid d~wn and where it is absolutely necessary to give the measurers theodolite stations 
to work on, and in such cases they should, as much as possible, make their theodolite 
stations at the corners or principal bends of old Survey numbers, and note in their field 
book which corner or bend they have made stations of. 

7. Where villages contain large blocks of forest extending to the boundary, the 
village traverse should only be made up to the point where the forest begins and then be 
carried along the forest boundary to the other side of the village just as if the forest land 
did not belong to the village. The forest portion of the village will be plotted on to the 
new map either from the topographical sheets or from the old Survey map. It is the duty 
of the Bombay Forest Survey Party to traverse forest boundaries. 

CHAPTER VII 

Boundary ~Marks 
1. Boundary marks-that is, earthern mounds, 

should be of the following dimensions :-
stone cairns, and simple stones-

( 1) Earthen mounds (!ranis)
Length at bottom 

Do. at top .. 
Breadth at bottom 

Do. at top , • 
Height 

(2) Stone cairns (Buruj)
At bottom 
At top 
Height 

(3) Stones-

5 annas. 
3! do. 
2! do. 
l ~of and anna. 
ll annas. 

2 annas square. 
1! do. 
2~annas. 

Length not less than 1! cubits (baths). 
Thickness not less than 3 inches. 
Black, hard, and durable stones. 

All numbers over 5 acres in area should have 2 !ranis at each corner 

Numbers of or over 2 acres in area, to have 1 Irani and 2 stones at each corner, as 
shown 

0-0----? 

in-sketch 1 r 
6 0-0 

Numbers under 2 acres, hut above half an acre in area, to have 3 stones at each 
corner 

0-0-
1 

f 
o_o 

Numbers of and under 20 gunthas in ar~a to have only 1 stOne at each corner I I 
o-o 

•In rice and garden this rule should not be applitd as far as the erection of earthen mound · 
The corners of rice and garden Numbers in area over 20 gunthas s!-.<;uld be dtmarcated by three st s 18 c~>ncem~d. 
Numbers by one stone at each corner. In Varkas and other lands where by this rule earth ones m em a er 
required stones may be substituted where the lie ofthe land or wa~h of water interferes with::: mounds ~re 
of earthen mounds. [Survey Commissioner's No. 499 of 23rd February 1893.] e preservatJon 

(2) The demarcation above directed would be sufficient but for the comparative ease wr'th w·h · h t 
d · r h · · d · 1 · · rc s ones con be removed an were rt not 10r t e mtncacy an rrrtgu anty m share of Surny Numbers in the K k T 

ensure ready identification of numbers and to reduce the danger of wilful removal of stones it · on dn. d 0 
·follows-that (I) in rice and garden Khata at points where two or more Numbers meet one. 

1
1h8 or ere ads 

d . r f h h . ~ar ern moun shall be erecte m rep o one co~ner stone to s O\\: t ~~spot rs corner, ard (2) where rice or garden Nurr b 
Proj"ect into Varkas Numbers or mto forest the projectrng comer shall be fhown by the substitut' f · ers 

d f f h [s C · · • N n 2 1cn o one ear-then moun or one o t e corner stones. un·ey orrmlfsl('ner & o. ;::,.- t.63 of ltth NoHmbtr 1893.) 
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3. By corner of a number must be understood the prominent salient angles at the 
extremes of the number, and as much as possible opposite each other. · 

All numbers to have four corners, except numbers which are made in shape of a 
triangle when only three corners can with justice be said to exist. • 

4. All the corners of the old suvey numbers should not 'now, as a matter of necessiey, 
be considered to form the corners of the new Survey nulnbers. This opportunity should 
be taken to cancel corners made, against all rules, at places where· there is hardly any 
bend and the angles formed by the sides of numbers are very broad; but, if possible, it is 
desir~ble to confirm the old corners if made according to rules. ' 

5. In rabi and varkas lands on the straight line boundaries of numbers, stone cairns 
(Burujs) should be erected between the corners when no intermediate marks exist o~ 
earthen mounds where stones are· not procurable, as follows :- . . 

(1) None, if Bandh map is 12 chains or under. · 
(2) One about half-way between the corners. if the. Bandh map is from 12 to 

25 chains. · · 
(3) If the distance between the corners is over 25 chains a Buruj -should be 

erected at 12 to 15 chains apart. , . . .... : 

6. "Burujs" should be erected only on vat:kas land, but not on. the boupdatj of 
rice land 'Yhich will be marked by stones. · . · ) · · · 

7. "Burujs" shou~d be erected at all the large bends and at all principal salient or 
re-entering angles of Varkas numbers, which are to be clearly discernible as denoting the 
boundary of the number. . , , .. ' ' . • . 

8. All bends in boundaries of villages should be demarcated by stone cairns (Burujs). 
Stones should not be used, except where village bondaries run thr~mgh rice land. 

'9. Stones are to be erected....;..• 
(1) At all bends over 4 annas on the boundary of a rice Survey number,.. 

provided that the boundary is not defined by an· embankment. · · . . · 
(2) At all bends over 4 annas of rice Survey numbers, even tl;t~ugh the boundary 

may be defined by an embankment of one anna in height where the land on one side 
the boundary is occupied and on the other is Government waste, forest,· village site 
or land appropriated to any public purpose. · ' ' : ·. ' : . , 

{3) At the four corners of each Pot number if an application for the demarcation, 
accompanied with the prepayment of all costs be presented in time by the pa~es 
interested. . · , 

The mode of demarcating the 
four corners of Pot numbers is given 
in the marginal sketch. 

Survey No. 22, 
Non;h. 

(4) At all the smaller bends of over 8 annas, on bondaries of ·varkas numbers 
which do not require a "Buruj". 

(5) At the four conrers of all Pardi numbers of which the bends . need not be 
demarcated by stones. '' ; 

.,, 
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(6) At all bends of all Pot numbers or Phalni tukras recorded as inam land of 
separate occupancy. 

,_ 10. All stones now erected in the field for the old Survey numbers not required at 
the comers should be made use of for the bends ·without any charge being made for 
them; these should be used for the bends of the Survey numbers, and not for the pot 
numbers, unless some remain in excess of the requirements of the Survey number. 

11. At the points of Trijunction of boundari~. of vi_llages ~ stone marked on the top 
with a broad arrow, should be erected where the tnjunctton pomts have not already been 
rna ked otherwise. 

12. Where, in consequence of sheet rock or only .very shallow superficial soil exist
ing in places where· stones are required, it is impossible to bury the stones, s!Dall ~aims 
or "Burujs,. of half size should be substituted, and a r~mark to that effect wntten 1n the 
measurers' books. · 

13. All matter of detail with regard to the erection of boundary marks should be 
dealt with in accordance v.ith No. 18• of the new Compilation of English Circulars. 

14. Boundary mark inspection by measureres should, except where measurers 
will have to· measure occupied Nos. of rice, garden, and rabi lands, take place invariably 
once a week; Saturday of each week should be named for that work, and on sending in 

-the Saturday's Wardi report, if the measurere has not done boundary mark inspection, 
lie sbould give some good reason for not ha,ing done so. 

15. As soon as the ~oundary mark inspection is ·done, the measurer should prepare 
,his ¥azoori patrak and Bandh book at one,-the latter as ordered below :-
· . .- - (1) The "Phalni" of all the boundary marks on the boundary of the Survey 

number should be made according to the Thana Printed Rules, Chapter St. 
· (2) The total amount chargeable to each Survey number should be diYided 

equally between all the Khatedars or occupants of Pot numbers or Phalni tukras. 
(3) The stones erected at the interior comers of each fot number in rice' land 

· sh~uld. be charged to the occupant of that pot number. 
(4) Four stones erected at the interior come~ of Pot numbers should be 

apportioned by "Phalni" the same as for Survey numbers, to each of the adjacent 
pot nu~bers.. - _ · 
16. Built-up marks erected by the Forest Department should be shown on the 

maps and field books thus+. 
... The position of Trijunction points and Topographical Survey stations should be 
;shown thus 1::!.. . . 

17. _All boundary marks erected for Survey number should be noted near sketch of 
number in fair sketch books, as shown below, under the following heads :-

For Surcey Number 

!ranis = 1, 3, 5, 6-total 4. 
Burujs 0 2,4-total 2. 
Stones 7, 8, 9, 10-total4. 

For Pot Numbers 

Total stones 0 25 
Old stones utilized for Survey number. • .8 

, 18: i In Varft~ numbers where stone cairns (Burujs) now exist they should be con
firmed, unless put up contrary to vahivat, and where the corners of V arkas n umbers are 

o Q o defi~ed by a central Buruj and stones as shown in margin, these comers should be 
O· . conSidered well defined by the cairns, .but in case of removal of the stones the 

comer could not easily be ascertained in the field; therefore the stones should be -repiaced 
~y earthen _ mounds placed at a tance of 4 annas form the Buruj as shown 
m sketch= 0 =· 

II 
-Tbia rule contains detailed instructions to the Measurers for giving effed to the rules on the subject of 

••~o~ of Boundary. Marlts" in. diffe~t descriptions of land. 
tThia chapte! coo tams detailed lDitruc:tJOns to the .Measwers, but they being in vemac:ular are not printed 

in this coJDPilatioo. 
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19. Where two or more earthen mounds are put up denoting' a corner of a Survey 
number no central stone is required, but if the old corner is confirmed, the central stone 
marking the corner should not be removed= 0 =· . 

II 

CHAPTER VIII 

Orders for· Assistants 

1. In all cases the Assistant Superintendent should, in commencing work in a taluka, 
communicate with the Mamlatdar, and induce him to interest himself in getting the 
required stones supplied and bandhs erected at the cheapest possible rate : as far as· is' 
practicable any reasonable suggestion of the Mamalatdar should be attended to. · · . 

2. In some villages the villagers will not supply chain-men and flag-holders. When 
this occurs, the Assistant must send for the village officers when he is about to comihence 
work in the village, and explain to them that if they will not supply chain-men and flag
holders they will be supplied and paid for by Government, and their cost recovere~ from 
the villagers. He should also communicate with the Mamlatdar, and induce him to use 
his influence, and persuade the villagers to supply flag and chain-men. ' ·; 1 

' • ·,, • I ' 

3. There are three courses available for erecting boundary marks:- ; ' 
(1) The people of the village putting them up themselves without ·payment. 
(2) The people of the village finding a contractor, an inhabitant of the villa~, 

to do so. , : · . . . . , , , 
(3) The employment of a contractor, an inhabitant of another part of the coup. try. 

The first of the above plans is the best, and, where the people will do the work in time, 
should be adopted. The last plan is the worst, a~d must never be resorted to, except 
where the first and second plans have been found impracticable. A report on the subject 
must be made to•the officer in charge of the Survey whenever it is necessary to resort to 
the third course.'"' · · · · -· · : , .. : : 

Every Assistant Superintendent is responsible for using. his best ·endeavours to keep 
down the cost of boundary marks; and where unnecessary expense is caused by his neglect; 
he may be required to make it good. ; . { · 

4. When testing numbers in which there is a large difference should be looked at; 
and when the difference is large, and cannot be accounted for, it should be placed beyond 
all doubt that the new measurements are ccrrect. All numbers tested in-'which the 
difference between old and new is over 5 per cent., should have the test area shown 
opposite them, and after the Patraks have been examined they should be sent t9 the 
Superintendent. 

5. In revision survey Forms the "Khanisumari" and "Isamwar" Forms should not 
be prepared by the classers in future. The plan. of village or "Ghar Nakasha" should 

-De prepared as heretofore by the classers and forwarded to the Superintendent for 
transmission to the Collector, under whose orders the census of villages will be taken for 
iliefu~~ · · - -
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KONKAN REVISION SURVEY SUPPLEMENTARY RULES. 

1. Original measurement of rice, garden and rabi to be confirmed. 
2. Old Survey Numbers of above description containing P5t Varkas of or above 

10 gunthas to be examined. . 
3. Boundaries of Survey Numbers described in Rule 1, ajjacent Varkas ~umbers 

to be examined. 
4. Varkas found to be new rice, garden or rabi, how to be dealt with. 
5. Measurement of converted Varkas how to be done. 
6. Pieces of rice, garden and rabi found in entire Varkas Numbers haw to be dealt 

with. 
7. Old Survey Numbers not corrected or altered. 
8. Corrections or alterations in entire Varkas Numbers. 
9. New measurements how recorded. 

10. Old Survey or Pot Numbers required to be sub-divided. 
11. Old Survey or Pot Numbers intersected by new made-roads or Railways. 
12. Old Survey or Pot Numbers of which river or stream forms the boundary. 
13. Lands taken up for public or special purposes. 
14. New rice, garden, or rabi found in Forest Gurcharan or unoccupied Government 

land how to be dealt with. 
15. Vil~age site boundaries. 
16. Boundaries of Municipalities. 
17. Pardi Numbers in village sites. 
18. Mixed descriptions of land in one Survey or Pot Number how to be dealt with. 
19. New boundary marks to be erected. 
20. Remarks to be written in field books regarding all Survey Numbers or Pot 

Numbers dealt with. 
21. Entire Varkas Numbers to be confirmed as they stand. 
22. Oversized Numbers need not be broken up. 
23. [Cancelled.] 
24. Applications for examination of boundaries of Survey Numbers how to be dealt 

with. 
25. Village Officers required to show new rice, garden and rabi in entire V arkas 

Numbers. 
26. Rabi lands found in Varkas how to be dealt with. 
27. Boundary dispute of villages. 
28. Boundaries of adjacent villages to be compared and where nece3sary corrected. 
29. Boundaries of Forest lands not to be traversed. 
30. Scattered Survey Numbers to be fixed correctly in maps. 
31. All Theodolite work to be connected with Topographical Survey stations. 
32. All Theodolite work to be done on the triangle check system. 
33. Theodolite work how to be plotted. 
34. Old Survey maps to be made use of as far as possible. 
35. Confirmed old Survey Numbers need not be re-plotted. 
36. New maps to be made where old Survey map is found to be decidedly incorrect. 
37. All matters not referred to in these rules to be disposed of in accordance with 

Konkan Rivision Survey Rules. 
38. Original classification to be confirmed. 
39. Lands to be re-classed, verified and valued. 
40. Varkas need not be re-classed. 

41. Khatedars wishing to have phalni and classification done of their Varkas lands 
to pay fee for having it done. 
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KONKAN REVISION SURVEY SUPPLEMENTARY RULES.• 

1. The original measurement of rice, garden, and rabi lands done with the cross
staff and chain has been found to be generally sufficiendy accurate for adoption as it stands,. 
and, therefore, no time should be wasted in re-measuring Survey numbers originally 
made of such description of lands. 

- -
2. All old Survey numbers of the above description containing according to the old· 

survey area described as Pot varkas of which anyone or more pieces (compact and in one· 
block) are ?f 5 gunthas .and upwar?s in area, must be examined in respect to all such; 
pieces of Pot varkas "!ld if no alteraoon has take~ place should be confirm~d as they stand/ 
All small pieces of Pot va~kas under 5 gufi:thas m area, whether aggregatmg 5 gunthas or 
more need not be exanuned but should . be confirmed as they are. · Survey numbers 
cont;ining only small separate pieces of Pot varkas all under S gunthas in area 'each. need• 
not be examined at all. Rabi land found in Pot varkas 1 must be divided off separately• 
whatever its area. Detached pieces of rice in entire varkas numbers under S gunthas int 
area need not be measured. Detached pieces of rice in Pot varkas (which cannot be inclu
ded in neighbouring rice presumably). of under 1 guntha in area ·need not be measUred, 
but a report should be made of such pieces as the existence of nee cultivation points to :the 
capability of the Pot varkas being converted into rice. · · . . · . : . · · · · ,• ' ~ .. · · ··~, r 

~ · -- · · ; ~ 1.,(l;1e 

· 3. The boundaries adjacent to Varkas ·numbers of all old Stirvey numbe~s-of .ihi4 
deGcription given in Rule 1 should be examined, and if no alteration is required~ those 
Survey numbers should be confirmed as originally measured. · · 

• 1 .·.~ ri~ -~ .. · .. '.·.r .. -tr• 
. 4. All lands origin~lly measured as V arkas, either in th~ ab~v~ description ~f~~h.~; 

numbers or on their boundaries, and now found to be rice, garden, or rabi land should be 
measured and dealt with in accordance with the Konkan Revision Measurement ~ul~ 
Appendix E. · · · · · · · "· ·' · '· 

; :. · .. 't'l, ;,i'!!.' 

. . . . . ·.r'! --=~ .' - - .· . ; ~ -~·.:., a~.·\-~ [t: c! 
. . S. ~In all cases where such measurement is·required to be done, the eonvertedVarkas.:. 
only should be measured and added on to or· deducted from the original sketch. of thCI 
Survey or Pot number, ·but the whole Survey number should not be re-measured unless; 
it is found by this examination to have been originally measured so incorrectly as to absolu- · 
tely require re-measurement in full. In short,-a.s little measurement as possible1showd be 
undertaken, provided important errors in the original work are :not passed over and left 
uncorrected. ·1 . ·, ... :,,·. • • "j l.; 

. . . 
. ~. : ___ .;, .!'' t:';'··.~.-; Q,' - '"!.~; ., 

6. All pieces of rice and garden above 5 gunthas in area and rabi abovtf20' gllhthai 
in area found in en~e V ~kas numbers s~ou.Jq be me~sured off into . separate Survey 
numbers, and fixed m theU" proper places mStde the entU"e Varka8 Survey nutnbe~~· All. 
such newly ~ade Survey numbers should have boundary marks erected in accordance with 
the Konkan Revision Measurement Rules---Appendix· 'E. J '' u L • 

· . ..~ .•. ~ ·.rL ·j ~;q:~ ni 

.. _ 7. All old Survey numb.!rs, .. f.Xcept those inwhicb, .. according to.tJ:te above rules, 
correction or alteration has to be made, should be confirme4 as' they are and need· not be 
examined nor have new boundary marks erected. ' ' . ' ' . . . · .. ,' 

.:t i '. 

· . 8. CorreCtions or aitetations in· entire V arkas numbers doci; not nece~itat'e re-measu
:ll.!ment of such Varkas numbers no( erection of new boundalj' marks, unles8 some irhporJ 
tailt error is found which cannot be passed over and must be corrected. · ' · ,.,;, · 
· . ' . i : · ' . ~ ·~ · : ~ 1 ."I ; 1 . ~ _ ::, 

9. All new measurem:ents should be recorded' in tb~ ~easurerii field bookS as usu~i 
with corresponding marks and le.tters in the old field books showing the bases ori wlucq 
the new measurements were taken, and they should be plotted on the old "pak.ka" fair fie14 
books and on the old Maps, and a statement should be prepared for each· number 
altered or corrected in the form of a Kam-zasti Patrak showing. the increase of • area· under 
one head and the proportionate decrease under the o~er head, so that the work 1 may be 
easily verified by any other measurer taking up the books. · · . . . .· , ·, .. , ., 

• ·•To expedite the revision Survey opera tiona in the Thana itnd·Kolaba Districts these Rules were intrOduced 
an 1890. . . . _ , . . . ·. _ 

A-163-20-A. . . - . . ·' 
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10. All old Survey or Pot numbers requiring to be s~~-divided in consequence of 
being held by different Khatedars or Inamdars or contammg Gover.nment and Inam 
lands must be sub-divided and have new boundary marks erected accordmg to the Konkan 
Revision Measurement Rules-Appendix E. 

11. All old Survey and Pot numbers which have been intersected by new made-roads 
or railways, should be made into separate Survey or Pot !lumbers and hav~ new boundary 
marks erected on the road or railway boundary. The hne of road or railway should be 
fixed by theodolite and offsets taken to the sides and places where new boundary marks 
are required .should be marked off on the ground at once by the theodolite karkun. The 
whole number on either side need not be entirely re-measured. · 

' 
12. Old Survey numbers of the description given in paragraph 1, of which a river 

or stream forms the boundary, must have that boundary examined and wherever any 
considerable change is apparent, must be measured only as far as may be absolutely 
necessary to correct that boundary. 

. 13. In all Survey or Pot numbers in which land has been taken up for a public 
purpose or for any other special purpose sanctioned by Government, and of which in· 
timation should be received from the Collector or Mamlatdar, the land so taken up only 
should be measured and demarcated according to the Konkan Revision Measurement 
Rules-Appendix E-and shown in the maps and sketches as usual, the remaining part 
of the ·survey or Pot number need not be re-measured entirely. . 

14. When new rice,' garden, or rabi is found in old Survey numbers appropriated 
for forest or grazing or any other public purpose or recorded as Government unoccupied 
land, such pieces of new rice, garden, or rabi should not be measured either separately 
or included in the adjacent occupied Survey numbers, for all such encroachments are 
unauthorised, and it is a matter for the Collector's decision whether such appropriation of 
land without permission is to be allowed and given over to the cultivators thereof or not. 
In all such cases the original boundary of the occupied Survey numbers should be 
confirmed, new boundary marks erected along that boundary, and the encroachment 
reported to the Superintendent for communication to, and disposal by, the Collector of 
the district. 

· 15. If vil~age site boundaries are alt~red in any way since the original Survey, 
wherever the adJacent Survey numbers have, m accordance with these rules, to be examined 
and demarcated, the original boundary should be confirmed, and the encroachment of 
cultivation on village site or vice versa should be reported on for enquiry and decision by 
the Collector. 

. 16. In the larger towns such as Kalyan, Thana, etc., where municipal limits have 
been fixed and demarcated, the boundaries of the municipality should be traversed and 
shown on the survey maps, and none of the lands within that boundary should be noticed 
in any way by the measurers. . 

· 17. Pardinumbers in village sites of whatever description should all be measured· 
in accordance with Rule 14 of Chapter V of the Konkan Revision Measurement Rules
Appendix E. 

-.. _ 18. All old Survey Pot numbers containing mixed descriptions of lands, such as 
rice, garden, rabi, should be re-measured only as far as may be absolutely necessary to 
divide off and make into separate Pot numbers lands of the different descriptions; whichever 
description of land is the smallest in area should be measured, and the area deducted from 
~he original area and where the line of division is easily fixed from point to point of the 
old sketch no re-measurement will be necessary, and the respective areas of each descrip· 
tion of land should be ascertained with the area comb, to tally with the area of the original 
whole Pot number. 
~ 

; : 19. New boundary marks according to the Konkan Revision Measurement Rules
Appendix E..-should be erected for all Survey numbers in which the Measurer has to 
make corrections or alterations. All other numbers not examined by him, and in which 
no corrections or alterations have to be made, as well as all entire Varkas Survey numbers 
fJ}eed not have boundary marks· erected. at once .. · With. regard to such Survey numbers 
that duty will be performed later on by the Agricultural Department. 

A-163-20-B. 
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20. For all Survey or Pot numbers re-nieasured, corrected, or altered,' a remark 
should be written in his field book by the measurer, giving the number of the rule!P 
under which it has been thought necessary to measure; and for all Survey numbers examined 
and not altered or which it has not been necessary to examine at all, ·a remark should be 
written stating that the original measurements have been confirmed, and the rule quoted 
under which they have not been even examined. · · . . . . · . :... · 

21. Old Survey numbers of entirely Varkas land should notbe wholly re:-~eas~red: 
but their principal corners should be demarcated in the field and plotted· .on the map 
after being fixed by verifying chain measurements or by theodolite angles which shoul4 
be recorded in the field books, so that there may be no difficulty in plotting these numbers 
in their proper position on a new map should it be necessary to do so. The meastire~en~ 
and demarcation of the intermediate bends will be done · hereafter by the, AgricUltural 
Department. · ' '. . .. '·.: 

, ' 0 •a J ~~~! 1'.., J~!t.~J/J•:')'1 

(1) Varkas numbers entirely surrounded by rice }and will, have, been, practicall}! 
thoroughly examined and probably suffiCiently demarc'ated by. the action of Rules _3,. 4,; 5; 
therefore, such numbers should be held to have been fully dealt with in the field and their 
correct area (taken out by scale) as determined at Revision··s~e~~· 1~houl~ b,e reco~d~1d1 
Any boundary marks found necessary should h.e e~ected •. ·. , r , .,. _ •, •il , '-'rit 

(2) V arkas numbers bounded on three sides by rice land and onthe fourth ~ide 1by: 
the village boundary should be similarly treated as their examination in. the field will alsq 
have been fully done under Rules 3, 4, 5 and 28. . · f : . 

. (3) Varkas number~ bounded on three sides by .. rice. !and and the. correct record of 
which therefore can be completed with little additional lab,our by. the measurement of, thQ 
remaining side should have this measurement done and recorded and the number sliould 
be then treated as directed in clause (1): .. ' .. · J ; • ~. ".; .· • , -.~, '.' • ~-· ,;,:.

1
• 1 ;,,f) 

. . (4) Where the old boundary marks at the corners. of Varkas numbers still exis~ in 
the field they may be confirmed, as the substitution- of earth~r~ mo~ds for t4es~ ,will be 
done hereafter by the Agricultural Department, but in places· where new marks may be 
required they should be erect~d in accordance with the rules in force. : 

22. The rule for making Surv:ey numbers of: different descriptions or'l~~ds of certain· 
fixed areas should be considered in abeyance~ and. all Survey numbers exceeding the_ sizes• 
laid down in the Thana Printed Rules should not be broken up, but allowed to st;nct"Gs 
they are. . , ·: · , ' , 

23. [This Rule which referred to the.breaking up of old-Survey N~i~ was sub· 
sequently cancelled an.d is therefore not printed.] • ' . '\ : , ' . . 

24. Applications to have boundaries of Survey numbers examin«?d and demarcated 
which are not necessarily examined and demarcated in accordance with these rules should 
be forwarded to the Superintendent with an estii:,nate of the . time required for such 
examination, and if necessary rectification of the old boundaries and orders will be issue4 
to have the work done on payment of the cost of such operations. · · · · ' · · · 

• ' ' t • ..: • ' t ·'; ' : ~. 

25. When the revision of each Village is be~n the Assistant should i~ue an ord~~ 
to be given to the village officers by each measurer or theodolite karkun. appointed to w:ork 
in that village, desiring them to point out all scattered pieces of rice; ·garden . and rabi 
known to exist in entire. V arkas Survey numbers, and the acknowledgment of th~t· order as 
well as a written statement to be obtained from the village officers on completion' of the work 
to the effect that all such lands have been pointed out to the measurer and disposed 
of by him and that none remain undisposed of, ·should be recorded amori!(the Village 
papers under the signature of the measurers concerned. · -. · ' ',-, · ·· · · : 

•The following were the sizes fixed by the Thana Printed Rules for the different descriptions of land'~ 

· · Description of Land. 

Rice 
Do. 
Do. 

Bagait 
Rabi 

Maximum area of Survey No. Maxinium No: of o~c:Up~~. · 
' ,-··., · ... ~ ', •.'1 

S acres • • Not to contain more than 6 occup8Jltlt 
I to .I! acres • • If held by more than 6 pe~ontr. · • 
8 acres • • If held by one person. • · , -! 
Same as Rice • • Same as rice. . -

• • Double the maximum for Rice , • Do. ' ' · · ' ,, ·..-~.: 

.·. ! 
Varkas 

{
Flat level Varkas&30 acres.. • '} 

.•• Katalorsheetrocks&50acres •• Nil. .,, 1 ,,-, • 
Hillsides or sloping V arkas & 125 acres 

. . '. 
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; 26. During the general inspection of the vi~lage lands do!'e in accor?ance wit~ these 
orders by the measurer, all lands producing rab1 crops or wh1ch are obv10usly rab1 l~nds 
should be noted and if they were originally recorded as var~~s the necessary corrections 
should be made in accordance with the Konkan Rev1s10n Measurement Rules
Appendix E. 

27. Whenever an application is received complaining of a boun~ary dispute 
between two villages or of boundaries of villages not having been properly la1d dow'?', the 
Assistant should examine the disputed ground, and, if necessary, order a bound_ary d1spu_te 
tnap to be prepared, after which the correct boundary should be settled and la1d down m 
accordance with orders on the subject. 

28. When working in the field the theodolite karkuns should compare the boundaries 
of their villages with those of all the adjacent villages, and where both tally, should have 
new boundary marks erected on the common boundary in accordance with the Konkan 
Revision Measurement Rules-Appendix E-but where the boundaries do not tally he 
should fix the correct line if undisputed on both original maps in red ink and demarcate 
it in the field, and if disputed he should report to the Assistant for orders. 
· 29. Should it be necessary to traverse all or most of the bondaries of any village the 
theodolite karkun should traverse only such portions of the boundaries as lie between 
the corners of forest numbers. The forest boundaries are all traversed by the Bombay 
Forest Survey Party, and therefore need not be gone over again by the theodolite karkuns 
of this Department. 
. 30. All scattered Survey numbers of the description given in Rule 1, whether 
existing at the time of the original Survey or newly measured, shold be fixed correctly 
on the map by the theodolite karkun. 

31. All theodolite work done in any village should be connected at both ends with 
the nearest stations of the Topographical Survey of India and their observations from those 
stations taken as a check on the correctness of our theodolite work which will have to fit 
in with the points fixed by the Topographical Survey. 
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32. All theodolite work should be done on 
the triangle check system, that is to say, in 
surveying in any direction, say AB, to fix on the 

8 
map the correct position of scattered rice fields, 
a check point D should be selected on some 
corner of a Survey number, where it can easily 
be seen from all the theodolite stations, and from 
each of these an angle should be taken to the flag 
at D, so that by working out the triangles the 
correctness of the angles and measurements will 
be verified. 

- 33. All theodolite work done in each village should be plotted on a separate piece of 
map paper with longitude and latitude lines drawn thereon by calculation of co-ordinates 
with the traverse tables, and should be compared with the old map, and if any material 
differecne is found in the position of scattered numbers shown on the original map which 
will affect the correctness of the Varkas numbers plotted thereon, it should be shown to 
·_the Assistant, who will give orders to have a further examination made by theodolite of 
the principal points which it is absolutely necessary to have fixed accurately on the map. 
Should this theodolite work result in any one of the boundaries of the village being proved 
'to have been inaccurately surveyed or plotted, the new theodolite work will have to be 
extended to that boundary line, so that it may be accurately shown on t!l:: n::;v map. 

< 34. It is desireable to make use of the old maps wherever it is po3sible to d >so, and 
therefore no new map need be made unless it becomes absloutely necessary to do s:>. All 
new measurement, correction, or alteration work should be shown in rei in{ o:t the old 

_ _maps, so that in the recess a new map may be pricked off from it. 
35. Old Survey and Pot numbers of which the original measurements are confirmed 

need not be re-plotted in the fair field books. 
36.. If the original map is decidedly incorrect and cannot be made use of, a new 

map should be-plotted on the new theodolite karkun's rna~ with the aid of the old field 
books, and in such cases i_t \Yill be n~cessary fc;>r. the theodohte karkun to fix in p!' his map 
the original Survey base lines on. wh1ch t~e ong1'?-al wo~k was plotted, and for th1s purpose 
all original kacha maps and panghs of vlllages, 1f obtamable should be made available. 
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37. Whenever re-measurement or alterations have to be made they must · be inade 
in accordance with the existing Konkan Revision Measurement Rules-Appendix· :&.-:.. 
which must also be considered the guide for the disposal of all cases not dealt with irt 
these supplementary rules. · 1 J 

' 38. As regards original classification it has been found that the work now under exar 
mination is fairly correct, and the results may be accepted without further re-classification; 
therefore on being ordered to revise the classification of any district the Assistant should 
report in English un?er which <?fficer's. supe~ision the. original ~lassi~cation 'Was· don~ 
and ask for the Supenntendent's mstruct10ns wtth regard t~ the vertficatwn thet~of. ,_, -,._, 

39. · Under any circumstances the following revision of the otd 'classification will b:; 
necessary :- . , . · 

A. Tore-class- · 
(1) All new rice lands except Rabi turned into rice. ·'i ~~- J· _ 

(2) Lands originally classed as rice now recorded as Rabi.· 1 
, 

(3) Lands originally classed as garden, now recorded as Rice, rabi or i~rkaS'. . . 
(4) Lands originally classed as Varkas, now recorded as 'Rabi ~r rice.. ,1 ! · · ' 
(5) All Pullan lands. · ' · . ' . . · r ; · , 1 

• "i ·1 
(6) New Potvarkas land where absolutely none was classed before.' r: '.: 
(7) Lands originally classed as rice and Rabi, now recorded as Var~as~ 1 · 

B. 'To verify but not re-class- · · 1 
• ' • • • • _ ' • • : ; '.'-'.'

1 

( 1) Lands originally classed as rice, now recorded as garden!, : · '1• 
1 

1: ; 1 . 

(2) Lands or~g~ally classed as Rabi, now recorded 'as rice or garden~ ', · · 
(3) Lands ongmally classed as Varkas, now recorded as garden·. , · .1 . 

C. · To verify old classification and not necessarily re-class'-- . . · '~' · .' ', '. ; . . , • , 
(1) All Kharapat numbers adjoining Shils·and on boundaries 'betweeD: Kharapaf 

and Uthalpat lands. 
D. To value all Dusota crops in lands not originally classed for second crops. 
E. If whilst verifying the old classification under Rule C (1) or valuing the capa

bility for growing second crops under RuleD, an error of 4 annas or more in the old 
classification is suspected with good reason or comes to notice the number in which it 
occurs must be re-classed (sanctioned by Survey Commissioner's memorandum No. 2312 
of 14th December 1891). 

4-0. Varkas lands need not be re-classed, but when going over the village lands, the 
classers should note, and deal with all Rabi lands, originally classed as Varkas and left 
unnoticed by the measurers, in the manner ordered above. · 

RULES REGARDING TRAVERSE SURVEY 

1. Main circuits must be first run, including an area of ten or tw~lve square miles, 
or of from 7,000 to 10,000 acres including several villages. These must then be broken 
up into minor circuits of one or more villages including 2,000 to· 3,000 acres. each. In 
taking these minor circuits any conspicuous natural marks within the village area should 
have their position fixed by measurement or bearing. 

2. Villages up to 5,000 acres may be included in one traverse, any village of more 
than 5,000 acres must be first included in one main traverse and then sub-divided into two 
or more minor traverses according to size, m1!cinJ use of roads as the lines of sub-division. 
A minor traverse should be made for each 3,000 to 4,000 acres. 

3. In traversing along lines of road or baundaries of villag-!3, o.ff~ets should be taken 
to salient points, and the points on which numbers break off and the distances should be 
noted in the field book. A printed copy of the original village m1p should be furnished 
to the establishment employed upon the new survey. 

4. In case of tw:> or more small vi.llages being includ~d in one minor cir.-:uit, the 
point of junction of boundaries should be accurately laid down and bearings and measure
ments be taken with offsets to bends on the most distant plint visible on the boundary 
which does not form part of the minor circuit. . 

5. When two or more sm1U villages are incluhi in ou m\nJr circuit, points of 
triple junction ("tewdas") should always form stations. In fact it is advisable to form the 
stations always on known fixed points which can be afterwards found if nece3sary, such 
as the junction of two or more old Survey Numbers. The points of crossing of roads 
. should be noted in the minor circuit field book. 
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. 6. We cannot wait to commence cross-staff work till the circuit survey of the village 
is c:ompleted. · The only ·course will be to push the circuit s~~ as rapidly a:' pos:Uble. 
in order to have the advantage of the theodolite map before finishing up the detailed village 
map. Two or three theodolite measurers should be set aside to this circuit work and put 
on it at once. Great care must be taken to see that their chains are. accurate and are 
~~- '. . 

.. · 7. , The country is open and stations should be made at a good distance apart, 8$ 
far in fact as can be readily seen. The measurers must be warned that great care must 
be taken by them in chaining,-any error or carelessness must be detected as their angles 
and meaSurements will be subjected to careful check under the Assistant's own immediate . ,' . " 

eye. :· 
8. In the circuits, Assistants will follow the system of trav~ surveying described 

in letter No. 962 of 21st September 1868, which was forwarded to the Deputy Superin-
tendent with letter No. 973 of the 21st September 1868. , · . . _ 

9. -: Great care must be taken to ensure the connection of traverse work done with 
different instruments and to avoid error arising from instrumental error or local attraction. 
To effect this the best course will be to take, at all triple junctions of village boundaries, a 
bearing to a well defined permanent distant object the precise point from which it is 
taken being .first fixed by a peg at least a foot long driven up to the head. in the ground 
over which the theodolite should be placed exactly perpendicular. This will enable the 
same point to be taken up in commencing the traverse of the adjacent village and will 
ensure all the work being done on a common meridian though at the time unknown. 

10. The precautions enjoined in the preceding paragraph must be invariably 
fo~owed with the greatest care in the case of all main circuits. as on those the accuracy 
of the taluka map principally depends. ' 
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· · '·' . . .. ; Rice Crops and Rice Lands of the Konkan 
•' 1,~ Iri the Konkan it is Pte custom to cultivate several kinds'o£ rice~ 'b\it there are only 

two distinct classes of crops which are named, respectively, " Garwa " and " Halwa ". The 
u. Garwa" includes all the finer descriptions of rice which.have a small grain.;lt takes. longer 
to ripen than the inferior sorts, and crop is cut in November. The " Garwa " rice crop:> 
are more valuable than the " Halwa ''. The " Halwa " rice has a large coarse grain and is T 
usually cut in October. . . 

·· 2. Some rice crops, such as the "Panpit", which are reaped ~arlier in'September,~ 
should be included in the~~- Halwa ~· description; .others, such_as." Tykala~,..which are. 
reaped later than November, should be included in the Garwa crops,.and some rice·crops 
reaped late in October or early in November are known as " Nim-Gl!-rw~~· •·. 1 . .< . 

:_ . 3": ·The kind of crops grown in the different kinds of soils.should-be taken into con .. ; 
sideration in determining the quality and value of land, which .should, however, be classed" 
invariably acording to its capabilities and not according to its produce only. .For instiu'lce, i 
land capable of growing Halwa crops only may occasionally be found .to have. produc~d a; 
Garwa or Nim-Garwa crop, or vice versa ; in such cases the capability of the land producing· 
the superior or inferior crops should alone be considered, and no undue 'weight given to the' 
kind of crop actually found to exist in the field. · . . . · ' .. 

4. Rice lands are divided into • · · .i ' , · OI . t i 
]st.-Sweet rke land. . . ,•.. . .. · .. T t •. 

·.2nd.-" Kharapat " or salt rice land~ . . . - ' ·. . ·. · . · . ; . . · , 
3rd,___:." Khari" or cc Baul ",'which are rice lands found on the fatt~rite'and sheet 

rock plateaus on the coast. . _. ·: · · · - · · · · 

. Th~e three ki~ds of ric.e };m.d ~~.~las~~~ ~~er sepaiat~ rPles gi~e~- iJ ili'e foHo~ng . 
chapters m successton.; ' . . : , ' .,, . .. ,1 ., . 

5. By rice land must be understood, in classification, land ~hich usually produces rice, 
is level, situated low ancl embanked,. and on the other h~d land with a sloping surface, 
With no embankments, even if producing a rice crop occasio~~y~ is not tQ be 'considered 
rice land. · · · · · - . 

6. The kinds of rice crops grown in each survey or pot number should be noted near 
the sketch in the classer's books, and a statement showing the varieties of rice, and the area 
of each kind under cultivation,· at time of classification, should be made out for each village, 
according to Form No.2 given at the end of these rules. . 

. . . ' . \..' . ( 

CH!PTER II. 

. . Soil Classification of ~weet Rii:e Land. 
7. First order of soil- . . 

Colot~r.-Yellowish red, dark red, or .brown or brownish black. . . 
Consistem:e.-The particles are consistent when. dug up, clods light and friable, 

pure earth. . 
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Capabilitia.-Capable of producing Garwa or Nim-Garwa crops, but seldom, if 
ever, sown with Halwa rice. . . . . . 

Situation.-Low-lying. with good natural m01sture and With good dramage on to 1t. 

' l Faults. 
'' 

~Soil of the-above de5cription containing gravel, or in black soil, clay, to such a _degree 
as to affect its productive qualities, to be reduced one class, and where the dep~ IS only 
1 cubit, reduction in the first order being impossible, it should be entered as belongmg to the 
second order. · · 

8. Second ·order of soil- · . . . , : ~ , . _ _ _ ' 1 , . , , 
ColOUT.-Red, grey or black. . - ,__ , · 

~ .~; Consistence.-I:D. red and grey soils little consistency, 'clods break .and fa11 to pieces 
~ on being dug up, excessive sand. In black soils, clayish with large ~ures on surface, 
·. the clods when dug'up being hard, tough and heavy. . . . : ... :: ; . ·~·, : 
I . ' Capabilities.-Not capable of producing the Garwa rice crops, but always sown 
'.'with Halwa crops, arid in best situations capable of producing only Nim-Garwa rice. 

Situation.-On hill sides or high-ly~ng land and on sea-shore. ' -- ' · 
9. Scale of valuation of soil classes :~ 

One cubit 
Three-. One-
fourths ,- HaHcubit fourth 

•' 
Order !Jf Soil. d_eep, value cubit deep, deep, value cubit deep, 
.. m annas. value in in annaa. value in .. I I • 

, . annas. . .... ' IIDJla8. 
f ... -1 

' I I ' . 
First order .. -. 8 ,7 5! ... 

I 
' 

Second order, · 6 5 31 2 
' 

I ' .. 

, In classing the soils the figures of valuation in annas should be entered in the shares. 
10. " J al~at ,. larid is that in which from ex~essive moisture the crops are liable to rot, ' 

and is known by the kind of white grass which is generally found growing on it and the oily 
reddish substance found floating on the surface of the water; in some cases the soil is always: 
muddy,:and on being dug up a black or reddish subsoil clay is found ; in others it does not 
always remain moist, but becomes friable in the hot weather ; in this kind bf soil a plant: 
with small leaves and little white flowers known as." Shetwad" grows in large quantities.' 
This kind ()f soil should ·be considered as of the seC:ond order and the soil classification· 
reduced one or two classes according to the liability of the crop to rot. 

11. Rice land affected by salt water- · · r 

(1) Land in which the crop is damaged by salt water, but where _the pr~ence of the 
. salt is only discovered o~ digging, should be placed in the second 9rder and the soil 
L reduced one' dass~ · · - -' -_. · ·· -

. _ . (2) . In land where the presence of salt is .detected. on. the surface, the valuation of 
:-.. soil should be reduced-one or two classes in proportion to the extent" of the damage. 

In places where at high tides the sea water floods the soil, the valuation of soil should be· 
-·reduced two or three classes~- · · · . _ .. ' , · -- : _ t .. • 

•. 
1 

< (3) 'Land ~ually co~ered with salt. water, b~t which iS occasionally Cultivat~d.-
. - should be Classed at two annas. . · } -- · ' · · ' · ' · · " -· · · · · ' 

• l ' CHAPTER III.·. 
·- • ! I -

Water .Classification of Sweet Rke Land. 

12. In the same way that the soil is classed. aceo~ding to itsfcap~bilities,'sa must the 
extent of the water-supply be taken into consideration and the value in annas entered in 
each share. The value of each class is as follows :,-

Class 1 . -. .. 
II 2 .. i 
n 3 
n 4 
b s 1 ' ••• . . 

value 8 annas . 
.• , 6 JJ 

n .. II 

.. 2 ... 
·u 0 , 
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13. The following is the explanation of the manner in which the class of the water is 
to be determined :-

]st.-In fields which are well embanked and the drainage from higher ground is 
good, where the crops are not liable to injury from a cessation of rain for a period of 
15 days, or where" Garwa" crops, such as Ambemorc, Patni,,etc., are usually grown, 
water is to be considered as 1st class and valued at 8 annas ; should a " Halwa " crop 
be found in fields having good soil, and a full water-supply as mentioned above, the 
crops should not be taken into account and the water should be classed as 1st class. 

,2nd.-The water should be classed as 2nd class and valued at 6 annas in fields 
which will not bear a "Garwa" crop with certainty, 'but which are well embanked 
and have a good supply of water and bear a full crop of " Halwa , rice, su~h as 

, "Halwa", "Patni", "Baksha", etc. . 
3rd.-In high-lying fields in which Halwa crops are grown, but in. whicl;t the 

supply of water is. too limited to produce a full crop, the water should be clas~ed as 
3rd class and valued at 4 annas. · 1 

4th.-In high-lying fields which have no drainage,· which receive only the rain 
which actually falls on the surface, or in fields which are not level and have no embank· 
ments to retain water, the water should be classed as 4th class at 2 annas. . . 

5th.-In high-lying rice lands without embankments, which have too great a 
slope to allow of water remaining on them, no value to be given for water. . These are 
by Rule 5 excluded from rice and, therefore, this rule seldom applies. . . 
14. The different classes of water are to be valued as above with the following 

exceptions :- · · ~ 
. ]st.-In some rice lands there is sufficient natural moisture in the soil to allow of 

, .. 

i ... 

sugarcane being grown occasionally or a second crop of grain or of pulse after the rice 
has been cut. Fields of this description should be classed according to the above. 
mentioned rules, and an extra valuation of 4 annas added on account of sugarcane and 
2 annas on account of second crops of pulse. , . · , . :. ' '!; 

2nd.-The water-rate should be raised one class in fields which. get the prainage 
of hills or of village sites and in coil.Fequence bear better crops or are not affected in case 
of failure of rain for twelve or fifteen days. The above is applicable only to' fields 
classed below 1st class. ., 

3rd.-If the above drainage is excessive and likely to injure the crop in any way, 
the above rule must not be carried out.· · · · · · · · '· ; 1 

4th.-In land which usually grows rice but which, from some fault in the soil, baS 
to be cultivated with a rabi crop every three or four years, the land should be entered 
under the second order and the water reduced one class, except in cases where the 
water is of the 4th class. -

5th.-In Jalwat lands and in fields where water collects to such an extent as to 
injure the crop, the water should be reduced one or two classes according to the extent 
of the injury. . .. , , 

6th.-Lands in which crops are affected by salt water should have the water class 
reduced- · · 
· (a) by one or two classes where the presence of salt reduces the productive 

quality according to the extent of the damage done ; . . . 
(b) by two or three classes, where the sea water floods the soil at high tides; 
(c) land usually covered with salt.water should have no valuatio.nput on for 

water. 
7th.-In some places it is the custom once in 8 or 10 years to flood rice lands with 

salt water, to act as manure when they become unproductive·; care should, therefore, be 
taken not to reduce the valuation of lands in such cases. 
15. Water-supply from pats- .. 

(1) In lands where there is a sufficient supply of water from the " pat , for the 
. cultivation of " Waingan " (that is a summer rice crop) 6 annas extra is to be added for 
the water of the pat if the water lasts till. end of April ; but if in consequence of water 
running short in the hot weather an early crop of Waingan has to be sown, the increa~e 
should be 4 annas. · · 

(2) (a) In some lands sugarcane is cultivated at intervals of two o~ th~ee years' ~y 
means of irrigation from pats, that is water-courses. In soil of this description all the 
land under the pat in which sugarcane is raised in rotation should have an extra 
valuation of 4 annas added on to the water classification. . .. . •. 

A-163-21-A 
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. - (b)· The above rule is also applicable to such lands when only brinjals or other 
vegetables are raised. . 

' (3) In lands where ~~r ~e rice crops seco!ld crops of nagli, kulit and other pulse 
grains are grown under rmgatlon from pat, an mcrease of 2 annas should be made. 

_ (4) In cases where a large nata of 15 or 20 bathS broad crosses the course of the pat 
_ · and the water has to be carried over in a trough, or where several small nalas cross the 

line of the pat or where the water about the end of the season requires to be raised to the 
· level of the pat by hand, the valuation of the water should be reduced by one class. 

_- (5) Wbere rice lands have the advantage of being able to use the water from 
streams conveved by pat during the rains and the possibility of failure of crops owing 
to scanty rain is guarded against, in such cases the ordinary monsoon water class should 
be kept as high as circumstances will warrant and the existence of a pat should not be 
overlooked. 

16. Irrigation from tanks, nalas, or wells-
. - (1) In rice land where .. Waingan •• or brinjals and other vegetables are grown 

in the hot weather by irrigation from tanks, nalas or wells by means of " Rahats •• or 
" L1khlis , 2 annas extra is to be added for the water. 

(2) Where, by the same means, " Gimwas'" that is nagli, kulit and other pulse 
. grains are grown, one anna extra is to be added for the water. 

(3) In some rice lands there is sufficient moisture in the soil to begin the cultivation 
· of the abovenamed crops after the rice crops. but not sufficient to last till these crops 

are cut, and the natural moisture has to be supplemented for the last month or two by 
irrigation ; in such cases the increase should be made one class higher than ordered 
in the above two paras. 

17. (1) In lands which produce a Waingan or hot-weather crop of rice only, without 
"any previous monsoon crop, owing to the difficulty of draining the land during the rains, 
the water class for the monsoon crop should be shown as 0 and the water class for the 
Waingan crop shown underneath it thus ;. 

' (2) In cases where it appears probable that a monsoon crop is grown as well as a 
'SUJDIIler crop, or it is possible to do so although not customary, the water class for the 
rain crop should be entered as 4th or 2 annas and for summer crop below it thus-:-. 
• · . (3) Where there is no doubt about a monsoon as well as a summer crop being grown, 
the water class valuation for the monsoon crop should be entered in full and for the summer 
.~ below it thus :. 

CHAPTEll IV 

Soil Clossijicatio" of Kluuapat Ria LmuJs 

18. Kharapat rice crops.-The rice crops grown in Kharapat lands are divided into 
two distinct classes :-

~ . - }st.-The Choke, which includes all the white kinds of rice and is considered 
superior. 

2nd.-The Rate, which includes all the red kinds of rice and is considered inferior. 

19. 1st order of soil:-
. Colour.-Yellow or reddish yellow, or when dug up has a whitish appearance. 

Cmuisterrce.-Clods light and friable, easily crushed to.pieces when pressed with 
the foot. 

Capobilitia.-Produces the superior kinds of Choke rice crops. 
Situation.-Adjoining sweet rice land or with large drainage catchment area above 

distant from salt water influence. 

Fmdts 

All faults common to sweet rice lands are also met with in Kharapat lands of the first 
'order and therefore reductions in soil classification should be made for those faults similarly 
.-itb the exception that the existence of salt giving a whitish appearance to the soil is not 
to be considered a fault. . 

20.. 2nd order of soil :-
c : _ _ Colctii'.-Dark or clayish black or reddish-
A-163-21-B 
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Consistence.-Clods heavy, hard, not easily broken up. 
Capabilitie.r.-Produces only the inferior kinds of Rate rice crops. 
Situation.-Low in the vicinity of creeks and dykes, under the influence of salt 

water, far from sweet rice land and with no drainage of sweet rain water directly on to 
ili~. . 

Faults 

(1) In the second· order of soils where more or less salt exists, but where the salt is 
not visible on the surface, but on digging it up the subsoil shows existence of so much 
salt as to affect ilie productiveness of ilie soil, then the classification should be lowered 
one class and ilie fault shown thus A in ilie shares so classed. • · 

(2) Should salt appear on ilie surface as well as intermixed with ilie soil on its being 
dug up, ilie classification should be reduced two classes and the fault shown in the shares 
so classed thus ~ • · 

(3) Wh~n ilie s~il, on being dug up, has a whitish gre~s~ app~arance, or wh~n iliere 
is a thick shiny crust of salt on ilie surface, or when ilie soil1s so rmpregnated w1ili salft 
that it loses all consistency and on being dug up crumbles into dust, ilien the classifica
tion should be reduced iliree classes and ilie fault shown in the .shares so classed thus~ 

."X 

2}. Scale of valuation of soil classes-

' Three- One-
One cubit fourths Half cubit fowth 

Order of Soil deep, value cubit deep, deep, value cubit deep, 
.. in annas. value in in annas. value in 

annas; annas. 
1 -,, 

First order . . . . .. . . 8 7 6 s 
"· 
Second order . . . . . . . .. 7 6 41 3 

.. 

22. Should a Rate crop be grown in land capable of producing Choke crops, then 
no notice should be taken of the Rate ~rop and the land classed according to i~ cap~bilities., . ., 

,CHAPTER V 

Water Classification of Kharapat· Rice LandS 

23. In Kharapat lands the water class valuation !s as follows :-

1st Class . 8 annas. 
2nd , 6 , 
3rd , 41 , 
4th , 3 , 
5th , 2 u 
6th, 0 , 

24. The following is the explanation of the above manner in which the water classes: 
are to be applied :- · . , 

(1) Rice lands adjoining sweet rice lands or having the drainage of sweet rain" 
water from a large catchment area above, or which from the existence of surface 
springs or natural moisture can produce the superior kinds of Choke rice, should 
have ilie 1st water class=8 annas. 

(2) Fieldslwhich have a smaller supply-of water ilian the above, which are in 
high-lying situations or where Halwa Patni rice is grown, should have the 2nd water 
class=6 annas. •· 

(3) Fields situated near salt water and producing only Rate rice crops, or when 
the yield of a Choke or Halwa Patni crop is not good, or where although the supply 
of water is fair only medium kinds of Choke rice are grown, should have ilie 3rd 
water class=4l. 
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(4) The fourth water class=3 annas should be applied, first to fields situated 
near salt water creeks or near the dams and which produce only Rate crops or those 
in which the salt percolate through the soil ; second, where Bho_re and other medi?m 
kinds of Choke rice are grown and where the water-supply 1s less or land slopmg 
and water does not stand on it. 

(5) The water is to be considered 5th class=2 annas where the land is ~t times 
subject to being overflooded by salt water or where pools of salt water exist. 

(6) Where salt water washes over the land or where salt water is retained in 
the hollO\vs and all the land is not capable of cultivation, only patches of cultivation 
exist here and there and only about half the land produces crops, the water class 

•should be considered 6th=0. 

25. 'Wherever a second crop is grown after rice or the land and situation is such as 
to warrant the capability of producing second crops, an increase of 2 annas should be 
made to the water class. 

CHAPTER VI 

" Khari " and " Baul " Rice Lands 

26. Rice lands known by the above two names are found to exist on the laterite 
plateaus of the hills near the coast and may be described as follows :-

(1) Khari is land either naturally formed by the accumulation of soil -which 
may be of any depth and will produce nothing but rice or fields artificially prepared 
by hollowing out the laterite rock or surrounding suitable small pieces with stone 
walls and filling up or spreading over the interior, soil brought from elsewhere. 
The produce of Khari land is precarious and depends very much on the suitability 
of the rainfall ; it is generally not embanked, it will produce nothing without first 
having undergone the process of rab burning all over it, the rice is generally sown 
broadcast. 

(2) " Baul " rice land is land formed from the accumulation of soil in the natural 
hol~ows existing ~n the late!ite plateaus ; it is someti~~ extensive, bein_g generally 
basmshaped, retams the ram water and produces fair nee crops, but 1t requires 
rab burnt all over it the same as Khari. 

27. (1) " Khari " land should be classed as ordinary sweet rice land of the second 
order of soil and in the best situations where a certain good crop of rice my be expected 
the water class should be entered at 3 annas, in the poorer situations where the crops 
are likely to be only fair and the produce more precarious the water class should be en
tered as 4th=2 annas, and where it is little better than warkas, superficial soil very shallow 
and a long interval between the falls of rain is likely to cause the rice crops to dry up and 
fail, water class should be entered at only one anna. 

(2) " Baul , land should be· classed according to its capabilities as ordinary sweet 
rice land. 

28. Where survey numbers or pot numbers containing bo(h " Khari " and ordi
nary rice land are found, all shares of " Khari " should be denoted by the Marathi letter ~ 
written in the left-hand upper corner and the anna valuation of the whole survey number 
and pot number made out in the usual manner. 

29. All purely " Khari " survey numbers or pot numbers or those in which more 
than half is " Khari " should be entered in the classer's books and all assessment papers 
as Khari survey or pot numbers. " Baul " land need not be separately described as 
such, but should be treated as ordinary rice land. 

CHAPTER VII 

Garden Soil Classification 

· 30. Gardens in the Konkan are divided into two distinct classes of " Agri " and 
11 Dongri ". 

(1) " Agri Bagait " may be described as follows :-
(a) Land situated in the vicinity of rivers, creeks and on the coast and 

producing coconuts and suparis in alluvial and sandy soils. In such situations 
the trees flourish with little or no care, reach maturity early and yield a large 
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produce. There being generally sufficient subsoil moisture, no irrigation is 
required except in som~ localities where the young plants . may require an 
occasional watering during the hot-weather for the first few years. 

(b) Land producing grafted mangoes, fruit trees, panvel, sugarcane, 
vegetables, etc., situated in land which is not rice or rabi land proper, but is 
dry-crop soil superior to warkas and producing these garden-crop3 generally 
with irrigation. 
(Z) " Dongri Bagait " is known as-

Land producing coconuts and suparis or grafted mangoes, fruit trees, 
sugarcane, vegetables, etc., situated inland on warkas soil, on high situated mals 
or on hill slopes where the soil is much harder or full of gravel like moorum, 
where there is little or no subsoil moisture and irrigation of some ~ort or other 
is always required even when the trees are grown up. 

31. The soii classification of the above twc;» kinds of garden lands .is to be done 
according to the following rules :- · · "' 

Agri · Bagait 

(1) The 1st class is sandy soil which consists of a mixture of sand and earth in ~bout 
equal proportio~ or where there is more earth than sand or pure.earth depth of 1! cubits 
value 8 annas. 

(2) The second class is a reddish soil mixed with sand,· more sand than earth, 
ll cubits depth, value 6 annas. · · . 

(3) The 3rd class consists of white sandy soil near or on sea-shore, value 4 atihas. 

Faults 

Agri Bagait is divided into three classes as above, but in some places the soil on 
being dug out to the depth of one cubit is found to contain " Karat, " i.e,, soft sandy 
stone, or has limestone mixed with it. For this fault 'it should be reduced a class. 
Another fault is where, on digging this soil to the depth of a cubit, hard sandstone 
is found ; in this case it should be reduced two classes, but if of th~ 2nd class it should be 
reduced only one class. Thus if in any way the depth is found deficient the class i$ to 
be reduced, but if the faults occur at a greater depth than· 1 l cubits, no notice need be 
taken of them. 

Dongri Bagait 

(1) In " Dongri Bagait " the. soil is red and does not contain any sand. That 
land when level and one cubit and upwards in depth is to be considered. 1:18 1st class 
and valued at 8 annas. 

(2) Second class is more gravelly with depth from ! to l a cubit or of full depth 
but sloping and uneven surface, when it should be classed as 2nd and valued 6 annas •. 

(3) Sloping ground on hill-side ! cubit or less deep but which is hard and .. 
consists principally of moorum is to be considered as 3rd class and valued at 4 annas. • 

( 4) Ground which slopes very much with large boulders and has a depth of 
t a cubit or less and has stones mixed with the soil, is to be classed as 4th class and 
valued at 2 annas. 

Faults 

In classing " Agri " and " Dongri " Bagait if the supari and coconut trees are ex
posed to the south wind, or if the trees are affected by white ants and die in consequence, 
soil which would otherwise be classed as lst and 2nd class should be reduced one class 
and the reason for doing &o should be given in the classer's book. The above is not appli-
cable to the 3rd and 4th classes. · 

32. ·(1) Fruit trees in' all garden lands should be carefully counted and entered in 
detail in the classers' books and " Bagait Taktas ". 

(2) In Agri and Dongri Bagait where the coconut and supari trees are very numer
ous the maximum error allowed in counting is 10 per cent. No greater difference bet
ween number entered by classer and the number counted at test should be allowed. 

(3) The condition of the trees and their appearance in general, whether flourishing · 
or otherwise, should also be recorded in the classers' books and entered in the Bagait 
Taktas as condition " good, " " fair," or " indifferent, " as the case may be. . 
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33. Coconut and supari trees are to be shown as follows :-
(1) " Dardar ,. or bearing, all trees which have come into bearing or are in 

blossom and will therefore bear that season. 
(2) " Umedwar'' or young trees, all those of which the stems show above ground 

but have not come into bearing. 
(3) .. Rops •• or seedlings, those whose leaves only show above the ground, 

no portion of their stemps being visible. 
Old trees past bearing should be recorded in the c1assesrs• books as " Zhite •• or 

or" Gair Dardar •• so as to enable the Assistant to varify the correctness of the classu'a 
counting, but these are not to be shown in the Bagait Taktas. 

Grafted mango trees should also be shown in detail as above. 

34. In garden numbers where the coconut trees are very far apart, all trees which 
are at a distance of within two chains of one another must be considered as standing on 
one piece of Dagait land and the boundary of this piece must be fixed at a distance of half 
a chain from the outermost trees of the group. 

35. ''nerever scattered coconut trees are found, all those within two chains of one 
another are to be measured and classed together as garden, but when there are only 3 or 
less or when they are further apart than 2 chains they should merely be counted and a 
note made of the number near the sketch in the classers' books, the land being classed 
as rice, raby or warkas as it may be according to these rules.. 

36. In some instances it is found that rice crops are grown in the interval between 
the coconut trees, which are sometimes on the embankments and sometimes standing 
in the middle of the rice crop ; in such cases, if the trees are within two chains of each 
other, all the land should be classed as garden and a note made in the classers' books. 
and Dagait Taktas to the effect that it is customary to grow rice crops below the trees; 
but if the trees are all more scattered and farther than two chains apart, then the land 
should be classed as rice and the trees noted as ordered by Rule 33. 

· 37. As it is necessary to know what situations the gardens are in and whether they 
are favourably situated for natural moisture of soil and productiveness all gardens should 
be gradated as follows :-

{1) Gardens in low and level situations, where the natural moisture of the soil 
is good, should be gradated as first and 1st class for natural moisture of soil entered. 

(2) Gardens in level but high situations, where the natural moisture of the soil 
is I~ in consequence of the soil being hard and water only found at greater depth,. 
should be gradated as second and 2nd class for natural moisture of soil entered. 

{3) Gardens adjoining or on the slope of hills, where the trees will not flourish 
v.ithout being freely watered in consequence of there being no natural moisture of 
soil, should be gradated as third and 3rd class for natural moisture of soil entered. 

{4) The situations of all garden lands should be thus defined in the information 

l 
regarding the gardens recorded in the classer"s boob 

Water Class.. and should be shown in the Dagait Taktas in the colUIDD 
4 for water class,. the class for natural moisture of soil 

being entered below the annas of the water class, divided 
.____________ from it by a horizontal line as shown in the margin. 

38. All land intervening between garden lan<b and bearing no garden produce 
should be classed as rice, rabi, pulan or warkas, as the case may be, but never as garden 
unless actually garden land as described in Rule 30. 

39. In preparing Bagait Taktas the classers are invariably to add up in pencil 
at bottom of each page the figures in the columns showing the number of trees of each 
kind and to show at the end of the Dagait Taktas the total area of garden land and the 
total number of trees of each description •. 

CHAPTER VIII 

Gardea WateT Class 

• 40. Garden lands whic~ require no irri~on but coconut and supari tr~ grow· 
from natural moisture of ~il c,r surface spnngs should have water cbss applied as 

follOW :- fi urish 'th • 1..-:- " f (1) Where the coconut and supari trees o , e mOLStUre II.KUll percmu.a 
without being excessivr, 1st class=8 annas. 
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(2) The same as above but the gardens are situated in inaccessible places in the 
bills, 2nd class=6 annas. · . 

(3) Where the moisture is not perennial but in con3equence of its decreasing 
in the hot-weather the tr~es suffer and produce is less, 3rd class = 4 annas. 

(4) If in the case of perennial or abundant water-supply it appears that the 
moisture is too great, a fault should be given and the class reduced. 

41. Irrigation from tanks and streams :- . 
(1) When the water is received by natural flow through a pat and the supply 

·of water lasts throughout the year and is ample for watering every second or third 
day, the water should be classed 1st =· 8 annas. · 

(2) If as above but wa~er lasts only till April an 1 is not aft~rwards suncient for 
watering the garden properly, the water-supply should be classed 2nd = 6 annas. 

(3) If the water can be fully supplied by natural flow through pat up to March, 
but afterwards decreases so much as to necessitate a reservoir for the collection and 
flow of sufficient water, then the water-supply should be classed 3rd - 4 annas. 

(4) If the supply of water by natural flow in pat only lasts up to the month of 
January or February, then it should be classed 4th = 2 annas. . 

. (5) When the water conveyed by pat has to be carried across a large nala by 
means of a trough or where the water has, about the end of the season, to be raised 
to the level of the pat by hand, the valuation of the water should be reduced by one 
class. 

(6) When the water from the tank or stream is not obtained by natural flow 
through pat but is supplied by means of a " Rahat " or " Ukhli~ " the valuatibn 
should be reduced by one class. · 

(7) The water-supply by pat need not be considered the same throughout the 
whole length of a pat ; for inst:tnce, the garden lands situated near the dam in the 
stream may get full supply and have the water classed 1st, whilst other gardens 
further away may not be able to get more than what should be classed 2nd ; in such 
case the necessary reduction in the water class should be made according to the 
capabilities and supply in the stream and the distance of the garden numbers from 
the dam, and a remark should be written in the information regarding the pat in the 
classers' books giving reason for the d,ecrease in the water class. ' · 

42. Irrigation from wells:-
(1) All classification shares irrigated from wells only by Rahat or Ukhli should have 

no water class entered in them, but the class of the well and all detailed information 
required regarding it should be carefully wirtten out in the class~rs' books and entered 
in the Bagait Taktas according to Form No. 6 of appendix attached to the vernacular 
rules. 

43. The wells should be classed as follows :-
(1) A first class well is one made of stone laid in m:>rtar, in which the water 

remains all the year round, and the supply is sufficient for watering the garden every 
other day or every third day as may be required. 

(2) A second class well is one which is built up with rubble only, that is a katcha 
well, or it may be a pucka built well, in which the supply of water diminishes about 
April and is only sufficient to water the garden once in eight days. 

(3) Third class wells may be either "pucka" or "katcha" built, but the water 
supply in them becomes less in March, and in April there is only enough for perhaps 
one watering, and in May they are quite dry. · 

(4) Fourth class wells may be either "pucka" or "katcha" built, but the "Rahat" 
is only used for two months after the rains, or the water may be taken up in pats and 
will last for about three or four months. · 

{5) Wells in the villages on the sea coast generally contain brackish water: This 
is not a fault for which any reduction should be made in the class of the well, but a 
remark should be made regarding this in the classees book where the description of 
the well is shown. 

(6) A well "pucka" built, in good order, which has not been used for some years, 
is to be classed according to the supply of water, and a remark made in the classer's 
book and Bagait statement showing the number of years the well has been out of use. 
If it should have fallen in at all, it should be classed one class lower on this account. 
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_ (7) The class to which a well belongs should be s~o:wn in coluf!lll 3 of the _Bagait 
Takta under the consecutive numbers of the wells dwtded from 1t by a honzontal 
thus!, by which will be understood that the second well in that number is of the first 
class. . 

(8) The land under irrigation from each well ~hould be carefully ~~rtained at 
time of classification and the area estimated accordmg to the shares so ungated and 
entered in column 19 of the Bagait Takta, which should show clearly bow much 
land in that and other adjoining survey numbers is irrigated by each well. 

: #. Gardens irrigated from wells, tanks, streams or rivers, the water being brought 
in "Ghagars'" or pots, should have the water classed 4th=2 annas • 

.A1J a rule seedlings require some irrigation during the hot-weather, and if not irri
gated by any other means, are certainly watered with Ghagars ; therefore whether the trees 
are irrigated or not when grown up, they must have been watered as seedlings and the 
Ghagar water class must be applied. 

45. Information regarding gardens and wells should be written out at time of classi
fication as follows :-

(1) For gardnes irrigated by "kutcha'" wells, that is, those which are not built 
up or permanent but merely "Bowkils" or holes dug out whenever required-

(1) The depth form the surface to the water and the depth of water. 
(2) The number of coconut, supari and fruits trees and their state whether 

good or otherwise. 
{3) Whether other survey numbers have a right to be supplied with water 

from the well or not, if so, what share of water each number is entitled to. 
{4) The total area of land irrigated by this well at time of classification. 

(2) For gardens irrigated by pukka or built up and permanent wells-
(1) Who sunk the well and when, whether he or his heirs are still in posses

sion of it, if not who is. 
{2) The manner in which the well is built up and what contrivance is used 

for drav.ing up the water, and if several how many. 
{3) The depth from the surface to the water and the depth of the water. 
( 4) Whether the well is being worked or not at time of classification; if 

so, the number of hours it has been worked prevoius to classification and for how 
long it .may be worked during the hot season. 

(5) Whether the water is sweet or brackish, what kind of a spring it has and 
the direction from which it comes. 

{6) The number of coconut, supari and fruit trees and their state, whether 
good or otherwise. 

(7) Whether other survey numbers have a right to be supplied with water 
from the well or not, and if so, what share of water each number is entited to. 

(8) The total area of land irrigated by this well at time of classification. 

CHAPTER IX 

Rabi Soil Classification 

46~ By rabi must be understood all lands on the banks of rivers, creeks and streams. 
which are formed by alluvial deposit and are generally composed of soild mixed with sand; 
they produce crops of rice, tur, tag, kulit, udid, powtas and in some places sugarcane. 

Rabi lands producing rice crops which are situated low or are of level surfance and 
embanked should be classed as rice land under Rule 5, but rabi lands of a sloping or un
dulating surface without embankments, although producing rice, should be classed as 
rabi. 

47. Theree are two kinds of rabi, "Bandni" and "Malkhandi'' :-
. (1) Bandni rabi is land which is embanked so as to retain water and silt, and 

which on account of excess of water in the rains cannot grow rice or land which is 
flooded by fresh water and on which silt or alluvial deposit is found and which may 
grow rice. 

. (2) Malkhandi rabi is land originally formed by alluvial deposit, but which .is 
not now overflooded by fresh water and has therefore no benefit from fresh alluV18l 
deposit, is not embanked but is open land like Jirait. 
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48. The abovementioned lands are to be classed in the same way as lands are class~d 
above the Ghats by the following scale :- · ' · , ·. .., ·• 

Annas valuation ~ 14 12 10 8 6 ·' 
: -

Bandni, depth in cubits - ll 1 ! " t' • i .. 
Malkhandi, depth in cubits ··~ 11 ll '1 • l. ' .. I; 

I ' ' 

49. The valuation is to be m1de according to the depth as given above, but the; 
valuation is to be lowered for the following faults :- ·' · 

REDUCTION.1IN VALUE 
Kind of fault Sign 

Bandni Malkhandi ......... 
.. 

.1 
i 

Denotes a peculiar mixture more or less impervious to {\ ... 
/'I., I.' 

water. 
'l. .J\ 
: l 

' 
.. ~'! 

Denotes liability to be swept over by running water .• ......_,... 1 •1 

.. . . : v 1 ' '. 1 Denotes a mixture of sand . . . . .. .. : ~ ' . " { 
' : ,. 

; : J >I! 'I' ~ 

• l 

Denotes an excess of moisture from surface springs •• 
I l_j 1' . . 

r 
. 

i. 
.. .. 

Denotes a mixture of limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . 
' 

\ 

SO. In classing "Rabi" it is not necessary to describe it particularly as "Bandni" or 
"Malkhandi", but under the term of "Rabi" generally the anna valuation of each share is 
to be entered and an average taken of the whole for each survey number or pot number. 

CHAPTER X 

Water Classification of Irrigated Rabi 

51. (1) Where ther is certainly ~ufficient ~oisture in Rabi lands to riase a sugarcane 
crop every two or three years, 12 annas shoul4 be 1!-dded over and above the value of the 
soil. As for example, Bandni rabi lands 1icubits in depth without a fault is 16 annas, 
and 12 annas for sugarcane grown every two or three years, making a total of 28 annas. 
If Malkhandi land, 12 annas for soild and 12 annas for sugarcane, making a totaljof 
24 annas. 

(2) The soil which does not produce a full crop of sugarcane or where sugarcan: Is 
only grwon at regular intervals of five years, 8 annas only is to be added~ .• . . . _ ... 

· (3) Where sugarcane is only occasionally grown 4 annas only are to tbe added. · 
(4) A remark stating that sugarcane is grown in certain shares should be made near 

the sketch in the classer's book. 

52. (1) Fields which have an unfailing supply of water from a tank or stream which 
flows of itself through a " Pat " and which produce 1st class crops of sugarcane and 
plantains, should have a water rate of 8 annas added. . 

This water rate (8 annas) is also applicable when brinjats or other vegetables are 
g!own. 

A-163-22-A. 
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(2) The 2nd class is of the same description as the above, except that in consequence 
of the water not being sufficient for sugarcane;· brinjals, onions and other vegetables are 
grown, or where at the end of the season there is not sufficient water to flow into the p~t 
freely and it has to be raised to the level of the pat by hand. .In ~hese ~ases t~e wate~ 19 
to be considered as 2nd class and the water rate on the land whtch 19 culttvated m rotatlon 
should be 6 annas. 

(3) The_3rd class includes t~o kinds: 1st, where the water cannot flow into the pat 
naturally but has always to be raised by a lift ; the 2nd is where water has to be raised from 
a well by a " Rahat 11 or " Mot 11 or any other machine. 

_ - Irrigation by either of these means is to be considered as 3rd class and the water valued 
at 4 annas. 

(4) Water brought in pats, whether from a well belonging to the owner of the num
ber or from a well the -common property of the village, from a tank or from a river, etc. 
is to be valued at 2 annas. 

53. (1) In places where small P!ltches of brinjals, etc., are watered by hand and 
where the area is so small that if a separate share were made the average water rate for 
the number would not be raised more than 3 pies, no extra valuation need be made for the 
water ; but if it exceed 3 pies, then it should be added and a note made of it under the plot. 

(2) Rabi lands not usually cultivated by irrigation from pats or wells are to be treated 
in the manner mentioned above, where the area is very small. 

CHAPTER XI. 

Classification of Pulan 

54. By " Pulan 11 must be understood the sandy plains in the immediate neighbour
hood ?f the seas and .tidal c.reeks; it is ~ound someti?tes quite bare,. producing_ nothing, 
sometrmes covert.d w1th KaJU and Undm trees and 19 generally easlly converttble into 
rice land or Agri Bagait. 

55. Plllan land should be classed as follows :-
(1) Level, low-lying and situated some distance from the sea with a fair ad

mixture of soil in it, such as is found intermixed with Agri Bagait lands or between 
rice fields, should be classed as 1st Pulan= 16 annas. 

(2) Level sand nearer the sea situated higher, with so slight an admixture of 
_soil that it is hardly perceptible except for a yellowish or reddish tinge it gives to the 
sand, should be classed as 2nd Pulan= 10 annas . 

. (3) Pure sand on seashore or sand of the description above but of very undulating 
surface with mounds and dips, should be classed as 3rd Plan=·i annas. , 

. 56: All land of this description which may have been measured in with gardens, 
if bearmg no garden produce should be measured off and classed as Pulan. Likewise 
all land measured as pat warkas of this description should be classed as Pulan, and all 
survey numbers or pat tukras classed as Pulan should be denoted in the classification share 
and in all assessment papers by the vernacular letter tr. 

CHAPTER XII 

Classification of W arkas 

' . ' 

57. Under the general term W arkas are included two kinds of lands : 1st Bhatle, 
2nd W arkas, which are to be classed as follows :- .. 

' &. h. &. I AI. ··&. AI. 

Classification Valuation •• 6: ; 4 ' 3 z I I 

B~tle 
I z .. .. .. - - .. ... .. . . 

I I z 

WarkaaLand .. .. .. .. I z 3 4 

A-163-22-B. 
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(1) Bhatle. land is land with good depth of soil, usuallY cultiv:ate~· regularly 
-every year or capable of it, and sometimes producing tur or capable Wlth httle labour 
of being made into rice land. · · · 

When 1 cubit or more in depth, to be classed as 1st Bhatle and shown in classers' 
books thus: f, value 6 annas. When less than t·cubit in depth down to half a cubit, 
or when slightly sloping, to be classed -as 2nd Bhatle and shown in classer's books 
thus : f, value 5 annas. 

(2) Warkas land :-
(1) First class warkas land is either flat or may be slightly sloping, and has 

a fair quantity of soil, which will grow the different warkas crops in rotation or 
when fallow will grow the best grass. It is valued at 4 annas. 

(2) Second class warkas land is chiefly sloping. It is .someti~es flat and 
slightly stony and is alternately cultivated and left fallow for grass.. This kind 
of land is to be classed as 2nd class and valued at 3 annas. · · · 

(3) Third class warksas land ·is usually very .sloping. Trees dnd brush
wood generally grow upon it and it requires a fallow of several years before it 
can be cultivated. It is also sometimes flat and very stony, With' theJsoil red, 
on which little grass and few brushes grow. This description of· warkas land is 
to be valued at 2 annas. ' 

(4) Fourth class warkas land consists of the steep sides of large hills which 
are covered With boulders, or if flat is nearly all sheet rock, With small patches of 
brushwood. The 4th class is valued at 1 anna. ~· • 

. . 58. Pot warkas is dry-crop land included ·in rice, rabi or garden survet numbers 
and is classed as follows :- · . · 

, ' . • · I ~ , I :t 
(1) Pot warkas, whether classed as Bhatle or Warkas, should have a position class 

imposed on each share capable of bearing it. 
(2) Position class 1st to take 4 annas increase and position clas~ 2nd 'to take . ' .. 2 annas mcrease. . · · • 
(3) The greater or less possibility 'of rice cultivation to be the factor in esti~ating 

the increase which the land is to take. . . . . 

(4) This increase or position class should be applied to-
{a) All Pot warkas land flush With rice land and capable of being ~embanked 

and turned into' rice easily. · · . : • , 
(b) Sloping land which would have to be terraced for regular rice cultivation. 

· (c) Land which under Ru'le 5 (Chapter I) is not to .,e considered rice land 
but is included in pot warkas. ' ·' · · · 

.' (d) Land alluvial, found on banks of rivers and streams not coming under 
the head of Rabi. · . 

l 

(5) The position class should be entered in the classer's books as'"the water class 
is entered to each share in rice classification and the Bhag annas work;d out as shown 
below:-

Warka.r 
, . 

' 
Cl1188o Share. Annaa. :In~. 

2 2 r 3 . '2'. 
2 .3 l f I t ' 

'"''3"'"'"1 7 
Average Annaa 3-6 .. . . 

•• 
Bhatk 

Claaa. Share. . Annaa. ·~ In mae 
J·'· 

t 2 t I 6 .. 
t h 2 

•• I I I. I I I I I I I I •• 1 
l I T 

' 17 ' ~ ; 
B~ag Annaa 8-6. 
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. 59. (1) \\"arbs Phalni Tukras should be plotted and c~ in_ the classcr's book 
and the d.iHerent shares shown. The area of each separate holding as to be calculated 
with the area comb and entered in the phalni book. 

(2) When the Phalni Tuk.ra is one guntha or less in area it should not be clas.sed at 
ail but entered entirely as Kharab; also in cases where after deduction of Kharab the 
arable area is less than one guntha. All fractions of gunthas should be absorbed in the 
Kllarab. 

CHAPTER Xlll. 

Gennal R11les. 

60. Rules for "Kharab., or unculturable :
/st.-In all lands : 
The classer should notice in every pot number whether the measurer has made 

correct deductions on account of unculturable land, and in case he has not done so he 
should re-measure and correct the deductions. 

The area of large stones and "Katal .. (sheet rock) should be carefully estimated 
by: sight and deductions made accordingly. 

Wells. houses, all rock, nalas and other uncultivable area must be carefully 
estimated and deducted. 

2ruL-In rice and rabi lands : 
Bandhs of less breadth than 2 annas need not be deducted. Bandhs are not to 

be: deducted as Kharab when nagli and other grains are grown on them. In kharapat 
lands the large embankments. dykes, water channels for drainage and places where 
salt water is always standing and no crops can be grown should be deducted as Kharab. 

Jrtl.-Kharab in warkas lands : 
The Kharab for unculturable shotJd be deducted as shown in Rule 1, but all 

Kharab estimated by sight should be represented in the classification shares in annas 
and the average · annas of Kbarab for the whole survey number or Phalni Tuba 
worked out in the usual manner and from this the area of Kharab must be deduced. 
Pies in the average Kharab should have a 6-pie Dharsod and be entered in full annas. 

61. (1) ••Kurans"", i.e., grass numbers which are sold by auction every year, are 
to be shown in the classer's "Phalni"• books. but the "Phalni, and classification are not 
to be entered. Below the figure a remark should be made stating that as the number is 
a -Kuran"" it has not been classed. 

(2) The figures of forest reserve numbers should be entered in the classing and 
"Phalni .. books. but not classed. A remark showing that the number is included in the 
reserve is to be written below the figure. 

{3) Government "Kanjans•• • i.e., salt marshes, "Rahats, or .. Dangs,~ i. e., sacred 
groves, burial-grounds and all places of public utility and hence nnaAAeSSablt; should be 
treated in the same manner. 

62. (1) If at the time of classification it appears, from the shape of a field, that the 
area is more or less than that shown in the measurers book or register, the calculation 
ahould be examined, and corrected if necessary. If there is no error in the calculation, 
but if from the plot there is a doubt about the area, the number should be re-measured : 
also if it appears that the number has not been measured according to the true boundaries 
or according to the present vahivat, i.e., occupation. it should be re-measured and entered 
in Statement No. 3. A remark showing that a correction has been made should be \\Tltten 
in the books. 

(2) At the time of the classification each number on the original village map is to bo 
examined, and all mistakes are to be at once corrected. A description of the nature of the 
errors is to be made according to Form No.4 in order that the faire map may be corrected. 

(3) All numbers in a village are to be examined _in order .to find out -..·hether or not 
they_ have been made according to the rules, and all ~es discovered. arc to be reported 
to the Assistant in-charge of the office and correcllons made according to the ordcn 
received from himt · 
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(4) At the ttme of classification the field boundary marks should be examined and 
compared with those shown in the measurers' books and any "Iranis" or stone that 
rnay have fallen down or are out of repair are to be put up. . When any are wanting 
a report is to be made to the Assistant in-charge of the office, and an account (Form No. S) 
f)f the number of stones and "!ranis" and cost of erec~ng them again. sent in. · 

· · (5) At the time of classification and examination of the entries regarding· th~ names 
of fields and occupants is to be made, and where differences are discovered they are to be 
corrected. In Khalsa villages the names of fields and occupants are to be taken from 
Talatis' books. ' · · · 

1' r·-

63. In classing care should be taken to divide the number into equal shares, otherwise 
the average valuation will be incorrect, and each share should be classed carefully and 
independently on the merits ofthe land included in it.... • .... ·- .. -· ·"'· ., __ _ 

I . 

64. It' is only when the fertility 'of the soil is reduced by the presence of the deteri~ra
ting ingredients for which faults are ordered to be given that the soil is to be placed in a 
lower class than it would otherwise be : if the fertility is not reduced, the fault is not to 
be taken into consideration. · · · · 

65. In classing all lands, besides bagait for which special orders are given, fruit 
trees found to exist in each pot number or Phalni. Tukra of the following descriptions,
cocoanuts, suparis, jack fruit and grafted mangoes, should be counted and the number 
of each recorded in the classer's book near the classification sketch. , .. , . . • ''/ 

,· ' .. '· . •: 

66. (1) When a public well has been included in a number or when the water o~ a 
well or of a tank adjoining is used for irrigating a number, the water should be clas8ed 
according to the rules and the reasons are to be entered in the classer's book. 

' I ; ' 

(2) In cases in which water is allowed out o~ charity to be brought in pats from wells, 
no valuation is to be made, but all other instanceS the· water 'brought in pats, whether 
from a well belonging to the owner of the number. or from a well the common-property. 
of the village, from a tank or from a river; etc., is to be val~ed at 2 ,annas. ,, . . ., 

, , , o ,
0 

I ' I ' •• '" ~ ., ' ' 

• ~ ' f 

. (3) Where the water in the well or· ''Pat" of any number is not .owned by the person 
who uses, it, but is given to him out of charity or is paid for by him, no valuation should 
be put on it, but a remark to this effect should be made in the classer's book. ·~ .. ;.'':: 

' I ,· 'J ; :/' j'l·f~ 

67. (1) The manner in which the classing books are to be kept, and entries regarding 
the correctness of measurers' books, 'maps and boundary marks are to be written, is given 
in Vernacular Form No. 1, pages 1 to 25. 

(2) At the time of classification, Khalsa land is to be ~ntered as cultivable· or wa~te; 
as the case may be, but waste lands for which a "razinama" (resignation paper) has not 
been given should be entered as cultivated. In Khate land all lands, whether cultivated 
or waste, are to be entered as cultivable, and if not actually occupied it is to be entered as 
"Khatenisbat" waste and in the Bhaganna statement the number is to be shown as 
cultivable. 

(3) In the crop statement, rice crops are each to be shown in separate columns. 
(4) Mistakes discovered in the books are to be shown in Vernacular Forin No. 3. 
(5) Mistakes in the maps are to be shown in Vernacular Form No.4. 
(6) Entries regarding boundary marks are to be shown in Vernacular Form No.5. 
(7) Information regarding garden should be recorded in the Bagait Taktas as shown 

in Vernacular Form No. ·6. · '· . · · t·. ' ' 

It .• 

68. Pardi numbers should be classed ·according to these rules as rice, garden or 
warkas as the case· may be. · · · 

' I 

C. W. GODFREY, 

Major, ~ 
Superintendent, Revenue Survey. 
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RATNAGIRI REVISIO~ CLASSIFICATION RULES. 

; 1. In the Ratnagiri Zillah it is the custom to cultivate several kinds of rice, but 
there are only two distinct classes of crops which are named, respectively ""Gurwa•• and 
.. Hulwa." The "'Gurwa" includes all the finer descriptions of rice which have a smaD 
gm.o. It takes longer to ripen than the inferior sorts. and the crop is cut in Novembc;r-. 
The "Gurwa" rice crops are more valuable than the "Hulwa.., The "Hulwa" rice 
lias a large coarse grain. and is usually cut in October. A kind of rice called "Panpeek." 
which is cut in the middle of September. is included in the "'Hulwa., description; it is the 
poorest description of rice of this class. 

I.~ of Valuation. 

Three-fourths Half cubit One-fourth . Colour of Soil. One cubit deep. cubit deep. deep. Value cubit deep. 
• .. Valueinmmas. Value in UUlSII.. in amaas.. Value io--. anna. 

-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) 

--
First Order Rs. a. p. Rs.p.a. Rs. a: p~ ,. Rs. a. p. 

---
Yellowish Red .. . . ·J Brown ~d Biackish Red. 

0 8 0 0 7 0 0 s 6 0 4 () 

.. 
. . 

~ 

Seanul Order. ' 
.. 

Red and Black . . .. . . 0 6 0 0 s 0 0 3 6 0 2 0 
' 

Soil of a yello~ red or brown colour, the _particle$ of ~hich are consistent on being 
~ug up. and which has a good water-supply, IS to be coDSJdered as belonging to the first 
order.· Soil of this description, which has a depth of 1 cubit, is to be at 8 annas or first 
class, when the depth is! cubit at 7 annas, l cubitS annas 6 pies, and 1 cubit 4 an.n.as,;. 
Soil of the first order, having a depth of 1 cubit, ! cubit, or l cubit, but which contain& 
gravel is to be given one fault and reduced one class, and where the depth is only 1 cubit_ 
it should be entered as belonging to the second order. 

2. Reddish soil, which generally has little consistency on being dug up, and bladwl 
soil with large fissures, the clods of which when dug up are hard, tough, and heavy are 
to be considered as belonging to the second order, and are to be valued as follows :-' 

1 cubit deep 

t .. II 

6 annas. 
s do. 

l .. .. 3-6pies. 
1 .. .•• .. 2 annas. 

High-lying land, the soil of which is yellow, of any depth, but which has no water-eupply 
is to be "Valued according to its producti"V~ capability. • 

' . 11.-"'Johznd Lmd." 

3. • Jalwut" land is that in which, from excess of moisture, the crops arc liable 
to rot. It may be known by the kind of grass which is always found growing on it; in 
IOIIlC cases the soil is always muddy and. full of moisture. This kind of soil should ~ 
considered as of the second order, and both soil and water should be reduced one or two 
classes according to the amount of moisture in the soil. 

4. There is another kind of • Jalwut" land which does not always re:nWn moist, but 
become.J friable in the hot weather. This description of soil should be entered under the 
second order. and both soil and water should be reduced one clasa on account of the !auk 
of excessive moisture. 
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111.-Rice Land affected by Salt Water. 
'· 

1. Land in which the crop is damaged by salt water, but where the presence of the 
t1alt is only discovered on digging, should be placed in the second order, and the soil and 
water both reduced one class. 

2. In land where the presence of salt is detected on the surface, the valuation of soil 
and water should be reduced one or two classes in proportion to the extent of the damage. 
In places where at high tides the sea water floods the soil, the 'valuation of soil and water 
should be reduced two or three classes. 

3. Land usually covered with water, but which is occasioniilly cultivated, ~hould be. 
classed at two annas, no valuation being put on for water. . , ·· · .' · · ' 

' > ,.1 

4. In the same way that the soil is classed according to its capabilities, so must the 1 

extent of the water-supply be taken into consideration, and the value in annas entered on> 
the right side of the figure. The value of each class is as follows :-· · ' 

Class. ·kn~: 
I . • 8 

II •· .• .6 •; 
III .. 4 
IV • • • • · 2 
v o o o •' 0 .• I 

I. e 
5. The following is the explanation of the manner in which the class of the wateJ," ia. 

to be determined :-
/st.-In fields which are well embanked and the drainage good, where the crops 

are not liable to injury from a cessation of rain for a· period of 15. days, or where 
••Gurwa" crops such as Ambemore, patni, etc., are usually grown, water is to be consi
dered as 1st class and valued at 8 annas. Should a "Hulwa" crop be found in fields 
having good soil, and a full water-supply as mentioned above, the crops shoul<J. no~ 
be taken into account, and the water should be classed as 1st class. . · · 1 : ., ' • 

. 2nd.-The water should be classed as 2nd class and val~ed at 6 arinas in fi.el<h 
which will not bear a "Gurwa'' crop with certainty, but which, well embanked and 
have a good supply of water, and bear a full crop of "Hulwa" rice, such as "Hulwa,'. 
"Patni", "Buksha," etc. · ·- · · 

3rd.-In high-lying fields in which. "Hulwa" crops are gro~n, ·but .itt which the 
supply of water is too limited to produce a full crop, ·the water should be classed as 
3rd class, and valued at 4 annas. · · , ··.;; , r . 

4th.-In high-lying fields which have no drainage, which receive only the rain 
which actually falls on the surface, or in fields which are not level and have no embank.., 
ments to retain water, the water should be classed as 4th class, at 2 annas., 

5th.-In hlgh-lying rice lands ~thout embankments~ which have' i~~. ·gteat a 
, slope to allow of water remainning on them, no value to be given for wate.r::. , . , 

6th.-The different classes of water are to be valued as above; with the following 
exceptions :- .. , 

/st.-In some rice lands there is sufficient natural moisture in .the soil to 
allow of sugarcane being grown occasionally, or a second crop of. grain or of 
pulse after the rice has been cut. Fileds of this description shoUld be classed 
according to the abovementioned rules, and an extra valuation of 2 annas added on 
account of the second crop. 

2nd.-The water rate shoUld be raised one class' in fields which get the drai.:. 
nage of hills or of village sites, and in consequence bear better crops, or not 
affected in case of a failure of rain for twelve or fifteen days. The above is 
applicable only to fields classed below 1st class. 

3rd.-If the extra drainage is likely to injure the crop in any way, the above 
rule must not be carried out. · · . 

4th.-In land which usually grows rice, but which , from some fault in the 
soil has to be cultivated with a rabi crop every three or four years, or allowed 
to remain fallow, the land should be entered under the second order and the water 
reduced one class, except in cases where the water is of the 4th class. 
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5th.-In fields where water collects to such an extent that frequently rice 
cannot be grown, but a rabi crop is usually raised, the soil should be entered as 
second order, and the water as 4th class. 

6th.-In fields where water collects to such an extent as to injure the crop, 
the water should be reduced one or two classes, according to the extent of the 
injury. 

IV.-Ruks far the Classification of Rabi Land in which 
Rice Crops are grfJWTI . 

. 1. \\'"hen there is a proof that land in which, in lieu of a rabi crop, rice has been cul
tivated, and has given crops for three years out of five, it should be entered in the first 
or second order of rice land, according to its valuation, but the water should be invariably 
reduced one class, excepting the 4th class as, for example, a "rabi" pot number has been 
cultivated with rice for three years in succession, and the crop being a "Gurwa" patni 
one the water rate would be 8 annas according to the rules, but this should be reduced 
one class, viz., 6 annas. 

2. Land which has only been cultivated for one or two years with rice is to be classed 
as first or second order, according to its capabilities, and the water classed as 4th class 
(2 annas). Information regarding the land described above must be got from the "Pahani
Kharda" or from the cultivators themselves, and when land is classed according to these 
rules a remarks should be made in the classer's book to the effect that the land is entered 
as rabi in the records, but that as it is now cultivated with rice it has been classed in accor
dance with the foregoing rule. 

V.-Rules far the Classification of Rice Land in which Sugarcane and W aingun is 
cultivated by means of i"igation from Tanks, Nalas, ar Wells 

· 1. In some land sugarcane is cultivated at intervals of two or three years by mean~ 
of irrigation from " pats, " i.e., water-courses. In soil of this description all the land 
under the " pat " in which sugarcane is raised in rotation should have an extra valuation 
of 4 annas added on to the classification. 

The above rule is also applicable to such lands when only brinjals or other vegetables 
are raised. 

2. All lands that are capable of being irrig~ted from wells by means of" Rahats •• 
or " Ukhlis " should have an extra valuation of 2 annas added on to them. 

3. In lands where there is a sufficient supply of water from the "pat" for the cul
tivation of" waingun" (that is a summer rice crop), 6 annas extra is to be added for the 
water of the pat. 

4. In cases where a large nala of 15 or 20 haths broad crosses the course of the 
" pat, " and the water has to be carried over in a trough, or v. here several small nalas 
cross the line of the " pat, " or where the water about the end of the season requires to. 
be raised to the level of the pat by land, the valuation of the water should be 4 annu 
only. 

S. In rice land where " waingun " or " gimwas " (that is, nagli or kulith. etc .• 
grown in the hot weather) is grown by irrigation from a well or .. ukhli " 2 annas extra. 
is to be added for the water. 

6. Where " gurwa " is grown by irrigation from a pat, 4 annas is to be added to the 
classification on account of the water. 

VI.-Ruksfar" Kharab" 

The dasser should notice in every pot number whether the measurer has made cor
rect deductions on account of " bandhs " and uncultu~able land, and in case he has not 
done so, he should re-measure and correct the deductiOns. 

Bandhs of less breadth than one cubic need not to be deducted, 
The area of large stones and " katul " (sheet rock} should be carefully estimated 

by sight. and deductions made accordingly. 
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Vll.-Rules for the. Classification of Rabi Land, 

There are two kinds of rabi land, ;, . Bandni " and " Malkandi ". 

. The former is embanked like ric~ hind, but on account of excess of water in ·the rains, 
r • • .. .. . • . 

rice cannot be grown. · · · . • . 
" Malkandi " land has n~ b'andhs, but is open.land like jerayet, arid is generally oii 

the banks of creeks or nalas. All " malkand " lands that are only flooded by fresh water, 
and on which silt is found, should be classed as ". bandni ra~i. ". 

The abovementioned lands are to be Classed in the same way as lands c}.assed above 
t~e Ghats by the following scale __ :-

·I· 
14' t 

~ :·· '. ''1 
Annas of valuation . . . . . . .. 16 12 :10 :s ·' 6 

' ' •· .. ., 
-

·~· 

Bandni, depth in cubits . . .. . . .1! 11 1 
' 1 ... .! '~ .. 

·'· 
' 

.. 
~,, 

' i ;J 

Malkandi, depth in «.:ubits . . .. . . . . . . 1! li t 1; .,~~~ .. 
e ' 

I 

· The valuation is to be made according to the depth as given -above,. but the valuation 
is to be lowered for the following faults :- ., · ~ • , ·: . 1 ·~'{ 

•· ·r-r . . 
'' l. Reduction in Value. 

Kind of fault Sign. 

' Banclni. 
r .. 

- ;· 

' 
Denotes a peculiar mixture more or less impervious A ·1 

to water. 

. . 
Denotes liability to be swept over by running water .• ,....,....,.._ 1 

, .. 

Denotes a mixture of sand .. .. ·. . . . . v 1 
• 

. 

Denotes an excess of moisture from surface springs •. I . ·\ 1 

Denotes a mixture of limestone .. . . .. 1 . . . 
The above faulta must be looked for in classing rabi soil. 

VIII.-In 1011re places Sugarcane if grOflm in Rabi Soil and the 
Valuation is to be raised according to the follm»ing Rules. 

••.. f ~ -, 

Malkandi. 

. 
... ' .. 

•. . ~o·, 

1 

' - . 
1 , ' 

0 . 
'·'I 

0 

1. Where there is certainly sufficient moisture in rabi lands to raise a. sugarcane · 
crop every two or three years, 12 Jlnnas should be added over and above the value of the 
soil. ·As for example, bandni rabi lands ll cubits in depth, without a fault, is 16 annaa, 
and 12 annas for sugarcane grown every two or three years, making a total o£28 annas. 
H Malkand land, 12 annas for soil and 12 annas for sugarcane, making a total of 24 annas. ' 

A-163-23-A. 
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2. The soil which does not produce a full crop of sugarcane or where sugarcane is 
only grown at regular intervals of five years, 8 annas only are to be adde_<L , 

3. Where sugarcane is only occasionally gro~ 4 annas only are to be added._ 

, 4. -A remark stating that sugarcane is grown should be made in the figure of aU 
rabf numbers classed in accordance with the foregoing rules. 

IX.-Rules regarding the Valuation of Water in LaniJs irrigatd 
· · from Tanks, Nalas, or Wells. . 

_ . 1. Fields which have an unfailing supply of water from a tank or stream, and which. 
flows of itself through a " pat .. , and which produce 1st ciiss crop of sugarcane and plan
tains should have a water rate of 8 annas added. 

_ _ __This ~ter rate (8 annas) is also applicable when brinjals or other vegetables are 
grown. - . . . - -- - - . . 

2. The second class of the same description as the above, except that, in conse
quence of the water not being sufficient for sugarcane, brinjals, onions, and other vege
'tables are grown;· or where at the end of the season there is not sufficient· water to fiow 
into the pat freely, and it has to be raised to the levd of the pat by hand. In these cases 
the water is to be considered as second class, and the water rate on the land, which i8 
cultivated in rotation, should be 8 annas. 

3: The third class includes two kinds : 1st, where the water cannot fiow into the 
pat naturally, but has always to be raised by a bucket ; the 2nd is where water has to be 
raised from a well by a " rahat 11 or " mot ... or any other machine. - --

.Irrigation by either of these means is to be considered as third class, and the water 
valued at 4 · annas.· 

. 4. In cases in which water is allowed out of charity to be brought in pots from wells, 
no-valuation is to be made, but in all other instances the water brought in pots, whether 
from a well belonging to the owner of the number, or from a well the common property 
ofthe village, from a tank or from a river, etc.~ is to be valued at 2 anans. . 

X.-Rules for the CltJssijicatWn of Rice or Rahi Lmd irrigated_by Water 
from a Pat, etc .• but rchere the Area cultivated is r:ery small. 

1. In places where small patches of brinj;m, etc., are. watered. by hand, and whe:e 
the area is so small that if a separate share were made the average water rate for the number 
would not be raised more than 3 pies, no extra valuation need be made for the water, 
but if it exceed 3 pies, then it should be added on, and a note made of it under the plot. 

• 
· - ---2. Rice and rabi lands not usually cultivated by irrigation from pats or wells are to be 
treated in the manner mentioned above, where the area is very small. 

3. "'he~ newly made rice and r~bi bnd: which is . only OCc.sio~y cultivated, is m~ 
with at the time of.cla~sification, it need not, if in detached pieces of less than 2 gunthas in. 
extent, be measured, but if regularly cultivated it should be made into a separate number. 
Newly made rice land, if adjoining a n~er, sh?uld be included in the adjoining pot 
number, or made into a pot number according to arcumstances. 
~- ~ - .. - .... -...- ... --.·- .. ~ ~ -. - -~- .. - ------ ----

4 H two or more detaj:}led pieces of newly made rice land, ~ch of a guntha or more 
in ext~nt or-are found clo5e to' each other; they should be made into a separate number . 

.. .. . 
~ 

.· . XJ._;_Rula for· u Khaiab •• ;, Rahi Land. 

: ;: ~ ~ ·. B · dhS ~e ~0; ~be' deducted in rabi bnd, because it is usual to cultivate· them with 
:.:': -li an b t --'-0 rocky ground, and unculturable land is to be deducted.· The cla.sser 
~g etc~ u ~ dif · '-L-ul:~d. · hether the deductions made \lythe measurer are correct or not, an not, auu notlce w _ . . • 
·he_ sho~d dedu~_~e ~:~a~."'. afte~. ~C:S~g ~l: ---··-·· ... - . . .... ... 

A-163--Zl-R. 
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Xll.~Garden Lands 
; • ! ~ • . : ~ : • ~' !''_ t 

There are two kinds of garden land, " Agri " and " Dongri ", the classification_ of ~hi~ 
is to be made according to the following rules :- - · _ . . . . 

Agri Bagayat. 

· 1 •. The first class is sandy soil, which _has a slight admixture.of earth and a dep~ of 
11 cubits--value 8 annas. . , · . 

4 ·: .:. •• 

. 2. The second class is a reddish soil n:ixed with sand, 1} cubits deep, or. it may c~msist 
of fine white land , having the same. depth-value 6 annas. . . ·. . . . : 

• " :1. 

3. . The third class· consists of undulating poor white sandy soil, 1. cubit deep-valu~ 
fannas. ,·. 

. ... , 
1 __ , .·,, l\) 

5. .. Agri bagayat " is divided i~to four classes as above, but iii _some pl~ces the·soil 
o.n being dug out to the depth of one cubit is found to contain " Katal ", 'i.e., l:iOft. sandy · 
atone, or has lime-stone mixecl with it. For this fault. it should be redut:ed a 1 clas~! 
Another fault is where, on digging thi~ soil to the depth of a cubit; hard sandstone is fotin(,lf 
in this case it should be l'educed two classes, but if of the second class it should be reduted 
only one class. Thus if in any way the depth is found deficient the class is-to be reduced: 
but if the faults occure at !1 great~r depth than ll.cu~its no notice need be tak.er;1 of them. 
In classing care should be taken to divide the number into equal shares.' · · · 
'· . . ' . . . ' 

• • ~ ' J ( • ' • ' ' I ' ·, ~ ' ' ' ' : ,·...-

6. In " Dongri bagayat " the soil is red, and does not contain any sand.. . ,That land,. 
when level and one cubit and upwards in depth, is to be considered as first class, and valued. 

I I • \ 

at 8 annas. 
'l 

·7. 'Second class is the same as' above, except; that the depth is from f to 't C1lbit; ot 
when the soil is one cubit or t of a cubit in depth but sloping, it should be 'entered in the? 
aecond class, and valued at 6 annas. · · · ~ · · · · · 

8. Sloping ground l a cubit or t cubit deep, but which is hard .or has " moorum .. 
mixed with the soil, is to be considered as third class, and valued at 4 annas. 

9. Ground which slopes very much and has a depth of l a cubit or less, and has 
amall stones mixed with the soil, is to be classe4 ~ 4th class, and valued at 2 annas. , 

- ' ; ' ... . \ ·. . ' . ,• ' . •. i 
·. 10. · In classing "agri" or "dognri" bagayat, if the supari and coconut .trees are. 

exposed to the south wind, or if the trees are affected by white ants and die in con9equen'ci;, 
aoil \_Vhich would otherwise be classed as 1st and 2nd class should be reduced ~ne class,· 
and the reason for doing so shoul4 be given in the classer's book, . The above is not appli
able to the 3rd and 4th class. · · · · · · ·· ' · ., 

,•. 

XIII.-Rules jUT the V aluati011 of Water in Bagayat Land. ' . -.l 

1. A first class well is one made of stone laid in mortar, in which the water remains 
all the year round, and the supply is sufficient for watering the garden every other day, or 
every third day, as may be required. Water from a well of this description is to be valued 
at 8 annas. 

2. A second class well is either one in which the ·water lasts all the year, but instead of 
being built up with stone has a " rahat " or a stand fixed over it, or it may be a pucka built 
well in which the supply o{ water diminishes_ about April, and is only sufficient to water the 
garden once in eight days~ WaterJrqm these kinds Qf:wt:lls is tobe_~alue~ at 6.~~~: li' 
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3. Third class wells may be either" pucka" or" kutcha " built, but the water-supply 
in them becomes less in March and in April there is only enough for ~erhaps one watenng 
and in May they are quite dry. Water from this description of wellts to be valued ·at 4 
annas. 

4. Fourth claSs wells may be either" pucka" or" kutcha" built, but the "rahat" 
is only used for two months after the rains, or the water may be taken up in pots and will 
last for about three or four months. \Veils of the 1st or 2nd class, which are near houses, 
and are used chiefly for drinking purposes, but which also supply water to a very few 
trees or a very small patch of vegetables, should also be considered as 4th class, and valued 
at 2 annas. 

5. \Veils in the villages on the sea coast generally contain brackish water. This 
is not a fault for which any reduction should be made in the valuation, but a remark should 
be made regarding this in the classer's book, ~here the description of the well is shown. 

6. Well water is to be classed according to the foregoing rules, unless the area irrigat
ed is small that is to a about 20 gunthas or under. In this case valuation is to be raised 
one class on account of the smallness of the area. For example, a well of the 3rd class, 
having one " rahat" irrigates only_15 gunthas of land; therefore the well should be classed 
as a 2nd class one, and a remark to this effect made in the descripion of the well in the 
classer's book. \\'bere the area irrigated is above 20 gunthas the class is not to be 
altered-this rule is applicable to all the classes, with this exception, that a well, the sides 
of which are not built up, and which would properly belong to the 2nd class, is not to be 
raised to the 1st class. 

7. A well "pucka" built, in good order, which has not been used for some vears, 
is to be classed according to the supply of water and a remark made in the classer's· book 
and " bagayat " statement showing the number of years the well has been out of use. If 
it should have fallen in at all, it should be classed one class lower on this account. 

8. As mentioned above, wells are to be classed by estimating the supply of water. 
The area of land under a well must also be considered, and the following scale shows what 
additions or reductions are to be made on this account. 

One and a half acres has been fixed as the maximum area which one " rahat " worked 
by a bullock is capable of irrigating, but in some numbers a large area may be found under 
one well. In this case the shares are to be made as shown in the following example :-

Area in Acres. Shares. Water Valuation. 

1f 1 8 annas. 
1! 1 0 .. 

2 8 
Average 4 annas. 

In this example the area of land under the well is 3 acres, and the well is a 1st class one, 
having one rahat. The land is divided into two shares, in one of which the water is classed 
at 8 annas, and in the other 0. The average is taken as the value of the water in the whole 
number. 

In the arne way, in a 3 acre number with 2nd class well (6 annas), the value for the 
whole number is 3 annas ; this rule is applicable to all the classes of wells. 

9. The area of land which can be irrigated by one rahat worked by manual labour is 20 
gunthas, but here the water is to be classed according to the rules given above, if the 
size of the well is large enough to admit a " rahat" which can be worked by a bullock, and 
the supply of water is sufficient to last to be the end of the season ; the well in this case 
must be held to be a 1st class one, and the shares are to be made as follows :-

A. g. 

0 20 
1 20 

Area 
Share8. Water Valuation. 

1 8 annas. 
2 0 .. 

3 8 
. . Aver~ge 2 annas 8 pies. 

This example applir-s to all different classes ~ also to the acres. 
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· X/V.-Rulesfor the Classification of Water from Pats. 
I 

1. There are four classes of pats : ls.t, 8 annas ; 2nd, 6 annas ; 3rd, 4 annas i 4th 
2 annas. 

Jst.-When there is stone and an earthen dam in the stream at the head of the" pat" 
~nd the supply of water is ample for watering every second or third day, the pat is to be 
considered as a first class one, and the water is to be valued at 8 annas. ·. 

2nd.-A "pat" which has a full supply of water, but which is carried across a large 
41 nata " by means of a trough, or if the supply of water lasts only till April, and is not 
afterwards sufficient for watering the garden properly, the " pat " is to be entered as a 2nd 
class one-value 6 annas. 

Jrd.-If the water in the " pat " can be fully SI.J.pplied up 'to March, but afterwards 
decreases as much as to necessitate a reservoir for the collection and flow of sufficient. water, 
the " pat " should be entered as a third class one-value 4 annas. When the supply of . 
water to a " pat " is deficient, or has to be raised into it, the "pat" should. be considered -a 
third class one. . . . 

4tla.-If the supply of water in a· "pat'' only lasts up to the' month of January or 
February, then it is to be considered a fourth class one, and valued at 2 annas. 

XV.-Rules for the Classification of Wells or " Pats ·~ where thrt Wells or " Pats " , · 
' are not Private Property.' . . · · · · · · ... 

1. ·when a public well has been included in a number, or when the water of a well qr 
of a tank adjoining is used, for irrigating a number, the water should be classed according 
to the rules and the reasons are to be entered in the classer's book.. . 

2. In cases in which water is allowed out of charity to be brought in pats 'from wells; 
no valuation is to be made, but in all other instances the water brought in· pats; .whether 
from a well belonging to the owner of the number or from a well the common propertY of 
the village, from a tank or from a river, etc., is to be valued at 2 annas. 

~ < i ,_ . ·:- : 

3. Where the water in the well or " pat " of any number is not owned by the person 
who used it, but is given to him out of charity, or is paid for by him no valuation should be 
put on it, but a remark to this effect should be made in the . classer's book: 

•• • ' J 

4. In numbers exceeding 1! acres in extent with only one "rahat" to the well the 
calculation of the shares is to be made as above ; but in numbers of less than 11 acres, in 
which the water will not· flow over the wh~le surface owing to a portion· being above the 
level to which water will fl>w, the high-lying portion of the land is to be measured, and the 
water required for it is to be classed at 2 annas, but at its proper valuation for the remaining 
portion of the land. ' · · . 

For example, in a number of 1 acre 15 gunthas having one " rahat, ,. the water 'from 
-which flows over only 33 gunthas, but the remaining 22 gunthas are high-lying land- · 

then in 33 gunthas there are· 
and in 22 gu'nthas 

Shares. 

. 3 
2 

5 

Value. Total value in annas. 
8 . 24 
2 •.;~ ··4 

28 

Average for whole,S .as. 7 pies .. 

, 5. The above rules are applicable to " Agri " and." Do~gri " bagayat. The only 
exception in" Dongri" bagayat is tha( where· the larid is above the level of the water, ahd 
there is no cultivation whatever in it, then that land is to be deducted out of " bagayat " 
and included in " warkas ". 

6. " Dongri " bagayat land under a well or " pat " which is not cultivated should be 
entered a~ " warkas ". . · 

7. In a number in which there is a well with a "rahat" on it, and the acreage of 
which is less than the stipulated area which a well is capable of irrigating, and the owner 
has more land near enough to be watered by the well, then such la~d will be liable to the: 

. .. . . . . . ···- .... , 
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water rate. As for example, a number 1 acre and 10 gunthas has a lst class well ; the area 
it should water is 1 acre and 20 gunthas ; then if the o~er has another garden land close 
by, 10 gunthas of it should be put down as capable of being watered. · 

. . 

8. If coconut and supari trees are grown on the .. bandhs ., of a rice field and it is 
usual to water the trees, then the land on which the trees stand should be measured, ~d 
the garden and rice area shown separately. The garden land should be classed according 
.to the rules for classing bagayat land. If there are only a few trees, and they are not watered 
the land should not be measured as .. bagayat, .. but the name of the: owner an~ number 
,of trees should be entered in the classer's book. · 

9. In survey numbers or •• pot .. numbers in which there are several houses and a 
a few trees between the houses, the whole spare covered by the houses should be entered 
as " wasahat .. or inhabited, and the number and kind of trees entered in the names of the 
owners. If there is a well in the number the ownership, class, and means of drawing water,~ 
whether by" rahat .. or pots, should be recorded in the classer's book. Should there be 
a portion belonging to one owner, the boundary of which can be defined, it should be made 
into a separate" pot" number, and classed according to the rules. 

10. In land in which there are a number of trees belonging to sevral owners, and 
it is not possible to measure the land according to each man's holding, the whole of the land 
should be measured and classed as one "pot'" number, and a record of the trees made as 
directed in para. 8. 

11. In classing, should a newly made piece of bagayat be. discovered, if ~nvenient,1 
it should be included in the adjoining " pot " number, if not, it should be made in -to. 
a _separate " pot " number; scattered pieces of bagayat should have up to S gunthas of 
warkas land included with them and then be made into a separate survey or " pot .. num
number, boundary stones being put down according to the rules for the separate survey 
number. · -

12. Deductions on account of " karal .. in bagayat to be made according to the rules 
for rice land. . · . . . . 

13. Warkas land on the banks of" nallahs 11
, etc., in which sugarcane is grown shoUld 

be classed and entered as dongri bagayat, the water of the .. pats '" and wells being classed 
as follows. 

-
· 14. If land is cultivated at intervals of one or two years, the water of the "pat,!": 
being ample for the crop, is to be classed at 8 annas. . ·. '. 

. 15. If sugarcane is grown. only every four or fiye years, _the water, being sufficien4 
IS to be classed at 6 annas ; but if grown at longer or megular mtervals, the water is to be 
classed at 4 annas. · · · 

16. If the water is supplied from a well whether built up or not and is sufficient for 
a crop at. int~rvals o_f one or two years, it is to be considered as 2nl class (6 annas). If 

. the crop IS r.used at mtervals of four or five years, then the water is to be classed at 4 annas 
(3rd class), and at 2 annas (4th class) if at longer and irregular intervals. 

XVI.-Rules jf8 tlu classification of" Warkas., Land. 
1. Two kinds of land are included in " warkas, u viz. " bhade ,. and ordinary 

" warkas ., or hill land, and ar~ ~o be classed as follows - • 

.h AI. As. j AI. AI. . ' AI. I" 

Clas&ificatioo Valuation .. .. 6 s .. 3 . 2 L : 
# 

I 2 .. .I~., 
Bbade Land .. .. . . .. - - -. .I l 

.. . . .. 
-

Y(arba LaDd . . . . .. .. . . I 2 3 .. ·_ ~-· . ' ~ " . 
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· Explanation 

. 11 Bhatle " land is flat, soil about 1 cubit in depth. It is usual : to cultivate it regularly 
every year and every now and then. Tur is grown on it. Land of this description is to be 
considered tst bhatle, and valued at 6 annas. . . . , . 

2.· When land of the above description is from I to i a cubit deep it is 2nd bh~tle . 
and is to be classed at J, and valued at 5 annas. · 

3. First class 11 warkas " land is eithq flat or may be slightly slopfng, and has a fair·, 
quantity of soil, which will gr?w the different warkas crops in rotation, or, if when fallow, 
will grow the best grass. It 1s .valued at 4 annas. · · 

· · 4. Second class cc warkas " land is chiefly sloping.' It is sometimes flat and slightly 
atony, and is alternately cultivated and left fallow for grass. This kind of land is to be 
classed at 2nd class, and valued at 3 annas. · . . : · : · . . .. '\ 

s. Third class " warkas " land is usually very sloping. Trees and brushwood 
generally grow upon it, and it requires a fallow of several years before it can be cultivated. 
It is also sometimes flat and very stony, with the soil red, on which little grass and few 
bushes grow. This d~scription of '( w~rkas " land is t~ be value~ at 2 annas;, · 

~ ' ' • I • . \ ! • • 

6. Fourth class " warkas " land consists of the steep sides of large hills. which are 
covered. with boulder and cultivated, or if flat is nearly all sheet rock, with small patchel 
of brushwood. The 4th class is valued at 1 anna. · , · · 

I ' . 

•J 

·' j 
Kharab in " W arkas " Land. . 

l i ', L l 

1. .In making the ·~ Pj:talni ", i.e., sub-division of" warkas" Ian~ accor.ding to in
dividual holdings, all rock, nullahs, and other uncultivable 'area must be carefully esti
mated. and deducted.,,.. . . , ·: •.. 

. , 
.. • ~ I , 

XVII.~Miscellaneous_ Rules and Jfxplanations. · ·' · · 
· 1 , , . • • .J , • r , , . . I •, .~ ,.._ 

. · 1. - In rice, garden, or rabi numbers the classificatioq of the included, " warkas '"land 
is to be entered in the 5th column of the classification book,. and the area of each separate. 
holding is to be calculated withan area-comb,' and the figure is to b~ copied into a separate 
... phalni" .boo~ .. · Tl:le .'~ !.$arab," .is to be rstimated ~nd dedu9ted i~ th~ usual way~ .... :' : 

2. Warkas survey number should be plotted and classed in the classer's book, and 
the different .~hares ~hown. , . Tl:le area of each separate holding is to be calculated with 
the area-comb and entered in the "phalni" book. . . . · · · · · 

3. 'Kur~ns~' •. ~.e., grass numbers, which are sold by auction every year are to be shown 
in the classer's "phalni" books, but the ~'phalni" and clas'sification are not to 'be entered. 
Below the figure a remark•should·be made stating that as the number is a "Kuran" .:.it has 
not been classed. . . , . · · 

-· . ' '. • l..) .,., :. ' • • j .' ~·- ... .: ·' :~ •• ~ ~; :.; --~ • ·~ 

4. The figures of forest reserve numbers should be entered in the classing and ''phalni" 
books, but not classed. A remark showing that the number is included in the reserve is 
to be written below the figure. · 

5. Government "khanjans", i.e., salt marshes are to be treated in the same manner. 

6. Burial grounds less than 20 gunthas in extent may be included in a survey number, 
but shown as a separate "phalni" "tukda" (i.e., piece), and should be entered as "Kharab", 
uncultivated. If above 20 gunthas, a separate survey number should be made, and a 
remark made as in paragraph 3. 

· 7. "Rahats" or "Dungs", i. e., sacred groves, if below 20 gunthas in extent, may 
be included in a survey number, but a separate ''phalni'' "tukda" should be made of it, 
and the whole area shown without deductions. If above 20 gunthas, a separate survey 
number is to be shown in the column of arable acres, but the number should not be classed, 
and a remark showing that it is a sacred grove should be made in the "phalni" and classer's 
books.· · 
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XVIII.-Regarding the Original Boundaries of Fields, etc. 

If at the time of classification it appears, from the shape of a field, that ~e area is more 
or less than that shown in the measurer's book or register, the calculation should be 
examined and corrected, if necessary. U there is no error in the calculation, but if f~o~ 
the plot there is a doubt abc ut the area, the number should be re-measured ; al~o if 1t 
appears that the number bas not been measured according to the true boundanes, or 
according to the present vahivat, i. e., occupation, it should be re-measured and entered 
in Statement No. 3. A remark showing that a correction has been made should be written 
in the books. 

2. At the time of classification each number on the original village map is to be 
examined, and all mistakes are to be at once corrected. A 4escription of the nature of the 
error is to be made according to Form No. 4, in order that the fair map may be corrected. 

· 3. All the numbers in a village are to be examined, in order to find out whether 
or not they have been made according to the rules, and all mistakes discovered are to be 
reported to the Assistant in charge of the office, and corrections made according to the orders 
received from him. 

4. At the time of the classification the field bound~ry marks should be examined and 
compared with those shown in the measurers' books, and any stones that may have fallen 
down are to be properly fixed. When any stones are wanting, a report is to be made to the 
Assistant in charge of the office, and on account (Form No. 5) of the number of stones and 
cost of. erecting them again sent in. 

5. At the time of the classification an examination of the entries regarding the names 
of fields and occupants is to be made, and where differences are discovered they are to be 
corrected. In khalsa villages th~ names of fields and occupants are to be taken from the 
Talati's books • 

. XiX._;_lnstructions as io hoW the Classing and ~ther Books are to be ilept. 

1. The manne{ in which the classing books are to be kept, and entries regarding the 
correctness of measurers' books, maps, and boundary marks are to be written, is given in 
Form No. 1. 

1 2. At the time of classification khalsa land is to be entered as cultivable or waste, as. 
the case may be, but waste lands for which a "razinama" (resignation paper) has not been 
given should be entered as cultivated. In Khoti land all lands, whether cultivated or waste. 
are to be entered as cultivable. If land is not actually occupied, it is to be entered as 
"khoti-nisbat" waste, and in the Bhaganna statement the number is to be shown as cultiva
ble. 

3. In the Bhaganna statement rice, "rabi", bagayat, and warkas land are each to be 
shown in separate forms (No. 2). · 

4. Mistakes discovered in the books are to be shown in Form No. 3. 

S. Mistakes in the maps are to be shown in Form No. -f..· 

6. Entries regarding boundary marks are to be shown in Form No. 5. 
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SECTION I 
;}. 

RuLES RELATING To ·J'ENURES ·. , "f; ., 

' . ' ' . .' .· J ,,# •• 

Rule ]'.-The total assessment paid to Government by .~n individ\!al.in C?~e.yill!lge il\ 
called "Warg", hence it arose that in course of time p~ople 'called this land~ .Warg •. In 
other districts such land i,s ~ailed a "Khata": Warg and Khata· both mean·same thmg; 
an entry in the yillage accounta is called a "Khata" ,, and hence the origin ·of the term: ''. r ~ 

. ( ' .. f • ~ , < ; " 1 ~ .' • • : 11 ° , ' • : - , .l 

Rule 2.-The mali in whose name a Warg has siciC?d in· the village accounts ,froiq. 
ancient times is called a "Muldar" or "Muli Wargdar'~. In Su.-_vey work no c;liffer,ence. 
is to be made between. Muli W args and other War~s. · · . , . . . '· · 

, • - . : , r -- . ' --· • ~ 

' Rule 3.~If a Wargdaf t:n*es over. his land to anoth~r 'persoq ~o~ ever, or for j\.~e~ 
of years at a fixed rent, the paper .on Wh1ch the agreement 1s drawn up Is called~ a ~'Mulgent 
Patra" and the man to whom the land is made over,is called a ·~Mul GeQidar,'~o; :, . ; "!:1 

Rule 4.-A man' wh~ ~tiiti~a~es la~d by ·the y~ar ~ithout a ·~ritten-iig'ree~e~t i~ billed 
a "Chal Genidar" and his right to hold the land. is termed "Chal Geni". 1 There is rio' 
difference between .a "Chal 1 Genid~r:• _and a "Wahiwatd.ar",. " _, 1 ·,; _ .'=.\ ' 

Rule 5.-All the land belonging to one Warg must 'be measured separately: ·bd rio' 
account may the land of different Wargs b~ included in the same Revep.ul:( §)u~ey N;ytn.ber. 

__ .,.. i _:.. .. j I .. : · .. . _ , ; 

. . Rule 6.-The land held by a Mul Genidar is to be measured separately ;tori no· 'account' 
is it to be included in the same Survey Number with land of another Mul Genidar, although1 

inthesameWarg. ,. :.. . · '!'-- ·\ .,\.,.', 
. ~ : . ' • .' ' ' I. ( ~} ' ' . . . • • r. ~ ( i . ' ' ' . "' T 

Rule 7.-Portions of land adjoining one another and belonging to different WargS,lhougli' 
h_eld bythe~ame M.l!! .Q~i~ar, must h~dcioto separate RevenueSurvey-Numbers:---

Ru/e 8.-When a nu~ber of different Chal Geni holdi~gs are met with irl one ·W~rg.or 
Mul'Geni holding,' there is no objection to including all, or· as many of the Chal Geni 
holdings as may be necessary, to form a number of the size laid down in the rules. But 
if a Warg or Mul Geni ·holding; havingChal-Geni·holdingstn·it; has to be broke,i up 'iritoi:wo
or more numbers, the,. bounda~~es of the Chal (}eni hol4:Jing3 should be. made use of in 
dividing it into Survey Numbers. . . -<1 . 

• ') I ; 1 . • 1t t,"it"' ·~: .' 

Rule 9.-In some cases landS of different Wargs adjoining mie another are held. by 
the same Mul Genidar, and it is impossible to lay down the bound!lries of the Wargs.· 
In such cases there is no objection to making the whole of the land into one Revenue Survey 
Number, subject to the rules for limiting areasofSurvey Numbers. -But the circumstance 
must be reported to the Assistant Superintendent, and a remark made in a the fair field 
book stating that officer's sanction to the work. ··-··---~----. -·---A-163-24-A. _____ .. , ... ·. .· ·-···--- '-''···~--·-· .... ;. I 
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Ruk 10.---.Kreyagar.-These holdings are to be considered the same as Mul Genidars 
and divided according to the same rules. 

Ruk ]].-If a W argdar has mortgaged his land, and the mortgagee's name is entered 
in the accounts, and he also pays the assessments, then the ":hole o~ the mortgaged land 
must be made into separate Revenue Survey Number according to tts area. 

Rule 12.-Clause ].-When a Warg is held by a brotherhood and the Mul Geni 
rights are entered in the name of one brother, the measurer must measure the number as 
though it belonged to one man. 

·Clause 2.-'When a part of aWarg is held by a brotherhood in virtue of a stampe? and 
registered-deed, and there is separate possession in the field, it should be measured, if the 
holder thereof wishes, into a separate Survey Number, without regard to the unWillingness 
of the Khatadar; but if such deed is not registered, the land is not to be measured into a 
separate Survey Number unless the Khatadar gives his consent to that effect in writing. 
In both cases the land is to be measured into a separate Survey Number according to 
occupation in the field, subject to the rules for limiting the areas of Survey numbers; and 
such measurement is to be made on payment of expenses as provided for in Rules 1 and 2 
of Section IX of the Revision Survey Rules. 

Rule /3.-When several Wargdaras have sub-let a field to one or more Mul Genidars, 
and share the whole of the crop, and there is no means of finding out the different shares in 

· the .field, then measure according to the Mul Geni boundaries, subject to the rules for 
limiting areas of Survey Numbers; but each case of this kind must have a remark entered 
in the measurer's books, and be reported to the Assistant Superintendent. 

Rule 14.-Whenever small holdings are met with, which under the above rules would 
be required to be made into separate Revenue Survey Numbers, but are under one acre in 
area, they are not to be made into separate Revenue Survey Numbers, but are to be measured 
ac;cording to the following rules. ' 

'."' Rule 1 5.-As many of these holdings as will make a Revenue Survey Number up to 
about one acre are to be measured and included in one Revenue Survey Number, each 
holding being made into a separate Pot number, the measurement of which will be conducted 
and recorded exactly as if it was a Revenue Survey Number, except that it will not be 
separately shown on the village map. · 

Rule 16-Each Pot number must be measured separately, and if a rayat holds two 
or more detached holdings in a Revenue Survey Number, each of these holdings must 
be measured into a separate Pot number. In entering the acres in the fair field book, 
the total area of each Pot number must be shown, the amount of "Pot Kharab", if any 
must then be deducted, and the area of each description of land entered. If a Pot numbe; 
contains mixed description of soil, the area of each kind must be shown. 

Rule 17.-lf there are wells or houses in Pot numbers their area and position must 
be fixed by actual measurements. 

Rule 18.-The name of any person entered in the village records as the occupant of 
a Pot number must be entered in the measurer's books as that of the occupant of that Pot 
number. 

Rule 19.-The following is an example of how the entries for Pot numbers are to be 
made:-

Pot Number Total area Dry-crop Garden Rice PotKharab 
Remaining 
culturable 

acres 

A. g. a. A. g. •· A. g.· a. A. g. a. A. g. a. A. g. a. 

1 .. 0 6 0 0 .. 0 .. . . 0 2 0 0 .. 0 
2 .. 0 s 0 0 s 0 .. . . .. 0 s 0 
3 .. 0 9 0 0 6 0 .. . . 0 3 0 0 6 0 .. .. 0 16 0 0 2 0 0 12 0 .. 0 2 0 0 14 0 

-
Total 4 .. 0 36 0 I 0 17 0 0 12 0 .. 0 7 0 i 0 29 0 

A-163-24-B. 
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Mixed Description of Soils ' 
Rule 20.-0ne acre of garden land is to count as 2 acres of rice or Gajni or 4 of dry-

crop; and one acre of rice or Gajni to count as 2 acres of dry-crop. · 
Rule 21.-When measuring mixed description of land, in order that it may be seen 

at the time of test whether the different kinds of cultivation have been properly separated, 
small stones daubed with whitewash, or where stones are not at hand clods of earth daubed 
in the same way, should be placed by the measurers on the lines of boundary between the 
different measurements. · 

SECTION II 

RULES FOR THE DIVISION OF LAND BELOW-GHATS 

Cultivated Land 

j I 

Rule ].-Cultivated dry-crop land, if belonging to one Warg and one Mul Genidar, 
to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up to 10 acres. . . ·. , " 

Rule 2.-Cultivated rice and Gajni land, if belonging to one Warg and' one Mul 
Genidar, to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up to 10 acres. · · · ' ~ 

Rule 3.-Cultivated garden land, if it belongs to one Warg or one Mul Genidar, to 
be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up to 5 acres. 

Rule 4.-A Chal Geni, if of or exceeding 6 acres in dry-crop, 3 acres in rice, or one 
acre in garden land, must be made a separate number. -

Rule 5.-Wherever land formerly used for the manufacture of'salt is met witb, it 
should now be considered Gajni and measured accordingly. • 

Rule 6.-In some villages the Gajni land is cultivated in long strips from 20 to 30 
chains in length and from one anna to a chain in width ; in such land Revenue Survey 
numbers must not be made less than 4 chains wide, and in order to obtain· a Suriey 
number of this size it does not matter how many holdings are measured into· a Sul'Vey 
number, but each holding must be measured as a separate Pot number. Special atten
tion must be given to seeing that the single corner stones in Gajni land are of the full 
size ordered in Rule 16, Section VII.. ·_ · · · · · :' 

Rule 7.-Land covered with water at high tide, and uncovered at low, if suitable 
for Gajni cultivation, is to be measured ; but if unsuitable for Gajni cultivation, it is not 
to be measured. Land always covered with water. is never .to be measured • 

Waste Land 
... . •. 

Rule B.-Government waste arable dry-crop land is to be divided.· into Revenue 
Survey numbers up to 10 acres. 

Rule 9.-Government waste rice land is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbe~ 
up to 3 acres. . . .· · . . , , . · 

Rule JO.-Government waste garden land is to be divided into Revenue Survey 
numbers up to 3 acres. · · · 

Rule I 1.-Pulan land, i.e., sandy soil on the sea-shore, or near the mouths of rivers. 
capable of being made into rice or garden land, is to be divided into Revenue Survey 
numbers up to 5 acres. · 

Rule 12.-Government waste Gajni land is to be measured ·into 'Revenue Sur\r~y 
numbers up to 25 acres.· 

Rule I 3.-0pen dry-crop land with little· or no forest, and fit for, or used for, little 
but grazing, is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up to 60 acres. 

R_u~e /4.-The .land on which kaju and undi trees grow is to be considered dry-crop, 
and dlVlded accordmg to rules for dry-crop. · 

Rule 15.-Allland below Ghats is to be measured according to the above rules even 
though it belongs to a village or Majreh of a taluka above Ghats. ' ' 

l ... ,. 

SECTION III 

RULES FOR THE DiviSION OF LAND ABOVE-GHATS · ,, ""' 

.Rule ! .-Cultiv~t~d dry-crop land, when all the land is held by one Wargdar or Mul 
Gerudar, IS to be d1v1ded mto Revenue Survey numbers up to 15 acres, provided it is 
all cultivated by one Wahiwatdar or Pot Karda. If cultivated by mor~ than one 
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Wahiwatdar or Pot Karda as many of their holdings may be included in one Revenue 
Survey number as will make it up to 10 acres. 

Rult! 2.-Cultivated rice land, if it is all held by one Wargdar or b_Y on~ ~~ul Ge~dar, 
is to be divided into Revenue Sun'ey numbers up to 7 acres, provtd~d ~t ts culttvated 
by one \Vahiwatdar or Pot Karda. If cultivated by more than one \\ ahtwatdar or Pot 
Karda as many of their holdings may be included in one Revenue Survey number as 
will make it up to 5 acres. 

Rule 3.-Cultivated garden land is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up 
to 2 acres, provided the land is all cultivated by one \Vahiwatdar or .Pot ~arda, but if 
cultivated by more than one \Vahiwatdar or Pot Karda, as many of thetr holdmgs may be 
included in one Revenue Survey number as will make it up to about one acre. 

Rule 4.-If a holding, whether dry-crop, rice, or garden, has to be made into two 
or more Revenue Survey numbers from the acres being in excess of those above fixed 
as the limit of one Revenue Survey number, boundaries as enjoyed by existing \Yahi
watdars or Pot Kardas must be carefully respected : a portion of one \Vahiwatdar's or 
Pot Karda's land must never be cut off and included within that of another in one Revenue 
Survey number, notwithstanding that it may be necessary to make a Revenue Survey 
number half an acre smaller or larger than the area above laid down 

Waste Land 
Rule 5.-Dry-crop waste land is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers from 

7 to 15 acres. If there are more than 15 acres of waste land, it must be divided into two 
or more Revenue Survey numbers, and each nu,mber should be about 10 or 12 acres in 
area. 

Rule 6.-Forest land adjoining cultivated land, in which there are no large or re
served trees, may be measured as waste land, if there is any likelihood of its producing 
crops when brought under cultivation. Such land should not be measured till the rest 

- of the village land has been measured, and if the waste numbers of the village equal a 
tenth part of the cultivated numbers then no more waste numbers are to be made ; if 
the waste numbers are less than a tenth part of the cultivated numbers then sufficient 
waste numbers must be measured to make them up to a tenth part. 

Example 
I. There are 50 numbers in a village; of these 40 are cultivated and I 0 though previously cultivated 

are now waste : as the waste numbers exceed a tenth of the cultivated ones, there is no necessity for 
making new waste numbers. 

2. A village consists of 31 numbers; of whi<-h 30 are cultivated and one waste : then 2 numbers wil j 
have to be made out of the jungle land in order to make up the tenth part. 

Rule 7.-\Vaste rice land is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers of from 3 
to 6 acres. If there are more than 6 acres, the land should be divided into two or more 
Revenue Survey numbers and these numbers should range from four to five acres each. 

Rule B.-Waste garden land is to be divided into Revenue Survey numbers of from 
one to three acres. Should there be more than three acres, the land is to be divided into 
two or more Revenue Survey numbers, and these numbers should be about two acres each. 

Rule 9.-Land in which coffee is grown should be made into separate numbers 
according to occupancy irrespective of area, and considered garden. 

Rule 10.-Allland above Ghats is to be measured according to the above rules even 
though it belong to a village or l\Iajreh of a taluka below Ghats. ' . 

SECTION IV 
RuLES FOR THE DiviSION OF LAND 

Rule ].-\Vherever the embankments formerly used for rice cultivation are visible 
the land must be measured as rice land, unless the land is covered with large trees, or i~ 
quite detached from the cultivated part of the ,·illage, in which case this land will be in
cluded in the jungle lands. 

Rule 2.-In order to straighten the sides of cultivated numbt:rs, pieces of jung:.! 
containing large trees must not be included with the cultivated land. 

Rule 3.-Wherever land has been cultivated as garden land, but is at present lying 
waste, it must be measured as garden land. 

Rule 4.-When cocoanut or other fruit trees are planted along one or more of the 
sides of a house, the land with trees on it together with the house should be made into 
Revenue Survey number, and the house itself deducted as unculturable land. 
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Rule 5.-Dry-crop land called " Hakal ,. is 'commonly met with. Generally speak
ing this is not occupied land, but is cultivated one year and left uncultivated for several 
years, the right of cultivation being either sold by auction or let out on lease : such land 
should be divided into Revenue Survey numbers up to 10 acres. · 

· Rule 6.-In some villages several Wargdars will giv;e up small portionS of Wargs 
adjoining one another, so as to make up a field for the use of the temple. .In such caseS; 
if the Wargdars have given a written agreement-making over their rights to the land in 
favour of the temple, then the whole of these pieces may be made into one or more Revenue 
Survey numbers and entered as belonging to the temple: Should the Watgdars state 
that they have not agreed in writing to give. up. their rights: to the pieces of land, they must 
be measured with the Wargs to which they belong as though they had never been· mad~ 
over to the temple. · t • • 

1 
• • • ' ' • _. : 

. . . . . ' . ~ . . ;.{ 

. Rule 7.-Fvergreens or " Kans " whetlter producing pepp~r 9r any. other juo'gie 
produce, or none, must be made each intq ,:Jn~ Revenu~ ~\lrvey-::~umbeq of WP~~ever, 
area they may be, and entered as Kan Parampok. .· L .: • .. · . · .: ',_, 1 • . ~ 

. Rule 8.-When measuring the land of W argdars, Hakal ~r Jiry-crop lalld w~th )arge 
trees is not to be included in the numbers measured with .the cross staff, and, great ;care 
must be taken to see that this is not done : this description of land is always to be in
cluded in large jungle or Government waste numbers, and no Hakal 'numbers' ar~ to be 
made in land with large trees growing on it. ' · ·. ~ ' · ' '· · · .. · ' ' ·· ' · · 

. • • , 1 , 1·, •i r_ 

Rule 9.-In some places a man is entered in the village records as hold~ng 10 or 20 
gunthas of land ; he has enclosed by a hedge ·or wall soi:ne 20 or 30 acres of the surround-. 
ing land and has held it for a number of years. In such cases if he claims all the land 
enclosed it is to be measured and entered in his name ; but ~ he refuses to acknowledge 
a his up to the wall or hedge, the boundaries which he do_es acknowledge are to b~t take~ 
up, and then up to the fence made a separate number. 

. Rule 10.-In cases when cocoanut trees are found scatte~ed ~b~ut. in dry-cr~p .and· 
rice land, such detached trees need not be noticed by measurers except t6 sho)V o~ th~ 
inap that there are such trees. No land will. be made garden on. ac'rp-p.nLqf ~uch 
detached trees. 

<. \ I,' 

Rule 11.-If there are no cocoanut trees on rice embankments the land on which thd 
trees are is to be considered rice land unless the strip is over eight annas in width, · iri 
which case it is to be considered garden land. · · 

Rule }2.-In some cases it will be found that where one Chal Genidar or more than 
one cultivates the land of two or more Mul Genidars or Wargdars, the boundary between 
the land of each separate Mul Genidar orWargdar is not known, but the cultivator pays 
a certain proportion of the crop to each of the superior holders. In such cases \no attempt 

· should be made to divide the land of each Mul Genidar or Wargdar into separate numbers;, 
but where there is more than one Chal Genidar, whose boundaries are defined, these· 
boundaries should be adhered to and separate numbers made accordingly, subject to the 
rules for limiting the areas of Survey numbers. If the boundaries of such holdings are 
not defined, the following rules must be observed :-

(1) If the land in question is under three acres, it must be made into one Survey 
number. · ' 

(2) If more than three, and less than five acres, into two Survey numbers. 
(3) If more than five, and less than eight acres, into three Survey numbers. 
(4) If more than eight, and less than twelve acres, into four Survey numbers. 
(5) And so on in cases exceeding twelve acres, so as to make Survey numbers 

of about two to three acres each. · · 
(6) The above acres apply to rice land and garden only ; double the area may 

be reckoned for dry-crop land. . 
· (7) The names of both Mul Genidars and Wargdars must be entered to each 

and every Survey number made under this rule. · , 
(8) Every case corning under this order must be specially reported to the Assis

stant Superintendent, who must at once enquire into it, and record below the report 
his statement, that the land of two or more Wargdars or Mul Genidars is really 
included in the cultivation of one or more men without separation of boundaries, 
but only with a certain apportionment of produce. 
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Byan or Grass Lamb 

Rule 13.-Byan or graEs lands when recorded as occupied in .the village accounts, 
and when the area so occupied is there entered, will be measured mto S~uvey numbers 
according to such recorded occupied area, with an addition not exceedmg OI_le-tenth. 
When such occupied areas are small and contiguous to one another, they may be mcluded 
together so as to make a Survey number of about 10 acres. 

Rule /4.-Clause /st.-When no occupied area is recorded in the village accounts, 
such " By an " lands, if the holders thereof agree to point out boundaries of division, should 
be made into separate Survey numbers according to each man's holding, or included in 
the same number with his rice, or garden, if adjoining. Should, however, small holdings 
be met with removed from the rice cultivation, as many of these holdings as will make a 
Revenue Survey number of about 5 acres are to be measured and included into one 
Survey number, each holding being made into a separate Pot number according to Sec
tion I, Rules 16 and 17. The name of each holder of a Survey or Pot number should be 
entered in the measurers' books. 

Clause 2nd.-Shou1d the holders be unwilling to divide the land or unable to point 
out boundaries, holdings should be included in one Survey number up to 15 acres. 

Clause 3rd.-The names of both Khatedar and W ahiwatdar must be entered in the 
Survey books in the case of all " Byan " holdings of which the boundaries can be defi
nitely pointed out, without dispute, and to such lands alone this rule will apply. 

Rule 15.-No land containing timber trees is on any account to be measured as 
By an. 

Rule 16.-Against all Byan numbers, occupied or unoccupied, the word Byan is 
to be written in the measuring and classing books, and in the registers. 

Rule /7.-0ne or more huts are often met with situated in small plots of land con
taining fruit trees or cultivation. Such plots are to be formed into Survey numbers of 
not less than half an acre, including sufficient waste land to make them up to that area. 
If no such fruit trees or cultivation adjoin the huts, the Survey numbers should be made 
up to not less than half an acr~ from the waste land if a~jacent. But l~nd containing large 
forest trees must never be so mcluded. Su~.:h house-site numbers will be entered in the 
measurers' and classers' books in the names of the persons who own the fruit trees or 
cultivation, or where these do not exist, in the names of the persons who own the huts. 

Pardi Land 

Rule 18.-Pardi 1and, whether dry-crop, nee or garden, must be measured into 
Pardi numbers irrespective of area. 

SECTIO~ V 

RULES FOR THE DIVISION OF FOREST LANDS 

Rule 1.-The forest lands of every village may be, if convenient, measured in one 
block or plot, in the first instance ; when the map is plotted, these lands may be broken 
up into numbers of 250 to 500 acres on points fixed on the map, such as corners of cul
tivated plots of land, cart-roads, rivers, village boundaries and bends on them, and points 
where the boundaries of two or more villages meet. The latter are especially good points 
to take, as they are well known. The areas of these numbers may then be calculated by 
the computing scale. 

Rule 2.-Blocks of forest interesected by a made-road should be made into separate 
numbers on each side of the road. 

Rule 3.-In those parts of Kanara where the forests are very extensive and the villages 
far apart, forest numbers may be made even up to 600 or 700 acres each. 

Rule 4.-Kumri land must not be made into separate Revenue Survey numbers,. 
but must be included in forest numbers unless orders to the contrary should be given. 
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SECTION VI 

RULES FOR MEASURING BETTA LAND 

Rule 1.-When there is any Betta land to be measured in a village the garden land 
should be first measured, but the measurement of the Betta land should not be postponed 
till the whole of the garden land has been measured. As soon as a block of garden land 
has been measured, the Betta land belonging to this block should be measured. In 
order to get straight boundaries in Betta land, bends of a chain and under need not be 
taken notice of, but " Dharsod " made ; and except when the Betta joins on to occupied 
land bends should be avoided as much as possible. 

Rule 2.-In measuring Betta lands, it is not necessary to take offsets to every smilll 
bend along the side adjacent to cultivation ; the other sides. and corner~' should be laid 
down by measurement, and the area due to the small bends on the side of cultivation 
should be taken by scale from the map. , • · 

Rule 3.~All the Betta land of a village is to be measured off into Survey numbers 
of a maximum area of 8 acres and a minimum of 4 acres. The measurer should simply 
divide into Survey numbers of the above dimensions all lands which are shown to him 
as Betta lands, provided that these are ·not " kans " or portions of forest containing reser-
ved trees or other timber trees in large numbers. . . . : 
. Rule 4.-All land covered with 'trees that are pollarcie: whether ·every· yeat of fn 

rotation, is to be regarded as· Betta, and treated in accordance with Rule 3. · · · : 
Rule 5.-No forest land with trees that have never been pollarded. is to be 1n~lud~~ 

in Betta numbers. 'except S}lch insignificant areas as may be necessary . for straightening 
the sides: of the numbers. . · , · ·., : . ,l:· 

Rule'6.-The' total area of the Betta lands of a village should not fall short'o£4 1acre8 
to each acre of garden. Any case that may be met with where this agregate is not attained 
should be ·reported to the Superintendent for ord~rs. 

· Rule 7,-In dividing Betta land into Survey numbers those made up to 8 acres ea~h 
should. adjoin t~e garden lands, the smaller numbers being placed on the side of the 
forest area. 

Rule 8.-In Betta numbers mounds must be erected at the four corners and· stones 
at all the bends. 
: Rule 9.-The cost of marks erected for Betta number must be charged to the Warg-
dar holding the garden land belonging to the Betta number. 
• . Rule 10.-In testing Betta land, if the difference between original and test area does 
not exceed 10 per cent, it may pass, but :ill test of Betta must be entered in a separate 
return and not in the usual annual return. 

Rule 11.-When there is much difficulty in measuring Betta land with the cross 
staff the theodolite may be used instead. In such cases the area will be taken off the 
map by the computing scale. All land fairly open should, however, be measured with 
the cross staff. 

SECTION VII. 

BouNDARY MARKS. 

J!.t~le 1.-The dimensions for mounda given below are applicable to all descriptions 
~~~ . : . 

Length at bottom . . 5 annas 
Do. at top 3! ,; 

Breadth at bottom 21 , 
Do. at top l , 

Height of mound 1! , ·.· \ 
Rule 2.-Trap or granite stones are to be one anna long, a quarter of an anna wide 

and four fingers thick. 
Rule 3.-In rice and garden land mounds are to be erected only at the comers of 

numbers and stones at the bends. · . . 
Rule 4.-In dry-crop land mounds are to be erected at the four corners of a number 

and st.ones at the bends. If the distance from one corner of a dry-crop number to the 
other ts less than 25 chains, no intermediate mound is to be erected; if the distance ia 
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above 25 but less than 50 chains, one mound is to be erected about haU-way b_etween the 
comers; if the distance is more than 50 chains, mounds are to be erected at mtervals of 
20 chains. 

Rule 5.-It is not necessary that the intermedia~e mound ~en~io_ned a~ove sh,?uld be 
placed exactly mid-way between the two corners; it wtll be suffictent if m takmg the Bandh 
map" the rrid-distance is approximately taken. 

Rule 6.-In Forest numbers mounds must be erected at the four corners and at acute 
angles: stones must also be placed at the bends. One mound only is to be erected at the 
corners of these numbers, where they break off from made-roads; no mounds ~e to be 
erected parallel to the road. Ko stones are required at bends on the made-road m Forest 
nurebers. 

Rule 7.-When measuring Forest numbers if stones can be procured on the spot, 
they should be at once erected at the bends by the flag-men, and in order to mark the place 
where mounds will ~e required, the measurer should make the flag-men erect two stones 
to show where the ends of the mounds will fall, but these stones should not be purchased 
ones. If stones are not procurable, heaps of earth should be thrown up and daubed with 
whitewash. -

Rule 8.-\Yhenever mounds are erected at the corners of a number a stone must 
be fixed in order to~m;uk the exact spot where the corner of the number was made. This 
stone is not tolbe a purchased one, but one picked up out of the field and erected by the 
flag-holders. If a stone is not procurable, a heap of earth must be made and daubed with 
whitewash. 

Rule 9.-Whenever a number is bounded by a well-defined mark, such as a water
course, or earthen embankment, or made-road, no mounds are to be erected, but stones 
must be fixed at the corners and bends. When the boundary of a number breaks off 

from either side of a well-defined mark, a 
mound must be erected (as shown in the 
marginal sketch) showing the direction of the 

~~ r ~ -~ 
I •I 
I I 
I I 

boundary. If the embankment bounding a 
rice field is one anna wide and one foot three 
inches high and covered with grass, it is to be 
cunsidered a permanent :rrark; but if less than 
thofe dimensions it is not to be considered as 
such. When a number is bounded by anatura 
stream, no area to be erected at the bends 
along it, but a stone and a mound showing the 
direction of the boundary of the number must 
be erected at the point where it breaks off from 
the stream. 

Rule /0.-Any· Revenue Survey number whose area exceeds 20 gunthas is to have 
mounds erected at the four c0rne~, no matter whether it contains Pot numbers or not. 

F'o+ N.C! I 
10 Gls. 

Pel N~ 2 
8 Gls. 

18 6-l..s. 

15Gfs. 

. (.~_2_5_G_I.s_.--=_,.~ 

Rule //.-.\. Revenue Sur.·e\· number which contains 
less than 20 gunthas must have· one mound and stones as 
s~10wn in the sketch erected at each corner of the longest 
stdes of the number, no matter whether it contains Pot 
numbers or not. 

R?t!~ 12;-lf two numbers adjoin one another and the 
area o~. each ts less than 20 gunthas, the marks must be erected 
acconlmg to Rull! 11 above; but if a numba whosl! area is 
less than 20 gunthas adjoins one whose area is less than 20 
gunthas then the marks must be erected according to Ru1e 
10 above-• 
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Rule JJ.-Single stones of the size laid down in Rule 2 are to be er~ed at the com~Q 
and bends of Pot numbers, half the stone being buried and the other half remaining abo.ve 
the ground. · · - -

Rule }4.-It was formerly the practice below the ghats to make use of laterite stdneJ 
for marks : some stone of this description becomes rotten, and crumbles away in few yeari, 
.and the ryats are put to great expense in renewing the stones : it, is, therefore necessary that 
great care should be taken in selecting a good de&cription of stone. Laterite stones should 
never be made use of if trap or granite stone:~ can be procured. If laterite stones are 
used they must be two feet long and six inches square. . . , . • -

Rule J 5.-Laterite stones are never to be erected in Gajni land, or in any place where 
-they are liable to be touched by salt-water : in such places trap or granite stones only are 
to be used ; these should be of the size directed in Rule 16. , _ -., 

Rule /6.-In Gajni and Wangan land, and il,lland near the sea-side, where owing to. 
there being nothing but loose sand mounds will not stand; large sto~es, ll.annas long 
should be erected at the corners of Revenue Survey· numbers, and ordmary stzed stones,_ 
at the bends. Stones must be erected at all bends in Gajni land, no matter if it is bounde4 
by a creek or a river., · · , 

Rule I 7.-There will be a single large stone placed to show the .corners of S-qrv.ey 
numbers in Gajni, angan and sea-shore lands : this one large stone is to be at the corner 
point, and stones -of the ordinary size adjacent to it at the interval of_ the length of a mound. 

.3o-A-os_. __ 3o-A-os·: Rule /B.-Sometimes at places a little removed froin the sea-sho.r~ 
owing to there being a great deal of loose sand, it is ·do)Jbtful whether 
mounds will stand. In such places mounds are not to be entirely di!f..: 
carded, but one mound must be erected at each corner on the longe5t 
sides of the number, an:d stones on the other sides at 3 annas distance 
from the corner stones as shown in this sketch. 

Rule 19.-The above rule only applies to land near the sea which consists of nearly 
pure sand, and the Assistant Superintendent must carefully guard against it being applied 
where it is not intended to apply, always remembering that in all doabtful situations it is 
better .to put mounds according to the usual rule than to apply the exceptional rule above. 
The rule does notapplytoland in which there is a certain amount of soil mixed with the · 
sand, where mounds may be· expected to stand; in such land mounds must be .erected 
according to the rules.. - · · , · 
- Rule 20.-The measurers are not to decide for themselves where mounds ~nd where 
stones are to be erected, but must· report to the Assistant Superintendent and ob~ain his 
orders, and after the Assistant has. satisfied himself he will give the orders called for by 
the above rules. . - . , . 
. Rule 2/.-Measurers are in the habit of making no difference in the bottom and top 
widths of mounds but build them up like a wall : they must not do this, but must erect 
them according to- rule, which will lessen the amount of labour~ · _ 
. . Rule 22.-:---It is a common practice to excavate the earth for making a mound from 
clos~ to ~e foot .of the mound; this must not be allowed, but a clear space of one anna all 
~ound the mound must be left untouched. · If. any . measurer neglects to carry out .tlilil 
o.rd!o!r, no exc~e of ~s is to be listened to; $e mound must be thrown down, and the cost 
0f po~g lbis and erecti~g a fresh one r~vere4 fro~ the measurer. . _ 

, Rule 23.-The space to be left between the sides of.a made-road and the edge of; 
nP.Jll,..,er. s~otl;ld ~e as_ und!o!r :- : _ : _ : :. , ._ ., . . _ · • · 

In dry-crop land including Betta, Byan and Kan • . • • ; annas from the gutter 
Inriceland ••••.••••••••••••• 2 ., , '' 
In garden land • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I ,. ,. 

Where tqere·_is no gutter the above distances are to be taken from the side of the road. 

SECTION VIII. 
THE MAP. . \.. . 

Rule ].-Wlien the holdings in a village are very small, the map must be plotted double 
the usual scale. As rule this will be the case in villages below the Ghats; but should a 
measurer find the !to~dings in the village to which he is sent are large, he must report the 
circumstance to th~ Assistnat, who will decide on what scale the map should be plotted. 

Rule 2.-ln mea~ring any village which has lands of other villages included and mixed 
up with its ownJands, those included lands should be measured and numbered at the sanie 
time with the lands of the including village in the ordinary course of measurement. 
A-163-25-A 
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an txplanatory note being writte~ in the measurer's book opposite the numbers in que5tion. 
No separate books need be kept for such numbers. · ' 

Rule 3.-A note should be written on every copy of the map stating that numbers 80 
arid so belong to such and such a village . 

. Rule 4.-And a similar note should be written at the end of the Sud. For after 
convenience sake it will be expedient t.hat these included numbers have their detail 
t~hown separately at the end of Sud . 

. Rule 5.-No separate maps need be made of included numbers; they can be easily 
found on the map of the village in which they are included. 
· Rule 6.-Majrehs or hamlets in jungle district need not, if they adjoin their Moujeh 
or superior village, have their boundaries separately defined : one line of boundary may 
include both Majreh and Moujeh. 
'· · Rule 7.-If, however, in jungle districts a Majreh, as is sometimes the case, is detached 
from its superior ,·illage, and does not in any part adjoin it, then the boundary of the Majreb 
must be separately defined, since a Majreh of one village (Moujeh) may not be included 
in the boundary of another village (Moujeh). 

Rule B.-But in some parts, especially below the Ghats, it will be inconvenient to 
include Majrehs in one map with their superior villages, as the map will be of an aw ward 
size, and it will be more convenient in many ways there to measure Majrehs as separate 
villages·: in such cases this should accordingly be done. When, however, it is not in any 
way inc?nvenient to in.clude a Majreh within the same line of bou~dary as the superior 
village, 1t should be so mcluded as both work and boundary marks will be saved. 

:Rule 9.-It is not necessary that every Majreh should be made into a separate map. 
Two or more adjacent Majrchs of one village may be included into one map, so long as 
the orders regarding size and number of numbers are observed. 

Rule 10.-No map is to exceed four feet by three feet in size, or to contain more than 
300 numbers; and if a village, and its Majrehs, or if two or more 1\fajrehs of a village have 
to be made into one map, then 2! to 3 feet by 2 or 2! feet, with 180 to 230 numbers is the 
most desirable size. But , however few numbers a map may contain, it should be within 
about 3 feet by 2 feet in size, and it should not contain above 300 numbers, however small 
the map may be. This applies to portions of one large village, as well as to maps including 
a village and its Majrehs. 

·. ..Rule H.-When one or more Majrehs are, with or without the Moujeh, made into 
a separate village, the names of all the Majrehs a!e to be written on the village map, Sud, 
Pahani, sud, and classer's register, and shown 1n the annual return of work below the 
Moujeh in which ther are included. When. a Majreh is m~de into a separate village. or 
when two or more MaJrehs are together made mto a separate vdlage, the names of the Majre
hs and the Moujeh to which they belong must also be shown on the maps. and in the 
annual return of work. The object of this is to afford information as to what Majrehe 
have been measured and what not. 

·. ··Rule 12.-Many numbers in Kanara are covered with coconut and other trees, and 
the measurers are in .the habit of showing a great number of trees on the map, in conse. 
quence of which it is difficult to distinguish the figures denoting the number. 
· · (1) In orde~ to prevent .an unneces~ary number of tr.ees being shown on the map 
in future, it is la1d down that 1f a number 1s one acre or less m area, no matter how many 
trees there may be on the groun~, not more than (4) fou~ are to be shown on the map. 
U a number is more than an acre 10 area, no matter what s1ze the number may be or how· 
many ~ees there ~y be on the ground, it will suffice to show from 5 to 7 trees on 'the map 
accordmg to the s1ze of the number. · 

(2) The figures denoting a number must not be made s~aller than shown in the exam-
ple below :- · 

k163-2S-B 



Rule /3.-In order to ensure th~ boundaries ·of villages being correctly laid down it 
is necessary that measurers should carefully compare the boundary line shown on the map 
of the village in which they· ~r~.11..t: 'VVork with_the boundari~~J shown on the maps of the 
adjoining villages, and if the boundaries do not coincide they must at once report the fact 
the Assistant Superintendent for orders.:· · , . . . 

Rul~ J 4.-0n a measurer being appointed tC? a village he must at once ascertain whether 
any of the adjoinin~ villages have ·been· ·meuured, and in case they have, whether he 
can obtain copies of the maps from the village officers. If the maps are not obtainable the 

··meisurer· must wit~ili two days after commencing;·work report· the circumstan:cei to the 
·.·Assistant Superintendent; who will arange for obtaining ·copies of the mnpsj and ,lls.soon 

as the measurer receives the'~maps he·mo.st be careful to 6ee that he measures aecor4i~ 
tel the ·mounds and stones shoWll on the maps of th~:adjoining vill.ages., , ·~ · . · · ' • '1 

. . . . .stcTio·N· !X. . .·· ... • ..• !' ~ ., ~ 
''. ~ t"i ' 

, •. ·r 

. ,·, 
. • . . ' l I 

Rule J.-As the Survey·nuinbers and Pot numbers in Survey numbers in the Kan~r:J. 
· :distritt are often very small, the following rules are .Jaid down for making the give-aJ;J.d-take 
{Dhar Sod1· of annas in fixing .the a.reas :- · · · . , ·, 1 ·:. 

Clause ]st.-Areas under 8 annas must be entered correct to the nearest anna.l 1 
Clause 2nlf.___.:.Areas from a'nd over 8 annas and of less than 5 gunthas are to b'e· 

! . entered in the Sud correct to the' nearest even anna. If the area should contain eX!dtlly 
·. an odd number of annas the neXt even anna above the original area should be e ntert!a~ 

Clause 3rd.-Areas of from 5 to 10 gunthas' are to be e~tered 'correct' to:'tll~: 
.. nearest half guntha~ . r ·e:' . . . . . . \ ~ .. 
· ·Clause '4th.-:-¥ea,s.of more than .19 gunthas are to be' entered to ·'~he I~~~f . 
. gu11tha. . . . . . >· 

Clause 5th.~ The su,ni of the Pot numbers' entered is to betaken as the·area of the 
' Survey number.. . . . · · · · · · 1

. ': · · • • · · ·: ... ~ ·:LI: 

Clause .6th.:......The above adjustments ~e to. be made both 'i~· 'the uncuit~r~bi~ 
and total areas;· the .rule applicable to the total .area of the SurVey numb'er of 'Pot 

.. : number being used to fix the ~etail area (dry-crop, rice, gardep and unculturaolefo~· 
that number. . . . . .. · · , . ' . . - ' .. ' '··I 

Example.,. ..•. I .I I ; I 
I. 

- l~'·· ~ 
·Total Area as Unculturable ':. ·~ ,:' 

Chalta Pot Total Area Unculturable confirmed and Area as ' 

No. No. . as in Fair Area as in Fair entered in the confirmed · Remaining~ . . Field Book. Field Book. Sud by 'Dhar by 'Dhar Sod.' 
Sod.' .. I I ·., 

.. • 
J • A. g. ·A. g. a. p.· A. ;' 1 A. g: a. · p; a.'··p. g. a. P· A. g. a. p. 

41 1 0 17 3 0 0 3 9 0 0 17 0 0 0 4-o o '0 13 0. 0. :'·1 
2 0 2 0 4 0 0 9 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 10 00 0 1 6 0 ·'·' 
3 0 5 13 6 0 211 o. 

- 0 ~-6. 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 . :~ 
4 0 10 12 9 0 5 14 0 011 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 5 0 0 .. 
5 0 8 10 0 0 4 7 0 Q, ~ 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 0 0 '' 

I' \ . 
Total ·.-; -1-4 8 0 0 18 2 0 0 26 6 0 ' 

i 
39 

4· . 1 0 8 13 11 0 4 13 0 o· 9 0 olo s o ·:o 0 ·4 0 0 .. 
2 0 9 2 4 o· 2 4 0 0 9 0 0 0 2 ·o 0 0 7 0 0 " ., 

3 0 3· 4 0 0 1 7 0 0 3 4 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 12 0 ) ,, 
4 0 8 2 2 0 5 2 0 0 8 0 0 0 s 0 0 0 3 o·o : ... 
5 0 2 7 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 4· 0' 'i 
6' 0 2 714 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 0 0 1· 0 0 0 1 ·8 0 . 't 

7 0 5 ,,3 6 0 2 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 o. ;I 

. ' I •· 8 0 0 7 4 0 0 7 0 0 .o .. 7 0 l .. . .. 
\ __., 

.. . . · :Total 0 39 U, .0 0 17 12 .0 0 21 15. 0 . :.;1 • # ~ • '• .. 
., ... ., 

: '.;·'1 
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SECTION X. 

RULES FOR ThEOOOLITE MEASURERS. 

CHAPTER I. 

Village Measurement. 

Rule /.-When a measurer is appointed to do the theodolite work of a village or group 
ofvillages, the first thing is to mark out the bf;)undary, and to find the marks that have 
been erected on the boundaries of villages already measured. 

Rule 2.-If a flag can be erected at a point which is visible from a distance, it should be 
fixed in by three intersections from theodolite stations in the cultivated land or on made
roads. 
. Rule. 3.-If the points to be fixed are situated in a fiat forest so that flags visible at a 
distance cannot be erected, they may be fixed in by working up to them throught the clearest 
part of the forest in the same way as a traverse survey is done. 
· Rule 4.~In this case the greatest care must be taken to make the stations as far apart 
as possible ; and as a constant check on the work, the bearing of the no~ point must 
be observed at every station as well as the backward angle. 

Rule 5.-When a point on the bounadary is fixed in this manner, it must be con
firmed by an independent line, to at least one other known point ; or back again by a 
different route to the original station. This rule must be stricdy observed in every 
case ; or errors will be sure to occur. · 

Rule 6.-Measurers should ~lways fix in a point by intersections from a distance 
if it is possible to do so in preference to measuring up to it from station to station ; this 
latter method being specially liable to ·error and taking much time. · 
. Rule 7.-If the cultivated lands of the village have been previouslv measured with 
cross staff, the measurer should make his first station at one or other end "of the base line . 
or at some conveniel}t intermediate spot on the base line ; so as to be able to take its direc~ 
tion .and fix in the boundaries~ etc., with reference to the cultivated lands already mea
aured. In this case the cross staff measurer must plot his work first upon a separate piece 
of mapping paper and afterwards transfer it to the map when his base line has been fixed in. 

Rule 8.-If the cultivated lands have to be measured after theodolite work is fini
shed, the measurer should choose for his first station a convenient spot from which he 
can fix a base line passing through the cultivated lands, and which the cross staff measurer 
will afterwards take up as the base line for the cross staff measurements. In this case 
he must put up flag-staffs or marks of a permanent nature, which he must warn the villa
gers .not to remove, and which the cross staff measurer will have no difficulty in finding. 

Rule 9.-At every place where the boundary of another village meets the boundary 
of the village under measurement, the measurer sh.ould put up a J?ermanent mark (Raj 
Dagad). These stones _should be 2 feet long and 4 mches square, w1th a cross cut on the 
tOp, as shown below :-

Rule 10.-When, as is comrr.only the case in Kanara, the villagers of two ~djacent 
villages show a small stream passing in a zigzag course through thick forest, as forming 
the boundary between two villages there is no necessity to take every benc,l made by the 
stream: but when measuring along that boundary, the measurer mus.t make his stations 
pretty near the strea~ through ~e clearest part of the forest, and ~ 1ts course by offsets 
taken at every 20 chams. But nvers and large streams must be latd down according to 
their course. ' 

Rult 11.-Wben the measurer is fixing the boundaries of a village, he must send for 
the village officers of the adjacent villages also, so that they may know where the boundary 
marks are when their village is being surveyed, and that no boundary disputes may after-
wards occur. · · 
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.. Rult /2.-Should there be &.:boundary ·dispute ·in the forest between two 'Villages, 
the measurer must measure it off at once and enter it in dotted lines in the mapa of botll 
viUages, and send a copy of the. boundary dispute map to the Assist:mt Superintendent,· 
who will aive further ordets regarding the disputed land, when the dispute· has been set-· 
tied ; and "'the necessary alterations can then easily be made in the maps of both villages. . ' 

Rule ]J.-When the boundary has been· laid down in this way, the theodolite mea< 
surer must proceed to fix in a " base line " for any cultivated land for ·which he has not 
already laid one down. He must then lay down the roads and any streams passing 
through the jungle which are large enough to be shown on the map. 

. Rule /4.-The theodolite measurer will always fix in· the north point on the village: 
map and will write a memorandum as follows : .. North fixed by theodolite ". , , : 

CHAPTER II 

Road Meusurement · 

· R1tie I.-When a measurer is ordered to Il)easure roads, with a view to ascert;u.Il 'in: 
the area and demarcating forest and boundaries of villages included between them, he. should: 
in starting at one place, as directed, make his first and second stations on one side of the. 
road, where there will be no difficulty or hindrance to putting up permane1:1t marks. . 

Rule 2.-In measuring along the road, there is no necessity to take offsets to the side' 
of the road ; but the measurer need only ascertain the breadth of it at starting and at long 
intervals, except where he observes any. considerable increase or decrease in it. 'He .. 
should, however, note in his book opposite each theodolite station whether 'his station i•/ 
on the right hand side, left band side, ot centre of the road. · ) ·' · · : 

· Rule 3.-Should any important road cross or branch off from the road 'atong whlch 
the measurer is working, he should make a station at that place, take angles showing the 
directions in which the road branches off on one or both sides, and make two permanent 
marks ; writing in his book where the road comes from, to which village it goes, also at 
which stations the permanent marks were made ; so that should it be necessary hereafter 
to measure along any one of these roads, the work can be taken up at the place where 
he.has made the permanent marks, and angles and measurements taken in contiiniation 
of the. work already done. · _ . · · " 

:. Rule 4.-The measurer should endeavour to ascertain where the bounda~ies of diffe-; 
rent villages, through the lands of which he is measuring, cross the road along which· he -
is:w.ork,ing , ~nd he should note this .in his book. , He should note also the places where 
the streams and rivers cross the road, and show their breadth; he should also enter in his 
book the names of these streams or rives, if they have any. Whenever the_ road passes 
through a village, the meeasurer shoUld· show in his book where the village begins and 
where_it ends, and enter the name of the village. When the road goes through cultivated 
lands; he should show where the cUltivation begins and where it ends, entering ·also the_ 
name of the village to which it belongs. - · · 

: Rule 5.~1£ the measurements are carried on along a ntade:.road, the measur~r sh~uld. 
take every opportunity of making a theodolite station, when convenient to do so, over the ' 
mile-stones, entering. in .his book which mile-stone it is. Also when he has·· to make perma.:. . 
nent marks at certain mtervals along·the·road,as ordered below, the mile stone can be . 
taken as one of the permanent marks, as it is not likely to be removed and may be depert..; ' 
ded upon as a·permanent mark, at any rate for three or four years. · 

Rule 6.-The measuret should make marks of a permanent ·nature (Raj Dagad) 1 

that are likely to remain for three or four years, and which there will be no difficulty in. 
finding :- · · · · 

: . ]!.t.-'-At the J>lace where he begin~ work. . . . . 
2nd.-At all places where important roads branch off from or cross the one under 

measurement. · . , ' 

. : . ... , .3rd.-At ~11 places where important rivers cross the road. 
4th.-At all places where the boundaries of villages cross the road. 

; · : · -- 5th.-At all -places where the road crosses cultivated land. · · 
should there be no :such places along a road passing through extensive forests, he should 
ma~e. perm.a.nent marks at every two miles distance along the road; but should there be 
perrn.~llt!n.t. mar~s.e.~;:ected as in the above enumera~ed case5, there is no necessity to put 
up any further permanent Il)._ar~s at ev:ecy. two miles di$tance in the intervals. . , . 
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: · Rule 7.-When the measurer puts up permanent marks, he should always put up two. 
that is "a Raj Dagad" at the station where it is required, and a smaller flat-heade · st ne 
marked with a cross, and buried to within half an inch o£ tthe head, at the theodolite station 
next to it, either way as most convenient; because, on account of the different in the north 
point as shown by different campasses, the correctness of the work would not be ensured 
V!hen further angles and measurements are taken starting from one of the stations already 
fixed, unless two permanent marks are put up .. 

Rule 8.-At places where the measurer has to make permanent marks~ should he be 
passing through cultivated and measured lands, the ·boundary marks, that ·is the cornets 
of numbers, would be very good permanent marks to choose; but he should then, if 
possible, state in his book which corners and of what numbers he has fixed as permane~t. 
marks. 

Rule 9.-W'here permanent marks have to be erected, they must be put in such places 
that they may not be liable to disturbance by carts or animals. They should be buried so 
that the surface be level with the ground. The surface of the stone should be squared 
and a cross cut upon it, and clear directions for finding the .stone must be made in the 
measurer's book, giving the distance and bearing of the stone from some recognisable mark. 
s~ch. as that a building, bridge, or large tree. . 

Rule 10.-If a mile-stone or boundary-mark stone be used as a Raj Dagad, a cross 
must be cut upon it as usual. 
. Rule }].-The theodolite measurer employed on road survey must plot the portion 
()f the road passing through each village on separate pieces of mapping paper, on the 
scale usual for village maps in that part of the country. These plots must be sent, as soon 
as each is completed, to the Assistant, so that when the village is appointed, the work 
need not be done over again. Every "Raj Dagad" must be shown on these plots. 

CHAPTER III. 

Of other Roads. 

. Rule /.-When roads of the descriptions given below go along the boundaries of 
"Shets," and are adopted as the common boundary of two "Numbers," they should not 
be included in the measurements of those "Numb~rs," but should be left separate, and 
have boundary marks erected on each side of them :-.:.. 

]st.-Those along which traders convey thier goods to a distance, either on pack 
bullocks or carts. 1 

2nd.-Those to a neighbouring market, by which goods are constantly conveyed. 
on horses or bullocks. 
. 3rd.-Those along which the cattles of the village under mea'>urement, or those 

of another village, are constantly in the habit of going. . · 
, Rule 2 .. -Whe~ r~ads of the three descriptions given in the last rule are enclosed by 

garden or nee culnvat10n, or by permanent marks, such as hedges, old earthen ridges, or 
nullas, the distance between these enclosures should be adopted for their breadth; but in 
case they are not enclosed by garden, or rice cultivation, or by permanent marks, they 
should be made one chain broad. · 

Rule 3.-Roads not so much used by carts and bullocks as those mentioned in the 
first rule, but which go a long the boundaries of "Shets," and are adopted as the common 
boundary of two "Numbers," are, like those roads to be excluded from the adjoining 
"Numbers" and to have boundary marks on each side of them. Their breadth, when 
bounded by garden or rice cultivation, or by permanent marks, should be regulated by the 
distance between these enclosures; but in other cases they should be made 10 annas broad. 

·Rule 4.~With one exception (to which allusion will be made hereafter), roads pot 
included in the above rules should not have boundary marks on each side, but should be 
included in adjoining "Numbers," and their areas should be recorded as unculturable. 
The following rules show how bro.1d .they should be made. 

Rule 5.-Those which are enclosed by garden or rice cultivation, or by other pt·rmanent 
marks, should correspond in breadth with the distance bet~een those marks. 

. Ruk 6._;_If frequently happens that the roads near villages, in consequence of being 
much used by cattle, have no permanent marks on each side, and are more than a chain in 
breadth. These roads should not have their breadth changed. · · 
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· . .. Rule 7 ......... When roads of the four ,descriptions alluded to in Rules 1st ·and3rd do not· 
form the boundaries of "Shets," and are not enclosed by garden or rice cultivation, or· 
by permanent marks; then the breadths laid down in those i"ules respectively should be 
adopted for them; but in case these roads are enclosed by garden or rice c~ltivation, or by 
other permanent marks, then the distance between those marks should be adopted as their 
breadth. · · '. · · 

·Rule B.-When small roads which are not used by the carts or bullocks of traders, ot 
by the village carts, but are used merely as foot-paths, or by a single horse or bullock 
occasionally, are well defined by permaaent marks on each side, they should be ma~e as 
bro.ad as the distance between these marks; but if they are not enc;losed. by permanen~ 
marks, four annas should be the breadth allowed for them. 1 

Rule 9.-Neither earthen ridges nor stones.should be put up as boundary marks 
on roads which, according to the preceding rules, are to be deducted from the contents of 
the "Number" through which they pass ; and therefore in making marks for the erection of 
earthen ridges and stones, care should be taken not to make them where these roads and 
the lines of boundary intersect each other, but at least eight annas from the points of inter-: . 
section, so as to leave the roadway free of obstruction. , · .r : , . 

Rule 10.-lf the present roads by which the village cattle go out to graze, and-for
water, have permanent marks on each side, their breadth should be made equal to the. 
distance between those marks, otherwise they should be made a chain broad. But if, 
in consequence of the land being uncultivated, there are no fixed roads for the cattle to . 
go to graze and for water, such roads should be laid down; and for this purpose the_. 
opinion of the villagers should be taken as to where they should be. ~en. the villagers"'; 
wish to have the roads through Government land, they shoUld be made a c~ain broad., . 
but if they propose to have them through inam, or cultivated land,. the .. "Inamdar" or 
"Kurda" of the hod should be consulted, and a report, as to whether he agrees to th~ 
proposal, made to the Assistant Superintendent for his decision,. When these roads· go 
through "Numbers" their areas should be deducted from the contents of the ''Numbers," 
but when they lie along the boundaries of "Numbers,'' they should not be included in them; 
btit should have boundary marks erected on each side; in the same way as the roads alluded 

' to in Rules 1 and 3. ' 
. Rule 11.-The breadths of the roads should, in general, be made according to .. th~ 
directions given in the preceding rules, but in fixing on the breadth for eac~ road, the meas~~ · 
rer should consult the villagers, and not act entirely on his own judgment. . Should theit; · 
opinion at any time differ from his own, or should their wishes be in opposition to an_y; 
of the above rules, the measurer should refer the point in dispute for the decision of the' 
Assistant Superintendent. · · : .. · · . 

Rule 12.-'The above rules are not applicable to inade-roads, which ~re never td be' 
included in the "Numbers" adjoining them. In common with other roads so excluded~ 
these also should have boundary. marks erected on each side, and these marks should be 
erected at the distance of five annas from the side trenches. Should, however, a made-road 
pass through "Shets" of rice or garden cultivation, so that enforcement of this rule would 
subject the "Kurda" to a great loss, then a report of the case should be made to the Assistant 
Superintendent, and directions obtained from him on the subject. . . . . . . ~ 

SECTION XI. 

· RuLES ;uNDER WHICH ''HADI" OR "KuMK~" LANDS MAY :UB ACQUIRED. 

-, ·.' Rule J,...:_,Aii '~H~di" or ''Kumki" lands must be applied for in writing by the perso~ 
who claims the usufruct. . . . . . · . ·. 

Rule ,2.-The applicant must show beyond doubt that. he has hith~rto been i.xi the 
~n:joyme~t of ~he -~'ffadi" to which he lays claim, and point •ou~ uncfot?-bted "Wah~at:• 
(usage) 10 the Forest. · · · · . . , · · · . • · ·• · · · · .. · . . .... ( . . . . . . .. . . ' . . . . . . " 
, · .. Rule 3.-a~ .must agree to pay.a.rent, whi.ch will be fixed hereafter,.hut which in no: 

case w.iJ.l. exceed th~ maximum .P-ry-crop rate of the district. . · · . · . · · 
1 • •'t . !·. , ... :· . .. I • • . '·.• L. -& 

Rule 4.-He must agree not to cut down any trees, or boughs .of the same, and.to. 
t~. J';~ll~r~ o~ly to. the extent of the sm 1ll lateral twigs thrown ~>Ut in the .rains. .A .right 
to_ga~lier ~rutt, fallenleaves, collect deadwood, cut ·undergrowth, thorns; and gra2:e cattle. 
wiD be ·conceiled ... · · ·' · · - · · · '· '"· · · · ·· · • ·· 
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Rule s.-"Hadiu lands will not be entered in the applicant's Khata; these will be ·shown 
separately in the village registers as Government propert~, and t,?e name of the l?erson 
who en'oys the usufruct as "Wahiwatdar," and such "Wahtwatdar. must agree to giVe up 
the wh~le or a portion of any "Hadi," should it be hereafter req':lued .by Government for 
"public" purposes; or on parting by resignation, sale or otherwtse wtth the ga.rden land 
in respect of which such "Hadi" land is enjoyed. In the first case compensatw~, woul.d 
only be given for any building or wall, etc., which may have been erected at the Waht
watdar's" expense. 

Rule 6.-The applicant must agree to pr~>Vid:, at his own expense, flag-holders, coolies, 
etc., at the time of measurement and classtficatton, and to erect all necessary boundary 
marks. 

Rule 7.-ln short· all privileges in "Hadi" lands formerly enjoyed will be respected,. 
but the trees, as befo;e ,_ must be kept intact and uninjured. ·. 

Rule 8-The village officers must corroborate each application for "Hadi" land,_ 
and write ;nd sign a "Shera" to the effect that the applicant thorough~y understands. 
and agrees to the terms on which "Hadi" lands may be held. The apphcant must also
sign the village officer's Shera. 

SECTION XII. 

GENERAL SUBJECTS. 

Rule ].-Ea~h measurer will be allowed two chain-men and six flag-holders when 
working in Kanara. When a measurer goes to a village, he should explain to the rayats that 
unless they choose to supply the requisite number of men for carrying on the work, they 
will be supplied and paid for by Government, the cost being recovered from the rayats. 

Rule 2.-The Mamlatdars in Kanara not being able to supply peons for carryi.J;lg 
the post, Assistants are allowed to take on a peon for this purpose when in Kanara; but 
he must be changed as soon as the estabiishment leaves the Kanara district. . 

Rule 3.-For the future all expenses mcurred on account of measuring Forest num
bers must be entered in a separate account. When the village accounts are being prepared,. 
ail account according to a form given in these rules must be made out and sent in with 
the rest of the accounts in order that the amount may be recovered from the Forest Depart
ment. 

Rule 4.-0wing to there b'eing often no record left by the measurers, when giving 
over unfinished villages to another establishment, the establishment to which they are
given over has great difficulty in finding out what work has to be done. In order to put 
a stop to this Assistants must make each measurer make out a return of exactly what work 
is finished and what unfinished, in any unfinished village, before giving the papers over 
to another establishment. If there are more measurers than one employed in the village,. 
each measurer must make a separate return of the state of his work. Each measurer 
must state how I?any numbers have been plotted on the map, how many numbers remain 
unplatted.; and if they cannot be correctly plotted, he must show their position on the
map in pencil-as accurately as he can, so that it may be seen at a glance what numbers
adjoin one another. The return must show in how many numbers the boundary-mark 
inspection h~s been completed and in how many it remains to be done; what entries remain 
to be made m the bandh book and fair field book. This return must be struck in by each 
measurer.a't the b~gi~ng·of his last fair field book; arid Assistants' will be held responsible 
that the mformat10n ts complete and correct. Assistants, at the time of giving over the 
village papers, must ~ke a r~pon to the Superintendent that a return, fully explaining 
the state of the work m each v1llage, has been sent with them. 

. Rul~ 5.-It is a co~mon practice for measure~s,when appointed to a village to measure 
all the nee land, leavmg the garden land unmeasured. · In future the measurers must 
m.easure co.nti~uously, ~king in.hand the land adjacent to numbers·' previously measur~d,. 
w1thout skippmg any mtermedtate land, unless for sufficient reason such as standmg 
water in Wangan. Such cases should be reported to the Assistant Superintendent .for 
orders. ' 

- Rule 6.-All previous orders an: cancelled and the work in Kanara is to be carried oh 
according to these ru1es. Should any meastrr'er be in doubt about how to carry out (he-
rules be must report to the Assistant Superintendent for arden. · · ' · · 



Form refmed to in Rule 3, Se-ction XII •·' .. .-
.... 

. -
Details, I 

Amount to be recovered on sccount 

Total Cost of Mounds. Cost of Stone. 
of Flag-holders and Ban~ Peon . 

Name of Name of Numbers Name of Forest Total -- Total of Amount 
District Taluka in Order Village Numbers of Columna· Amount to be 

Cost Total Coat Total Cola. 8 12and 15. recovered re-
Number of Total number of Cost and II - covered 

of • each Cost of each of -- Flag- Peon Total~ 
Mounds !Mound Stones Stone . Stones holders 

: '1 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) ... (16) (17) (18) . 
!". . ... 

As. p. Ra.a.p. :Rs. a. p~ Rs. a. p. 
: 

Ra.a.p. .. 
~ 

.0: 
,. ~ 

Kanara I . 2 - 13 5 . '. 4 0 ~4 0 w~ 4 0 0 ; 4 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. . . -· . . .. . . t. 
.... .:. ·' -' ~ .. 

I 
. ~ -· .. .. 

~6 ' :..6 
c... 

2 
.. 

3 8 8 - 6 10 7. 10 ~ 6 10 7 IQ, 7' " .... 

~ 
.. -:- .. .. ... ·- .. 

- - ! < ·- .. 
•' - ... .. 

5 21 .. - 13 - - 10 10 1.~ 10 10 t 10 ·Jo 7 -10 I~ 7 ' . , -. ... .. .. .. ··- .. 
::><• -~ J - ·- ·- - ' - -- ·-' 

' .>C; - .. 
. .. , 

-- ' . 
~ ' ~ - . . .. - ... ~ .. ~ 

3~ t Do •.• 3 29 17 - ~. '· . .: 6:.) 1::-- "'6 6;::3 I -:-6 3: I .. ,. .. . ' - " .. .. • ~· r,; .. 
-· ~ . -· ' ' ~- ~,-12 1-, :::: j- ·JJ 7~.3". j'- ~ I-

3 23" . 4as 5 12 10 -- 9 :..7 15.::3 3 ~15 3 t - .. 
' 

- ··- .. .. .. 
~ - •· 71 . 

' Q - ~ ..... :-r-- ·- ~ :"t· ~ ~ > . -- ,. (\> 

.. ; 
\ -c. 

6 52 4aa .5 12 27 .. .I 5 12 .. 15 10 4 15 10 4 21 6 4 21 6 4 .. ~ 

" r -··~ I'-- ... 
l -- . "' Total II 73 •4 5 12 4'J I 

.. . . 51!12 ~:} ·H 26 4 II 26 4 II 32 0 II 32 0 II '' ' .. .. \ I .. 
' 

.. i .. 
-~ t_ ' !-~ 1 I I " ·: I ':·I r :- "-~ .<\ 

'· • ' ; . "\I .I 
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SYMBOLS USED IN THE REVENUE SURVEY DEPARTMEl'T. 

.I 

~ 

Q 

·o 

... 
·0· .•. 

w::D --
==} 
:::::::::::} 
·------- --
-- .... ----~--

0 0 0 0 0 

A well with one mot. 

A well with two mots. 

A well v.ithout a mot, but in repair and formerly used for irrigation 

A well with steps. 

A well without mot aad steps. and never used for the purpose of 
irrigation. 

A dry well, but in good repair • 

An ol<l dry well out of repair. 

A tank. 

A large Nulla with budkt. 

A small Nulla. 

Roads v.hich form the boundaries of "Numbers" and are one 
·chain and ten annas in breadth. 

Roads which pass through 0 Numbers,. of one chain and tea 
annas in breadth. 

Foot-path. 

Boundary ridges, or moun&. 

Eoundary stones. 

+ + + + + + .- + .. + ... A hedge. 

i::I. 

t 
t 

·r_· . . ... } 

0 

@ 

t 
t 
t 

,t_ 
·t::. 

Temples and houses. 

Coconut trees.: 

Betelnut trees. 

Toddy trees. 

TamaJind, mango, and jack tree<:. 

A Wad tree. 

Cthl r kinds of large trees. 

A station in Theodolite measurement. 

A tov.er. 
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KANARA CLASSING RULES. 

(Applicab_l~ to B~IO'IJJ-G~aut Talukt« <Jnl)').. 

SECTION I. 
-

Rule /.-The divisions of.land to be taken into consideration are •'Khushki," "Tari," 
••rutan" and "Bagay~t.'' · 

Pulan.-1. The term Pulan i$ ·to be applied to the soil olsucb level undy 
plains as are in the immediate neighbpurbood of tb.e •e• IQ.d 'o the ~artJ,.y soil of land 
formed by alluvial deposit. l!luch •s Bat level plains iu the lic;in.ity nf riv~n. « is lands 
in rivers. Pulan being of suc;h ' nature that if i~~o easily wnvertiblf! iAto rice land 
should be classed as Tari with sixth wat~r class. · 

2. All classification is to be executed aecording to productJ.ve quality; which it 
ls the object of these Rulee to provid~ for ~ far o.a possibl~ But case~~o may occur in 
which the productive quality appears 'o be lower tban would be met l)y eU'Wt adher;ence 
to the Rules; all such cases the Cl.a$$~r will at once report in det.a.il tb the Officer in-
i=harge .of the J:":l)tablishmel;lt. · -

First order of soil • 
. ' .. 

. 
·Rule /!.-The classification of Pulan and 'Tart lands is to be done accor4,ipg to the 

following 5 classes :- . · . . · · ' .' : -
1. First ctass.-Soil pqre earth, there being S() slight an. a!J,mixture pf Sat;ld in . 

u that jt 1s pot J>lainly perceptible. · . • . · · · . . · . , . · · ~.~ _ 
2. Second ~s.-Soil c;ansisting chiefly of e!U"th but.hawg a tli~~ ttd~ture 

ol mu~. 
3. Third class.-Soil consisting of earth and sand in alwut equal proportions. 

tho pfopcmioiJ of ~od bein~ $Q ~feat tha.t the soil . .!;fUltlQt bcr twned llP. in clods. 
4. Fourth dao.....-Soil epnsi$ting of very little earth with 11 great deal ()f m~nd, 

the proportion of sand being so great. that th? soil wh~n taken. up i.a ~e hand ~s as 
if it was of pqr~ sand. b:ut th~rc; bemg a shght ~dwlcture Qf eartll m the ~oil gtven 
it a reddish or yellowish colour. · ·- · 

5. Fifth class.-Soil consisting ehiefly of eand in which there is so little admix
ture of earth that it. is not perceptible; this class applies only to the soil along the 
eeaoo&hore .. • · 1 -- • .. 1 \ 

6. The abov~ five classes refer principally to Jands oQ the sea:shore, on river 
banks, in valleys and plains below the hills, aqd should be c(msidered as forming the . 
1st order of soU. · 

Depth 8/ sml for aboiJe £/assel. . ' . ,. 

7. For the above S elasses ll hath is to b& considered full depth, soil of less depth 
than 11 hath will not generally be found in level fiQlds, but in ca~e shorter dc;pths are met 
with anywhere, for every quarter ha~h of short depth the classification ·must be decreased 
by one class according to the standard given for fu~ depth soil, by which it is possible for 
soil to class as low as 7th class. I · 

.:. 
Deteriorating faults. 

·' ' . 
s. In classing the soil-•ccording to .the above five clilal'eS, should there exist besides 

sand in the soil coarse gravel or grit sucb as to affect tbe productive quality of the soil, 
a fault for Walsar shquld be given and the classifu:ation reduced. - - -· . 

Second or~r pf soil. ' ·: r .. r 
Rule II I.-Second order ~f soil:- . 

1. Lands on hill-sides or in more or less elevated situations will be classed as a 
second order of . soU ~& follows :.;.... . .. . . 

. · , . Land of good und line quality, eomposed of pure ~rth and fre• fl'oll). deterio~ting 
faults and of full depth. that is 1 i bath, to be coosider~Ji the l.st ~lall$ .of the 2n4 order. 
and valued at 14 annas. · __ , 

A-163-:27. 
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2. In land of the second .order,· deteriorating faults for each of which a reduction 
of one or half a class should be made, are as follows :-. · .. 

1. Excessive sand .. -
2 Grit or coarse gravel 
3. Very high halias, narrow pieces--of land difficult 

- to cultivate. · 

Reswat. 
Walsar. 
Utarwat. 

3. In the inferior soils of the second order, reductions in the class and valuatiOn 
to be made oil the following principles :-

- For each 1/4 hath reductio-n in depth the classification must be reduced one 
· ·class, and for each fault the classification will be similarly reduced a half or a whole 
. class, by which it is possible for lands of the second order to class as low as 8th 
class. · 

Examples. 
1. Thus if the depth is 11 hath and there is such an admixture of coarse 

·particles (walsar) as to deteriorate the productive qualities of the soil, one .fault 
will be given for Wals~r and the classification becomes 12 annas. 

-2. If soil as above is found with a depth of one hath only, the classification 
becomes 10 annas. 

3. In case the soil is very coarse in texture and of inferior productive quality, 
~wo faults for Walsar may be given and classification reduced at full depth to 
lOannas. · - -

_ _ 4. .The first class of the second order it is not expected will often be met with;
it applies to soil of such a kind as would be 1st if in the first order and differs .only 
from it in being in an elevated situation in or on the slope ofhills. It is expected that 
these soils of the 2nd order will generally range from 12 to 8 annas classification accor
ding to depth and quality, though some of poo~ quality and very short depth· may 
dass even still lower. · - . - · · 

5. - The nature of the soil and freedom from fault must not be judged from the 
supperficial soil, it must be dug up to the depth of 5 or 6 inches and the quality of the 
subsoil ascertained. 

6. · All Khushki lands must be classed as second order of soil. 

Value of" sail classes. 

Rule IV.-Valuation in annas for the first and 2nd orders of soils to be as follow:~:-

First order Second order 

Soil class 
Value ann as. Value annas. 

1st 16 0 
2nd ' 14 14 
3rd 12 12 
4th 10 10 
5th 8 8 
6th 6 6 
7th 4! / -4} 

·I 
8th 0 3 

Rule V.-The water classification for Tari lands to be as follows :

Rice first water class. 

1st Water class= 1 to 2 Annas. Clause 1. ··Water received by natural flow from a 
A~llah or tank, or from a spring, or water-hole, the supply of water lasting in- this way 
throughout the year, so that good sugarcane crops or two rice crops can be grown the tame 
year, 
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.Eicepti6ns' or faulta to· Jst·clas1. 

; · · 1 .. Should the supply of water be as shown in Clause 1 ofthe above Rule ;.but received 
~rom. a nullah. or tank; or from a spring or water-hole by means of a ·lift not· exceeding 
11 yards in height, then reduce. by half a class. · · . ·! 1 ;; 

2. When received from .~ nullah or tank, ot from !I spring or water-hole by means 
of a lift exceeding 1! yards 'in height; then reduce by one.class. · · · · '· 1 

, 3. When land is adjacent to Gajni and liable to be injured by salt w_ater., a reduction 
9f one:class is t~ be ~ade.~ . . ·, . · , .· .· ·· . · · 

Rice· second water ~lass: 
. . 

2nd Water class=2 to 3 Annas. Clause 1. Water received by natural flow from a 
nullah or tank, or from a spring, or-water-hole, the supply of waterlasting only to the end 
of January -and admitting of one crop of rice followed by a crop of grain or veg~tab~es,. 
but not a second crop of rice. · '· . · : 1 • • , 1.. ,; 

2. When in consequence of there being sufficient moisture in the ground .a green 
crop can be· obtained after the rice crop is taken up. · · ' ' 

Eueptions. orfauitS to 2nd class.· . 

1. Should the· supply of water be as shown in Clause 1 of the abov~ Rule out rect:ived 
from a nullah or tank, or from a spring or water-:,hole, by means of a lift not exceeding 
1! yarC:s in height, then re~uce tiy half a class. · . 

1 
2. When received from a nullah or tank, or from a spring, or water-hole by mea~ 

or a lift exceeding 1! yards iri height, then reduce by one class, . • • •' ' • , ' ·' • I 

•. . 3 .. When land is adjacent't~ Gajni and liable to be inj~red 'by salt ~ater,'~ reducti~~: 
of one class is to be made. · · · ·· · · · · · ' 

Rice third water· ciass. 
> ' ' • ll ~~ i l 

• · · · 3rd Water class=3 Annas. Low-lying land producing one good and 'certain rice 
crop without irrigation from tank or stream, the supply of water being derived from higher. 
ground. '· . ~~ · -~ r 

2. Where water is close to the surface and the soil being of a loose texture the wat~r 
is easily obtained from dug-out holes, and, therefore~ sugarcane crops can be grown occa
sionally. Existing well~ in neighbouring fields wlll afford a means ofjudging whether 
or· not water 'is close to the surface. · · · · ·. · ' .~. ·.~ 
J ' . .. ' i. • . . " ., \,_i . :li 

Exception or jault to. 3rd ciasi: 

1. If land under the 3rd water class is adjacent to Gajni land and liable to be injured 
by salt water, a reduction of half a clas!t is to be made. . . 

: ~ - > • 

,, 
· Rice. jOUTth ioater clas1. 

. 4th Water class=4 Annas. Clause 1. Land producing only o~e rice crop .without 
irrigation, in rather, an elevated situation but still under the advantage of having highu 
ground, above it from which surface rain water can drain on to it. , 

' 

Rice fifth water clasr. 

5th water class=S Annas. Land producing only one rice crop without irrigation 
and that with great uncertainty in consequence of its lying in an elevated situation and 
'!jthout the advantage of higher ground above from which surface rain water could drain 
~n to it. · · · · ·, ' ' 

. Pulan sixth water tlass. 

6th Water class...:.:6 Annas: Applies only to Pulan. 
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Class of water for rice lands derived from wells. 

Rule VI.-Whel\ water supply as described under the heads ht water class and 2nd 
water class is derived from a paka well and not from a nullah or tanlc, a ro<luction of half 
a class lower than is laid down in those rules will be Il)ade. 

, .. 
Class of wa:tf!r in la~Jds prQduciflg anly o114 Wanga11 crop •. 

Rule VII.-There is some land which produces a Wangan pr hot weather rice crop 
only without any previous monsoon crop owing to the difficulty of draining the land 
during the rains : in this land water class is to be fixed as third. 

' 
Gajni land. 

Rule Vlll.~Gajni land is that which is more or less 6Verll9wed by salt water, and Oft 

which particular kinds of rice are grown which are not grown on sweet rice land such 
as "Kagah" and "Kungah". Th~se lands must be classed as follows :-

' 
Soil class 

4th= 10 Annas 
5th= 8 .. 

'I 

.. 
. , . ' ~ .. 

Gajni fourth soil ((a$$, 

Water clllf1S 

4th=4 Annas. 
5th=5 ., 
6th;;s6 ,, 

. Gajrii land which is tar up rivers aQ.<:\ cre~ks, wh~r~ the water is but little brackish, 
an<! wqere on account of the distance froll) th~ sea, the embankments protecting the land 
from 'being inundated by brackish water during the rise of the tides, are seldom injured. 

Gajni fifth soil. Class. 

Gajni land which is liable during the rise of the ordinary high tides to be inundated by 
aa!t water, but on account of its favourable situation is ql!ic.kly left \>are, The embank
Jne~ts protecting such Gajni land from being inundated by R~t water during tho rise; ()f 
the tide a1e often liable to injury. 

Gaj11i $oil sixth, ~lass. 

·Such Gajni l~nd as on account of irs proximity to the; &ea is liabl~ t() be quickly 
inundated by salt water during the ris ·~ of the tide, and on account of its expo3ed 
situation tke embankments protecting it froii\ salt water 3re very liable to much injury. 

f . faults in Gajni 

In Gajni lands small streams and water-runs for which l{harab is not deducted,· 
should be considered a deteriorating fault -,md reduction of one or half a class may be 
made on account of " Dhupan ''. This reduction in soil classification carries with it 
a sifPUar reduction in water classification. 
:. 

Ga}nl wt~ter clas1 

1. All Gajni lands coming under 4th soil classification to have 4th water class. 
2. All Gajni land.3 coming under Stq soil classification to have 5th water class. 
3. AU Gajni lands coming unde~ 6th soii classification to have 6th water class. 

j' 

Mlthagar land$. 
f.,,.r.· ' ' - • ' . • 

Rule /X.-Whereas in Mithagar ·numbers the land is now prepared for the produc· 
tion of salt, it cannot be classed as soil, but as it is necessary to ascertain the value of the 
land as it would be if it was not Mithagar, the classification of soil and water must be 
entered from an average taken ·of the classification of surrounding numbers. These 
numbers should/be entered in ~Jw Regi(iters undef a $eparate peading as Mithagar num· 
bers. , · ·· · · · · · - · 
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Garden lands 

Rule X.-The soil classification of garden lands to be as follows :__, 

' Soil Class 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

. . . .. ... 
Gardens in plains 

... 

... 

Annas 

16 

14 

12 

10 

1. For gardens in plains or valley or where rising ground is. slight all:~ the_ surface 
· even classes 1st and 2nd are to be applied. . · , . . 

First soil class 

Depth llhath-Soil pure earth or a mixture of sand and earth in equal propor• 
tions. 

Second soil class . 

1st. Depth 11 hath-Soil consisting of .earth ad): sand but in which the proportion 
of earth is so small that it cannot be noticed except for the re.sJ.dish or yellowish: tinge 
imparted to the soil by the existence of earth. · · · · · ' 

2nd. Soil on the seashore consisting of pure sand. 

Garden on Hills 

2. For gardens on the slope of hills or rocky uneven places classes 3rd and 'lth ate 
to be applied. . . . . " . ___ _ 

Third soil class 

Land on the slopes of hills but the slopes moderate, or if steep, cutJnto well defined 
terraces under the trees. 

Fou;th soil class 

· Land on steep slopes of hills, not cut into terraces, the coconut trees growing directly 
on the natural slope of the hill. .· ' . . " ' . : · · ~ 5 

Depth of soil for garden da1sijieatioa 

Rule XI.-Should the depth of soil be less than .ll hath. with a hard "Subsoil whitb 
will not easily admit of the roots <>f trees penetrating below the depth of the superficial 
eoil, in the let and 2nd classes, then in each of these the classification can be reduced by 
one clau. . · 

Water clanificattoa for gardm ldnll 

Ruk XII.-The water classification of garden lands ia to be is follows :~ 

First garden fDater class 

1st Water class..:....·l to 2 annas-lst. Water received by ~atural flow from a nullab 
ar tank, or from a spring or water-hole, the supply being sufficient to last throuhgout 
the year. 

• . ~d. Land in such moist situations that supki or coconut trees grow weU without 
ungauon. · . ' 

A-163-28-A. 
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Exceptions or faults to 1st class 

1. Should the supply of water be as shown in clause 1 of the above rule but received 
from a nullah or tank, or from a spring, or water-hole by means of a lift not exceeJing 
1! yards in height, then reduce by half a class. 

2. When received from a nullah or tank, or from a spring, or water-hole by me1n~ 
of a lift exceeding 1! yards in height, then reduce one class. 

Second garden water class 

.2nd Water class=2 to 3 annas-lst. Water received by natural flow from a nullah 
or tank, or from a spring, or water-hole, the supply of water lasting only till the end of 
February. 

2nd. ·Land in such moist situations that supari or coconut trees grow well on it 
without irrigation but situated in elevated places or very inaccessible situations among the 
hills. _ 

... Exceptions or faults to 2nd class 

1. . Should the supply of water be as shown in clause 1 of this rule, but received from 
a nullah or tank, or from a spring, or ~ate~-hole by means of a lift not exceeding 1! yards 
in height, then reduce by half a class. 

. . 2.. when received from 'a: nulhlh. qr tank, or from a spring, or water-hole by means 
· of a lift exceeding ·1 i yards, reduce by on_e class. 

L 

Garden water £lass below 3rd to 7th, water derived from wells 

The classes below 3rd are applicable to coconut and supari gardens which are irri
gated by water raised from wells and carried by manual labour to the trees. The way 

. to apply these classes is shown in the following table :-

Distance in chains of well from land under irrigation 

Depth of well in yards I 

- Under 5 chains Under 10 chains Over 10 chains 
... 

. , .. 

Under 5 yards . . . . .. 4th 5th 6th 

..•. .. . 
'Over .5- yards '. .. 5th' ; 6th •7th . . ' . . .... . .. . . 
~- r 1 ·:· ~ ~ 1- ... .. .. 

.. . , .. . 
1st. In cases of water having to be conveyed up a steep hill the class by the above 

table must be reduced by o11e cl~ss, but ti1 no .. ca~_e, to be red'!ced below 7th class. 
# ... , • · •.•.. • • •• ' • • •.' "' •.••• ' . 

2nd. If a well over 5 chains is used, but from the depth of the water below the surface 
it is evidenf that a water-givirtg 'hoi~ could be got within 5 chains, then the class should 
not be lowered. . ...... . 

''•··' ,,I o,•' 

, . • 
1 

,
1 

: Water.,clf!SS for garden ~h~.n water is ~erived_ from "!ells . 
' ! .. l . • "·, ' ' . 

: •. ; : '
1-'Rule XJJJ.-!-When\he ·wate~ 'supply as described ·under the heads

1 
1st water dass, 

and 2nd water class, is derived from a paka well and not from a nullah or tank, or from 
:r~ rpr~ng~o~ 'Xa~et-hole, a,r~duction of.half.fl: clas:11ower than is laid down in tho3e rule:> 

w1ll be made. . , 
A-163-28-B. 
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Depths of wells 

Rule XIV.-The depths of such wells as have parapets or ledges round them must be 
taken from the place where the water is poured out_. · · · . 

Water class hOfJJ to enter in classer's books ' ' . 

Rule XV.~All the above water classes must be e~t~re;Cio" the ~Iasser's book and 
Bagayet Takta in the same way as water classes for Patastbal Bagayet are entered. 

Fruit trees 

Rule XVI.-Fruit trees in Bagayet land must always be carefully counted. In the 
country of coconut and supari.trees a difference of not more than.10 per.,cent.. __ will_be. 
allowed in the number of these trees counted by the classer, as compared with the nUnl.ber 
counted at test. - · · --- -· - · · ·· ...... -- · -----

Sizes of coconut anti supari trees 

Rule XVII.-The different sizes of coconut and supari trees to be taken into con• 
sideration are as follows :-

Trees which have been newly planted and whose leaves only show above the ground 
no portions of their stems being visible, must be considered as seedlings (" rops "). Trees 
the stems of which show above ground but which have not come into bearing must be 
considered as small trees. Such trees as have come into bearing, · whether they are 
small or large, must be entered as large trees. 

· Scattered coctmut trees when to Tie ctinsidered ai Btigayei atUJ iDizin-nof -- ... ~ ~-..-
• . . ' :" ·• ·:,. 1. 

Rule XVIII.-In some Bagayet numbers where the coconut trees are very rar a.parf. 
it is difficult to decide what area of ground should be considered as Bagayet. . In;: sue~ 
cases all the trees which are at a distance of within two chains of one another inust be 
considered as standing on one piece of Bagayet land, and the boundary of this piece must 
be fixed at a distance of half a chain from the outermost tr~es of the group standing .on it. 

Scattered coconut trees in rice or dry-crop Iantis · 

Rule XJX.-In all cases where scattered coconut trees exist .in land which is-either 
Tari Khushki, or Pulan, the following course should be a.dopted :- .. : _.; , o · · .. . ) 

Sactteretl coconut trees in rice· land · .' . · · . 

· 1. Wherever scattered coconut trees are found in ric~ Ia~ds or 6n H~li~, or .e~bank
ments of rice land, the land must be classed as rice land and an increase on the·number of 
trees is 'to be made. according to the scale below :- · · 

-- . l 

·. I ncrwe to be made .. ' ' 
-

Coconut trees per acre 
- .. "'I 

On soil On water 
classification classification .. 

•. 

.. . 
20 or over 20 trees . . . . . . 2 Annas •• . . 6 Pies • 
From 15 to 19 trees . . . . . . . 1 Do. . . 6 Do • 
From 10 to 14 trees . . . . . . 2 Do • . . . . 
From 6 to 9 trees . . . . . . . . 1! Do • .. . . 
From 3 to 5 trees . . . . . . . . 1 Do • . . . . 

1 

Should there be less than three trees per acre, no increase is to be made. 
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Scattered coeunut trees in dry-crop soil 

· Wherever scattered coconut trees are found in dry-crop soil, Khu.shki o~ Pulan, if 
the trees are more than two chains apart, the land must be classed as .Khushki or Pulan 
and the number of trees are to be entered in a statement prepared day by day and attached 
to the Bagayet Takta, according to the following form :-

Trees How 
watered 

and 
Pot Classi- State or from what 

Number Number Acres fication condition distance Remarb 
of Soil Large Small Plants. of trees water is 

brought 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

-

The Assistant Superintendent will examine this statement at test time, and should he 
see any reason to remove any land appearing in it from the Khushk.i or Pulan heads to 
Dagayet, he will write an English remark to that effect in the statement showing the area 
he considers should be made Dagayet and the water class applicable which will be taken 
into consideration when the rates are fixed. 

If scattered coconut trees in Khushki or Pulan lands are within two chains of one 
another, the land covered with the trees within that distance will be classed as Dagayet 
in accordance with Rule XVIII. 

Rule XX.-Information regarding gardens and wells should be written out at time 
of classification as follows :- · 

1. For gardens irrigated by Kutcha wells, that is, wells which are not built 
up or permanent but merely holes dug out, the following information should 
be recorded :-

1. The depth from the surface to the water and the depth of water. 
2. The number of coconut and supari trees and their state, whether good or 

otherwise. . . - - · 

3. Whether other Survey Nos. have a right to be supplied with water from 
the well or not, if so, what share of water each number is entitled to. 

- 2. ·· For·gardens irrigated by paka or built up and permanent wells, the following 
information should be recorded :-

1. Who sunl... the well and when, whether he or his heirs are still in possession 
of it, if not who is. 

2. The manner in which the wellis built up and what contrivance is used for 
drawing up the water and if several how many. 

3. . The depth. from. the surface to the water and the depth of water. 
4. · Whether the well is being worked· or not~ at time of classification. If so, 

the· number of hours it has been worked previous to classification and for how 
long it may be worked during the hot season. · · · · · 

S. Whether the water is sweet or brackish ; what· kind of a spring it has and 
the direction from which it comes. · 



6. The numb.er of coconut and supari trees. and th~ir co~dition, whether good 
or otherwise. 

7. Whether other Survey numbers have a right to be supplied with · water 
from the well or not, and if so, what share of water each number is entitled to. . 

Rule XXI.-In the Supa Taluka in some cases plantains and coffee will be found to 
be grown without the aid of irrigation or apparent natural moisture : in such cases the 
.area under each of these crops will be entered in the usual form in the Bagayet Takta 
without showing any water class, but with a Shera .stating· if water was supplied 
oby " ·Ghagrt " or by an.y .other artificial means or not. . . · · , 

Rule XXII.-As it is necessary to know whether gardens are good or not, whether 
'the soil has good natural moisture or not and what kind of situations the gardens are in, 
.all gardens . should be gradated as .follows :- . , . . 

1.- Gardens in low and level situations; where the natural moisture of the soit 
is good, that is in situations similar to where rice land would bear the 3rd water class~ 
the garden should be gradated first and 1st class for natural moisture of soil entered. 

· 2. Gardens in level situations but where the natural moisture of the ·soil is 
iess in consequence of the .soil being hard and water only found at greater·· depth 
should be gradated as second and 2nd -class for natural moisture of soil entered. . . 1 

· 3. Gardens adjoining or on the slope of hills, where the treeS will ·not flourish 
without being freely watered in -consequence of there being no .natural .moisture of 
soil, should be gradated as third and 3rd class for natural moisture of soil entered. 

The situations of all gardens should be thus defined in the infonriation recorded in 
"the Classer's books and should be entered i~ the Bagayet Taktas as ~hQwn below :-
. . . . . ' •. ·-----

:: ' 

The class for natural moisture of soil should be entered below the 

-water class of the garden, divided from it by a horizontal line; 

SECTION II 
·! 

Rules for the classification of Hadi lands. 

Rule 1. ~and thickly covered ":ith jungle fairly ~ccessible and having .Jl prepon
. oderance of frutt trees, class as 1st, Wlth assessment at annas 12. 

Rule 2.-Land similar to the above but less accessible with·.few or no fruit trees, 
..class ·as 2nd, with assessment at annas 8. . · · · · . 

Rule 3.-IJ.?-accessible land on steep slopes, produ~ing only grass and scrub-jungle, 
o:class as 3rd, Wtth assessment at annas 4. · · · · · 

Rule 4.-Each. Hadi number must b~ divided into' $hares in the ysual w~y ,~d the 
.:average taken as 1ts assessment. . · , . , . . . : · 

- ' . ~ J 

SECTION III <; ; \ 

i : + 
1. In the Kan~ra Zillah 'in many places there aie no distinct village sites, the houses 

:.Of the cultivators being situated in the fields, or .wherever there are coconut gardens. 
'The distances of numbers from the village site, or from the owners' houses must in such 
:.Cases 'be taken according to the following . rule8 :~ . · · . . r , .. · , ·.· 

1st. The house of the owner of a number, or the 'site:: of any group of houses 
of the village, whichever of these two is nearest a number, that distance must be 
taken. · · 

1 
· , 

2nd. To uncultivated numbers the distance from .the site of the near~t group 
·of houses must be taken. · . · ·. 

' 3rd. Distances within half-a mile must be entered as half a mile. Distances 
above half a mile and up to 1 mile, must be entered as l .. mile; Distances above one 

.. mile and up to two mites, must be entered as two miles.' Distances above two miles 
and up to three miles, must be· entered as three tniles. Distances above three miles 
must be entered as " above three miles " •.. 
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2. The number in which the house is situated, from which the distance to a number 
has been taken, must be stated in paragraph 1 of the usual entries in the classer's book. 

3. Often the houses of a village are scattered over many numbers ; when the dis
tance from such village site has to be taken, all the houses that are within ten chains dis
tance from each other must be considered as belonging to one group or village site, and 
the distance of a number from the nearest house in that site must be taken. Houses 
that may be at a distance of above 10 chains from such village site, are· not to be consi
dered as belonging to that site. Also any number of houses from four and upwards 
that may be above ten chains distance from such site, must be treated as a separate group 
or village site. A collection of fewer than four houses must not be treated as a village 
site. 

4. The distance of a number from the place at which the cattle are watered in the 
hot weather must be entered in paragraph 3 of the usual entries in the classer's book, 
with a remark stating the place or number this distance has been taken from. 

SECTION IV 
1. As the Survey numbers and Pot numbers in Survey numbers in the Kanara 

District are often very small, the following Rules are laid down for making the give-and
take, " Dhar Sod ", of annas in fixing the areas :-

Clause ]st.-Areas under 8 annas must be entered correct to the nearest anna. 
Clause 2nd.-Areas from and over 8 annas and of less than 5 gunthas are to be 

entered in the Sud correct to the nearest even anna. If the area should contain 
exactly an odd number of annas the next even anna above the original area should 
be entered. 

Clause 3rd.-Areas of from 5 to 10 gunthas are to be entered correct to the 
nearest half guntha. 

Clause 4th.-Areas of more than 10 gunthas are to be entered to the nearest 
guntha. 

Clause 5th.-The sum of the Pot numbers entered is to be taken as the ""area 
of the Survey number. ~ 

Clause 6th.-The above adjustments are to be made both in the unculturable 
and total areas, the rule applicable to the total area of the Survey number or Pot 
number being used to fix the detail area (dry-crop, rice, garden, and unculturable) 
of that number. 

Example 

Total Area as Unculturable I 
Chalta Pot No. Total Area as in Unculturable confirmed and Area as 
No. Fair Field Book Area as in Fair entered in the confirmed by Remaining Area 

Field Book Sud by 'Dhar Sod.' 
'DharSod' 

A. g. a. P· A. g. a. p. A. g. a. P· A. g. a. p. A. g. a. p. 
41 1 0 17 3 0 0 3 9 0 0 17 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 13 0 0 

2 0 2 0 14 0 0 9 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 6 0 
3 0 5 13 6 0 211 0 0 6 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 
4 0 10 12 9 0 514 0 011 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 5 0 0 
5 0 8 10 0 0 4 7 0 0 8 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 0 0 

Total .. 1 4 8 0 0 18 2 0 0 26 6 0 

39 1 0 8 13 11 0 4~13 0 0 9 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 0 0 .. 
2 0 9 2 4 0 2 4 0 0 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 
3 0 3 4 0 0 1 7 0 0 3 4 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 12 0 
4 0 8 2 2 0 5 2 0 0 8 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 3 0 0 
5 0 2 7 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 4 0 
6 0 2 714 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 8 0 
7 0 5 3 6 0 2 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 
8 0 0 7 4 . . 0 0 7 0 .. 0 0 7 0 

Total .. 0 39 11 0 0 17 12 0 0 21 15 0 
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SECTION V 

1. The method of entering in the Classer's Book the acres of a " Survey number " 
according to " Pot numbers " is as follows :-

Pot No. Name ofWargdar, etc. Total acres Unculturable Remaining culturable acres. 
acres. 

Acres Goonthas Acres Goonthas Acres Goonthas 

Shreeniwas Ramchandra K 0 " 15 0 " 0 0 " 
15 

T 0 " 5 0 " 0 0 " 5 
2 Gunesh Bulla! ........ K 0 " 4 0 

" 
I 0 " 3 

B 0 " 15 0 " 0 0 
" 

15 
3 Sadashew Narayan p 0 " 3 0 , 0 0 " 

3 
T 0 " 

17 0 " 2 0 
" 

15 

, 19 0 , 3 I 
" 16 

2. In showing the classification work of a number in the classer's book a sketch 
must first be drawn of the " Survey No." in which the " Pot Nos. " must be separately 
shown, then under this sketch of each Pot No. must be drawn in which its classification 
must be entered. The average classification annas of each Pot No. must be calculated 
separately. 

3. · Of the entries that are made by paragraphs under each " Survey number " the 
remarks in paras. 1, 2, 3 and 5 are chiefly applicable to Survey" Nos. ", they must there
fore be written in the usual way. 

4. Of the entries that are made by paragraphs under each Survey No. remarks 
regarding " Pot Nos. " necessary to be entered in paras. 4, 6, 7 and 8 may be entered 
together for all such " Pot Nos. ", the circumstances of which agree with the Measurer's 
entries. But the remark to be entered in those paras. for " Pot Nos. ", the circumstances 
of which differ from the Measurer's entries, must be entered separately by paras. under 
each main para. for each " Pot Number". 

5. The entries regarding Tari land may be made for all " Pot Nos. " that do not 
differ in their circumstances together in the same para., but when the circumstances 
differ, the entries for each " Pot No." must be entered by separate paras, under each 
main para. 

6. The usual entries by paras, regarding Bagayet land must be made separately 
for every " Pot number". 

7. A new form of " Bagayet Takta " has been printed for the Kanara District, 
which alone must be used. In cases of coconut and supari garden land the number of 
these trees must be entered according to their size in columns 17, 18, 19 and 20 of this 
« Bagayet Takta ". All other fruit trees in such garden land must be entered in 
·column 24. 

SECTION VI 

1. The following instructions regarding the method of preparing the Registers 
and Pahani Suds are applicable to villages where the Survey Nos. contain Pot Nos. and 
where there is Pulan soil. 

2. The total acres of the Survey Nos. their Kharab, their Khushki Tari, and Bagayet 
acres and the " Dar " and " Akar " of the Khushki and Tari acres must be entered in the 
registers in black ink. The acres " Dar " and " Akar " of Pulan land must be entered 
in red ink. The acres " Dar " and " Akar " of Pulan land must be entered in the Tari 
columns of the registers, and for the purpose of distinguishing that land in the registers 
the letters P. T. must be entered in red ink against its acres. 

3. The " Akar " of Pulan land must be calculated by the rates resulting in the Tari 
... Kayum Dar Jantri " from the soil classification and 6th water class. This water cl2ss 
and the " Kayum Dar " must be entered in the registers in red ink. At the end of the 
registers a note must be made to the effect that the acres against which the letters P. T . 
. are entered are those of Pulan soil. 
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4. In the .. Pahani Suds " the acres of Pulan soil must be entered in the column. 
for the acres of Khushki soil and the letter P. placed against them to distinguish them ; 
also a note must be made at the end of the .. Pahani Sud" to the effect that the letter P. 
is entered against the acres of Pulan soil. 

5. In entering in the ., Pahani Sud " the acres of such Survey Nos. as have Pot 
Nos. in them the acres of each of the Pot Nos. must first be entered, and then beneath 
these the sum of the acres of the Pot Nos. must be entered, so that the total acres of the 
different Survey Nos. may be known. 

6. The directions given above' for preparing the registers and ., Pahani Suds •• 
will be understood from the examples given in the accompanying forms of those papers. 

7. When in accotdance with Rule XXI, para-. l of section 1, the increase made on 
rice land for scattered coconut trees as shown in the table, gives a soil classification of 
over 16 annas or a water classification higher than 1st, then the Register must be prepared 
for the rice land as of lst class soil and lst water class and a separate statement prepared 
according to the following form should be attached to the Register. In this form. 
columns 1 to 4 should be filled in and column 5 left blank. 

No. I Soil Water fixed rate as entered Fised rate 
Clasa~tion classification io Register 

I 

I 2 3 4 s 

GPN-A·l63-DLR-9-75-872-PA4•. 
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